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Provable Security of Internet Protocols
by Benjamin Dowling
The world has changed. Every day, users log on to social media, use online banking to hasten
important transactions and utilize cloud services to host data online. This unprecedented level
of access to personal and financial data requires the implementation of protocols that prevent
malicious access to this information. The solution to these needs has been cryptography, and we
combine cryptographic algorithms to form internet protocols. The security of these protocols
can be proven using underlying assumptions based on the hardness of mathematical problems.
Despite these proofs of security, attacks on prominent protocols still occur without breaking
assumptions underpinning their theoretical security. These attacks often occur outside the
scope of frameworks for analysing cryptographic protocols, and thus a non-trivial gap still exists
between the theoretical and actual security of internet protocols. This work endeavours to
address this gap, by extending previous security frameworks in order to examine novel aspects
of internet protocols, and analysing protocols omitted in previous literature.
We begin by formalising notions of negotiation in key-exchange protocols, modifying established
security models to consider the security of ciphersuite and version negotiation in the Transport
Layer Security (TLS) protocol. We continue by investigating proposed drafts of the to-be-
standardised TLS protocol version 1.3, extending the Multi-Stage Key-Exchange security model
to capture and analyse new aspects of TLS 1.3. We then focus on the security implications of
long-term key reuse across multiple ciphersuite variants, and analyse the Secure Shell protocol
in both the Authenticated and Confidential Channel Establishment (ACCE) and a novel multi-
ciphersuite-ACCE security models. Finally, we describe the negative implications of insecure
time-synchronisation on key-exchange protocols, developing a framework for the analysis of time-
synchronisation protocols, and designing an authentication protocol for securing the Network
Time Protocol (NTP). We implement our construction to evaluate and benchmark our work,
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As more of our personal and financial lives goes online, it is essential that the cryptography at
use protecting this data is as secure as possible. In order to ensure this, we investigate formally
the security of cryptographic protocols that are used in practice. This thesis aims at analysing
important cryptographic protocols that are utilised on the internet currently, with a focus on
broadening formal security models to analyse novel properties that may influence the security of
internet protocols as specified.
The Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol [1–3], (with older versions known as the Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol [4, 5]) allows two parties communicating remotely over a network
to authenticate each other using public-key infrastructure and subsequently establish a secure
channel which provides confidentiality and integrity of messages. The self-described goal of the
TLS protocol is to “provide communication security over the Internet. The protocol allows
client/server applications to communicate in a way that is designed to prevent eavesdropping,
tampering, or message forgery” [3].
A significant proportion of all secured communication on the internet relies on the security of the
TLS protocol. The amount of application data being sent over encrypted channels established
using the TLS protocol is increasing dramatically, approaching 50% of all page loads over the
internet, as recent telemetry data has shown [6]. The exceedingly widespread use of the protocol
to protect sensitive data requires that the security of TLS be well-understood.
Researchers have discovered a number of high-profile attacks targeting the TLS protocol. Many
of these did not target the underlying cryptographic primitives but instead were aimed towards
mechanisms and functionalities in cryptographic protocols that have not received proper analysis.
Such strategies include downgrade attacks, where malicious users would force others to select
weaker cryptography than they would normally prefer, almost the embodiment of “weakest
link” security. These attacks can be the result of ill-designed negotiation functions [7], or
1
Chapter 1. Introduction 2
implementation errors that support export-grade cryptography [8]. Capturing these notions in a
formal way would expand our understanding of unexplored aspects of internet protocols.
Another pervasive internet security protocol is the Secure Shell protocol [9, 10], which allows
clients to communicate with authenticated servers, and secure a confidential communication
channel, and remotely login using public-key infrastructure or password-based authentication.
Additionally, clients can use SSH to establish a secure encrypted channel, and then run the File
Transfer Protocol to access, modify, delete and transfer files remotely.
The security of the encryption schemes used by the SSH protocol are well-understood, having
been alternately attacked and reinforced by researchers for a number of years [11–14]. However,
the provable security of the channel establishment protocol has not received the same degree
of attention. Understanding and evaluating the provable security of the SSH protocol is an
important step in achieving realised practical internet security. One of the oldest protocols
still used on the internet today is the Network Time Protocol, introduced by Mills [15–17]
for the purpose of synchronising local clocks with remote servers over the internet. Much of
the internal NTP mechanisms are designed to select from a pool of individual servers that
advertise potentially inaccurate times. While much research has focused on the accuracy of
time-synchronisation in the absence of attackers, the lack of scalable authentication mechanisms
for NTP results in a protocol that is trivial for a motivated malicious user to exploit [18]. Recent
work has shown that protocols that are dependent on public key infrastructure for authentication
are vulnerable to attack if the user has insecure time-synchronisation [19, 20]. While some
solutions for this exist, they are often unrealistic due to scalability issues [21], or proven to be
insecure [17]. A formal understanding of time-synchronisation in provable security frameworks
would help to inform and discover potential vulnerabilities in security protocols.
We aim to introduce new security models aimed at capturing these aspects of cryptographic
protocols and how they are specified. In particular, we target two types of cryptographic protocols:
authenticated key exchange protocols, which utilise public-key infrastructure to establish shared
secret keys, and time-synchronisation protocols that use remote servers to control local clocks.
Additionally, we expand security models that have been previously introduced to analyse
authenticated key exchange protocols like TLS in order to capture novel aspects of internet
protocols.
Chapter 2 begins our thesis with an introduction to cryptographic primitives and assumptions
that will prove helpful in capturing the theoretical security of cryptographic protocols. Next, in
Chapter 3, we provide a history and overview of provable security models that we will use and
expand upon later in the thesis to analyse novel aspects of security constructions. Chapter 4
describes a series of internet security protocols, including TLS, SSH and NTP, that we will be
examining in the rest of our work. We will now summarise the contributions of this thesis.
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Multi-ciphersuite Security and the Secure Shell Protocol (Chapter 5) The Secure
Shell (SSH) protocol is one of the most widely used protocols on the internet, used to provide
secure login and authentication of remote servers, as well as confidentiality and integrity of
subsequent communications. We prove that the signed Diffie–Hellman ciphersuites of the SSH
handshake and transport protocols are secure under the ACCE security framework using well-
known assumptions. We also introduce a new cryptographic framework — multi-ciphersuite
ACCE security — which captures the setting where protocol participants reuse secret keys across
many different ciphersuites. We introduce a composition theorem to show that multi-ciphersuite
security can be achieved by ACCE protocols in a black-box way, under certain conditions. Finally,
we utilise this theorem to show that the SSH protocol allows this secret-key reuse to be done
securely, in contrast to TLS which has been successfully attacked due to this behaviour.
This work on multi-ciphersuite security and the SSH protocol is joint work with Florian Bergsma,
Florian Kohler, Douglas Stebila and Jo¨rg Schwenk, and has appeared as the following publication.
This work was supported by the Australian Research Council (ARC) Discovery Project grant
DP130104304:
• Bergsma, F., Dowling, B., Kohlar, F., Schwenk, J. and Stebila, D., 2014, November.
Multi-ciphersuite security of the Secure Shell (SSH) protocol. In Proceedings of the 2014
ACM SIGSAC Conference on Computer and Communications Security (pp. 369-381).
ACM.
Negotiation Security and the TLS 1.2 Protocol (Chapter 6) Real-world cryptographic
protocols such as the widely used TLS protocol simultaneously support many different combi-
nations of cryptographic primitives (which are referred to as ciphersuites) and versions, which
dramatically impact upon the security of the protocol. In this way, TLS and other key-exchange
protocols are less a single protocol and more a family of protocols with different security levels.
In recent years, provable security analysis of TLS has proven most ciphersuites to be secure
authenticated and confidential channel establishment (ACCE) protocols, but these analyses
typically take place in isolation, where the security of ciphersuites cannot impact upon each
other.
Our work extends the ACCE model to capture protocols with many different sub-protocols, in
particular targeting ciphersuite and version negotiation, and formalise security definitions for
secure negotiation of optimal (or preferenced) sub-protocols. We give a theorem showing how
(with additional conditions) the security of negotiation follows generically from the authentication
security of ACCE protocols. We show that the negotiation of ciphersuites in the TLS protocol
is secure using our negotiation-authentication theorem, but how certain implementations of
version negotiation in TLS is flawed. We additionally analyse a proposed TLS extension (the
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TLS Fallback Signaling Cipher Suite Value (SCSV)) for detecting protocol downgrade attacks,
and demonstrate that TLS version negotiation with this extension is secure.
This chapter is joint work with Douglas Stebila, and has appeared as the following publication.
This work was supported by the Australian Research Council (ARC) Discovery Project grant
DP130104304:
• Dowling, B. and Stebila, D. 2015, June. Modelling ciphersuite and version negotiation
in the TLS protocol. In Proceedings of the 20th Australasian Conference on Information
Security and Privacy (pp. 270-288). Springer International Publishing.
Multi-Stage Security and the TLS 1.3 Protocol (Chapter 7) The Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) is in the process of developing the next version of the Transport Layer Security
protocol, TLS 1.3. We give a cryptographic analysis of the ephemeral Diffie–Hellman-based
handshake protocol for draft-16, which authenticates parties and establishes encryption keys
using public-key based infrastructure. We do so using the multi-stage key exchange model,
previously introduced by Fischlin and Gu¨nther [22] to analyse authenticated key exchange
protocols that output multiple (potentially independent) encryption keys.
We also modify the multi-stage key exchange model to capture preshared symmetric-key set-
tings, and analyse session resumption and preshared-key-based handshakes for TLS 1.3, which
authenticates and establishes encryption keys without public-key infrastructure.
This chapter is joint work with Mark Fischlin, Felix Gu¨nther and Douglas Stebila, and has
appeared as the following publications. This work was supported by the Australian Research
Council (ARC) Discovery Project grant DP130104304:
• Dowling, B., Fischlin, M., Gu¨nther, F. and Stebila, D., 2015, October. A cryptographic
analysis of the TLS 1.3 handshake protocol candidates. In Proceedings of the 22nd ACM
SIGSAC Conference on Computer and Communications Security (pp. 1197-1210). ACM.
• Dowling, B., Fischlin, M., Gu¨nther, F. and Stebila, D., 2016, February. A cryptographic
analysis of the TLS 1.3 draft-10 Full and Pre-shared Key Handshake Protocol. Presented
at the Network and Distributed Systems Security Symposium Workshop “TLS 1.3 Ready
or Not”.
Time Synchronisation Security and the Authenticated Network Time Protocol
(Chapter 8) The Network Time Protocol (NTP) is used by many network-connected devices
to synchronize local time counters with remote servers. We note that public-key infrastructure
(and in particular, the widely used X.509 digital certificate format) depends on the local device
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having accurate time in order to determine if the current local time is in the certificate’s validity
period. Windows, Linux and macOS operating systems utilise NTP without authentication
mechanisms, which allow malicious adversaries in control of the network to easily compromise
end-user time counters. In addition, authentication mechanisms that have been suggested
previously have not been formally analysed, require non-scalable solutions such as preshared-key
distributions, or are known to have cryptographic weaknesses.
We introduce Authenticated Network Time Protocol (ANTP) — an authentication protocol
build upon the Network Time Protocol — to protect against time-desynchronisation attacks. We
give a design rationale based on security and computational requirements described by the IETF.
We design a solution that is scalable and suitable for large-scale deployment, considering limited
server computational power and storage. We implement ANTP in the OpenNTPD software, and
compare benchmarks statistics for ANTP and NTP for both message throughput and CPU usage.
We justify the security of our design by introducing a novel security framework for capturing
the authentication and accuracy of a time-synchronisation protocol where the adversary is in
control of the local time counters, and show that ANTP achieves secure time-synchronisation
under standard cryptographic assumptions.
This work on time-synchronisation protocols and ANTP is a joint work with Douglas Stebila
and Greg Zaverucha and was the result of a Microsoft Research internship at Microsoft Research
Redmond. The work has appeared as the following publication. This work was also supported
by the Australian Research Council (ARC) Discovery Project grant DP130104304:
• Dowling, B., Stebila, D., and Zaverucha, G. 2016, August. Authenticated Network Time
Synchronization. In Proceedings of the 25th USENIX Security Symposium (USENIX
Security 2016) (pp. 823-841). 2016.
Chapter 2
Preliminaries
In this chapter we introduce cryptographic primitives that are utilised in internet protocols
that we investigate, and cryptographic assumptions that we use in security proofs. Internet
protocols such as TLS and SSH combine various cryptographic primitives as building blocks
for establishing symmetric keys and encrypting application payload data, among other uses.
Cryptographic assumptions quantify the computational difficulty of breaking the formal security
goals of the underlying primitive.
In the following chapters we use game-based proof techniques to relate the difficulty of breaking
the overall protocol to the difficulty of breaking the individual primitives. These assumptions
are typically formalised as a game played between a well-defined challenger and a black-box
adversary. The difficulty of breaking the assumption is expressed as the advantage of an adversary
at meeting win conditions evaluated by the challenger. We define a successful adversary as one
that has a non-negligible advantage (or probability) of winning the game.
2.1 Notation
We begin by defining notation used throughout the thesis.
We utilise multiple typefaces to represent different types of objects: participants in security games
(such as an adversary A and a challenger C), adversarial queries like Corrupt and Reveal, protocol
and per-session variables, security notions such as bsae, and typewriter fonts for constants.
A set X = {1, . . . , n} = [1, n] indicates the set of all integers between 1 and n inclusive. We
use {0, 1}λ to indicate the set of all λ-bit length integers, and {0, 1}∗ to indicate the set of all
arbitrary-length bit strings. We say that a set X is empty if X = ∅, and use vector notation #   –list
to indicate an ordered list of elements. We denote with x
$← X the act of sampling an element x
6
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from X uniformly at random. If we consider a probabilistic algorithm A, then b $← A(x) denotes
the output b of algorithm A when A takes as input random coins and x. We will often use ⊥ as
a generic failure symbol when output from a probabilistic algorithm.
We will often talk about the advantage of an algorithm A in winning a security game. In
particular, we define a function f : N→ R0,1 (where R0,1 is the set of all real numbers from 0 to
1 inclusive) to be negligible in x if for all positive integers c > 0, there exists a value nc > 0 such
that for all inputs λ > nc, f(x) <
1
nc
. We say that such a function is negligible in terms of the
input λ, which is typically a security parameter of the cryptographic primitive.
2.2 Symmetric Cryptography
Broadly, cryptography can be partitioned into symmetric and asymmetric cryptography. As
implied by the name, symmetric cryptography uses the same shared secrets to perform crypto-
graphic operations, in contrast with asymmetric that instead uses distinct private and public
keys. Common examples of symmetric-key cryptography include hash functions, pseudo-random
functions, message authentication codes, key-derivation functions, and symmetric-key encryp-
tion. In the following sections, we formalise the security of these symmetric-key cryptographic
primitives as the probability a successful adversary has in breaking the security property. We
later use these definitions in our security analysis of internet protocols.
2.2.1 Hash Functions
A hash function is a deterministic algorithm that takes input of arbitrary length and outputs
a digest of fixed length. Hash functions are utilised as building blocks for other cryptographic
primitives, such as message authentication codes (for integrity checks of sent data) and digital
signature schemes (to transform the message into a value that can operated on by the digital
signature scheme) among others.
Hash functions require different cryptographic properties dependent on the context of their use.
For instance, digital signature schemes require collision resistance:
• Collision Resistance: Given a hash function Hash : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}λ where λ is the fixed
output length of Hash, it should be difficult to find two distinct input values in, in′ such
that Hash(in) = Hash(in′) but in 6= in′.
Consider that for a message m, the output Hash(m) is the value that is signed by the digital
signature scheme. It is straightforward to see that to generate a forgery for a message m′ (where
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(m,m′) is a collision in the hash function) with respect to a known message-signature pair
(m,σ), an attacker can simply offer (m′, σ) as a forgery that will verify correctly. Additional
cryptographic goals for hash functions include:
• Preimage resistance, or one-wayness: Given a hash function Hash : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}λ and a
hash output out, it should be difficult to find a value in such that Hash(in) = out
• Second preimage resistance: Given a hash function Hash : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}λ and a value
in, it should be difficult to find a value in′ such that Hash(in) = Hash(in′) but in 6= in′.
It can easily be seen that the difficulty of these problems are related: any adversary capable
of breaking the second preimage resistance of a hash function Hash can also be used to break
the collision resistance of Hash. We say then that the advantage of any adversary A against
the second preimage resistance of Hash is bounded by the advantage of A against the collision
resistance of Hash. However, our security analysis in future sections only requires a formalisation
of collision resistance, which we define below.
Definition 2.1 (Collision-resistant hash function). A hash function is a deterministic algorithm
Hash : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}λ which, given a bit string m, outputs a hash value w = Hash(m) in the
space {0, 1}λ. We define the advantage of a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) algorithm
A in breaking the collision-resistance security of the hash function Hash as Advcoll,λHash (A) =
Pr
[
Hash(m) = Hash(m′) : (m,m′) ← A,m 6= m′]. We say that a hash function Hash is
collision-resistant if for all non-trivial PPT A, Advcoll,λHash (A) is negligible in the security parameter
λ.
2.2.2 Pseudo-Random Functions
A pseudo-random function (PRF) is a deterministic family of functions PRF which take a secret
key and arbitrary-length input and computes a fixed-length output. Goldreich, Goldwasser and
Micali [23] introduced what are now known as PRFs, which can be used to construct MAC
algorithms and various other cryptographic functionalities. For instance, Blum et al. [24] used
PRFs as a building block for authentication mechanisms in memory-checkers against an adversary
in control of memory storage. One prominent example of our definition of a PRF is the HKDF
function introduced by Krawczyk and Eronen [25], which is based on the HMAC keyed-hash
function and is broken up into two steps: an “extract” step, which takes secret keying material
and produces a key, which is used in the “expand” step to generate multiple pseudo-random keys.
In Chapter 7, we consider both HKDF.Extract and HKDF.Expand as pseudo-random functions.
The security of PRFs can be loosely described as the difficulty in distinguishing the output of
PRF using a randomly-sampled key k from a randomly-sampled value in {0, 1}µ. We will often
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refer to the keyspace field as the keying-material field, and the input space field as the salt field.
In particular, it should be difficult for any adversary A to determine, given black-box access to
PRF, if a response Z to a queried salt input x is either Z
$← {0, 1}µ or Z = PRF(k, x), where
A may adaptively query any salt value y 6= x (before and after x) and receive PRF(k, y). We
describe a formalisation of PRF security below.
Definition 2.2 (Pseudo-random function security). A pseudo-random function is a tuple of
algorithms (KeyGen,PRF), where KeyGen is a probabilistic algorithm that takes as input a
security parameter 1λ and outputs a key k, and PRF is a deterministic function PRF : K× I → O
which, given a key k in the keyspace K and an arbitrary length bit-string in, outputs a fixed-
length bit-string out from the output-space O = {0, 1}f(1λ), where f is a function that takes as






X := ∅; c← 0
b′ $← AO-PRF(),Test()
return (b′ = b)
Oracle O-PRF(x)
if x ∈ X
return ⊥
else
X← X ∪ x
return PRF(k, x)
Oracle Test(x)
if (c = 1) ∨ (x ∈ X)
return ⊥
c← 1; X← x
if (b = 0)





We define the advantage of a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) algorithm A in breaking the
security of the pseudo-random function PRF as Advprf-sec,λPRF (A) = |2 Pr [b = b′]− 1|. We say that
PRF is secure if for all PPT A Advprf-sec,λPRF (A) is negligible in the security parameter λ.
We note that in practice, PRFs are used in a variety of ways. In Section 4.3.1 we see that one of
the the PRF computations that underly the security of the full (EC)DHE handshake uses the
secret DH value gxy as the salt input to HKDF.Extract, and not the keyed input. This assumes
that HKDF.Extract function is a secure PRF even if you swap the salt and key inputs. This
notion is known as the Dual PRF assumption, and was introduced by Bellare [26] to prove the
security of HMAC. We give a formal definition of the Dual PRF assumption below.
Definition 2.3 (Dual PRF security). A pseudo-random function is a pair of functions (KeyGen,
PRF) defined in Definition 2.2. We define a second PRF, PRF∗, such that PRF.PRF(k, x) =
PRF∗.PRF(x, k). We define the advantage of a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) algorithm
A in breaking the dual PRF security of a pseudo-random function PRF as Advdual-prf,λPRF (A) =
max{Advprf-sec,λPRF (A),Advprf-sec,λPRF∗ (A)}. We say that PRF is a secure dual PRF if for all PPT A
Advdual-prf,λPRF (A) is negligible in the security parameter λ.
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2.2.3 Message Authentication Codes
A message authentication code (MAC) is a tuple of deterministic algorithms that allows users
sharing a symmetric key to authenticate and verify messages. MACs can be implemented in a
variety of ways, but are generally constructed from block ciphers or hash functions. Common
examples of MACs constructed from block ciphers include Poly1305 introduced by Bernstein
[27], or for a less recent example, HMAC introduced by Bellare, Canetti and Krawczyk [25].
Specifically a MAC scheme MAC is defined as the tuple of algorithms (KeyGen,Tag,Vfy) where:
KeyGen(1λ) → k takes input a security parameter 1λ and returns a randomly-sampled key k
from the keyspace K = {0, 1}λ; Tag(k,m)→ τ takes the secret key k and an arbitrary-length bit
string m as input and outputs a tag τ from the output space O = {0, 1}µ; and Vfy(k,m, τ) takes
the secret key k, the bit string m and a tag τ and outputs 1 if τ = Tag(k,m) and 0 otherwise.
The security of a MAC scheme is typically described in terms of unforgeability, of which there
are three types: existential, selective and universal. Existential forgeability is the notion that it
is difficult for an adversary to create any forged message-tag pair (m, τ) such that Vfy(k,m, τ)
outputs 1. This is the strongest notion of unforgeability, i.e. an adversary capable of breaking
universal can be turned into an adversary capable of breaking existential unforgeability. In the
following chapters, we rely on MAC schemes to be secure with respect to existential unforgeability
under chosen message attack, where an adversary is given access to an oracle T (m) 4= Tag(k,m)
for adversarial-chosen values of m. We formalise this notion below.
Definition 2.4 (Message Authentication Code security). A message authentication code is a
tuple of algorithms MAC : (KeyGen,Tag,Vfy) described above. Consider the following game:
Game euf-cma
k
$← KeyGen(1λ); b← 0; X := ∅
(τ,m)← AT ()












We define the advantage of a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) algorithm A in breaking the
existential unforgeability security of the MAC scheme MAC under chosen message attack as
Adveuf-cma,λMAC (A) = Pr [b = 1]. We say that MAC is single-query euf-cma-secure if for all PPT A
Adveuf-cma,λMAC (A) is negligible in the security parameter λ.
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2.2.4 Key Derivation Functions
Key derivation functions are deterministic functions which, given input a source of randomness
σ, an (optional) salt value s, an (optional) context message m and an output length λ will
output a bit string k of fixed length λ. In particular, KDFs are generally used for transforming
a single secret value into multiple keys transformed into the appropriate format. Examples of
KDFs include the hash-based HKDF introduced by Krawcyzk and Eronen [28], as well as the
password-based PBKDF2 [29]. We utilise a KDF in our work on ANTP in order to convert the
premaster secret sent by the client into a secure key appropriate for use in a MAC scheme.
Definition 2.5 (Key Derivation Function). A key derivation function is a deterministic function
KDF : Σ× S ×C ×L→ K which, given a source of randomness σ (and auxiliary information α),




$← Σ; c← 0












if (m ∈M) ∨ (c = 1)
return ⊥
k0 ← KDF(σ, s,m, λ)
k1 ← {0, 1}λ
M←M ∪m, c← 1
return kb
Note that Σ is a source of key material that samples (σ, α), where σ is a random sample
and α is auxiliary information about the distribution of σ. We define the advantage of a
probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) algorithm A against the security of KDF as Advkdf,λΣ,KDF(A) =
|2 Pr [b = b′]− 1|. We say that KDF is secure if for all PPT A Advkdf,λΣ,KDF(A) is negligible in the
security parameter λ.
2.2.5 Symmetric-Key Encryption
In this section we give formal definitions for symmetric-key encryption protocols, in particular
focusing on schemes that are used in prominent internet protocols. There are many variants
of symmetric-key encryption schemes in use today, with all of the protocols that we analyse
(in particular SSH and TLS, which are used for data encryption and transmission) using
authenticated-encryption schemes, where messages sent encrypted are both confidential and can
be verified to have been received without modification from someone knowing the symmetric-key.
Definition 2.6 (Authenticated Encryption). An authenticated-encryption scheme is a tuple
of algorithms AE = (KeyGen,AuthEnc,AuthDec) where: KeyGen is probabilistic function that
takes as input a security parameter 1λ and outputs a randomly-sampled key k from the keyspace
K = {0, 1}λ; AuthEnc is a probabilistic function that takes as input a secret key k ∈ K = {0, 1}λ
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and an arbitrary-length bit string m ∈ {0, 1}∗ from a message space I, and outputs a ciphertext
c from the ciphertext space O; and AuthDec is a deterministic function takes as input a key k






















We define the advantage of a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) algorithm A in breaking the
auth-enc security of the AE scheme AE as Advauth-enc,λAE (A) = |2 Pr [b = b′]− 1|. We say that AE
is secure if for all PPT A Advauth-enc,λAE (A) is negligible in the security parameter λ.
We utilise authenticated encryption in our proposed construction ANTP, to allow time-servers to
regenerate per-client state in an authenticated manner. Since ANTP does not encrypt streams of
data and the lengths of all inputs are public knowledge, we do not require additional properties
such as length-hiding or buffering, and do not capture them in our AE assumption.
Paterson and Watson [13] introduced the notion of buffered stateful authenticated encryption
(BSAE) scheme in order to model the security of the SSH binary packet protocol. In particular,
buffered stateful auth-enc modifies the decryption oracle buffers partial ciphertext fragments
until a full ciphertext block is received, before attempting to answer a decryption query.
Definition 2.7 (Buffered Stateful Authenticated Encryption). A BSAE scheme is a tuple of
algorithms SE = (KeyGen, StEnc,StDec). KeyGen is a probabilistic algorithm taking a security
parameter 1λ and outputting a randomly-sampled key k from the keyspace K. The encryption
algorithm StEnc(k,m, ste) takes as input a secret key k ∈ K, a arbitrary-length bit string
m ∈ {0, 1}∗ from a message space I, and an encryption state ste, and outputs a ciphertext
c ∈ {0, 1}∗ (or an error symbol ⊥) and updates st′e. The decryption algorithm AuthDec(k, c, std)
takes as input a secret key k, a ciphertext c, and a decryption state std, and outputs a plaintext
message m (or error symbols ⊥p indicating further buffering if required, or ⊥e indicating that
the decryption process has failed) and updates the decryption state st′d. Consider the following
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game.
Game bsae
u← 0; v ← 0; p← 0
b
$← {0, 1}; k $← KeyGen(1λ)
M := ∅
b′ $← AEncrypt(),Decrypt()















v ← v + 1
(m, std)← SE.StDec(k, c, std)
if (m = ⊥) ∨ (b = 0)
return ⊥
else
if (v > u) ∨ (c 6=M[v])
p← 1
if p = 1
return m
return ⊥
We define the advantage of a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) algorithm A in breaking bsae
security of a symmetric encryption scheme SE as Advbsae,λSE (A) = |2 Pr [b = b′]− 1|. We say that
SE is bsae-secure if for all PPT A Advbsae,λSE (A) is negligible in the security parameter λ.
Introduced by Jager et al. [30], stateful length-hiding authenticated encryption (sLHAE) is a
stateful variant of the length-hiding authenticated-encryption assumption presented by Paterson,
Ristenpart and Shrimpton [31] to analyse the TLS record layer. Paterson, Ristenpart and
Shrimpton were additionally able to prove that the TLS record layer achieves these notions of
length-hiding authenticated-encryption.
Since some security models for analysing authenticated key-exchange protocols utilise the
subsequent symmetric-key protocol scheme in the formalisation, we define stateful length-hiding
authenticated-encryption security game below.
Definition 2.8. A stateful length-hiding authenticated-encryption scheme is a tuple of algorithms
SE = (KeyGen,Enc,Dec) described below. KeyGen is a probabilistic algorithm taking a security
parameter 1λ and outputting a randomly-sampled key k from the keyspace K ∈ {0, 1}λ. The
probabilistic encryption algorithm Enc(k, n, ste) takes as input a secret key k, a arbitrary-length
plaintext message m ∈ {0, 1}∗, and an encryption state ste, and outputs a ciphertext c ∈ {0, 1}∗
(or an error symbol ⊥) and updates st′e. The decryption algorithm Dec(k, c, std) takes as input
a secret key k, a ciphertext c, and a decryption state std, and outputs a plaintext message m (or
an error symbol ⊥ indicating that the decryption process has failed) and updates the decryption
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v ← v + 1
(m, std)← Dec(kd, C, std)
if (b = 0)
return⊥
if C 6= C[v]
phase← 1
else
if phase = 1
return m
return ⊥
We define the advantage of a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) algorithm A in breaking the
sLHAE security of the symmetric encryption scheme SE as AdvsLHAESE (A) = |2 Pr [b = b′]− 1|. We
say that SE is sLHAE-secure if for all PPT A AdvsLHAESE (A) is negligible in the security parameter
λ.
2.3 Asymmetric Cryptography
As noted in Section 2.2, asymmetric cryptography uses distinct public and private keys, with the
assumption that the private key cannot be efficiently computed from the public key. Common
forms of asymmetric cryptography includes public key encryption, key exchange, and digital
signatures. Asymmetric cryptography often relies on the use of a public-key infrastructure (PKI)
in which Certificate Authorities (CAs) authenticate and bind public-keys to identities.
2.3.1 Diffie–Hellman Key-Exchange
Introduced in the ground-breaking work “New Directions in Cryptography”, Diffie–Hellman
key-exchange is extremely prevalent in widespread internet protocols. TLS 1.2 and below support
both RSA and Diffie–Hellman key-exchange, while both SSH and TLS 1.3 support only DH-based
key-exchange. Diffie–Hellman key-exchange as used in protocols we examine come in two flavours:
Finite-Field Diffie–Hellman and Elliptic Curve Diffie–Hellman.
• Finite-Field: the group G is the set of non-zero integers modulo prime p, under multiplica-
tion operations.
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• Elliptic-Curve: the group G is the set of points on an elliptic-curve (plus a point at infinity),
under point-addition operations.
Diffie–Hellman key-exchange works as follows:
Consider two parties, Alice and Bob who wish to establish a shared secret. Alice and Bob have
already agreed upon a group G of order q and a generator g for that group. Both randomly
sample a group element u, v
$← Zq (for Alice and Bob respectively), and compute U = gu,
V = gv. We will often refer to these values in this thesis as keyshares. Alice and Bob exchange
these keyshares, and Alice computes V u = guv while Bob computes Uv = guv.
It is straightforward to see that if there exists an efficient adversary A that can compute the
discrete logarithm of either U or V , then A can easily compute guv. We define the discrete
logarithm problem (DLP) formally below, which was first formalised in the 1976 paper by Diffie
and Hellman. It captures the difficulty of an adversary A in recovering the discrete-logarithm u
given a generator g and a challenge value U = gu. As we will see later, the difficulty of most
Diffie–Hellman assumptions are bounded by the discrete-logarithm problem, as an algorithm
capable of efficiently breaking the discrete logarithm problem can be used to recover secret
Diffie–Hellman values and thus capable of breaking the Diffie–Hellman assumptions.
Definition 2.9 (Discrete Logarithm Problem). Consider a discrete logarithm group generation
algorithm GroupGen that takes as input a security parameter 1λ and outputs a tuple (G, q, g),
where G is a finite cyclic group of order q and g is a generator of the group. The discrete
logarithm problem is described as follows: Given the tuple (G, q, g, gu) where u $← Zq, find
u. We define the advantage of a probabilistic polynomial (PPT) algorithm A in breaking the
discrete logarithm problem as Advdl,λGroupGen(A) = Pr[A(G, q, g, gu)→ u]. We say that the discrete
logarithm problem is hard if for all PPT A Advdl,λGroupGen(A) is negligible in the security parameter
λ.
The difficulty in recovering the secret guv given the values (G, g, q, gu, gv) underpins the security
of Diffie–Hellman key-exchange, and is referred to as the Computational Diffie–Hellman (CDH)
problem. However, our proofs are better served with a stronger assumption, which is known
as the Decisional Diffie–Hellman (DDH) problem. This essentially captures the notion that
an adversary that is given the keyshares gu, gv has no information about the secret value guv.
If the DDH problem is hard, then this implies that an adversary given DH keyshares cannot
distinguish the DH secret value from random values sampled from the same group. In our proofs,
we utilise this in order to replace DH computed secret values with uniformly random values, and
bound the probability of an adversary distinguishing this change by the difficulty of the DDH
problem, which we define formally below.
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Definition 2.10 (Decisional Diffie–Hellman Problem). Consider a group generator algorithm
GroupGen that takes as input a security parameter 1λ and outputs a tuple (G, q, g) where G is
a finite cyclic group of order q, and g is a generator of G. Generate values u, v, x $← Zq. The
Decisional Diffie–Hellman problem is defined as: given (G, q, g, gu, gv, gw), determine if w = uv, or
w = x. We define the advantage of a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) algorithmA in breaking
DDH as Advddh,λGroupGen(A) = |Pr[A(G, q, g, gu, gv, guv) → 1] − Pr[A(G, q, g, ga, gb, gx) → 1]|. We
say that the DDH problem is hard if for all PPT A Advddh,λGroupGen(A) is negligible in the security
parameter λ.
In a work by Abdalla, Bellare and Rogaway [32] that introduces and investigates the security of
the Diffie–Hellman Integrated Encryption Scheme (DHIES, also known as DHES or DHAES),
three new Diffie–Hellman based assumptions were introduced. DHIES is an extension of the
ElGamal public-key encryption scheme that additionally uses symmetric-encryption, MAC and
hash functions and allows the encryption of arbitrary bit strings. The authors then prove DHIES
secure against chosen-plaintext attacks using the Hash-Diffie–Hellman assumption, but require
the Oracle Diffie–Hellman (ODH) assumption in order to show the security of DHIES against
chosen-ciphertext attacks.
It is useful to consider the ODH assumption in our thesis as the PRF-ODH assumption (which
we examine after) is a modification of the ODH assumption that essentially swaps hash functions
for PRFs.
Like other DH assumptions, the hardness of the ODH assumption is captured as a game played
between an adversary A and a challenger C, and similarly, to previous assumptions, the ODH
assumption captures the notion that an adversary given access to keyshares gu, gv has no
information about a secret value. In this case, the secret value is Hash(guv), where Hash is a
deterministic hash function.
The challenger begins by randomly sampling two group elements u, v
$← Zq, and computes DH
keyshares gu and gv. C then randomly samples a bit b $← {0, 1}, and gives A (gu, gv,W ), where
either W = Hash(guv) (if b = 0) or W
$← {0, 1}λ where λ is the output length of the hash
function. A is then allowed to query an oracle Hv(X) 4= Hash(Xv) with arbitrary elements
X ∈ G. A will then output a guess bit b′ of the challenger’s randomly sampled bit b. We can
logically see that if A is allowed to query U , then this would allow A to trivially answer this
problem so we do not allow this. We formalise this problem below.
Definition 2.11 (Oracle Diffie–Hellman Problem). Consider a group generator algorithm
GroupGen that takes as input a security parameter 1λ and outputs a tuple (G, q, g) where G
is a finite cyclic group of order q, and g is a generator of G; and a deterministic function
Hash : I → O that takes an arbitrary-length bit string m as input and outputs a fixed-length
bit string z ∈ {0, 1}f(1λ), where f is a function that takes as input a security parameter λ and
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outputs an integer output-length κ. Consider the following game:
Game odh
(G, q, g) $← GroupGen(1λ); f(1λ)→ κ
u, v
$← Zq; b $← {0, 1}
U ← gu; V ← gv





b′ $← AHu()(U, V,W )
return (b′ = b)
Oracle Hu(X)




We define the advantage of a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) algorithm A breaking the
ODH assumption as Advodh,λGroupGen,,Hash(A) = |2 Pr [b = b′]− 1|. We say that the ODH problem is
hard if for all PPT A Advodh,λGroupGen,Hash(A) is negligible in the security parameter λ.
Introduced by Jager et al. [30], the PRF-ODH assumption is a modification to the ODH
assumption. There are two major differences between ODH and PRF-ODH as it was introduced
by Jager et al.:
1. The PRF-ODH assumption replaces the hash oracle Hv in the ODH assumption with a
PRF oracle Pv(X,m) 4= PRF(Xv,m)
2. The PRF-ODH also only allows a single call to the PRF oracle, in comparison to the ODH
assumption which allows polynomially many queries.
The PRF-ODH assumption was introduced to capture how TLS uses a HMAC-based PRF to
transform the secret DH value guv, into the master secret value with input label‖rc‖rs (where rc
and rs are the random nonces of the client and server respectively). We use it in our analysis
of TLS 1.3 in Chapter 7, which in particular modifies the PRF-ODH assumption to allow
polynomial queries to the PRF oracle to generate multiple secrets.
Definition 2.12 (PRF Oracle Diffie–Hellman Problem). Consider a group generator algorithm
GroupGen that takes as input a security parameter 1λ and outputs a tuple (G, q, g) where G is a
finite cyclic group of order q, and g is a generator of G; and PRF a pseudo-random function as
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defined in Definition 2.2. Consider the following game:
Game prf-odh
(G, q, g) $← GroupGen(1λ)
u, v
$← Zq; U, V ← gu, gv
b
$← {0, 1}; m $← A()





b′ $← APv()(U, V,W )
return (b′ = b)
Oracle Pv(X,m)




We define the advantage of a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) algorithm A in breaking the
PRF-ODH assumption as Advprf-odh,λGroupGen,PRF(A) = |2 Pr [b = b′]− 1|. We say that the PRF-ODH
problem is hard if for all PPT A Advprf-odh,λGroupGen,PRF(A) is negligible in the security parameter λ.
2.3.2 Key Encapsulation Mechanisms
Definition 2.13 (Key Encapsulation Mechanism ind-cca security). A key encapsulation mech-
anism (KEM) for a keyspace K is a tuple of algorithms KEM = (KeyGen,Encap,Decap) such
that:
• (pk , sk) $← KeyGen(1λ): A probabilistic key-generation algorithm that takes a security
parameter 1λ and outputs a public key pk and a secret key sk .
• (c, k) $← Encap(pk): A probabilistic key-encapsulation algorithm that takes as input a
public key pk and outputs a ciphertext c and a (session) key k ∈ K.
• k ← Decap(sk , c): A deterministic key-decapsulation algorithm that takes as input a secret
key sk and ciphertext c and outputs a (session) key k ∈ K (or an error symbol ⊥).
A key encapsulation mechanism KEM is correct if
Pr
[
k = k′ : (pk , sk) $← KeyGen(1λ); (c, k) $← Encap(pk); k′ ← Decap(sk , c)
]
= 1
Note that the ind-cca security game is described in Figure 2.1. We define the advantage of
a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) algorithm A in breaking the ind-cca-security of KEM
as Advind-cca,λKEM (A) = |2 Pr [b = b′]− 1|. We say that KEM is ind-cca-secure if for all PPT A
Advind-cca,λKEM (A) is negligible in the security parameter λ.












b′ $← ADecap(sk ,c∗ 6=c)(st, c∗, kb)
return b = b′
Figure 2.1: The ind-cca security experiment for key encapsulation mechanism KEM.
2.3.3 Digital Signature Schemes
Digital signature schemes allow a party that has previously published a public-key to sign
messages with the associated secret-key, allowing other parties to verify the message was sent by
the secret-key’s owner.
We define the security of digital signature schemes similarly to MAC schemes, in particular
we wish to capture the existential unforgeability of the digital signature scheme under chosen
message attack, which we describe below.
Definition 2.14 (Digital Signature euf-cma security). A digital signature scheme is a tuple of
algorithms SIG : (KeyGen, Sign,Vfy) such that:
• (pk , sk) $← KeyGen(1λ): A probabilistic key-generation algorithm that takes a security
parameter 1λ and outputs a public key pk and a secret key sk .
• (σ) $← Sign(sk ,m): A (potentially) probabilistic signing algorithm that takes a secret key
sk and a arbitrary-length bit string m as input, and outputs a signature σ.
• (bool)← Vfy(pk ,m, σ): A deterministic verifying algorithm that takes a public key pk and
a arbitrary-length bit string m and a signature σ as input, and outputs 1 if the signature
σ is a valid signature for message m under secret key sk , and 0 otherwise.
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A digital signature scheme SIG is correct if
Pr
[




We define the advantage of a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) algorithm A in breaking
the existential unforgeability security of SIG under chosen message attack as Adveuf-cma,λSIG (A) =
Pr [b = 1]. We say that SIG is single-query euf-cma-secure if for all PPT A Adveuf-cma,λSIG (A) is
negligible in the security parameter λ.
In the following chapter (Chapter 3), we examine provable security frameworks that are currently
used to analyse cryptographic protocols. Such analyses typically use the security assumptions
presented in this chapter to show security for internet protocols.
Chapter 3
Provable Security Frameworks
In order to formalise our understanding of the security of internet protocols, it is necessary to
define both the exact security goals and adversarial threat model that the protocol is measured
against. Early notions of these were formalised by the Dolev-Yao model [33], specifying an
adversary that is control of the network of communications: able to inject, modify or delay
messages between sessions at will. Bellare and Rogaway [34] evolved these notions in their 1993
work (typically referred to as BR93) which captures the security goals of both authentication and
key-secrecy for key-exchange protocols, and will act as the basis for much of our work examining
TLS and SSH. However, subtleties in TLS and SSH mean that positive security results for the
unmodified protocols were unable to be found in “standard” authenticated key-exchange (AKE)
models such as BR93. Such problems include:
1. Use of the session-key within the AKE protocol
2. Multiple session-keys output in a single AKE protocol run
As a result, we require models that can capture and evaluate the security of these mechanisms.
In this chapter, we give descriptions of security models for authenticated key exchange protocols
that we then expand and modify in future sections to capture novel security properties. We begin
by giving an overview of important AKE models that exert a large influence on provable security
literature. We follow with a full description of the BR93 model, looking at authentication. We
then examine the Multi-Stage Key-Exchange security model, which was first introduced by
Fischlin and Gu¨nther to analyse Google’s QUIC protocol, which derives non-forward secret
0RTT and forward-secret 1RTT keys. However, the description in this section is based on our
collaboration with Fischlin, Gu¨nther and Stebila, which modifies and generalises the model in
order to capture new aspects of TLS 1.3. After, we present the ACCE model in full, which will
be used in later sections as the basis for our extensions for analyzing TLS negotiation and the
SSH protocol.
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3.1 Overview and History
BR93 Security Model The first formalisation of security definitions in authenticated key-
exchange protocols was introduced by Bellare and Rogaway in 1993, which we refer to as BR93.
In BR93, security of an AKE protocol is captured by a game played between an adversary A and
a challenger C. C maintains a set of protocol participants (otherwise known as parties) that can
run multiple instances of an AKE protocol Π. Loosely speaking, two parties have authenticated
each other in a protocol run if they are certain of the other’s identity and they agree on all of
the communications between them.1
C generates a public-key/secret-key pair for each protocol participant and sends all public-keys to
A. A interacts with C via adversarial queries: Send captures adversarial control of the network of
communications, allowing A to reorder, modify, inject or drop messages at will; Reveal captures
adversarial leakage of established session-keys; Corrupt captures internal-state leakage, and also
allows A to overwrite long-term keys; and Test returns a real-or-random session key for evaluating
the security of the AKE protocol. However, two notions must be defined before we can discuss
how BR93 evaluates the security of an AKE protocol: partnering, and freshness.
Partnering pairs sessions that have executed a protocol run together, and derived the same
session key. Sessions individually maintain a transcript t - the concatenation of all messages
sent and recieved by that session. Sessions are considered partnered if the transcripts are equal.
Alternatively, if one of the transcripts is longer than the other (by the adversary dropping the
final message in the protocol flow), then sessions are considered partnered if the transcripts are
equal for the length of the shorter transcript. Partnering is used to determine the freshness of a
session.
Freshness determines whether an adversary has taken actions that would cause the security game
to be trivial to win. For instance, issuing a Reveal query to a session would leak the established
session key, which would clearly break the security of the leaked session (and its partner, if one
exists). On a high level, if a session is not fresh, breaking the security of that particular session
is not considered a “win” for the adversary.
Finally, security in the BR93 model is captured in two separate ways: mutual authentication
and key-secrecy.
1. An adversary breaks authentication of an AKE protocol if it can cause a fresh session to
accept a session key without a partnered session.
1In the original work by Bellare and Rogaway, parties did not distribute public-key/secret-key pairs, as the
model was defined initially in the symmetric-key setting. This enhancement was introduced by Blake-Wilson,
Johnson and Menezes in 1997 [35]. Here, we describe the model in the asymmetric or public-key setting, as this is
most relevant for our thesis.
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2. The adversary issues a Test query to a session and either receives the real session-key
that the session has derived, or a random session key from the same distribution. An
adversary breaks key-secrecy of an AKE protocol if it can guess whether it received the
real or random session key.
BR95 Security Model Bellare and Rogaway modify the BR93 model in their 1995 work [36],
which focuses on three-party key-distribution (3PKD) protocols. In what follows, we refer to this
model as BR95. The goals of a 3PKD protocol are identical to an AKE protocol (two sessions
wish to establish a secret session key k), but there exists a Key Distribution Centre (KDC) S
that has previously established long-term symmetric keys with each protocol participant.
Similarly to BR93, BR95’s threat model is against an adversary A that is in control of all
communication between sessions, able to reorder, modify, inject and drop messages at will,
which is captured by the (SendPlayer, i, j, s, x) query, and allows A to create new sessions for
any protocol participant. In addition, A is in control of the network of communications between
sessions and S, captured by the (SendS, i, j, s, x) query. In addition, session-key leakage and
internal-state leakage are modelled as in BR93, with Reveal and Corrupt queries respectively.
However unlike BR93, BR95 does not capture entity authentication in its security goals, instead
separating key distribution from authentication. The security of a 3PKD protocol is captured
purely as a session-key indistinguishability game, where a session responds to a Test query (if
freshness conditions hold) with a real-or-random key. Freshness of a session is defined similarly
to BR93, where a session is fresh if it has accepted the session-key derivation, and neither it nor
its partner session (if one exists) has leaked the session-key nor its internal state.
The main difference between BR93 and BR95 is how the models capture partnering. In particular,
in BR95, Bellare and Rogaway define a deterministic partnering function f : T × I × I × N→
{N,⊥}, which takes as input a transcript t (which includes all messages sent by all sessions),
and the index of a session (i, j, s), and outputs either the index of the partner session s′ or a
symbol ⊥ indicating that the session is unpartnered.
BPR00 Security Model Bellare, Pointcheval and Rogaway extended and modified the BR93
and BR95 models to capture password-based AKE protocols in 2000 [37], which we refer to as the
BPR00 model. We note that protocol participants in BPR00 now have fixed roles, either client
or server, and that each client participant will have a pre-established password with all server
participants. Adversarial interaction is very similar to both BR93 and BR95, with Send queries
capturing adversarial control of the network, Reveal and Corrupt queries capturing session-key
leakage, and internal-state and password leakage respectively. Test queries still capture the
real-or-random session-key indistinguishability security game.
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There are three main differences between previous AKE models and BPR00. Firstly, a new
adversarial query Execute is introduced, which allows the adversary to witness an honest (i.e.
without adversarial interference) protocol execution between two unused sessions, capturing
passive dictionary attacks. Secondly, the adversary now has oracle access to a random function
h(X), which can be an identity function (corresponding to a standard-model analysis), a random
oracle (corresponding to a random-oracle-model analysis), or an ideal-cipher, which enciphers
fixed-length strings to a randomly-sampled ciphertext (corresponding to a ideal-cipher-model
analysis). Finally, partnering is now defined in terms of session identifiers (sid), a unique
identifier of a protocol execution between two sessions, defined by the protocol specification.
BCK98 Security Model Bellare, Canetti and Krawczyk in 1998 considered a different
approach to the evaluation of security of AKE protocol — a modular-based approach — which
would prove to be influential in composability-based frameworks. They begin by defining three
“worlds”, with different adversaries S, A and U representing different threat models:
• An ideal world IM, in the presence of an ideal adversary S, where keys are distributed
magically by a trusted third-party.
• An authenticated-network world AM, in the presence of an AM-adversary A that cannot
inject, modify or spoof messages, limited to reorder or delay attacks.
• An unauthenticated-network world UM, in the presence of an UM-adversary U that is in
complete control of all communications.
Similar to previous models, security is captured as a game where an adversary A interacts with a
collection of protocol participants P1, . . . , Pn, each capable of running multiple instances of a key
exchange protocol Π. Consider a protocol Π, a probabilistic function Π(pii,m, r)→ (pi′i,m′, r′, out)
where pii is the internal state of a protocol participant Pi and pi
′
i the updated internal state,
m and m′ are incoming and outgoing messages, r and r′ are incoming and outgoing external
requests, and out is the output of the party. The goal of BCK98 is to construct universal
compilers, functions that transform a secure protocol Π in the AM world into a secure protocol
Π′ in the UM world.
CK01 Security Model Canetti and Krawczyk continue in 2001 [38] by defining a key-
exchange security model in the vein of BR93, BR95, etc. but also capturing notions from BCK98.
In particular, the concepts of unauthenticated world UM and authenticated world AM exist
in CK01. Partnering, referred to as matching in CK01, uses session identifiers as described
in BCK98, where a pair of sessions pisi , pi
t
j with session identifiers sid , sid
′ are matching if
sid = (Pi, Pj , s, init) and sid
′ = (Pj , Pi, t, resp).
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The secret leakage model of CK01 should appear familiar to a reader that has been paying atten-
tion. As before, Corrupt(i) queries leak the full internal state of party Pi, SessionKeyReveal(pi
s
i )
leaks the accepted session key of session pisi , and SessionStateReveal(pi
s
i ) leaks the internal state
of session pisi . In addition, the freshness conditions of sessions should not be surprising: a session
pisi is fresh if there has not been a SessionKeyReveal, SessionStateReveal issued to itself or its
matching partner, nor a Corrupt query issued to the intended communication partner.
In a departure from previous models, CK01 captures the destruction or erasure of internal state,
specifically allowing a protocol Π to delete all session state for a named session. As Canetti and
Krawcyzk explain, this both simplifies perfect forward secrecy definitions, and captures short-
lived session state. Session-key security is captured as the standard real-or-random session-key
indistinguishability game, where the UM-adversary U has access to an additional Test query that
can only be issued to a session pisi that has accepted, not deleted the session state, and is fresh
(though CK01 use the terminology completed, unexpired and unexposed respectively).
In comparison to BCK98, in CK01 the authors re-introduce Test queries to UM-adversaries.
In particular, CK01 defines session-key security (SK-security), similar to BR notions of AKE
security:
Definition 3.1 (CK01 Session Key Security). We say that a UM-adversary U breaks SK-security
for an authenticated key exchange protocol Π when the following conditions hold:
1. two sessions pisi and pi
t
j match, and no Corrupt(i)/Corrupt(j) queries have been issued, then
pisi and pi
t
j compute the same session key; and
2. when U terminates and outputs a bit b′, b′ = b.
We define the advantage of an probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm (PPT) U breaking the
SK-security of an AKE protocol Π as AdvSKΠ (U) = |2 Pr [b = b′]− 1|. We say that Π is SK-secure
if for all PPT U AdvSKΠ (U) is negligible in the security parameter λ.
One of the interesting ideas introduced by Canetti and Krawczyk model is notions of composability.
As an example (and on a high level), composing an AKE protocol with an AE protocol generates
a monolithic construction that establishes a secure session key (in the sense of SK-security) with
a matching session and provides it to the underlying AE security game. In particular, Canetti
and Krawczyk note that the ability of the adversary to keep playing the SK-security game after
a Test query has been issued allows them to compose an SK-secure key-exchange protocol Π
with other functions to build secure cryptographic protocols.
For instance, the authors show that if Π is a SK-secure protocol, and MAC a euf-cma-secure
MAC algorithm, then one can compose Π-MAC as a protocol against a UM-adversary U that is
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computationally indistinguishable from a “magic” authenticated channel establishment protocol
SMT against a AM-adversary A, defined as the following four activations:
• If a party Pi wishes to establish an authenticated-channel to Pj with session identifier sid ,
Pi outputs “established-session-sid-with-Pj”.
• If a party Pi wishes to close the channel sid to Pj , Pi outputs “closed-session-sid-with-Pj”.
• If a party Pi wishes to send a message m over the channel sid with Pj , Pj sends the tuple
(m, sid) to Pj over the ideal authenticated AM channel, and outputs “sent-message-m-
to-Pj “in-session-sid”
• If a party Pj receives a messagem over channel sid to Pi and “closed-session-sid-with-Pi”
has not been output by Pj , then Pj outputs “recvd-message-m-from-Piin-session-sid”
Similarly, Canetti and Krawczyk formalise secure channel establishment protocols, combining
standard ciphertext-indistinguishability notions of symmetric-encryption schemes with UM
notions of authenticated-channel establishment protocols.
In a later work, LaMacchia, Lauter and Mityagin [39] later modify the CK model to define
stronger notions of security. In particular, they introduce notions of ephemeral secret leakage,
and define a pair of stronger adversaries:
• a passive adversary that is able to reveal the pair of ephemeral secrets from matching
sessions, pairs of long-term secrets from matching sessions, or one of both from each.
• an active adversary, communicating with an honest session, that is able to reveal the
long-term secret of the session and the associated long-term secret of the intended partner,
or the ephemeral secret of the session and the long-term secret of its intended partner.
They continue by introducing a protocol (NAXOS) and proving it secure in the modified
Canetti-Krawczyk model (referred to as eCK), under the Gap Diffie–Hellman assumption.
3.2 Bellare–Rogaway 93 Model
In BR93 [34], Bellare and Rogaway first specified a mutual-authentication security model, which
uses matching conversations (which we refer to as transcripts) to define partnership matching
between sessions. Essentially, two sessions pisi and pi
t
j maintain transcripts of all messages sent
and received by the session. A mutual authentication protocol MA is then secure if any session pisi
will only accept the results of a protocol run if there exists another session pitj with a matching
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transcript. They build upon this to create the Authenticated Key-Exchange model, which
combines these mutual authentication security notions with key-distribution secrecy, which
was defined similarly to semantic security notions introduced by Goldwasser and Micali [40] to
formalise the security of public-key encryption schemes. A key exchange protocol KE is secure if
it is a secure MA, and (if KE is executed in the presence of a passive adversary) the session key is
indistinguishable from a random key in the same distribution.
There are a number of differences between the Bellare-Rogaway model as presented in 1993 and
the one we describe below. First, the original framework described a symmetric-key setting
where parties shared a long-term (or long-lived) symmetric-key, and the key generation algorithm
Π.KeyGen(λ) associated with the key exchange protocol Π determines the distribution of the
symmetric-key among the collection of parties P1, . . . PnP .
Time is also captured explicitly in the BR93 formulation. There is a time counter τ ∈ R associated
with adversary queries and session message flows, where the ith query to a session occurs at
time τi. As an example a transcript (or conversation) in the BR93 model is a concatenation of
tuples (τi,mi,m
′
i), where at some time τi the session was sent mi, processed the message and
responded with m′i. Note that mi may be a symbol ` indicating that the sent message m′i is the
first in a protocol execution, and that m′i may be a symbol a indicating no message response.
We instead attempt to simplify the model by forgoing this notation. However, certain conditions
related to freshness — such as perfect forward secrecy — are time-sensitive. Our approach is
simply to forbid queries with particular inputs before winning conditions can be assessed. For
instance, for perfect forward secrecy notions, we require that a Corrupt(j) query has not been
issued before a session pisi accepts where pi
s
i .pid = j.
BR93 also describe a function f that formally specifies the key exchange protocol Π and is run by
session pisi which takes a tuple of inputs (λ, i, j, sk i, T, x, r) and outputs a tuple (m, δ, α) where:
• λ is the security parameter of Π,
• i, j ∈ [1, nP ] are the identities of the session pisi and intended communication partner Pj
• sk i is the long-term secret key of the party Pi
• T ∈ {0, 1}∗ is the current transcript of the session
• x ∈ {0, 1}∗ is the query received by A
• r ∈ {0, 1}∞ is some randomness sampled by pisi
and
• m ∈ {0, 1}∗ is the output message of pisi
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• δ ∈ {accepted, rejected,⊥} is the public decision of pisi (⊥ means no decision)
• α ∈ {0, 1}∗ is the private output of pisi
To simplify this notation, we define the function f formally by specifying the key exchange
protocol Π to take input (λ, pisi ,m) and outputting (m
′, pisi ∗), where we overload notation to use
pisi and pi
s
i ∗ as the internal state and updated internal state of session pisi .
Execution Environment Consider a game played between challenger C and adversary A.
C maintains a set of nP parties P1, . . . , PnP , each capable of running multiple instances of the
probabilistic key exchange protocol Π = (f,KeyGen). We refer to a session pisi as the s-th instance
of party Pi running Π. We overload the notation and use pi
s
i as both the identifier of the session
and the collection of per-session variables. Note that Π.f is a function that takes as input the
security parameter λ, an arbitrary bit string m ∈ {0, 1}∗ and internal state pisi , and outputs
a response m′ ∈ {0, 1}∗ and updated internal state pisi ∗, defining how honest instances of the
protocol behave. Π.KeyGen(λ)
$→ (pk , sk) is a probabilistic public-key generation algorithm
taking input a security parameter λ, and outputting a public-key/secret-key pair.
C generates a public-key/secret-key pair (pk i, sk i) for each party Pi ∈ {P1, . . . , PnP } via
Π.KeyGen(λ) and gives A all public-key values pk i for i ∈ {1, . . . , nP }. The challenger C
then randomly samples a bit b
$← {0, 1} and interacts with the adversary via the queries listed
below. Eventually, A terminates and outputs a guess b′ of the challenge bit b.
Each session pisi maintains the following set of per-session variables:
Definition 3.2 (Per-session variables). Let pisi denote the set of per-session variables:
• pid ∈ {1, . . . , nP , ∗} - the intended communication partner of the session, potentially
unspecified (which is indicated with ∗)
• T ∈ {0, 1}∗ - the transcript of all messages sent and received by the session.
• α ∈ {in-progress, accepted, rejected} - the current status of the session.
• k ∈ {0, 1}µ - the computed session key, or ⊥ (if no session key has been computed)
Adversary Interaction In BR93, the adversary is in complete control of communication,
and interacts with the challenger C via the following set of queries. We note that the original
formulation of the model did not include Corrupt queries. We instead include the Corrupt query
as it was introduced by Blake-Wilson and Menezes in 1997 [41], modelling the ability of the
adversary to leak the long-term secret-key, and to replace the long-term key-pair.
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• Send(m, i, s)→ m′: This allows the adversary to specify a message m that is sent to session
pisi which processes the message, updates the set of per-session variables and potentially
outputs a new message by Π(λ, i, j, sk i, T, x, r)→ (m′, δ, pisi ∗), which is returned to A.
• Reveal(i, s)→ k: This allows the adversary to leak the accepted session key from session
pisi (if such a session exists, has derived and accepted a session key).
• Corrupt(i,K) → sk i: This query allows A to leak the long-term secret key of party Pi,
or in some variants of the model allows A to leak the entire internal state of the party.
The (possibly empty) second input K also allows A to force the party to accept a new
long-term key pair, which again is only included in some variants of the BR model.
• Test(i, s)→ k : This query is how key-secrecy is assessed in the BR93 model. If the adversary
issues a Test(i, s) query to the challenger, and a session pisi exists, pi
s
i .α = accepted and is
fresh with respect to Definition 3.4 (see below), then C will respond as follows:
– if b = 0, C returns pisi .k to A
– if b = 1, C returns k $← K
If pisi is not a fresh session, then C returns ⊥.
We note that in the original BR93 formulation, matching transcripts (or conversations) are
concatenations of tuples (τi,mi,m
′
i) where τi is the “time” that the message mi was received,
and m′i was the response of the session. We simplify this notation, removing aspects of time
from the transcript, and consider the transcript a concatenation of messages that the session
sends and receives. As a result, this also simplifies our matching notation, as we do not need to
consider “alternating tuples” of sent and received messages. We note that in BR93, a mutual
authentication MA protocol requires that at most two sessions agree on the same transcript.
Definition 3.3 (Matching Transcripts). Let pisi .T = T and pi
t
j .T = T
′ be two transcripts of
sessions pisi and pi
t
j . We say that T is a prefix of T
′ if both T and T ′ are non-empty, |T | ≤ |T ′|,
and T = T ′ for the first |T | messages of T ′. We say that T is a matching transcript with T ′ (or
T matches T ′) if:
• T ′ is a prefix of T and pisi sent the last message, or
• T = T ′ and pitj sent the last message.
We say that two sessions pisi and pi
t
j are matching (or matching partners) if T is a matching
transcript with T ′, or T ′ is a matching transcript with T .
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We also need to define when A has issued queries that have made the game trivial for A to
win. For instance, issuing a Test(i, s) query (immediately) after leaking the session key via a
Reveal(i, s) query would allow A to win the game trivially, so we exclude this power from the
adversary to make the game “fair”. This is captured by the freshness conditions, which we
define below.
Definition 3.4 (BR93 Freshness). A session pisi is fresh at the end of the game if and only if:
1. pisi .α = accepted, and
2. No Reveal(i, s) has been issued, and if there exists a matching session pitj for pi
s
i , then no
Reveal(j, t) query has also been issued, and
3. No Corrupt(i,K) or Corrupt(j,K ′) queries have been issued where pisi .pid = j.
2
3.2.1 Security of Authenticated Key Exchange Protocols
Before we can discuss key-secrecy definitions, we require the notion of a mutual authentication
protocol. We thus formalise notions of mutual entity authentication, a sub-condition of BR93
AKE security.
Definition 3.5 (BR93 Mutual Authentication). Let eventno-match be the event that a session pi
s
i
running a mutual authentication protocol Π reaches an accept stage (pisi .α→ accept) without a
matching session pitj . We say that a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm A breaks the MA-
security of a mutual-authentication protocol Π if eventno-match occurs. We define the advantage
of A in breaking MA-security of Π to be AdvMAΠ (A) = Pr [eventno-match]. We say that Π is
MA-secure if for all PPT A AdvMAΠ (A) is negligible in the security parameter λ.
With all our definitions in hand, we can now formalise security for authenticated key-exchange
protocols.
Definition 3.6 (BR93 Key Secrecy). We say that an adversaryA breaks the mutual-authenticated
AKE protocol Π if:
1. Π is a secure mutual-authentication protocol; and
2. When A terminates and outputs a guess bit b′, b = b′.
We define the advantage of a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm A in breaking the AKE-
security of an AKE protocol Π to be AdvAKEΠ (A) = |2 Pr [b = b′]− 1|. We say that Π is a secure
AKE protocol if for all (PPT) A AdvAKEΠ (A) is negligible in the security parameter λ.
2We note here that BR93 model did not include such a Corrupt query, and thus this condition is only used in
some variants of the BR security framework.
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3.3 Multi-Stage Key Exchange Model
In this section, we describe a variant of the Multi-Stage Key Exchange (MSKE) model, a
BR-style security framework that captures formally the security of key exchange protocols (such
as TLS 1.3) that output multiple keys. In Chapter 7 we use the MSKE model to analyze the
(EC)DHE handshake of TLS 1.3 draft-16. In order to do so, we need to recap and extend
the original MSKE decsription introduced by Fischlin and Gu¨nther [22] based on the generic
framework of Brzuska et al. [42]. In addition, in Chapter 7 we modify the MSKE model to capture
multi-stage key exchange protocols that authenticate parties via preshared keys, such as session
resumption or preshared key ciphersuites as specified in TLS 1.3 draft-05-SR, draft-10 and
draft-16 and subsequently analyse these protocols. The modification to the Fischlin–Gu¨nther
MSKE model as presented below were developed in collaboration with Marc Fischlin, Felix
Gu¨nther, and Douglas Stebila, which were described in [43, 44].
Before we detail the MSKE model, however, it is useful to revise the work by Brzuska et al. as
we utilise similar notation and proof techniques, as well as rely on composability results based
on this 2011 paper.
3.3.1 Composability of Bellare–Rogaway Key-Exchange Protocols
Brzuska et al. [42] consider the security of composing BR-secure AKE protocols with arbitrary
symmetric-key protocols, such as authenticated-encryption schemes. This is an important
research direction, as AKE protocols are never used in isolation: being able to derive secure
session keys is only useful if they are then utilised in another protocol. They provide a generalised
framework used to formalise notions of cryptographic games, such as BR-style AKE security
games. Furthermore, the authors provide an instantiation of the BR security game in this generic
framework.
Brzuska et al. begin by separating per-session state, and global model state, which are used only
by the game, from the internal session state and global protocol state, which are used by a session
running the protocol being assessed. For example, it is straightforward to see that for an AKE
protocol Π : (KeyGen, f) (where KeyGen is the long-term key generation algorithm, and f the
algorithm specifying protocol behaviour of honest sessions), f does not require the game-based
per-session state.
They define a set of all local session identifiers LSID3, a function IST that outputs internal session
state for a given local session identifier lsid ∈ LSID, a function PST that outputs per-session state
for lsid ∈ LSID, a global protocol execution state GPT ∈ {0, 1}∗ that provides global state for f ,
3It is useful to note here that matching (or partnering) functions defined by Brzuska et al. are based on session
identifiers, as opposed to matching transcript definitions
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and a global model execution state GMT ∈ {0, 1}∗ that provides global state for the cryptographic
game. We define the global state of the game as game-state = (LSID, IST,PST,GPT,GMT)
In order to set-up the game, there must exist functions that take the protocol description Π and
generate the functions and global state described above. Also, for a probabilistic polynomial-time
algorithm A to interact with the cryptographic game G, we must define a set of queries Q for A
to use, and the behaviour of the game via an algorithm G, which (if G is composed of multiple
sub-games) may forward calls to or ask queries of underlying games.
Much like freshness conditions of previous security models, here a predicate Valid(q, game-state)→
{true, false} determines if a given query q ∈ Q asked by A is allowed at that point in the game,
taking the entire game state game-state as input, and returning ⊥ if A has made an invalid
query. For instance, in BR models, a Test query is not allowed to be made to a session pisi that
has been issued a Reveal query, or if pisi matches a session pi
t
j that has been issued a Reveal query.
If the query is allowed, G(game-state,Π, λ)→ (game-state′, r) is evaluated over the game state,
the description of the protocol Π and a security parameter λ, and outputs an updated game
state game-state′, and a response r that is delivered to A.
Finally, the success of an adversary in winningG is determined by a predicate WIN(game-state)→
b that is evaluated over the game state, and outputs a bit b. If b = 1, A has succeeded in causing
an event that fulfils a winning condition of the security game. Note that one can include multiple
winning conditions and events under a single WIN predicate, and A wins if some (potentially
one) condition(s) are fulfilled.
In this notation, a security game is an experiment ExpGΠ,A that proceeds as follows:
1. setupP(LSID,KeyGen, λ)→ (IST,GPT)
2. setupG(LSID, IST,GPT, λ)→ (PST,GMT)
3. A interacts with G using queries from Q
4. WIN(game-state)→ b
The output of ExpGΠ,λ is b. The authors then instantiate the BR security game in their framework,




Π,λ (A) = 0]− Pr[Exp
G1BR,K
Π,λ (A) = 1]|. They also describe the BR partnering game Gsid,
where A wins by:
1. causing more than two sessions to agree on the same session identifier sid ; or
2. causing a session pisi to match with a session pi
t
j , but pi
s
i .pid 6= j; or
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3. causing two sessions with matching session identifiers to derive different session keys
The advantage of A in winning the BR partnering game is defined as AdvGsidΠ,A(λ). In this
formulation, the probability of A winning the BR security game is negligible if both AdvGΠ,λ(A)
and AdvGsidΠ,λ(A) are negligible. As we will see later in this chapter, this Gsid becomes the basis
for our Match security definitions.
Brzuska et al. show that secure composability of AKE protocols with symmetric-key protocols
requires a public-session matching algorithm M. M is an algorithm that observes all queries
and responses between the adversary A and the security experiment Exp, and can accurately
determine if any pair of sessions pisi and pi
t
j have matching session identifiers.
With all these tools in hand, the authors give a composition theorem that says that if Π is a
secure AKE protocol, and M an efficient public-session matching algorithm, then Π can be
composed securely with arbitrary symmetric-key protocols. In particular, the advantage of the
adversary A in breaking the security of the composed protocol Π : Θ (where Θ is a symmetric-key





The proof itself is a hybrid argument, which incrementally replaces session keys derived from Π
with random keys from the same distribution. When the final key is replaced, then this implies
that the keys used in Θ are computationally independent of keys derived by Π. At this point,
the security of the composed game is equivalent to the security of the underlying symmetric-key
protocol game.
3.3.2 Outline of the Model for Multi-Stage Key Exchange
The MSKE model follows the direction of AKE security frameworks started by Bellare–Rogaway:
in particular we consider an identical adversarial threat model, and similar notions of secret
leakage. The MSKE model considers a collection of protocol participants (or parties), that may
concurrently run multiple instances of a protocol, referred to as sessions. The goal of the session
is to establish multiple session keys and (potentially) authenticate their session partner. When
we refer to a stage, we mean a session deriving a single session key and accepting its authenticity
(or lack thereof). The adversary A is in control of the network of communications that connects
all sessions, able to modify, reorder, inject, or drop messages at will.
These powers are captured via adversarial queries: NewSession, used to initialise sessions; and
Send, used to deliver messages. Similar to previous security models, A may pose multiple Test
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queries to sessions at any stage, and will receive either the honestly-derived session key of that
stage or a random key from the same distribution.
As in standard Bellare–Rogaway models, the MSKE model allows the adversary to leak secret
inputs to the protocol execution via the Corrupt query, as well as computed session keys via the
Reveal query. This allows the model to capture leakage of secrets that are long-lived and have
large windows of potential exposure, as well as leakage of the session keys due to misbehaving
symmetric-key protocols. The Reveal query also allows us to consider session key-independence,
which captures the notion that leakage of a session key in a given stage should not affect the
security of session keys derived in later stages. This is of particular importance when capturing
composability of MSKE protocols with symmetric-key protocols, which relies on hybrid arguments
to reduce the advantage of an adversary A breaking the composed protocol to the advantage
of A breaking the symmetric-key protocol. If an MSKE protocol is key-dependent (i.e. that
the security of session keys of later stages depend on the security of earlier stages) then Reveal
queries targeting early stages could feasibly allow A to detect the replacement of session keys
with random keys in the hybrid argument. Fischlin and Gu¨nther note that the QUIC protocol
is key-dependent, which frustrates their ability to argue on the security of QUIC with secure
channel protocols [22].
Unlike the extended-Canetti-Krawczyk or some variants of Bellare–Rogaway, the MSKE model
does not allow the adversary to learn the complete internal state of a session or intermediate
protocol execution values such as ephemeral Diffie–Hellman secret values, as protocols we analyse
such as TLS are not designed to be secure in the setting of these threat models. As usual we
must prohibit certain combinations of Test and Corrupt/Reveal queries in order to prevent A
from trivially breaking the key-secrecy security game.
The TLS protocol derives session keys, and subsequently uses them in authenticated-encryption
protocols. In order to capture the composition of the handshake protocol (authenticated key
exchange) with the record layer protocol (authenticated-encryption protocol), we define partners
via session identifiers as in Brzuska et al. in order to later define a public session matching
algorithm.
Our modifications We can now introduce our modifications of the original MSKE model
introduced by Fischlin and Gu¨nther in order to capture novel aspects of TLS 1.3. For instance,
TLS 1.3 now derives a handshake key for use in encrypting handshake messages, separate from the
application key that is used to encrypt payload data. This handshake key is only authenticated
after its use in the record layer by design, as TLS 1.3 is intended to protect the privacy of
client and server identities. While the MSKE model originally only considered mutual and
unilateral authentication of session keys, our extension to the model also considers keys derived
in unauthenticated stages and increasing authentication levels between consecutive stages.
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In addition, all versions of TLS (unlike the QUIC protocol that MSKE was introduced to analyse)
negotiate the authenticity of both the client and server:
• The unauthenticated handshake authenticates neither the client nor the server.
• The unilaterally authenticated handshake only authenticates the server to the client.
• The mutually authenticated handshake authenticates both the parties to each other.
As a result, our expansion to the MSKE model requires us to capture these separate levels
of authentication that may be run concurrently. Furthermore, in TLS the identity of the
server’s communication partner is typically unknown at the start of the protocol, and as such
we follow the direction set by Canetti and Krawczyk [45] in capturing post-specified peers. In
our formulation, we allow the adversary to initialise a session with the symbol ∗ indicating an
unidentified intended communication partner, which can be set once during the protocol flow.
Since our formulation now considers unauthenticated sessions, it would be trivial for an active
adversary to impersonate the unauthenticated partner and participate in computing the secret
session key, afterwards issuing a Test query to the communicating session and winning the
key-secrecy game. As a result, we must restrict the adversary from issuing Test queries to
sessions in unauthenticated stages without a matching partner session.
Similar to security models that define matching sessions via equal transcripts, this is overly
restrictive for much the same reason. Consider an AKE protocol executed between two honest
unauthenticated sessions, where the adversary discards the final message of the protocol flow.
A should still be allowed to issue a Test query to the session that sent the last message, as
it has honestly received all necessary contributions from the partnered session and should be
secure. This is analogous to prefix-matching definitions in previous security models that define
partnering via matching transcripts, which we formalise with contributive identifiers.
Contributive identifiers (cid) allow the MSKE model to identify sessions with communication
partners that do not match with respect to the session identifier, but all contributions to the
derivation of the session key have been sent by another honest session. The contributive identifier
of a session is updated during the protocol execution when a session receives a new message
that contributes to the computation of the session key, and will eventually match the session
identifier sid . We also require that sessions with equal contributive identifiers will also have
equal session identifiers.
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3.3.3 Preliminaries
We eschew previous notation (in particular, using pisi to refer to the s-th session of party Pi as
well as the collection of per-session variables), and instead follow the direction set by Fischlin
and Gu¨nther.
We denote by U the set of identities associated with the protocol participants P1, . . . , PnP ,
identified by some i ∈ U and associated with a long-term public key pk i and secret key sk i.
Sessions of a protocol are uniquely identified by a tuple referred to as the label label, and we
denote with LABELS = U ×U ×N the set of session labels where label = (i, j, s) indicates the s-th
instance of the party Pi (the session owner) with Pj as the intended communication partner. We
note here that LABELS corresponds to the local session identifier set LSID described by Brzuska
et al. discussed in Section 3.3.1.
For each session, a tuple of per-session variables with the following information is maintained as
an entry in the session list ListS, where values in square brackets [ ] indicate the default/initial
value. Some variables have values for each stage t ∈ {1, . . . ,M}.4
Definition 3.7 (Per-session variables). Let pisi denote the set of per-session variables:
• label ∈ LABELS: the (administrative) session label
• i ∈ U : the index of the party identifier
• j ∈ (U∪{∗}): the index of the intended partner identifier, where ‘∗’ indicates a post-specified
peer and can be set to an identity in U once by the protocol
• ρ ∈ {init, resp}: the role of the session in the protocol execution
• auth ∈ AUTH ⊆ {unauth, unilateral, mutual}M: the intended authentication level of the
session in each stage t ∈ {1, . . . , M} in the protocol execution, from the set AUTH where M is
the maximum stage and autht the authentication level in stage t > 0
• α ∈ (in-progress ∪ accepted ∪ rejected): the current status [in-progress0] of the
session, where IN-PROGRESS = {in-progresst | t ∈ N0}, ACCEPTED = {acceptedt | t ∈ N},
REJECTED = {rejectedt | t ∈ N}
• stage ∈ {0, . . . , M}: the current stage [0], where stage is incremented to t when α reaches
acceptedt or rejectedt
• sid ∈ ({0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥})M: sid i [⊥] indicates the session identifier in stage t > 0. Note that
sid = ⊥ indicates an empty session identifier, and is the initialised value.
4We fix a maximum stage M only for ease of notation. Note that M can be arbitrarily large in order to cover
protocols where the number of stages is not bounded a-priori.
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• cid ∈ ({0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥})M: cid i [⊥] indicates the contributive identifier in stage t > 0.
• k ∈ ({0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥})M: k [i] [⊥] indicates the established session key in stage t > 0
• stk ∈ {fresh, revealed}M: stk ,i [fresh] indicates the state of the session key in stage t > 0
• tested ∈ {true, false}M: tested t [false] indicates whether the adversary has issued a Test
query to the session in stage t, where true means that k [t] has been tested
Note that if we add a partly specified tuple (label, i, j, ρ, auth) to ListS, then the other tuple
entries are set to their default value. The default tuple that we refer to contains the elements
(label, i, j, ρ, auth, α, stage, sid , cid , k , stk , tested), and as labels are unique, we write
as a shorthand, e.g., label.sid for the element sid in the tuple with label label in ListS, and
analogously for other entries.
3.3.4 Authentication Types
As mentioned in Section 3.3.2, we define three levels of authentication for the stages in a multi-
stage key exchange protocol: unauthenticated stages and keys (which provides no authentication
for either communication partner); unilaterally authenticated stages and keys (which authenticates
one party, in our case the responder); and mutually authenticated stages and keys (which
authenticates both communication partners). The MSKE model allows the adversary to specify
the authentication levels for each stage when initialising a session.
We note that for sessions participating in unilateral or unauthenticated stages, we must restrict
the adversary from issuing Test queries to sessions in stages with unauthenticated partners that
have not honestly contributed (i.e. that the adversary has modified messages in transit). This
means that we capture key-secrecy for initiators in unilaterally authenticated stages (as the
initiator does not authenticate themselves to the responder) and responders with an honestly
contributing initiator. In unauthenticated stages, we can only capture key-secrecy between
sessions that have both contributed honestly (though the adversary may drop the final message
in the stage).
For a multi-stage key exchange protocol Π we capture authentication properties by a set AUTH ⊆
{unauth, unilateral, mutual}M, that represents different protocol variants with vector notation
(auth1, . . . , authM) ∈ AUTH where for each stage t ∈ {1, . . . , M} the authentication level could be
unauthenticated (autht = unauth), unilaterally authenticated (autht = unilateral), or mutually
authenticated (autht = mutual). We also do not consider the security of each authentication
variant in isolation, instead each of these is executed concurrently by sessions sharing the same
session owner, which we refer to as concurrent authentication properties.
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We note that for protocols that we analyse using the MSKE model, the authentication levels of
consecutive stages are a monotonically increasing property. As a result we simplify the vector
notation (auth1, . . . , authM) ∈ AUTH described above as follows:
• no authentication: the keys of all stages are unauthenticated.
• stage-k unilateral authentication: the keys of stage t are unauthenticated for t < k
and unilaterally authenticated for t ≥ k.
• stage-` mutual authentication: the keys of stage t are unauthenticated for t < ` and
mutually authenticated for t ≥ `.
• stage-k unilateral stage-` mutual authentication: the keys of stage t are unauthen-
ticated for t < k, unilaterally authenticated for k ≤ t < `, and mutually authenticated for
t ≥ `.
As an example, a 4-stage key-exchange protocol Π with stage-2 unilateral authentication describes
a protocol that does not authenticate the first session key for either participant, and for stages
2, 3 and 4 the responder authenticates themselves to the initiator. As the adversary in the
MSKE model specifies the intended authentication levels of sessions as they are initialised, it is
straightforward to determine the authentication levels of all stages in the protocol execution for
any given session.
3.3.5 Adversary Model
We consider a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) adversaryA which controls the communication
between all parties, enabling interception, injection, and dropping of messages. As in the original
description of MSKE [22], we describe the following three (orthogonal) security properties of a
multi-stage key exchange protocol Π by specifying the stages where properties increased: forward
secrecy, authentication, and key-dependence.
Forward secrecy captures notions of security where an adversary learns the long-term secret-key
of a party Pi, but session keys derived before that point are still secure. We assume that
forward-secrecy is a monotonically increasing property similar to authentication, and thus we
say that a protocol Π has stage-k forward secrecy if Π provides forward-secret keys from stage k
onwards. We discuss authentication at length in Section 3.3.4.
Adversarial interaction Similar to freshness conditions, we wish to define events that would
allow the adversary to win the game trivially, and force the adversary to lose the game if such
events occur. For instance, the adversary might attempt to issue a Reveal query to a session in
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stage t that has a matching partner that has been issued a Test query in stage t. We define a
flag lost to the experiment which is initialized to false.
This diverges from the previous work from Brzuska et al., that define a predicate Valid that
determines if an issued query is allowed at that point in the game. Instead of forcing the adversary
to lose the game, Valid simply responds with a message ⊥ indicating that would break the rules of
the game. If the adversary terminates, and lost = true, then we do not consider it a valid “win”
forA. It is straightforward to see that both approaches are equivalent, as neither allow a successful
adversary to issue queries that break the same set of rules. We note again that the tuples in
ListS contain the following elements: (label, i, j, ρ, auth, α, stage, sid , cid , k , stk , tested).
The adversary interacts with the protocol via the following queries:
• NewSession(i, j, ρ, auth): Creates a new session for participant identity i with role ρ and
intended communication partner j (where the partner identity may be potentially unspeci-
fied, indicated by j = ∗) and running the protocol with intended authentication levels auth.
Also, generates and returns a (unique) new label label and adds (label, i, j, ρ, auth) to ListS.
(We note again that the unspecified fields of label are set to the default values described in
Definition 3.7)
• Send(label,m): Sends a message m to the session with label label.
If there exists no tuple with label label in ListS, return ⊥. Otherwise, execute protocol
Π on behalf of Pi on message m and return the response and updated session status α.
As a special case, if ρ = init and m = init, the protocol is initiated (without any input
message).
If, during the protocol execution, the status of the session changes to acceptedt for some
t, the protocol execution is immediately suspended and acceptedt is returned as result to
the adversary. The adversary can later trigger the resumption of the protocol execution
via a specialised message Continue sent via the Send(label,Continue) query. For such a
query, the protocol continues as specified, with the party responding with the output of
the protocol execution m′ and handing it over to the adversary together with the resulting
state of execution α. We note that this is necessary to allow the adversary to test such a
key, before it may be used immediately in the response and thus cannot be tested anymore
for triviality reasons.
If the status of the session changes to label.α = acceptedt for some t and there exists a tuple
with label label′ in ListS with label.sid t = label′.sid t and label′.stk ,t = revealed, then, if
the current protocol execution has key-independence, label.stk ,t is set to revealed as well,
whereas for protocol executions with key-dependent security, all label.stk ,t′ ← revealed
for t′ ≥ t. For key-independent protocols, the former captures the notion that only session
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keys of partnered sessions should be considered revealed, whereas the latter captures key-
dependent protocols where all subsequent keys are potentially available to the adversary,
too.
If the status of the session changes to label.α = acceptedt for t and there is a tuple
with label label′ in ListS with label.sid t = label′.sid t and label′.tested t = true, then set
label.kt ← label′.kt and label.tested t ← true. This ensures that if the partnered session
has been previously issued a Test query, then the current session will will respond to Test
queries in the stage t consistently. 5
If the status of the session changes to label.α = acceptedt for some t and the intended
communication partner Pj is corrupted, then set label.stk ,t ← revealed.
• Reveal(label, t): Returns label.kt, the session key of stage t in the session with label label.
If there is no tuple with label label in ListS, or t > label.stage, or label.tested t = true, then
return ⊥. Otherwise, set label.stk ,t to revealed and provide the adversary with label.kt. If
there is a tuple with label label′ in ListS with label.sid t = label′.sid t and label′.stage ≥ t,
and the protocol execution has key-independence, then label′.stk ,t is set to revealed. This
means the t-th stage session key of the partnered session (if one exists) is considered
revealed too.
In the case of key-dependent security, since the secrecy of future keys depend on the secrecy
of the revealed key, we cannot ensure their security anymore (neither in this session in
question, nor in partnered sessions). Therefore, if t = label.stage, set label.stk ,j = revealed
for all j > t, as they depend on the revealed key. For the same reason, if a partnered
session with label label′ exists such that label.sid t = label′.sid t has label′.stage = t, then
set label′.stk ,j = revealed for all j > t. However if label′.stage > t, then for keys label′.kj
(such that j > t) derived in the partnered session are not considered to be revealed by
this query since they have been accepted previously, i.e., prior to kt being revealed in this
query.
• Corrupt(i): Returns sk i, the long-term secret key of party Pi to the adversary. No further
queries are allowed to sessions owned by Pi.
If the protocol being executed is non-forward-secret, for each session label owned by Pi
and all t ∈ {1, . . . , M}, set label.stk ,t to revealed. In this case, all (previous and future)
session keys are considered to be disclosed.
In the case of stage-j forward secrecy, label.stk ,t is set to revealed only if t < j or if
t > label.stage. This means that session keys before the j-th stage (where forward secrecy
kicks in) as well as keys that have not yet been established are potentially disclosed.
5This implicitly assumes the following property of the later-defined Match security: Whenever two partnered
sessions both accept a key in some stage, these keys will be equal.
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Independent of the forward secrecy aspect, in the case of key-dependent security, setting
the relevant key states to revealed for some stage t is done by internally invoking
Reveal(label, t), ignoring the response and also the restriction that a call with t > label.stage
would immediately return ⊥. This ensures that follow-up revocations of keys that depend
on the revoked keys are carried out correctly.
• Test(label, t): Tests the session key of stage t in the session with label label. In the security
game this oracle is given a uniformly random test bit btest as state which is fixed throughout
the game.
If there is no tuple with label label in ListS or if label.α 6= acceptedt, return ⊥.
If there is a distinct tuple with label label′ in ListS with label.sid t = label′.sid t, but
label′.α 6= acceptedt, set the ‘lost’ flag to lost← true. This ensures that keys can only be
tested if they have just been accepted but not used yet, including ensuring any partnered
session that may have already established this key has not used it.
If label.autht = unauth or if label.autht = unilateral and label.ρ = responder, but there
is no tuple with label label′ (such that label 6= label′) in ListS with label.cid t = label′.cid t,
then set lost ← true. This ensures that having an honest contributive partner is a
prerequisite for testing sessions that are not running an instance of the protocol with an
authenticated partner.6
If label.tested t = true, return kt, ensuring that repeated queries will be answered consis-
tently.
Otherwise, set label.tested t to true. If the test bit btest is 0, sample label.kt
$← K at random
from the session key distribution K. This means that we substitute the session key by a
random and independent key which is also used for future deployments within the key
exchange protocol. Moreover, if there is a tuple with distinct label label′ in ListS with
label.sid t = label
′.sid ′t, also set label
′.k ′t ← label.kt and label′.tested ′t ← true to ensure
consistency in the special case that both label and label′ have α = acceptedt and, hence,
either of them can be tested first.
Return label.kt.
Secret compromise paradigm. We follow the paradigm of the Bellare–Rogaway model [34],
focusing on the leakage of long-term secret inputs and session key outputs of the key exchange,
but not on internal values within the execution of a session.
In the context of the TLS 1.3 drafts, this means we consider the leakage of:
6Note that ListS entries are only created for honest sessions, i.e., sessions generated by NewSession queries.
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• long-term / static secret keys (such as the signing key of the server or client): allowed since
long-term values have the potential to be compromised, and necessary to model forward
secrecy; modeled by the Corrupt query.
• session keys (such as tkhs, tkapp, RMS, and EMS): allowed since these are outputs of
the session and are used outside the key exchange for encryption, later resumption, or
exporting of keying material; modelled by the Reveal query.
We do not permit the leakage of:
• ephemeral secret keys (such as the randomness in the signature algorithm or the Diffie–
Hellman exponent): disallowed since TLS is not designed to be secure if these values are
compromised.
• internal values / session state (such as ES, SS, master secrets): disallowed since TLS is
not designed to be secure if these values are compromised.
3.3.6 Security of Multi-Stage Key Exchange Protocols
Similar to previous Bellare–Rogaway security frameworks, security in MSKE is assessed in two
separate games, referred to as Match security and Multi-Stage security. In what follows, we
modify both security games introduced by Fischlin and Gu¨nther [22] to account for variable
authentication levels for the same stage, and soundness of contributive identifiers with respect
to session identifiers.
3.3.6.1 Match Security
The notion of Match security ensures that the session identifiers sid effectively match the
partnered sessions which must share the same view on their interaction in the following ways:
1. sessions with equal session identifiers for some stage hold the same key at that stage,
2. sessions with equal session identifiers for a stage agree on that stage’s authentication level,
3. sessions with equal session identifiers for a stage share contributive identifiers at that stage,
4. sessions are partnered with the intended (authenticated) participant,
5. session identifiers do not match across different stages, and
6. at most two sessions have the same session identifier at any stage.
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The Match security game GMatchΠ (A) is defined as follows.
Definition 3.8 (Match security). Let Π be a key exchange protocol and A a probabilistic
polynomial-time algorithm interacting with a challenger C running Π via the queries defined in
Section 3.3.5.
Setup. The challenger generates long-term public/private-key pairs for protocol participants Pi
for all i ∈ U .
Query. The adversary A receives the generated public keys and interacts with C via the following
queries: NewSession, Send, Reveal, and Corrupt.
Stop. At some point, the adversary stops with no output.
We say that A wins the game, denoted by GMatchΠ (A) = 1, if at least one of the following
conditions hold:
1. There exist two distinct labels label, label′ such that label.sid t = label′.sid t 6= ⊥ for some
stage t ∈ {1, . . . , M}, label.α 6= rejectedt, and label′.α 6= rejectedt, but label.kt 6= label′.kt.
(Different session keys in some stage of partnered sessions.)
2. There exist two distinct labels label, label′ such that label.sid t = label′.sid t 6= ⊥ for some
stage t ∈ {1, . . . , M}, but label.autht 6= label′.autht. (Different authentication types in some
stage of partnered sessions.)
3. There exist two distinct labels label, label′ such that label.sid t = label′.sid t 6= ⊥ for some
stage t ∈ {1, . . . , M}, but label.cid t 6= label′.cid t or label.cid t = label′.cid t = ⊥. (Different
or unset contributive identifiers in some stage of partnered sessions.)
4. There exist two distinct labels label, label′ such that label.sid t = label′.sid t 6= ⊥ for some
stage t ∈ {1, . . . , M}, label.autht = label′.autht ∈ {unilateral, mutual}, label.ρ = init,
and label′.ρ = resp, but label.j 6= label′.i or (only if label.autht = mutual) label.i 6= label′.j.
(Different intended authenticated partner.)
5. There exist two (not necessarily distinct) labels label, label′ such that label.sid t = label′.sidu 6=
⊥ for some stages t, u ∈ {1, . . . , M} with t 6= u. (Different stages share the same session
identifier.)
6. There exist three distinct labels label, label′, label′′ such that label.sid t = label′.sid t =
label′′.sid t 6= ⊥ for some stage t ∈ {1, . . . , M}. (More than two sessions share the same
session identifier.)
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We say that a multi-stage key exchange protocol Π is Match-secure if for all PPT A the following
advantage function is negligible in the security parameter:
AdvMatchΠ (A) = Pr
[




The security game GMulti-Stage,KΠ (A) defines Bellare–Rogaway-like key secrecy in the multi-stage
setting as follows.
Definition 3.9 (Multi-Stage security). Let Π be a multi-stage key exchange protocol with
key distribution K and authenticity properties AUTH, and A a probabilistic polynomial-time
algorithm interacting with Π via the queries defined in Section 3.3.5 within the following game
GMulti-Stage,KΠ (A):
Setup. The challenger generates long-term public/private-key pairs for protocol participants Pi
for all i ∈ U , chooses the test bit btest $← {0, 1} at random, and sets lost← false.
Query. The adversary A receives the generated public keys and has access to the queries
NewSession, Send, Reveal, Corrupt, and Test. Note that such queries may set lost to true.
Guess. At some point, A stops and outputs a guess b.
Finalize. The challenger sets the ‘lost’ flag to lost← true if there exist two (not necessarily
distinct) labels label, label′ and some stage t ∈ {1, . . . , M} such that label.sid t = label′.sid t,
label.stk ,t = revealed, and label
′.tested t = true. (Adversary has tested and revealed the
key in a single session or in two partnered sessions.)
We say that A wins the game, denoted by GMulti-Stage,KΠ (A) = 1, if b = btest and lost = false.
Note that notions of key dependency, forward secrecy, and authentication properties of Π, are
directly integrated in the appropriate queries and the finalisation step of the game.
We say Π is Multi-Stage-secure in a key-dependent or key-independent and non-forward-secret
or stage-j-forward-secret manner with concurrent authentication types AUTH (as relevant) if Π is
Match-secure and for all PPT A the following advantage function is negligible in the security
parameter:
AdvMulti-Stage,KΠ (A) =
∣∣∣2 Pr [GMulti-Stage,KΠ (A) = 1]− 1∣∣∣ . (3.2)
Related Work Concurrently to our work in Chapter 7, the multi-stage security model was
adapted by Li et al. [46] into the Multi-Level&Stage security model for analysing TLS 1.3 draft-10.
In a very similar approach to our own, they were able to give compositional results for combining
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the full (EC)DHE handshake with later 0RTT, PSK and PSK-DHE handshakes. Additionally, a
recent work by Cohn-Gordon et al. [47] captures the ratcheting key-exchange mechanism used
in the Signal Messaging Protocol, which derives new keys with each message sent and received.
The authors modify the multi-stage key exchange model to capture a tree of stages, where each
branch is a separate chain of sending and receiving keys.
3.4 Authenticated and Confidential Channel Establishment Model
Introduced by Jager et al. [30] to provide the first standard-model security analysis of an
unmodified TLS handshake (specifically, the TLS-DHE ciphersuite), the Authenticated and
Confidential Channel Establishment security model quickly gained prominence as an important
tool for analysing the security of authenticated key-exchange protocols that were problematic to
analyse in other frameworks, such as BR93, or CK01. The authors note that the ACCE model
can be succinctly described as a composition of an AKE protocol and an authenticated-encryption
scheme, analysing the construction as a monolithic structure.
We define formally the Authenticated and Confidential Channel Establishment protocol. We
modify the original formulation of ACCE security in several ways in order to capture aspects of
the SSH protocol:
1. Matching sessions are defined using session identifiers as in BPR00, as opposed to matching
conversations in the 2012 ACCE definitions. In SSH, matching conversations are too
restrictive a definition, as portions of the protocol flow are sometimes unauthenticated,
and the adversary can modify these parts (such as the multiple DH keyshares) without
detection. This means that an adversary is able to trivially cause a session to accept
maliciously (i.e. without a matching conversation with another session) without affecting
the security of the protocol run in a practical way.
2. ACCE protocols are now divided into a negotiation phase and a sub-protocol phase. This
is useful in the context of ciphersuites, where the logic of the negotiation phase is identical
for all protocol executions, but the sub-protocol phase logic is dependent on cryptographic
options selected in the negotiation phase.
3. The original definition of Jager et al. analysed TLS, where the record layer protocol is
a stateful length-hiding (up to some granularity) authenticated-encryption scheme [31].
Paterson and Watson [13] introduced and proved the SSH binary packet protocol to achieve
buffered stateful authenticiated-encryption (BSAE) security, which we use to replace the
sLHAE security definition in the ACCE post-accept phase in our security experiment.
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Definition 3.10 (ACCE protocol). An ACCE protocol is a tuple of algorithms. The key
generation algorithm KeyGen()
$→ (sk , pk) outputs a long-term secret key / public key pair.
The handshake algorithms AlgI` and AlgR`, ` = 1, . . . , take as input (sk , pk) and an incoming
message m, update per-session variables pi, and output an outgoing message m′. The handshake
algorithms eventually set the per-session variables for the peer identifier pi.pid, the session status
pi.α, the session key pi.k , and the session identifier pi.sid . The stateful authenticated-encryption
and decryption algorithms are Enc(ke,m, ste)
$→ (C, ste) and Dec(kd, C, std) → (m′, std). All
algorithms are assumed to take as implicit input any global protocol parameters, including the
list of all trusted peer public keys.
We capture the security of ACCE protocols via two security games:
• A mutual-authentication game, similar to the BR93 definition of a mutual-authentication
game where the adversary A wins if any session pisi reaches an accept status with no
matching session pitj . As we mentioned earlier, we now define matching sessions in terms of
session identifiers.
• A buffered-stateful authenticated encryption game, where the session key pisi .k derived
by the handshake algorithms (in the pre-accept phase) is used to answer Encrypt/Decrypt
queries issued to pisi by A.
Execution Environment Consider a game played between a challenger C and an adversary
A. C maintains a set of nP parties P1, . . . , PnP , each capable of running multiple instances of the
key-exchange protocol Π. We refer to a session pisi as the s-th instance of party Pi running Π. C
generates a public-key/secret-key pair (pk i, sk i) for each party Pi ∈ P1, . . . , PnP via Π.KeyGen(λ)
(where λ is some security parameter) and gives A all public-key values pk i for i ∈ {1, . . . , nP }.
The challenger C then interacts with the adversary via the queries listed in Section 3.4.1. C,
when asked to initialise a new session pisi , randomly samples a bit b
$← {0, 1} and will use it to
answer Encrypt(i, s,m0,m1)/Decrypt(i, s, c) queries when pi
s
i .α ← accepted. At some point A
will terminate and output a triple (i, s, b′). We give a description of the adversarial queries later
in the chapter in Section 3.4.1.
Each session pisi maintains the following set of per-session variables:
Definition 3.11 (Per-session variables). Let pi denote the following collection of per-session
variables:
• ρ ∈ {init, resp}: The role of the party in the protocol execution.
• pid ∈ {1, . . . , nP ,⊥}: The identifier of the intended communication partner, potentially
unspecified.
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• α ∈ {in-progress, rejected, accepted}: The current status of the session.
• k ∈ {K,⊥}: A session key, or ⊥. Note that k consists of two sub-keys: bi-directional
authenticated encryption keys ke and kd (which themselves may consist of encryption and
MAC sub-keys).
• sid : A session identifier defined by the protocol protocol.
• b ∈ {0, 1}: The random bit b sampled by C at the time of initialisation.
• st ∈ {0, 1}∗: Any additional state, such as ephemeral randomness for DH keyshares, or
encryption/decryption state for the authenticated-encryption experiment.
3.4.1 Adversarial Interaction
As in BR93, the ACCE adversary is in complete control of the network of communications, able
to inject, modify, drop or delay messages at will. The Send query models this adversarial control,
as well as allowing the adversary to initialise sessions. The Corrupt and Reveal queries are similar
to Corrupt and Reveal queries in the BR model, capturing leakage of long-term and session keys
(but not allowing replacement of long-term keys with adversarially-chosen values). Encrypt and
Decrypt queries allow the adversary to control encryption and decryption of payload data as in
authenticated-encryption security games (see Section 2.2.5). Depending on the protocol, the
model may attempt to capture different security properties, as some protocols are instantiated
with particular cryptographic primitives that acheive different properties. For instance TLS 1.2
would capture stateful length-hiding authenticated encryption, while we use buffered stateful
authentication encryption to analyse SSH, and TLS 1.3 if analysed in the ACCE model would
presumably use an authenticated-encryption with additional data (AEAD) security game variant.
The first query models normal, unencrypted communication of parties during session establish-
ment.
• Send(i, s,m) $→ m′: The adversary sends message m to session pisi . Party Pi processes
message m according to the protocol specification and its per-session state pisi , updates its
per-session state, and optionally outputs an outgoing message m′.
There is a distinguished initialization message which allows the adversary to activate the
session with certain information. In particular, the initialization message consists of: the
role ρ the party is meant to play in this session; the ordered list #–sp of sub-protocols the
party should use in this session; and optionally the identity pid of the intended partner of
this session.
This query may return error symbol ⊥ if the session has entered state α = accept and no
more protocol messages are transmitted over the unencrypted channel.
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Encrypt(i, s,m0,m1):














1: (j, t)← pisi .pid, v ← v + 1
2: (m, std)← Dec(kd, c, std)
3: if m = ⊥ then return ⊥
4: if b = 0 then return ⊥
5: if v > pitj .u or c 6= pitj .C[v] then
6: phase← 1
7: if phase = 1 then return m
8: return ⊥
Figure 3.1: The Encrypt and Decrypt queries in the ACCE security experiment.
Note that b, C[], kd, ke, std, ste, u, v denote the values stored in the per-session variables pi
s
i .
Although pisi .pid only contains the party identifier j, once pi
s
i has accepted every session pi
t
j
matching session pisi is known to the challenger, and thus (j, t)← pisi .pid is shorthand for finding
the matching session. The Decrypt query accounts for buffering in the third line; this is the
difference from ACCE’s original stateful length-hiding definition [30, 48].
The next two queries model adversarial compromise of long-term and per-session secrets.
• Reveal(i, s)→ k: Returns session key pisi .k.
• Corrupt(i)→ sk: Returns party Pi’s long-term secret key sk i. Note that adversary does
not take control of the corrupted party, but can impersonate Pi in later sessions.
The final two queries model communication over the encrypted channel. The adversary can cause
plaintexts to be encrypted as outgoing ciphertexts, and can cause ciphertexts to be delivered
and decrypted as incoming plaintexts.
• Encrypt(i, s,m0,m1) $→ c: This query takes as input two messages m0 and m1. If pisi .k = ⊥,
the query returns ⊥. Otherwise, it proceeds as in Figure 3.1, depending on the random bit
pisi .b sampled by pi
s
i at the beginning of the game and the state variables of pi
s
i .
• Decrypt(i, s, c)→ m or ⊥: This query takes as input a ciphertext c. If pisi .k = ⊥, the query
returns ⊥. Otherwise, it proceeds as in Figure 3.1. Note in particular that decryption can
be buffered, meaning a decryption state may be maintained containing unprocessed bytes
of a partial ciphertext.
Together, these two oracles model the buffered-stateful authenticated-encryption (BSAE) notion,
which simultaneously captures (i) indistinguishability under chosen ciphertext attack, (ii) integrity
of ciphertexts, and (iii) buffered in-order delivery of ciphertexts. The hidden bit pisi .b is leaked
to the adversary if any of these goals is violated, allowing A to terminate and output the correct
tuple (i, s, pisi .b).
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We also give matching, correctness and security definitions to accompany our description of
an ACCE protocol. Matching sessions in previous ACCE formulations was done similarly to
BR93-style matching, via matching conversations. In order to capture this behaviour, we use
session identifiers, where a subset of the transcript is considered for partnering.
3.4.2 Matching and Correctness Definitions
Definition 3.12 (Matching sessions). We say that session pitj matches pi
s
i if
• pisi .ρ 6= pitj .ρ;
• pisi .sid prefix-matches pitj .sid , meaning that (i) if pisi sent the last message in pisi .sid , then
pitj .sid is a prefix of pi
s
i .sid , or (ii) if pi
t
j sent the last message in pi
s
i .sid , then pi
s
i .sid = pi
t
j .sid .
We begin by considering the correctness of an ACCE protocol. Essentially, this is captured by
an adversary A that plays the ACCE game, but only ever faithfully delivers all messages. An
ACCE protocol is correct if, in the presence of such a passive adversary, for any two matching
sessions pisi and pi
t
j , both sessions accept and compute the same session key.
Definition 3.13 (ACCE correctness). Consider a passive adversary that simply forwards all
output messages from Send queries to the correct session recipient. We say that an ACCE
protocol is correct if for any two matching sessions pisi , pi
t
j such that pi
s
i .α 6= in-progress 6= pitj .α,
we have that pisi .α = pi
t
j .α = accepted, and pi
s
i .k = pi
t
j .k.
3.4.3 Security of ACCE Protocols
Formally, the security of ACCE protocols is measured in two distinct ways: session authentication
(SSH considers mutual and server-only authentication, so we give two separate definitions) and
channel security.
After a session pisi has set the session status pi
s
i .α to accepted, (which we also refer to as pi
s
i
accepting) the adversary can begin to use the Encrypt/Decrypt oracles to attempt to break
the confidentiality or integrity of the established secure channel, by playing the (m0,m1)
authenticated-encryption game. Eventually the adversary terminates and outputs a triple (i, s, b′)
where pisi is a session that has reached accepted status, and b
′ a guess of the session bit pisi .b.
ACCE channel security is captured by the advantage of the adversary A in correctly guessing the
randomly-sampled bit b of a session pisi . ACCE mutual authentication security is captured by the
advantage of A in causing a session pisi to accept when no matching session pitj exists. It follows
then that if both these probabilities are negligible, then Π is a secure mutually-authenticated
ACCE protocol.
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Definition 3.14 (ACCE mutual authentication security). We say that a probabilistic polynomial-
time algorithm A breaks the mutually-authenticated ACCE protocol Π if one of the following
conditions hold:
1. When A terminates, there exists a session pisi such that:
• pisi .α = accepted, and
• when the session pisi accepted with pisi .pid = j, A had not previously issued a Corrupt(j)
query, and
• A did not issue a Reveal(j, t) query to a session pitj (if such a session exists) such that





• no unique session pitj matching pisi exists.
We say that if a session pisi accepts in such a fashion, pi
s
i has accepted maliciously.
2. When A terminates and outputs a triple (i, s, b′) such that:
• when the session pisi accepted with pisi .pid = j, A had not previously issued a Corrupt(j)
query, and
• A did not issue a Reveal(i, s) or Reveal(j, t) query such that pisi matches pitj (if such a
session exists).
We note that if the random bit pisi .b sampled by the session matches b
′, then A has answered
the encryption challenge correctly.
We define the advantage Advacce-maΠ (A) as the probability that, when A terminates in the
ACCE experiment for Π, there exists a session pisi that has accepted maliciously. We define
the advantage Advacce-aencΠ (A) = |2p− 1|, where p is the probability that PPT A answers the
encryption challenge correctly. We say that a mutually-authenticated ACCE protocol Π is secure
if for all A Advacce-aencΠ (A) and Advacce-maΠ (A) are both negligible in the security parameter.
The only difference between the mutual authentication and server-only ACCE definitions is
that an adversary only wins the Advacce-so-authΠ (A) game if it caused a initiator session to accept
maliciously, and so we omit the full description of the winning conditions, but provide a formal
definition below.
Definition 3.15 (ACCE server-only authentication security). We say that a probabilistic
polynomial-time algorithm A breaks the server-only ACCE protocol Π if one of the conditions
of Definition 3.14. We define the advantage Advacce-so-authΠ (A) as the probability that, when A
terminates in the ACCE experiment for Π, that there exists a session pisi with pi
s
i .ρ = init that
has accepted maliciously. We define the advantage Advacce-aencΠ (A) as in Definition 3.14. We say
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that a server-only-authenticated ACCE protocol Π is secure if for all PPT A Advacce-aencΠ (A)
and Advacce-so-authΠ (A) are both negligible in the security parameter.
In the following chapter (Chapter 4), we give protocol descriptions for the internet protocols that
form the basis of our thesis, and will eventually use the provable security frameworks described
in this chapter to analyse. In particular, we give protocol descriptions for both Transport Layer




In this chapter, we introduce and detail the internet protocols that we will be examining in later
chapters. We begin with a brief overview of the history of the Transport Layer Security (TLS)
protocol, in particular briefly touching upon discovered attacks and provable security result
that are relevant to our investigations. We follow with a detailed description of the TLS 1.2
protocol flow and computations. We follow with a examination on several drafts of the ongoing
standardisation process in TLS 1.3, in particular touching on preshared key (PSK) and preshared
key with ephemeral Diffie–Hellman key-exchange ciphersuites.
Afterwards we look at the Secure Shell protocol, investigating some of the history of attacks
on the encryption schemes used in SSH, the SSH-PRF construction and a detailed look at the
protocol flow. We finish this chapter with a look at the Network Time Protocol, and in particular,
the client-server mode used in Simple NTP.
4.1 The Transport Layer Security Protocol
In this section, we give a brief introduction to the provable security history of the TLS protocol,
and also highlight high-profile attacks that motivate our investigation into the negotiation security
of the TLS protocol, as well as our work on multi-ciphersuite security in the SSH protocol.
The general structure of all versions of SSL and TLS (version 1.2 and below) is that a handshake
protocol is run, in which a set of cryptographic preferences are first negotiated, then an authenti-
cated key exchange protocol is executed to perform mutual or server-to-client authentication
and establish a shared session key; this key is then provided to the record layer to be used in an
authenticated-encryption scheme for confidentiality and integrity assurance of payload data.
TLS supports many combinations of cryptographic parameters, from a vast range of ciphersuites,
to version selection, and extensions support. As of this writing, more than 300 ciphersuites have
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been standardized, with various combinations of digital signature algorithms, key exchange pro-
tocols, hash functions, authenticated-encryption ciphers and modes, and message authentication
codes. In TLS version 1.2 ciphersuites are in the form TLS KEX SIG WITH ENC HASH where KEX
is the key-exchange algorithm (typically RSA or (EC)DHE), SIG is the signature scheme (i.e.
RSA or (EC)DSA), ENC is the symmetric encryption scheme (AES or RC4) and HASH the hash
algorithm (SHA256 or SHA1).
We begin by giving a short summary of discovered attacks against the security of the Transport
Layer Security Protocol.
4.1.1 Attacks on the TLS Protocol
In recent years, several high-profile attacks have targeted weak cryptographic options and forced
users to negotiate to them. The POODLE attack, introduced by Mo¨ller, Duong and Kotowicz
[7], exploits “downgrade dance” behaviour of TLS implementations. This “downgrade dance”
occurs when a TLS server rejects handshake attempts with unrecognised version fields. In order
to increase compatibility, some TLS clients will begin another handshake attempt with a lowered
version, such as TLS 1.0 or SSL 3.0. If a SSL 3.0 handshake is sent, an attacker can utilise
known weaknesses in the RC4 stream cipher [49], or SSL 3.0’s use of block-ciphers in CBC
mode to break SSL 3.0. This was addressed in two ways: protection against unnecessary version
fallback behaviour by use of a Signalling Ciphersuite Value [50]; and in 2015 the use of SSL 3.0
was officially deprecated [51].
In 1998, Bleichenbacher [52] showed that TLS servers that supported RSA PKCS#1 public-key
encryption were vulnerable to plaintext recovery attacks. In particular, attackers were able
to blind RSA PKCS#1 conforming ciphertexts by multiplying them by random values, and
forwarding the blinded ciphertext to the server. When the server decrypted the ciphertext and
found that the padding was incorrect, they would respond with a distinguished error message
that acted as a padding oracle. A padding oracle is an algorithm that can efficiently determine
if the padding of an RSA ciphertext (that uses a padding scheme such as PKCS#1 or OAEP) is
well-formed. Bleichenbacher showed that such a padding oracle could be transformed into an
RSA decryption oracle.
18 years later, Bleichenbacher’s attack is still possible due more creative ways of exploiting to
existing vulnerabilities Recent attacks have demonstrated that TLS implementations no longer
even need to support RSA encryption [53], but if the long-term RSA private key is still used
by insecure implementations [54], then these can be turned into RSA decryption, or an RSA
signing oracle capable of breaking the security of the TLS protocol.
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4.1.2 Provable Security of TLS
Early provable security analysis of the TLS handshake protocol focused on modified variants
of TLS [55], as AKE provable security definitions were not capable of proving TLS secure in a
key-indistinguishability framework. This is due to the use of the established session keys being
used inside the handshake protocol, to encrypt authentication mechanisms. Thus an adversary
(in a standard BR-style AKE security model) can simply attempt to decrypt the handshake
message to determine if the Test keys returned by the challenger are real or random.
In 2012, Jager et al. [30] showed, under mostly standard assumptions that the ephemeral-
Diffie–Hellman TLS ciphersuite is a secure authenticated and confidential channel establishment
(ACCE) protocol1, the first full proof of security of an unmodified TLS ciphersuite. ACCE
combines security notions captured by AKE protocols and composes them with notions of
authenticated-encryption to define a channel establishment protocol.
Subsequent efforts [48, 56, 57] have shown that most other TLS ciphersuites (using static or
ephemeral Diffie–Hellman, RSA key transport, or pre-shared keys) are also secure.
Nearly all previous analysis is purely in the setting of isolated ciphersuites, where all users
support a single ciphersuite that is known ahead of time. Bhargavan et al. [58] showed that
some combinations of ciphersuites do support key agility (a concept related to multi-ciphersuite
security).
Renegotiation in TLS allows users that have established a secure channel to exhange new
cryptographic information and negotiate new options. Giesen et al. [59] extended the ACCE
model to analyze the renegotiation security of TLS in light of the attack of Ray and Dispensa [60].
There exists a growing body of work on formal verification of TLS implementations, and
in particular the miTLS reference implementation of the TLS protocol suite in F# (now
implemented in F∗), including SSL 3.0, TLS 1.0, TLS 1.1 and TLS 1.2 [58, 61]. Bhargavan
et al. formalise notions of downgrade resilience, highlighting our previous work on negotiation
security in TLS (see Chapter 6).
In examining the record layer, Paterson et al. [31] showed that certain modes of authenticated
encryption in the TLS record layer satisfy a property known as secure length-hiding authenticated
encryption, which is captured in the ACCE security experiments.
1For a full description of ACCE protocols, refer to Section 3.4
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4.2 Transport Layer Security Version 1.2
In this section, we detail the Transport Layer Security protocol version 1.2 [3]. In particular, we
give below the basic outline of the TLS 1.2 protocol flow in Figure 4.1, and a detailed message
flow and variable computations follows.
4.2.1 TLS 1.2 Protocol Description
The TLS protocol can be partitioned into three distinct phases:
• A negotiation phase, where the two parties negotiate a range of cryptographic parameters,
including explicit negotiation of ciphersuites, versions and extensions, but could be con-
sidered to negotiate other options such as the method of client authentication (via the
CertificateRequest and ClientCertificate messages).
• A subprotocol phase that takes the outputs of the negotiation phase and executes the rest
of the protocol flow, according to selected version, ciphersuites, etc.
• An application data phase that utilizes the shared session key derived by the handshake
protocol and the negotiated authenticated-encryption scheme.
4.2.2 Negotiation Phase
The first two messages exchanged (ClientHello and ServerHello) negotiate the version, the
ciphersuite and extensions that the client and server both support. Note that the client supports
up to version versC of TLS, an ordered list
#                 –
csuiteC of ciphersuite preferences, and a list
#       –
extC
of extensions. Similarly, the server supports up to version versS of TLS, has an ordered list
#                –
csuiteS of ciphersuite preferences, and a list
#       –
extS of extensions.
1. Client → Server: ClientHello.
The client picks a random nonce rC, generates the ClientHello message, and includes the
versC,
#                 –
csuiteC and
#       –
extC in the appropriate ClientHello fields:
1. rC
$← {0, 1}κ
2. ClientHello← (versC, rC, #                 –csuiteC, #       –extC)
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Client Server
ClientHello: versC, nonceC,
#                 –
csuiteC,
#       –
extC
ServerHello: versn, nonceS, csuiten,
#       –
extn
ServerCertificate: certificate, pkS

































































Figure 4.1: Overview of the TLSv1.2 protocol flow.
† denotes messages omitted for server-only authentication, ? denotes messages omitted for RSA
key-exchange based ciphersuites.
2. Server → Client: ServerHello.
The server picks a random nonce rS, uses the negotiation functions negvers, negcsuite and
negext to determine the highest-preferenced version versn, ciphersuite csuiten and supported
extensions
#       –
extn given inputs (versS,versC); (
#                –
csuiteS,
#                 –
csuiteC); (
#       –
extS,
#       –
extC). The server then
generates its ServerHello message, and updates its per-session variables:
1. rS
$← {0, 1}κ
2. versn ← negvers(versS,versC)
3. csuiten ← negcsuite( #                –csuiteS, #                 –csuiteC)
4.
#       –
extn ← negext( #       –extS, #       –extC)
5. ServerHello← (versn, rS, #                –csuiten, #       –extn)
Upon receiving ServerHello, the client records the negotiated version, ciphersuite and extensions
as received from the server.
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4.2.3 Subprotocol Phase
The next grouping of messages is based on the output of the negotiation phase. The server now
begins to send the ServerCertificate message, the ServerKeyExchange message (if ephemeral-
Diffie–Hellman key exchange was negotiated), and the CertificateRequest message if client
authentication was negotiated.
1. Server → Client: ServerCertificate. The server sends the public-key information
necessary, typically in the form of an X.509 digital certificate. It contains the parameters of the
server public-key, the identity of the server, as well as the validity period of the certificate itself,
and a signature from a certification authority over the server public-key pkS.
1. ServerCertificate← (certificatecsuiten)
2. Server → Client: ServerKeyExchange. If the server has negotiated a ciphersuite csuiten
requiring ephemeral-Diffie–Hellman key exchange, then the ServerKeyExchange message is sent.
It contains an ephemeral Diffie–Hellman keyshare (either finite field or elliptic curve) as well
as the parameters used to generate it. In the case of finite field Diffie–Hellman, this is the
generator g of the Diffie–Hellman share and the modulus prime p. In the case of elliptic curve
Diffie–Hellman, this is the prime p defining the field, and information about the curve. The
server signs the Diffie–Hellman parameters, and generates the ServerKeyExchange message by




3. X ← gx
4. σS ← SignpkS(p, g,X)
5. ServerKeyExchange← (p, g,X, σS)
6. else:
7. No ServerKeyExchange message is sent
3. Server → Client: CertificateRequest. This message is sent if the server wishes to
authenticate the client. This simply contains the ordered list
#          –
algsS of digital signature schemes
and hash algorithms the server will accept for client authentication.
1. CertificateRequest← #          –algsS
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4. Server → Client: ServerHelloDone. This message isalways sent, and is a flag to indicate
that this flow of messages from the server has finished.
1. ServerHelloDone← done
5. Client → Server: ClientCertificate. The client generates a ClientCertificate
message if the client supports a digital signature scheme and hash algorithm from the ordered
list
#          –
algsS sent by the server in the CertificateRequest message. The client responds with a
digital certificate containing the client public-key pkC and identifying information about the
client.
1. algn ← negalg( #       –algC, #       –algS)
2. ClientCertificate←certificatealgn
6. Client→ Server: ClientKeyExchange. All negotiated subprotocols send the ClientKeyExchange
message, and it contains an encapsulated premaster secret value to be shared with the server.
Typically, this will be in the form of an ephemeral Diffie–Hellman key share or an RSA-encrypted
ciphertext. The client also computes the master secret value ms and the session key k.





5. if Vfy(pkS, σS, (p, g,X)) = 0, abort
6. else y
$← Zp
7. Y ← gy
8. ClientKeyExchange← Y
9. pms← Xy
10. ms← PRFHashn(pms, “master secret”, rC‖rS)
11. k ← PRFHashn(ms, “key expansion”, rS‖rC)
7. Client → Server: CertificateVerify. If client authentication has been negotiated, the
client also sends a digital signature σC over all previous messages in the handshake, using the
client public-key sent in the digital certificate inside the ClientCertificate message.
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1. σC ← SignpkC(ClientHello‖...‖ClientKeyExchange)
2. CertificateVerify← σC
8. Client → Server: ClientFinished. The client ends their flight of messages by switching
from a public channel to an authenticated and confidential channel (using the ChangeCipherSpec
message, omitted in Figure 4.1) by utilising the negotiated authenticated-encryption scheme
taking as keyed input the session key k computed earlier. As a key confirmation and authentication
message, the client generates a PRF value using the master secret value ms over all messages in
the transcript for the server to authenticate.
1. finC ← PRFHashn(ms, “client finished”, ClientHello‖ . . . ‖CertificateVerify†)
2. CfinC ← AuthEnck(finC)
3. ClientFinished← CfinC
9. Server → Client: ServerFinished. The server begins by computing the session key k,
verifying the CertificateVerify message if necessary. The server then verifies that the PRF of
the handshake messages seen by the server (under the master secret ms) matches the received
value sent by the client inside the authenticated-encrypted channel secured by k. If so, the server
computes its own ServerFinished message in a similar way to the client, under a distinct label,
and similarly encrypts the finished value under the session key k. The server may now begin
sending payload data if necessary.
1. if ClientCertificate & CertificateVerify sent:




6. pms← Y x
7. ms← PRFHashn(pms, “master secret”, rC‖rS)
8. k ← PRFHashn(ms, “key expansion”, rS‖rC)
9. f˜ in← PRFHashn(ms, “client finished”, ClientHello‖ . . . ‖CertificateVerify†)
10. finC ← AuthDeck(ClientFinished)
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11. iffinC 6= f˜ in abort
12. finS ← PRFHashn(ms, “server finished”, ClientHello‖ . . . ‖finC)
13. CfinS ← AuthEnck(finS)
14. ServerFinished← CfinS
We note that upon receiving the ServerFinished message, the client is able to decrypt the
ServerFinished message using the session key k in order to compare PRFs of the handshake
messages (under the master secret ms) and determine that the server received messages identically
to the client. If the information verifies correctly, the client can now begin to send and receive
application payload data.
1. f˜ in← PRFHashn(ms, “server finished”, ClientHello‖ . . . ‖finC)
2. finS ← AuthDeck(ServerFinished)
3. iffinS 6= f˜ in abort
4.3 Transport Layer Security Version 1.3
As discussed earlier, in recent years TLS 1.2 has been the center of many high-profile attacks.
As a response to this, in 2014 the IETF (and in particular, Dierks and Rescorla) began work
on a new version of TLS: TLS 1.3, which aimed to prevent similar attacks, as well as make the
handshake protocol more streamlined and efficient.
The first two drafts (draft-00 and draft-01) were merely copies of the TLS 1.2 specification
with minor edits to indicate a placeholder for TLS 1.3. The following draft draft-02 began
the development of single round trip (1RTT) handshakes by default, as opposed to the 2RTT
handshake of previous versions of TLS, as well as the removal of several components of TLS
including compression, non-forward secret key-exchange mechanisms and non-AEAD ciphers.
In the next draft draft-03, elliptic-curve key-exchange ciphersuites are now supported by default
as opposed to requiring extension support. The nomenclature of the KeyExchange messages
were changed to KeyShare to reflect the removal of non-forward secret key-exchange mechanisms
such as RSA2. In addition, since servers may reject the (EC)DHE groups indicated in the
ClientHello message, draft-03 also specifies a HelloRetryRequest message sent by the server
to indicate that the client should restart the handshake with an appropriate (EC)DHE group.
This draft also removed timestamps from the random nonces included in the ClientHello and
2KeyShare messages are now sent by both the server and client.
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ServerHello messages, making the nonces a full 32 bytes of (pseudo)randomness. Finally,
draft-03 now encrypts a significant portion of the handshake with the application traffic key, in
particular all messages sent after the server KeyShare message. This covers all Certificate
messages sent, which allows for identity privacy from passive adversaries.
Next, draft-04 saw changes to the key computation and master secret generation, now including
a hash of all messages sent in the handshake to prevent Triple Handshake style attacks by binding
the master secrets (and thus the traffic keys) to the handshake that derived them. In a dramatic
change from previous versions of TLS, draft-04 saw the introduction of handshake traffic keys
separate from the application traffic keys that encrypt the handshake protocol messages. This
significantly aids BR model style analysis of the TLS handshake protocol. Finally, draft-04 also
removes the ChangeCipherSpec messages (used in TLS to indicate a change in the cryptographic
context of the following messages i.e. indicating a switch to encryption communication), and
renegotiation was removed to be merged with abbreviated handshakes, referred to as session
resumption. In draft-04, session resumption is standardised and also describes a computation
for the resumption master secret, derived using the handshake master secret value HMS.
draft-05 added must not conditions for negotiating SSL 2 and SSL 3 as both had been officially
deprecated by the IETF. We analyse the session resumption handshake using the multi-stage
preshared key exchange model in Section 7.5, and give a detailed description of the protocol flow
and key schedule in Section 4.3.5.
draft-06 included a number of minor changes, including deprecating the use of RC4, freezing the
record layer version field to TLS 1.0 to aid backwards compatability and removing explicit IVs. In
a large change, draft-07 introduces the ServerConfiguration message, which contains a static
Diffie-Hellman keyshare from the server that clients can use to realise 0RTT (EC)DHE handshakes.
For clients to indicate their knowledge of the server semi-static DH keyshare, draft-07 also
introduces KnownConfiguration messages. In addition, draft-07 removed session resumption as
we analysed it in draft-05 and instead merges session resumption with preshared key ciphersuites
using SessionTickets. We analyse this as it is described in draft-10 in Section 7.4. Furthermore
the TLS-PRF as used in previous versions of TLS is replaced with the HKDF Extract and
Expand functions, and the KeyShare messages are instead sent as extensions in the Hello
messages.
draft-08 changes are broadly categorised into: removing elements of the TLS handshake, such
as weak algorithm support for MD5 and SHA224 for use in signature schemes as well as removing
the KnownConfiguration sent in 0RTT handshakes; and minor corrections such as the new list
of AEAD ciphersuites and error alerts, reducing the maximum record layer expansion for the
AEAD cipher from 2048 to 256 octets by forcing client and server endpoints to reject larger
records.
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draft-09 also modifies the key-schedule to resemble the draft-10 key-schedule we describe in
Section 4.3.4, and adds support for per-record padding, RSA-PSS signatures for the handshake
protocol, and MTI algorithms.
The ContentType field of a TLS ciphertext has now been modified such that it is a constant
value (23, indicating application data) to aid compatability with TLS enabled middleboxes. The
actual content type of the message is now sent encrypted in the AEAD ciphertext.
As we mentioned previously, we analyse the draft-10 preshared-key handshake in Section 7.4,
and draft-10 introduced minor changes with respect to draft-09, mostly centered around
condensing client and server KeyShare messages into a single extension.
draft-11 makes a few interesting changes cryptographically: support for a version downgrade
protection, where the first 8 bytes of the server random nonce rs has been replaced with a
constant value3 to indicate support for a higher server version exists. A reader may ask why
the draft does not simply specify a version support extension, instead of sacrificing some of the
randomness infected by the server to prevent replay attacks. As described in Section 4.2.1 on
TLS 1.2, servers only sign the random values as well as the Diffie–Hellman keyshare information,
and thus does not authenticate the version extension field with the public-key. This was used
in the cross-ciphersuite attack by Mavrogiannopolous et al.[cite], and using the server random
value as an flag for higher version support provides greater protection against version downgrade
attacks. In addition, sequence and version numbers have been removed from the additional
data field of the AEAD cipher, simply making it an empty field. draft-11 also makes a number
of minor changes, including reordering of HKDF labels, unifying authentication mechanisms,
and resetting sequence numbers upon key changes such as handshake-application channel key
changes.
Finally, draft-11 includes support for post-handshake client authentication, resulting in three
TLS messages that can be sent after the application payload data transmission has begun.
NewSessionTicket which contains the PSK identifier used in future handshakes with preshared
keys, as well as the lifetime that the ticket is “good” for. Post-handshake client authentication
allows the server to issue a CertificateRequest message, which the client either responds to with
the standard Certificate, CertificateVerify and ClientFinished messages, or the client
can refuse by sending an empty ClientCertificate message followed by a ClientFinished
value to authenticate the rejection.
Since our analysis focuses on the handshake protocol, we do not discuss the third post-handshake
message, which is KeyUpdate, indicating (as the name implies) that the sender of KeyUpdate is
updating their writing keys used in the record layer, and that the receiver should do the same
with their reading keys.
3To be precise, the exact value is 44 4F 57 4E 47 52 44 01 to indicate support for TLS 1.3 and 44 4F 57
4E 47 52 44 00 to indicate support for TLS 1.2
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draft-12 clarifies a lot of the previous updates, in particular the confirmation of 0.5RTT
payload data sent by the server immediately after the ServerFinished message is sent, but also
making the maximum possible NewSessionTicket lifetime to 1 week, and providing a PSK-based
ciphersuite list. Of interest is the modification of signature algorithm negotiation to specify the
hash used in the signature algorithm as a monolithic structure separate from the hash function
used in the key-schedule.
draft-13 again makes major changes to the keyschedule of TLS 1.3 by removing EC(DHE)
0RTT handshakes, the designers are able to standardise the key-schedule for all ciphersuites
specified at the time: (EC)DHE, PSK, and PSK(EC)DHE, which now closely resembles the
draft-16 key schedule that we describe in Section 4.3.1 and analyse in Section 7.3, in particular
introducing the resumption context value CTX. In draft-13 the 0RTT PSK handshake is
specified further, removing 0RTT client-authentication mechanism with signatures, and the
NewSessionTicket message is modified to indicate server support for extensions for use in 0RTT
handshakes, as well as a series of flags indicating whether the resumption master secret RMS
computer in previous handshakes is allowed to be used in 0RTT, PSK and/or PSK(EC)DHE
handshakes.
draft-14 makes a series of small changes to the design of TLS, predominately focused around
0RTT handshakes: The EncryptedExtensions message has been removed from 0RTT hand-
shakes; there is additional clarification on backwards compatibility in 0RTT handshakes; and
further clarification on how 0RTT and PSK identifiers (sent in the NewSessionTicket) are to
be used. draft-14 also modifies the version downgrade protection to the back of the nonce to
accomodate future versions of tlsdate. The final change, draft-14 defines an ECDSA-SHA1
ciphersuite and modifies data limits for each AEAD cipher.
draft-15 makes significant changes to negotiation, in particular draft-15 treats ciphersuite
negotiation similar to SSH: the AEAD cipher, the signature and hash algorithms, the Diffie–
Hellman groups and keyshares, and the preshared keys are all negotiated independently of
the others: the AEAD cipher and hash algorithm used in the keyschedule are negotiated
via the ciphersuite field sent in the ClientHello and ServerHello messages, and the rest of
the parameters are negotiated through extensions. draft-15 provides additional clarity on
post-handshake messages, 0RTT identity lifetimes and windows, alert behaviour and version
compatability.
Our main contribution in Chapter 7 is an analysis of draft-16 which, like our previous analysis of
draft-10, mostly stabilizes previous changes. Of interest is the removal of CertificateRequest
messages sent during 0RTT and PSK handshakes, which solidifies the state machine of TLS 1.3
(in particular, it means that once negotiated, all PSK-based handshakes are authenticated using
the preshared key). We provide a detailed description of the handshake and key schedule of
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draft-16 in Section 4.3.1, which was the most recent draft at the time of writing, but has since
been succeeded by draft-17 and draft-18.
4.3.1 Draft 16 Protocol Description
Having visited the numerous changes from TLS 1.2 to draft-18 TLS 1.3, we now summarise by
providing a detailed description of three handshake variants used in draft-16: the full (EC)DHE
handshake, the PSK handshake, and the PSK(EC)DHE handshake.
Like TLS 1.2, the basic overview of TLS 1.3 draft-16 handshake variants consists of 3 distinct
phases, which may overlap:
• A negotiation phase that negotiates cryptographic parameters such as the version, authen-
tication modes (such as digital signatures or PSK), preshared keys, 0RTT handshakes,
DH groups, hash functions and AEAD ciphers. We refer to this collection of choices as a
sub-protocol.
• A sub-protocol phase that utilizes the cryptographic parameters output from the negotiation
phase, and establishes a shared secret key and (potentially) authenticates peers.
• An application data phase that utilizes the shared secret key output from the hand-
shake protocol, and AEAD cipher parameters from the negotiation phase to establish
an authenticated-encrypted communication channel for the transmission of application
payload data.
However, it is clear to see in Figure 4.2 that the phases overlap in certain places. For instance,
the server completes the negotiation phase by processing the ClientKeyShare message and
selecting a set Diffie–Hellman parameters, and immediately begins the subprotocol phase by
computing the Diffie–Hellman keyshare sent in the ServerKeyShare message. However, the
client does not complete the negotiation phase until the ServerKeyShare message is received
and the client records the negotiated version, ciphersuite, extensions and keyshare.
In draft-16, users begin communication for the first time by running the (EC)DHE handshake,
establishing several secrets on the way:
1. the handshake traffic key, computed from the (EC)DHE shared secret used to encrypt
portions of the handshake
2. the application traffic key, computed from the master secret, used after the handshake to
encrypt application payload data
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Client Server
ClientHello: versC, nonceC, csuiteC, extC
[ClientKeyShare]:
#–
X ← # –gx




ServerHello: versn, nonceS, csuiten, session id, extn




















































































Figure 4.2: Overview of the TLS 1.3 draft-16 protocol flow.
Note that [ ] indicates messages that are only sent in the draft-16-(EC)DHE and
draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE handshakes (i.e not sent in the draft-16-PSK handshake). { } indicates
messages that are only sent in the draft-16-PSK and draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE handshakes (i.e. not
sent in the draft-16-(EC)DHE handshake). ‖ ‖ indicates messages that are only sent if both the
server and client supports 0RTT handshakes. Finally, ∗ indicates messages that are sent when
servers authenticate themselves via digital certificates, and respectively † for clients to
authenticate themselves via digital certificates (only in draft-16-(EC)DHE handshakes). The
exact description of the labels and inputs to the hash functions can be found in Table 4.1.
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3. the resumption master secret computed from the master secret and used in future PSK
and PSK(EC)DHE handshakes as a preshared secret
4. the exporter master secret, computed from the master secret and is used in arbitrary
application settings. Unlike the previous three secrets, use of the exporter master secret is
undefined and it must not compromise other secrets in TLS.
In future communication, users may instead perform authentication and key-exchange with the
resumption secret in a abbreviated TLS handshake to efficiently create a new authenticated and
confidential communication channel. In addition, clients are able to use the preshared key in early
0RTT handshakes, sending application data immediately. Note that since only the client will be
sending handshake messages encrypted with 0RTT handshake keys and application data secured
by the 0RTT application key, this is a unidirectional channel, as opposed to the bidirectional
handshake and application traffic channels established later in the protocol. Users are also able
to use both resumption secret and (EC)DHE key exchange mechanisms to combine preshared
secrets with forward secret keying material. However, unlike full (EC)DHE handshakes, users do
not send digital certificates, nor signatures to authenticate the handshakes, opting instead to
rely on the authentication of knowing the pre-established resumption master secret. It is worth
noting that 0RTT and PSK handshakes are not forward secret, which the draft compensates for
by requiring that the maximum lifetime of a resumption master secret is a week.
After the (EC)DHE handshake is complete, servers send a message that binds a preshared key
identifier to the resumption master secret, known as NewSessionTicket in the specifications.
Servers send NewSessionTicket to the client in the application data channel4, which binds the
psk id to the resumption master secret, which is then used to compute the preshared key PSK
and the resumption context value CTX, which are computed as follows:
• PSK = HKDF.Expand(RMS, “resumption psk′′)
• CTX = HKDF.Expand(RMS, “resumption context′′)
See Figure 4.3 for a description of the structure of the NewSessionTicket message. It specifies
a collection of key-exchange modes (PSK or PSK(EC)DHE), authentication modes (HMAC
Finished authentication) and an opaque ticket value. How this ticket value is computed is left
to the implementation with the draft suggesting a database look-up key or a self-encrypted
and self-authenticated value. We require for our proof of Match security (in Section 7.3), that
4We do not capture this mechanism in our analysis, however as it impacts upon key-independence. Consider
the following scenario: An adversary has access to the application traffic key, and is in complete control of the
network. Upon seeing the NewSessionTicket, the adversary replaces it with a distinct preshared key identifier.
Now the client and server have agreed on two different preshared key identifier and will abort any future PSK
handshakes using the psk id, psk id′ pair. We are unable, however, to turn this into an attack on key-secrecy.
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Figure 4.3: Data structure of the NewSessionTicket message in TLS 1.3.
Note that the NewSessionTicket message is sent under the application data
authenticated-encrypted channel. The ticket field is a value to be used as a preshared key
identifier psk id in later abbreviated TLS handshakes.
preshared key identifiers have a low probability of collision, such as the session hash value, which
uniquely identifies the session with low probability of collision.
We begin by describing the negotiation phase: the first two messages sent during the protocol
flow, the ClientHello and ServerHello messages, including the KeyShare, PreSharedKey and
EarlyDataIndication extensions. In what follows, we typically use the shorthand CH, SH, CKS,
SKS, CPSK, SPSK, EDI to refer to client and server variants of these messages. We provide in Figure
4.2 an overview of the protocol flow, and in Figure 4.4 a quick reference for the key-schedule of
draft-16.
4.3.2 Negotiation Phase
All TLS 1.3 handshakes begin with the sending of the ClientHello message. In it clients indicate
support for a range of options to negotiate from. In particular, if this is the first (EC)DHE
handshake, clients will not send the ClientPreSharedKey or EarlyDataIndication extensions,
and will always send the ClientKeyShare extension, which contains a collection of all (EC)DHE
groups and corresponding keyshares.
If the client and server have previously completed a full (EC)DHE handshake, and have es-
tablished a preshared key identifier sent in the NewSessionTicket message (see Figure 4.3),
then the client may also send the ClientPreSharedKey extension to indicate support for a
PSK-based ciphersuite. If the server has flagged “ticket early data info” as an extension in
the NewSessionTicket message, clients can also use the preshared key to established a 0RTT
application traffic channel. In order to do so, immediately following the first message, the client
may proceed to authenticate the ClientHello message by computing an early handshake traffic
key from a chain of HKDF Extract and Expand functions, then computing a HMAC MAC tag
over both the ClientHello and the resumption context value CTX. Finally, clients can compute
the application traffic key and begin sending payload data.





















































Figure 4.4: Overview of the TLSv1.3 draft 16 key schedule.
Note that this figure includes a description of potential early handshake traffic keys, application
keys and the EarlyFinished message. It also includes a description of potential post-handshake
client authentication, for which we provide the generation of the PostFinished message. We
note that in the Expand functions that generate the ETS, HTS, ATS, EMS and RMS values the
salt input is additionally concatenated with Hash(CTX) where CTX is a resumption context
value computed in a previous handshake. The exact description of the labels and inputs to the
hash functions can be found in Table 4.1.
The server receives the ClientHello message and determines if intersections exist between the
server and clients support of (EC)DH groups, authentication modes, and preshared keys, 0RTT
handshakes etc. If so the server includes in the ServerHello response the appropriate SKS,
SPSK and EDI extensions, and sends the ServerHello message to the client, completing the
negotiation phase.
1. Client → Server: ClientHello
In the ClientHello message, the client indicates support for different cryptographic primi-
tives, key-exchange mechanisms, authentication mode and early 0RTT handshakes, and includes
a nonce to protect against replay attacks. The client supports versions #          –versC of TLS,
#                 –
csuiteC
of AEAD ciphersuite preferences, a list of extensions
#       –
extC. Note that vers1.2 is a constant value




2. SupportedVersion← #          –versC
3. SignatureAlgorithms← #       –sigC
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4. if 0RTT:




#       –
extC ← (SupportedVersion, SignatureAlgorithms, EarlyDataIndication)
7. ClientHello← (vers1.2, rC, #                 –csuiteC, #       –extC)
2. Client → Server: ClientKeyShare
Since TLS 1.3 has removed support for non-Diffie–Hellman based key-exchange mechanisms,
the protocol has introduced an extension known as the ClientKeyShare that is included in
the ClientHello message. We separate these in our analysis for clarity. The client picks a
random value x for each distinct Diffie–Hellman group that client indicated support for in the
ClientHello. The client then computes the public DH share value gx (where g is the generator
of the Diffie–Hellman group) for each DH group. The client then generates the ClientKeyShare
message, and sends ClientHello and ClientKeyShare to the server and updates its per-session
values. Note that in all handshakes the extension ClientKeyShare is sent, however in handshakes
where the client is offering support for preshared keys, the client may send only some fraction of
their support to known server configurations to reduce traffic.
1. xi
$← Zqi ∀ i ∈ #                 –groupsC
2. Xi ← gxii ∀ gi ∈ #                 –groupsC
3. ClientKeyShare← (g1, . . . , gi), (X1, . . . , Xi)
3. Client → Server: ClientPreSharedKey
If the client has previously established resumption master secrets and preshared key iden-
tifiers in the previous handshakes and NewSessionTicket messages with the server, it may
send a collection of these in the ClientPreSharedKey extension, used in the PSK-based and
0RTT handshakes. The ClientPreSharedKey message specifies support for key-exchange and
authentication modes that the PSK may be used for, and the identifiers for each of the preshared
keys.
1. kex modes← psk ∪ psk dhe
2. auth modes← psk ∪ psk sig
3. identities← #            –psk id
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4. ClientPreSharedKey← kex modes, auth modes, identities
4. Client → Server: EarlyFinished
If the client has elected to use 0RTT handshake, the client begins by computing the early
handshake traffic secret tkehs and the EFS early finished secret from the resumption master
secret established in a previous handshake. The client then uses the EFS as a key to HMAC
computation over the ClientHello. This EarlyFinished message is then encrypted with the
handshake traffic key and sent to the server. The client may then compute the early application
traffic key, and begin sending application payload data. Note that 0HLen is a zero-string of length
equal to the output length of the underlying hash function, for instance 256 bits for SHA256.
1. CTX = HKDF.Expand(RMS, label12)
2. ES = HKDF.Extract(HKDF.Expand(RMS, label11), 0
HLen)
3. ETS = HKDF.Expand(ES, label1‖H(CH)‖H(CTX))
4. tkehs = HKDF.Expand(ETS, label2)
5. EarlyFinished = HMAC(HKDF.Expand(ETS, label3), H(CH)‖H(CTX))
6. CEF = AEAD.AuthEnc(tkehs, EarlyFinished)
7. tkeapp = HKDF.Expand(ETS, label4)
5. Server → Client: ServerHello
The server negotiates the various cryptographic primitives and extensions. The version is
negotiated as the highest version both parties support. For draft-16, this is obviously TLS 1.3,
and is sent in the version extension. The server decides on the key-exchange mechanism, whether
PSK (EC)DHE or a combination of both, the exact details of this negotiation function is left to im-
plementations, and is indicated by the sending of the ServerKeyShare and ServerPreSharedKey




2. SupportedVersionn ← negvers(CH.SupportedVersion, #          –versS)
3. SignatureAlgorithmsn ← negsig(CH.SignatureAlgorithms, #       –sigS)
4. csuiten ← negcsuite(CH.csuiteC, #                –csuiteS)
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5. if(CH.EDI 6= ∅) ∧ (CPSK.identities[0] ∈ #            –psk id) :
extn ← (SupportedVersionn, SignatureAlgorithmsn, EDI)
6. else :
extn ← (SupportedVersion, SignatureAlgorithms)
7. ServerHello← (vers1.2, rS, csuiten, extn)
4.3.3 Subprotocol Phase
We follow by describing the sub-protocol phase, which depends on parameters output by the
negotiation phase. These include the ServerKeyShare and ServerPreSharedKey extensions in-
cluded in the ServerHello message, as well as the EncryptedExtensions, ServerCertificate,
CertificateRequest, ServerCertificateVerify, ServerFinished, ClientCertificate,
ClientCertificateVerify, ClientFinished messages. In what follows, we will often use the
notation SKS and SPSK as shorthand to refer to the extensions, as well as EE, SCRT, CR, SCV, SF,
CCRT, CCV, CF to refer to the appropriate messages.
1. Server → Client: ServerKeyShare
This extension is sent if the server has negotiated to use either (EC)DHE or PSK(EC)DHE hand-
shakes. The server negotiates a group from the collection of Diffie–Hellman groups sent in the
ClientHello message, and computes a Diffie–Hellman keyshare in the same group. The server
generates the ServerKeyShare message, and includes it as an extension in the ServerHello
message.
1. gn ← neggroups(CKS.groups, #             –groupsS)
2. y ← Zqn
3. Y ← gyn
4. ServerKeyShare← (gn, Y )
2. Server → Client: ServerPreSharedKey
This extension is sent if the server has negotiated to use a preshared key based ciphersuite
i.e. either PSK or PSK(EC)DHE handshakes. The sever indicates the choice of preshared key
by resending the identity value sent in the ClientPreSharedKey message associated with the
preshared key. The server generates the ServerPreSharedKey message, and includes it as an
extension in the ServerHello message.
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1. identity← negPSK(CPSK.identities, #            –psk idS)
2. ServerPreSharedKey← identity
3. Server
If the client has sent both a preshared key identity that corresponds to a valid preshared
key, and the client has sent an encrypted EarlyFinished message, the server can compute the
0RTT early secrets and verify the authenticity of the MAC tag sent in the EarlyFinished mes-
sage. The first four steps are identical to the first four steps of Client → Server: EarlyFinished,
and we omit the description here.
1. CTX = HKDF.Expand(RMS, label12)
2. ES = HKDF.Extract(HKDF.Expand(RMS, label11), 0
HLen)
3. ETS = HKDF.Expand(ES, label1‖H(CH)‖H(CTX))
4. tkehs = HKDF.Expand(ETS, label2)
5. EF′ = AEAD.AuthDec(tkehs, CEF)
6. EF = HMAC(HKDF.Expand(ETS, label3), H(CH)‖H(CTX))
7. if (EarlyFinished 6= EarlyFinished′) : abort
8. else : tkeapp = HKDF.Expand(ETS, label4)
The server has now authenticated the ClientHello message using the preshared key (or resump-
tion master secret from a previous handshake), and can begin receiving application traffic. Note
that replay attacks are also now possible on 0RTT traffic, which draft-16 addresses by requiring
that the maximum lifetime of a resumption master secret is a week.
4. Server → Client: EncryptedExtensions
The server includes any negotiated extensions that were not cryptographically necessary to
establish an unauthenticated secret key in this message. The server computes the handshake
traffic key tkhs and encrypts the extensions using the AEAD cipher negotiated in the handshake.
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3. if PSK or PSK(EC)DHE:
CTX = HKDF.Expand(RMS, label12)




ES = HKDF.Extract(HKDF.Expand(0HLen, label11), 0
HLen)
5. H2 ← H(CH‖CKS‖CPSK‖SH‖SKS‖SPSK)
6. HTS← HKDF.Expand(HKDF.Extract(ES,DH), label5‖H2‖H(CTX))
7. tkhs ← HKDF.Expand(HTS, label6)
8. EncryptedExtensions← ext′n
9. CEE ← AEAD.AuthEnc(tkhs, EncryptedExtensions)
5. Server → Client: ServerCertificate
If the server has negotiated (EC)DHE handshakes (draft-16 indicates that future drafts will
allow PSK handshakes to authenticated via digital signatures, but we do not capture this in our
analysis), the server sends the digital certificate of the signature algorithm negotiated earlier in
the Hello message extension fields.
1. ServerCertificate←certificateS
2. CSCRT ← AEAD.AuthEnc(tkhs, ServerCertificate)
6. Server → Client: CertificateRequest
This message is sent if the server wishes to authenticate the client via digital certificates, and con-
tains a collection of signature algorithms that thet server supports. This CertificateRequest
message is also sent encrypted under tkhs.
1. CertificateRequest← #                                                      –SignatureAlgorithmsS
2. CCR ← AEAD.AuthEnc(tkhs, CertificateRequest)
7. Server → Client: ServerCertificateVerify
This message is sent in all modes with signature authentication, i.e. all (EC)DHE handshakes
and PSK/PSK(EC)DHE handshakes with digital signature authentication mode.
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1. H3 ← Hash(CH‖CKS‖CPSK‖SH‖SKS‖SPSK‖EE‖SCRT‖CR†)
2. ServerCertificateVerify← SIG.SignskS(H3)
3. CSCV ← AEAD.AuthEnc(tkhs, ServerCertificateVerify)
8. Server → Client: ServerFinished
Sent in all handshake modes, the server computes a Finished HMAC value from the handshake
traffic secret HTS to allow the client to authenticate the protocol transcript.
1. H4 ← Hash(CH‖CKS‖SH‖SKS‖EE‖SC‖SCRT‖CR†‖SCV)
2. ServerFinished← HMAC(HKDF.Expand(HTS, label2), H4‖H(CTX))
3. CSF ← AEAD.AuthEnc(tkhs, ServerFinished)
9. Client → Server: ClientCertificate
The client begins by processing the ServerHello message to determine the negotiated ver-
sion, ciphersuite, key-exchange and authentication modes and (if (EC)DHE or PSK-(EC)DHE
ciphersuites are negotiated) the DH group or (if PSK or PSK-(EC)DHE ciphersuites are negoti-
ated) the preshared secret identifier.
The client then uses the negotiated parameters to compute the handshake traffic key tkhs and
decrypts the EncryptedExtensions, ..., ServerFinished messages. The client then verifies all
provided server authentication mechanisms, such as digital signatures and MAC tags, aborting
otherwise. If they verify correctly and client authentication via digital signatures was negotiated,
the client then generates a ClientCertificate message, encrypts it under tkhs and sends to
the server.
1. versionn ← SH.SupportedVersion
2. csuiten ← SH.csuite
3. if ServerKeyShare 6= ∅ :
groupsn ← ServerKeyShare.groups
DH← (SKS.Y )xn
4. else : DH← 0HLen
5. if ServerPreSharedKey 6= ∅ :
CTX = HKDF.Expand(RMS, label12)
ES = HKDF.Extract(HKDF.Expand(RMS, label11), 0
HLen)
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6. else :
CTX = 0HLen
ES = HKDF.Extract(HKDF.Expand(0HLen, label11), 0
HLen)
7. H2 ← H(CH‖CKS‖CPSK‖SH‖SKS‖SPSK)
8. HTS← HKDF.Expand(HKDF.Extract(ES,DH), label5‖H2‖H(CTX))
9. tkhs ← HKDF.Expand(HTS, label6)




if SIG.Vfy(pkS, SCV, H3) = 0 : abort
12. H4 ← Hash(CH‖CKS‖SH‖SKS‖EE‖SC‖SCRT‖CR†‖SCV)
13. SF′ ← HMAC(HKDF.Expand(HTS, label2), H4‖H(CTX))
14. if(SF 6= SF′) : abort
15. sigalgn ← negsig(CR, #             –sigalgC)
16. ClientCertificate←certificaten
17. CCCRT ← AEAD.AuthEnc(tkhs, ClientCertificate)
10. Client → Server: ClientCertificateVerify
This message is again only sent if the client has negotiated client authentication via digi-
tal signatures. The client generates a signature over a hash of the transcript with the secret-key
skC associated with the negotiated signature algorithm sigalgn, and encrypts with tkhs sending
the message to the server.
1. H5 ← Hash(CH‖CKS‖CPSK‖SH‖SKS‖SPSK‖EE‖SCRT‖CR‖SCV‖SF‖CCRT)
2. ClientCertificateVerify← SIG.SignskC(H5)
3. CCCV ← AEAD.AuthEnc(tkhs, ClientCertificateVerify)
11. Client → Server: ClientFinished
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Similarly to the server, in all handshake variants the client authenticates the protocol flow
using secrets established earlier in the handshake. In full (EC)DHE handshakes, the client will
additionally compute a resumption master secret (RMS) value for use as a preshared key in
future handshakes, as well as an exporter master secret value (EMS) for arbitrary application
use. The exporter master secret is derived independently of the application traffic key and
resumption master secret. The client encrypts and sends the ClientFinished message and can
now begin computing the application traffic key (tkapp), and the sending of payload data.
1. H7 ← Hash(CH‖CKS‖CPSK‖SH‖SKS‖SPSK‖EE‖SCRT‖CR‖SCV‖SF‖CCRT‖CCRT‖SCV)
2. ClientFinished← HMAC(HKDF.Expand(HTS, label2), H7‖Hash(CTX))
3. CCF ← AEAD.AuthEnc(tkhs, ClientFinished)
4. MS = HKDF.Extract(HKDF.Extract(ES,DH), 0)
5. tkapp = HKDF.Expand(HKDF.Expand(MS, label7‖H5‖H(CTX)), label10)
6. H8 ← Hash(CH‖CKS‖CPSK‖SH‖SKS‖SPSK‖EE‖SCRT‖CR‖SCV‖SF‖CCRT‖CCRT‖SCV‖CF)
7. if EC(DHE):
EMS = HKDF.Expand(MS, label8‖H8‖H(CTX))
RMS = HKDF.Expand(MS, label9‖H8‖H(CTX))
12. Server.
At this point, the server uses tkhs to decrypt the messages as before, and verify authenti-
cation information in the ClientCertificateVerify and ClientFinished messages. If both
verify correctly, then the server computes the application traffic key, (and if the client and server
have negotiated an (EC)DHE handshake) resumption master secret and the exporter master
secret. The server can now begin to send and receive payload data.
1. CCRT†, CCV†, CF← Dec(tkhs, CCCRT)†,Dec(tkhs, CCCV)†,Dec(tkhs, CCF)
2. H5 ← Hash(CH‖CKS‖SH‖SKS‖EE‖SCRT‖CR‖SCV‖SF‖CCRT)
3. if CCV 6= ∅:
pk c ← CCRT.pk
if SIG.VfypkC(H5, CCV) = 0: abort
4. ClientFinished′ ← HMAC(HKDF.Expand(HTS, label2), H7‖Hash(CTX))
5. if CF 6= CF′: abort
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6. MS = HKDF.Extract(HKDF.Extract(ES,DH), 0)
7. tkapp = HKDF.Expand(HKDF.Expand(MS, label7‖H5‖H(CTX)), label10)
8. H8 ← Hash(CH‖CKS‖CPSK‖SH‖SKS‖SPSK‖EE‖SCRT‖CR‖SCV‖SF‖CCRT‖CCRT‖SCV‖CF)
9. if EC(DHE):
EMS = HKDF.Expand(MS, label8‖H8‖H(CTX))
RMS = HKDF.Expand(MS, label9‖H8‖H(CTX))
Both parties have authenticated the protocol flow and now payload transmission on both sides
can begin. For further details on the hash inputs and labels for secret derivation please refer to
Table 4.1.
Secret Hash index Hi||Hash(CTX) Label index Label
ETS H1 Hash(CH)||Hash(CTX) label1 “client early traffic secret”
tkehs − label2 “early handshake key expansion”
EFS − label3 “finished”
tkeapp − label4 “early application key expansion”
EF H1 Hash(CH)‖Hash(CTX) − −
HTS H2 Hash(CH||SH)||Hash(CTX) label5 “handshake traffic secret”
tkhs − label6 “handshake key expansion”
FS − label2 “finished”
SF H4 Hash(CH‖ . . . ‖SCV)‖Hash(CTX) − −
CF H7 Hash(CH‖ . . . ‖CCV)‖Hash(CTX) − −
ATS H5 Hash(CH|| . . . ||SF)‖Hash(CTX) label7 “application traffic secret”
PHFS − label2 “finished”
tkapp − label10 “application key expansion”
EMS H8 Hash(CH|| . . . ||CF)||Hash(CTX) label8 “exporter master secret”
RMS H8 Hash(CH|| . . . ||CF)||Hash(CTX) label9 “resumption secret”
PSK − label11 “resumption psk”
CTX − label12 “resumption context”
Table 4.1: A full description of the label inputs labeli and hash inputs Hi given to the key
schedule of draft-16.
4.3.4 Draft 10 PSK Protocol Description
In this section we present the TLS 1.3 draft-10 handshakes, which we provide proofs of security
for in the Multi-Stage Key Exchange model, in Section 7.4. Since the drafts of TLS 1.3 are
constantly changing, security analysis at the time of draft-10 is mostly of historical interest, a
journey of the TLS 1.3 draft process and our formal understanding of it. As a result, we do not
examine the draft-10 handshakes in the same level of detail as the draft-16 handshakes, and
refer our readers to the full version for more details [44].
TLS 1.3 draft-10 remains relatively stable in terms of message flow when viewed with draft-16.
The major difference was that the ServerConfiguration message has been dropped in favour of
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leveraging preshared keys derived in previous draft-16-(EC)DHE handshakes for 0RTT handshakes.
As such, we detail the key-schedule for draft-10, which is markedly different compared to
draft-16.
ServerConfiguration may contain a single static Diffie–Hellman keyshare that the client
can use in subsequent handshakes with the same server to achieve a 0-round-trip (0RTT)
handshake, thus allowing the client to send application data immediately. Similarly to draft-16
draft-10-(EC)DHE has also mandated the use of HMAC in Finished computations, and session
resumption functionalities have been merged with preshared key ciphersuites, which can also be
used for 0RTT.
In particular, we note that the derivation of the traffic keys now includes a hash of the full
transcript (until that point) as opposed to the random nonces sent in the Hello messages as
in draft-05-(EC)DHE. We argue that this binds the traffic keys securely to the handshake that
produced them. We also note that not using the full handshake transcript in the session key
computation for TLS 1.2 was a vulnerability that allowed the triple handshake attack [62],
requiring the introduction of an extension [63] that addressed this problem.
We do not give a detailed description of the client and server operations for draft-10-(EC)DHE,
as the analysis and proof of the TLS 1.3 draft-10-(EC)DHE handshake was a contribution by
our co-authors, but instead turn to a description of the draft-10-PSK and draft-10-PSK(EC)DHE
handshakes. We give an overview of the protocol flow of draft-10 in Figure 4.5, and a description
of the key-schedule of draft-10 in Figure 4.6.
Changes between draft-16 and draft-10 PSK handshakes As in draft-16, in draft-10
session resumption was merged with preshared key handshakes. In a previous draft-10-(EC)DHE
handshake, the client indicates support for preshared key handshakes by sending an empty
ClientPreSharedKey extension. The server generates a preshared-key identifier psk id in
the ServerPreSharedKey extension, and at the end of the handshake protocol, computes a
resumption master secret RMS. In subsequent handshakes, client can repeat the psk id to the
server in a ClientPreSharedKey extension (or indeed, can include an ordered list of previously
computed psk id values that the server can choose from) with a PSK or PSK-(EC)DHE
ciphersuite appearing in the ordered list of ciphersuites
#                 –
csuiteC.
In draft-10-PSK handshakes, the server does not generate a ServerKeyShare extension in the
ServerHello and also instead computes the ES = SS values identically as HKDF.Extract(RMS, 0)
where RMS is the preshared secret associated with the preshared key identifier psk id indicated
in the ServerPreSharedKey extension. In draft-10-PSK(EC)DHE handshakes, the client and
server will still negotiate and compute a Diffie–Hellman key for perfect forward secrecy, and
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Client Server
ClientHello: versC, nonceC, csuiteC, extC
[ClientKeyShare]:
#–
X ← # –gx
{ClientPreSharedKey}: psk id1, . . .
ServerHello: versn, nonceS, csuiten, session id, extn
[ServerKeyShare]: Y ← gy
{ServerPreSharedKey}: psk id
EncryptedExtensions: ext∗n













































































Figure 4.5: Overview of the TLS 1.3 draft-10 protocol flow.
Note that [ ] indicates messages that are not sent in the draft-10-PSK handshake (messages sent
in the draft-10-(EC)DHE and draft-10-PSK(EC)DHE handshakes. { } indicates messages that are
not sent in the draft-10-(EC)DHE handshake (i.e. messages sent in PSK-based handshakes).
‖ServerConfiguration‖ indicates that the ServerConfiguration message is only sent if the
server supports 0RTT handshakes. As before, ∗ and † indicate messages that are only sent
when servers and clients authenticate themselves respectively in draft-10-(EC)DHE.
will instead compute the ES 6= SS values independently as ES = HKDF.Extract(gxy, 0) and
SS = HKDF.Extract(RMS, 0).
As in draft-16 the Certificate and CertificateVerify messages are not sent in either of
the PSK-based handshakes. Instead, clients and servers leverage the authentication guarantees
of the RMS value generated by a previous handshake to compute the Finished messages and
authenticate the handshake via HMAC.
We omit a description of the negotiation phase, as it is identical to TLS 1.3 draft-16, except
we do not capture 0RTT handshakes as it was underspecified at the time of our writing, and
thus the EarlyDataIndication message is not sent during the protocol flow.
































Figure 4.6: Overview of the TLS 1.3 draft-10 key schedule.
4.3.4.1 Subprotocol Phase
1. Server → Client: ServerKeyShare
If the server has negotiated to a PSK(EC)DHE ciphersuite, the server uses the negotiated
Diffie–Hellman group indicated by the ciphersuite to generate a public DH keyshare. The
server generates the ServerKeyShare message, and sends ServerHello and ServerKeyShare
to the client. If the server has negotiated to a PSK ciphersuite, the server does not send the
ServerKeyShare message.
2. Server → Client: EncryptedExtensions
In this message the server includes any negotiated extensions that were not cryptographi-
cally necessary to establish an unauthenticated secret key. If the ciphersuite is PSK-based, then
the inputs to the HKDF Extract function are (0,PSK[psk id]). If PSK(EC)DHE, then the
inputs to the HKDF Extract function is (0, Xyi ). Note that PSK[] is a function taking input
psk id and outputting the preshared secret pss. The server computes the handshake traffic key
tkhs and encrypts the extensions using the AEAD cipher negotiated in the handshake. This is
sent to the client.
3. Server → Client: ServerFinished
Here another departure from draft 05 occurs: Using HKDF’s Extract and Expand function, the
server derives a static secret SS value. In PSK ciphersuites and PSK(EC)DHE ciphersuites, the
inputs to the HKDF Extract function deriving the static secret are (0,PSK[psk id]).
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4. Client ← ServerHello, EncryptedExtensions, ServerFinished
The client begins by processing the ServerHello messages to determine the negotiated version,
ciphersuite, extension, the preshared secret identifier psk id and (if PSK-(EC)DHE is negotiated)
the DH group.
The client then computes the handshake traffic key via the HKDF Extract and Expand functions.
The client decrypts the EncryptedExtensions, and ServerFinished messages. The client also
verifies the ServerFinished PRF value differently than in previous drafts - in particular the
finished secret FS is derived via use of HKDF Expand from the static secret value, and HMAC is
used to compute the PRF Finished value.
5. Client → Server: ClientFinished
The client computes a PRF value that authenticates the protocol flow to the server using
secrets only known by the holder of the secret value pss. The client encrypts and sends the
ClientFinished message and can now begin computing the application traffic key (tkapp), as
well as using the preshared secret value if a ServerPreSharedKey extension was provided by
the server in the ServerHello message. This is stored in memory in case the client ever wished
to perform preshared-key-based handshakes. In addition, draft-10 allows for the exporting of
secret values (EMS) to applications. The exporter master secret is derived independently of the
application traffic key. The client sends the encrypted ClientFinished message, and can now
begin to send application payload data to the server.
6. Server.
The server uses tkhs to decrypt the messages as before, and verify authentication informa-
tion sent in the ClientFinished messages. If the MAC value contained in the ClientFinished
message verifies correctly, then the server computes the application traffic key and the exporter
master secret. The server can now begin to send and receive payload data.
4.3.5 Draft 05 SR Protocol Description
In this section we present the TLS 1.3 draft-05 handshakes, which we provide a proof of security
in the Multi-Stage Key Exchange model, in Section 7.5. Since the drafts of TLS 1.3 are constantly
changing, security analysis at the time of draft-05 is mostly of historical interest, a journey of
the TLS 1.3 draft process and our formal understanding of it. As a result, we do not examine
the draft-05 handshakes is the same level of detail as the draft-16 handshakes, and refer our
readers to the full version for more details [43].
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Client Server
ClientHello: versC, nonceC, csuiteC, extC
ClientKeyShare:
#–
X ← # –gx
ServerHello: versn, nonceS, csuiten, session id, extn












































































Figure 4.7: Overview of TLS 1.3 draft-05-(EC)DHE protocol flow.
† denotes messages omitted for server-only authentication.
Like TLS 1.2, the basic overview of TLS 1.3 draft-05 consists of 3 distinct phases:
• A negotiation phase that negotiates cryptographic parameters such as the version, cipher-
suites, extensions and Diffie–Hellman keyshares.
• A sub-protocol phase that utilizes the cryptographic parameters output from the negotiation
phase, and establishes a shared secret key and (potentially) authenticates peers.
• An application data phase that utilizes the shared secret key output from the hand-
shake protocol, and cryptographic parameters from the negotiation phase to establish a
authenticated-encrypted channel for transmission of application payload data.
As before the phases overlap in certain places which we can see in Figure 4.7 (an overview of the
protocol flow). In addition, we provide in Figure 4.8 a quick reference for the key-schedule of
TLS 1.3 draft-05.
















Figure 4.8: Overview of the TLS 1.3 draft 05 key schedule.
We do not give a detailed description of the client and server operations, as the analysis and
proof of the TLS 1.3 draft-05-(EC)DHE handshake was a contribution by our co-authors, but
instead turn to the draft-05-SR handshake.
Session Resumption In draft-05-SR, clients and servers can reduce the computational
workload and traffic used in a TLS handshake by utilizing the resumption master secret value
RMS output by a previous draft-05-(EC)DHE handshake as a preshared key: the preshared
key is then used to generate shared secret traffic keys and to authenticate the protocol flow.
The major differences between session resumption and a full handshake include the removal
of all Certificate-related (i.e. ServerCertificate, ServerCertificateVerify, etc) and
KeyShare-related messages. Instead, clients and servers use the RMS value generated in a
previous handshake as keyed input to the PRF when generating the handshake master secret
HMS. Authentication of messages is now achieved purely by the Finished messages, with the
logic that if the RMS value has been generated securely in a previous handshake and remains
unexposed, only the (potentially authenticated) peer session could have generated the appropriate
Finished message. In addition, since this is session resumption, sessions do not renegotiate the
security parameters such as ciphersuite or version. We note that in the draft-05-SR, generating a
session id value used to identify the RMS (and thus the identity of the peer) is left unspecified.
We now describe the client and server operations in completing the draft-05-SR handshake. For
an overview of the protocol flow, please refer to Figure 4.9.
4.3.5.1 Negotiation Phase
1. Client → Server: ClientHello
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Client Server
ClientHello: versC, nonceC, csuiteC, extC,session id


















































Figure 4.9: Overview of TLS 1.3 draft-05-SR protocol flow.
The client begins as before by indicating support for the same version, ciphersuite and ex-
tensions negotiated by the handshake that generated the established session id value. The
client picks a random nonce, generates its ClientHello message that includes the nonce, the pre-
viously negotiated version, ciphersuite and extensions as well as the server-provided session id.
The client sends the ClientHello message to the server.
2. Server → Client: ServerHello
The server begins by generating a random nonce, and confirming the version, ciphersuite, exten-
sions and session id are consistent with previous sessions. The server generates a ServerHello
message, and sends it to the client.
4.3.5.2 Sub-Protocol Phase
3. Server → Client: ServerFinished
The server now authenticates the Hello messages exchanged by both parties. It begins by
computing the HMS value by using the RMS value associated with the session id. The server
computes the handshake traffic key, and the ServerFinished PRF value, and encrypts the
ServerFinished message under tkhs, sending this to the client.
4. Client → Server: ClientFinished
The client uses the information in the ServerHello message to generate the handshake traffic
key and decrypt the ServerFinished message. The client generates its own PRF value using
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the HMS over the hash of the transcript and compares with the ServerFinished message. The
client computes the ClientFinished message, and generates the application traffic key, and can
begin sending payload data.
5. Server.
Upon receiving the encrypted ClientFinished message, the Server uses tkhs to decrypt the
message and compute its own ClientFinished′ PRF value to compare it to. If the server’s
PRF value is equal to the decrypted ClientFinished message, then the server computes the
master secret value MS and the application traffic key. Both parties can now send and receive
application payload data.
4.4 The Secure Shell Protocol
In this section, we describe the SSH handshake protocol, using signed Diffie–Hellman as the
key-exchange mechanism.
There are several cryptographic components that may be negotiated in SSH, and we refer to a
single combination of these components as a ciphersuite. The signature scheme SIG for server
and client authentication may be either RSA, DSA, or ECDSA. The key exchange method is
Diffie–Hellman over either a finite field or elliptic curve cyclic group G of prime order q generated
by g. The hash function Hash can be either SHA-1, SHA-256, SHA-384 or SHA-512. The buffered
stateful authenticated-encryption scheme BSAE can be composed of a variety of encryption and
MAC algorithms, including TripleDES or AES in CBC mode, and HMAC with MD5, SHA-1,
or SHA-256. A party’s preferences are represented in our model as a vector #–sp, and the RFC
describing the SSH handshake RFC4253 [10] specifies a negotiation function neg( #–spC ,
#–spS)→ c
which calculates the resulting ciphersuite c based on the initiator and responder preferences
#–spC ,
#–spS .
The basic outline of the SSH protocol is given in Figure 4.10. The detailed message flow and
variable update begins in Section 4.4.3.1.
We begin by briefly describing previous provable security literature on the SSH protocol, including
a number of attacks on the encryption algorithms used in SSH. We introduce the non-standard
PRF construction used in SSH, which will be a point of contention in Chapter 5. Afterwards,
we give a detailed description of the SSH handshake protocol in both mutual-authentication and
server-only (unilateral) authentication modes.
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Figure 4.10: Overview of the SSH protocol flow.
† denotes messages omitted for server-only/password authentication
4.4.1 Provable Security and Attacks on the SSH Protocol
In this section, we describe the history of provable security and the SSH protocol.
There has been little work focusing on analysing the SSH handshake protocol. Williams [64]
provides an analysis of a truncated variant of the SSH key exchange protocol that does not
consider mutual-authentication mode. The security model used by Williams targets the security
of the premaster secret, as opposed to the application keys derived later in the protocol. In
SSH, this is the Diffie–Hellman secret K (see Sections 4.4.3.2 and 4.4.3.3) established between
the client and server. However, since K is signed by the server, which is sent in plaintext,
Williams notes that indistinguishability is too strong a notion to achieve, and instead considers
the security of the SSH key exchange against an adversary that wishes to recover the entire secret.
Record layer encryption in SSH is referred to as the binary packet protocol, and aims to meet
notions of buffered stateful authenticated encryption security. Bellare, Kohno and Namprempre
[11] analysed the SSH binary packet protocol and discovered a number of attacks, but also
proposed secure countermeasures. Afterwards, Albrecht, Paterson and Watson [12] presented
a number of plaintext-recovery attacks against the binary packet protocol made possible due
to use of CBC-mode. Soon after, Paterson and Watson [13] were able to show that the binary
packet protocol of SSH (with the appropriate countermeasures against previous attacks) provably
achieved buffered stateful authenticated encryption security. Recently, Albrecht et al. [14]
scanned SSH-capable servers, and discovered that a significant proportion were still vulnerable
to the attacks discovered on CBC-mode algorithms by Albrecht, Paterson and Watson. On a
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brighter note, Albrecht, Paterson and Watson were also able to prove security results for other
SSH ciphers, including AES-GCM and ChaCha20-Poly1305.
4.4.2 PRF construction in SSH
Before we begin, it seems prudent to discuss the SSH-PRF, which is a non-standard construction
that we label as — and later assume is functionally identical to — a PRF. In particular, SSH-PRF
is structurally similar to the design of HMAC, which is our justification for our assumption. The
SSH-PRF is used as a key-derivation function, which we describe below.
We define the application key k as the concatenation of six individual keys k1 to k6 that are
used as IV, symmetric-encryption and MAC keys for the bi-directional channel, where each key
ki is computed as:
ki ← Hash(K‖H‖labeli‖sid)
where H ← Hash(VC‖VS‖KEXINIT‖KEXREPLY‖pkS‖e‖f‖K) and labeli denotes the i-th entry
in {‘A’,‘B’,‘C’,‘D’,‘E’,‘F’}. For further information about the inputs to the hash function,
see Sections 4.4.3.2 and 4.4.3.2. When expanded, the SSH-PRF resembles HMAC, where
m := VC‖VS‖KEXINIT‖KEXREPLY‖pkS‖e‖f :
ki ← Hash(K‖Hash(m‖K)‖labeli‖Hash(m‖K))
4.4.3 The Secure Shell Handshake
In this section we describe two variants of the Secure Shell handshake:
• A mutual authentication mode, where both initiator and responder authenticate themselves
to the communication partner
• A unilateral or server-only-authentication mode, where only the responder authenticates.
As in TLS, SSH can be divided into three separate phases, a negotiation phase, a subprotocol
phase and an application data phase. Our focus in this thesis is on the channel establishment
phase, or handshake protocol. We do not analyse the encryption scheme or record layer with
scrutiny, as we rely on previous analysis to assume that it achieves notions of buffered stateful
authenticated encryption, so this section only describes the negotiation and subprotocol phase.
The negotiation phase is common to all modes and ciphersuites, whereas the subprotocol phase
may differ depending on the cryptographic options that are negotiated.
Thus, we begin by describing the negotiation phase. Afterwards, we describe the server-only
authentication subprotocol, followed by a description of the mutual authentication subprotocol.
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4.4.3.1 Negotiation Phase
The Secure Shell protocol begins similarly to TLS 1.3 and TLS 1.2: The first two messages
exchanged negotiate the ciphersuite.
After the negotiation phase, the signature scheme, Diffie–Hellman group, hash function and
buffered stateful encryption algorithms are negotiated. We refer to this in our notation as the
subprotocol SPc where c indicates the “ciphersuite” (the exact combination of cryptographic
primitives negotiated). To indicate that these cryptographic primitives are a consequence of the
negotiation phase, we refer to SIGpi.c, Hashpi.c, BSAEpi.c. The negotiation phase begins with the
initiator sending the KEXINIT message.
1. Init → Resp: KEXINIT. The initiator is activated with a list #–spC of ciphersuite preferences.
The initiator picks a random nonce, generates its KEXINIT message, and updates its per-session
variables pi as follows:
1. rC
$← {0, 1}κ
2. KEXINIT← (rC , #–spC)
3. pi.ρ← init; pi.α← in-progress;
pi.sid ← VC‖VS‖KEXINIT where VC and VS are strings identifying the initiator and respon-
der’s software implementation versions
2. Resp→ Init: KEXREPLY. The responder was initialized with a list #–spS of ciphersuite preferences.




2. KEXREPLY← (rS , #–spS)
3. pi.ρ← resp; pi.α← in-progress;
pi.c ← neg( #–spC , #–spS);
pi.sid ← VC‖VS‖KEXINIT‖KEXREPLY
Upon receiving KEXREPLY, the initiator records the negotiated ciphersuite based on its #–spC and
the #–spS received from the responder:
1. pi.c ← neg( #–spC , #–spS)
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4.4.3.2 Subprotocol Phase - Server-only Authentication
In this section, we assume that the server has negotiated the sub-protocol SPpi.c, and consider
the execution of the unilateral-authentication handshake.
3. Init→ Resp: KEXDH INIT. The initiator now starts the negotiated sub-protocol, SPpi.c. The




3. KEXDH INIT← e
4. pi.sid ← VC‖VS‖KEXINIT‖KEXREPLY‖e
4. Resp→ Init: KEXDH REPLY. The responder receives the initiator’s KEXDH INIT message, and
it generates its ephemeral Diffie–Hellman key, computes a session identifier, computes session
keys and signs a hash of the session identifier to provide authentication. Note that the session id
sid is the value H computed below, and now remains static.
1. y
$← Zq
2. f ← gy
3. K ← ey
4. pi.sid ← VC‖VS‖KEXINIT‖KEXREPLY‖pkpi.c‖e‖f‖K
5. H ← Hashpi.c(pi.sid)
6. σS ← SIGpi.c .Sign(skpi.c , H)
7. pi.k ← k1‖k2‖k3‖k4‖k5‖k6, where ki ←SSH-PRFpi.c(K,H, labeli, H)
8. KEXDH REPLY← (f, pkS , σS)
9. pi.sid ← H
5. Init→ Resp: AUTHREQUEST. The client receives the message KEXDH REPLY and computes the
shared session key, as well as authenticating the server by verifying the server’s digital signature.
The client continues by sending a request for server-only authentication under the encryption
channel.
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1. (f, pkS , σS)← KEXDH REPLY
2. K ← fx
3. pi.sid ← (VC‖VS‖KEXINIT‖KEXREPLY‖pkS‖e‖f‖K);
4. H ← Hashpi.c(pi.sid)
5. If SIGpi.c .Vfy(pkS , σS , H) = 0, pi.α← reject
6. pi.k ← k1‖k2‖k3‖k4‖k5‖k6, where ki ←SSH-PRFpi.c(K,H, labeli, H)
7. pi.sid ← H
8. trailer← (label1‖username‖servicename‖none)
9. AUTHREQUEST← BSAEpi.c.Enc(k, trailer)
6. Resp → Init: AUTHSUCCESS. The server receives and decrypts the AUTHREQUEST message,
confirming that the authentication method selected is none. If so, the server responds with an
encrypted AUTHSUCCESS message and accepts the handshake.
1. auth← BSAEpi.c.Decpi.c(k, AUTHREQUEST)
2. If auth 6= (label1‖username‖servicename‖none), pi.α← reject
3. If auth = (label1‖username‖servicename‖none),
AUTHSUCCESS← BSAEpi.c.Enc(k, success),
pi.α← accept
As a final step, the client receives the AUTHSUCCESS message, the client decrypts and verifies the
AUTHSUCCESS message, and accepts the handshake.
1. out← BSAEpi.c.Dec(k, AUTHSUCCESS)
2. If out 6= success, pi.α← reject
3. If out = success, pi.α← accept
4.4.3.3 Subprotocol Phase - Mutual Authentication
In this section, we rewind to the completion of the negotiation phase. We assume that the server
has negotiated the sub-protocol SPpi.c , and consider the execution of the mutual authentication
handshake. Mutual authentication mode differs from the server-only setting after the server
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sends the Diffie–Hellman key exchange message KEXDH REPLY. The client now computes the
shared session key, as well as authenticating the server by verifying the server’s digital signature
and outputting a request for mutual authentication. In addition, the algorithm nominates a
public-key algorithm to authenticate the client with, including the public-key. This message is
sent under the BSAE symmetric-encryption channel.
5. Init→ Resp: AUTHREQUEST.
1. (f, pkS , σS)← KEXDH REPLY
2. K ← fx
3. H ← Hashpi.c(VC‖VS‖KEXINIT‖KEXREPLY‖pkS‖e‖f‖K)
4. If SIGpi.c.Vfy(pkS , σS , H) = 0, pi.α← reject
5. k ← k1‖k2‖k3‖k4‖k5‖k6, where ki ←SSH-PRFpi.c(K,H, labeli, H)
6. pi.sid ← H
7. trailer← (label1‖username‖servicename‖public-key)
8. alg ← public-key algorithm name to be used
9. pkC ← pkpi.c
10. AC ← (trailer‖0‖alg‖pkC)
11. AUTHREQUEST← BSAEpi.c.Enc(k,AC)
6. Resp→ Init: AUTHOK. The server receives the AUTHREQUEST message and decrypts the message,
verifying mutual authentication has been selected and confirming the authentication method by
replying with the algorithm name and the public key.
1. AS ← BSAEpi.c.Dec(k, AUTHREQUEST)
2. pk ′C , alg′ ← As
3. AUTHOK← BSAEpi.c.Enc(k, alg′‖pk ′C)
7. Init → Resp: AUTHREPLY. The client receives the message AUTHOK and verifies that the
server has confirmed the public-key method and the public-key itself. The client then signs
the sid (which is the initial H value calculated) as well as the username, servicename and
authentication method of the client. This AUTHREPLY message is then sent to the server.
1. A′S ← BSAEpi.c.Dec(k, AUTHOK)
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2. pk ′′C , alg′′ ← A′S
3. If pk ′′C 6= pkC and/or alg′′ 6= alg, pi.α← reject
4. A′C ← (trailer‖1‖alg‖pkC)
5. σC ← SIGpi.c.Sign(sk , pi.sid‖A′C)
6. AUTHREPLY← BSAEpi.c.Enc(k,A′C‖σC)
8. Resp → Init: AUTHSUCCESS. The server receives the AUTHREPLY message, and decrypts,
verifying the signature is valid. If so, the client has been authenticated, the server sends a
confirmation of authentication success and accepts the handshake.
1. A′′C‖σ′C ← BSAEpi.c.Dec(k, AUTHREPLY)
2. A′C ← (trailer‖1‖alg‖pk ′C)
3. If A′′C 6= A′C , pi.α← reject
4. If SIGpi.c.Verify(pk c, σ
′
c, pi.sid‖A′c) = 0, pi.α← reject
5. If SIGpi.c.Verify(pk c, σ
′
c, pi.sid‖A′c) = 1, pi.α← accept
6. AUTHSUCCESS← BSAEpi.c.Enc(k, success)
The client receives the AUTHSUCCESS message and decrypts, verifying that authentication was
successful. If so, the client accepts the handshake, and payload transmission can continue under
the transport layer. The algorithm is described below:
1. confirm← BSAEpi.c.Dec(k, AUTHSUCCESS)
2. If confirm 6= success, pi.α← reject
3. If confirm = success, pi.α← accept
4.5 Network Time Protocol
The Network Time Protocol (NTP) is one of the Internet’s oldest protocols, dating back to
RFC 958 [15] published in 1985. NTP is designed to synchronize the clocks of machines directly
connected to hardware clocks (known as primary servers) to machines without hardware clocks
(known as secondary servers). NTP was developed by Mills in 1985 [15], and revised in 1988,
1989, 1992 and 2010 (NTPv1 [65], NTPv2 [66], NTPv3 [16] and NTPv4 [17] respectively).
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In the simplest NTP deployment (a variant of the NTP protocol known as Simple NTP, or
SNTP), a client device sends a single UDP packet to a server (the request), who responds with a
single packet containing the time (the response). The response contains the time the request was
received by the server, as well as the time the response was sent, allowing the client to estimate
the network delay and set their clock. If the network delay is symmetric, i.e., the travel time of
the request and response are equal, then the protocol is perfectly accurate. Accuracy means that
the client correctly synchronizes its clock with the server (regardless of whether the server clock
is accurate in the traditional sense, e.g., synchronized with UTC).
NTP protects against Byzantine traitors by querying multiple servers, selecting a majority clique
and updating the local clock with the majority offset. However, this assumes the attacker can
only influence some minority of the queried servers.
Early versions of NTP (NTP, NTPv1 and NTPv2) had no standardized authentication method.
NTPv3 added an authentication method using pre-shared key symmetric cryptography. An
extension field in the NTP packet added a cryptographic checksum, computed over the packet.
NTPv3 negotiation of keys and algorithms must be done out-of-band. For example, NIST offers a
secure time server, and (symmetric) keys are transported from server to client by postal mail [21].
Establishing pre-shared symmetric keys with billions of client PCs and other NTP-synchronizing
devices seems impractical. NTPv4 introduced a public-key authentication mechanism called
Autokey which has not seen widespread adoption; and unfortunately, Autokey uses small 32-bit
seeds that can be easily brute-forced, and then used to impersonate time-synchronisation servers.
A more recent proposal is the Network Time Security (NTS) protocol [67], which we discuss in
§8.2.
The Simple Network Time Protocol The Simple Network Time Protocol (SNTP) is a
variant of NTP that uses an identical message format but only queries a single server when
requesting time synchronization. Windows and OS X by default synchronize using a single time
source (time.windows.com and time.apple.com respectively). We use SNTP as the basis of our
authentication protocol constructed for NTP as it is designed to authenticate a single server.
Security analysis is also easier as we can avoid the more complex sorting and filtering algorithms
of NTP, and client and server behaviours are simpler. Note that SNTP and NTP client request
messages are the same.
SNTP has three distinct stages: (1) the creation and transmission of req by the client; (2) the
processing of req by the server, and transmission of resp; and (3) the processing of resp and
clock update by the client. An abstraction of the protocol behaviour can be found in Figure 4.11,
including the client’s clock update procedure. Though the format for NTP packets are identical
for both client and server NTP messages, we use req to indicate a NTP packet in client mode,
and resp to indicate a NTP packet in server mode, omitting packet content details.
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Client Server
t1 ← Now()
req← t1 req−→ t2 ← Now()
...
t3 ← Now()
t4 ← Now() resp←− resp← t2‖t3
RTT ← (t4 − t1)− (t3 − t2)
θ˜3 ← RTT/2
offset ← 12 (t2 + t3 − t1 − t4)
time ← Now() + offset
Figure 4.11: Overview of the Simple Network Time Protocol (SNTP).
Note that Now() denotes the procedure that outputs the local machine’s current time. RTT denotes the
total round-trip delay the client observes and θ˜3 denotes the approximation of the propagation time from
server to client. The time of the server receiving req is denoted t2 and sending resp is t3. Note that
offset = t3 + θ˜3 − t4, which we will use in our correctness analysis of ANTP.
1. The client creates an SNTP req packet, sets transmit timestamp (t1) to Now() and sends
the message.
2. The server creates an SNTP resp packet with all fields identical to the received req,
but signalling Server mode. The server sets the field originate timestamp to the value
transmit timestamp from req. The server also sets receive timestamp (t2) to Now()
immediately after receipt of req, and sets transmit timestamp (t3) to Now() immediately
before sending the message to the client.
3. Upon receiving resp, the client notes the current time (and saves it as t4). If the
resp.originate timestamp field is not equal to req.transmit timestamp, the client
aborts the protocol run. The client calculates the total round-trip time RTT and the local
clock offset offset as in Figure 4.11.
(The rest of the fields in the NTP packets are irrelevant for calculating the local clock offset and
correcting the local clock for a single-source time synchronization protocol. These extra fields in
the NTP packet are used primarily for ranking multiple distinct time sources.)
From this, we can compute a bound of the amount of error that is introduced to the clock
update procedure via asymmetric packet delay when the packets are unmodified. Asymmetric
packet delay is the scenario where the propagation time from client to server is not equal to the
propagation time from server to client. Let θ1 be the propagation time from client to server, θ2
the server processing time and θ3 the propagation time from server to client. θ3 is approximated
in SNTP by θ˜3 =
RTT
2 , where RTT = (t4 − t1)− (t3 − t2) = θ1 + θ3.
The actual offset is offsetactual = t3 + θ3 − t4. The approximated offset is computed as offset =
1
2(t2 + t3 − t1 − t4). When θ1 = θ3, then offset = t3 + θ˜3 − t4 and offset = offsetactual. In the
worst possible case, packet delivery is instantaneous, and the entire roundtrip time is asymmetric
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delay. The client approximates the offset as above, and thus the error introduced this way is
1
2 |(θ1 − θ3)| ≤ 12RTT .
The error that a passive adversary with the ability to delay packets can introduce does not
exceed the RTT : clients can abort the protocol run when RTT grows too large, giving them
some control over the worst-case error.
In the following chapter (Chapter 5), we use the ACCE provable security framework presented
in Chapter 3 to analyse the SSH protocol described in Section 4.4. In addition, we extend the
ACCE framework to consider multi-ciphersuite security, and show that SSH is multi-ciphersuite
secure.
Chapter 5
Multi-Ciphersuite Security and the
Secure Shell Protocol
The cryptographic protocol that is the focus of this chapter is Secure Shell (SSH) - a remote
login and secure communication protocol. We utilise the authenticated and confidential channel
establishment security model to analyse the security of the SSH protocol. This chapter also
aims to capture notions of multi-ciphersuite security. On a high-level, multi-ciphersuite security
can be considered the security of reusing long-term keys across distinct ciphersuites, or even
cryptographic protocols. We develop a multi-ciphersuite security model, and use it to analyse
SSH. Much of the following has been reproduced from our work Multi-ciphersuite security
of the Secure Shell (SSH) protocol, published in Proceedings of the 21st Conference on
Computer and Communications Security [68].
5.1 Introduction
While the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol secures web communication, as well as
e-mail transfer and many other network protocols, the Secure Shell (SSH) protocol1 provides
secure remote login and rudimentary virtual private network (VPN) access. It is of paramount
importance to have strong cryptographic assurances of these protocols.
The Secure Shell protocol is very similar to the Transport Layer Security protocol. Parties run
the SSH handshake protocol to establish a secure channel, then exchange payload data over that
channel. The secure channel in SSH is called the binary packet protocol. As we saw in Chapter 4,
and can see below (Figure 4.10) SSH encrypts handshake messages under the same session key
used in the subsequent binary packet protocol. The overlap between the channel establishment
1In this thesis, we refer exclusively to SSHv2 [9, 10, 69].
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phase and the secure channel can cause complications in the analysis of these protocols, much
like the problems Jager et al. [30] encountered when analysing TLS.
This is because AKE protocols require session key indistinguishability (see Chapter 3), whereas
SSH uses encrypted messages with known formats (particularly the AUTHSUCCESS message) which
allows an adversary to verify a real-or-random session key. While it would be cleaner to analyse
the handshake separately from the secure channel in an AKE-style model (and then prove
composability with arbitrary symmetric-key protocols), this is not possible in the SSH protocol.
We instead use the ACCE model to analyse the SSH protocol.
For precision, we will use the following terminology:
• plaintext channel : communication that is sent unencrypted using the session key;
• auth-enc channel : communication that is sent via an authenticated encryption channel
under the session key;
• handshake phase: communication of protocol messages to perform entity authentication
and establish a secure channel, consisting of negotiation and a sub-protocol phases;
• application data phase: communication of application data using the auth-enc channel.
Figure 4.10 shows a simplified version of the SSH protocol with mutual authentication; a com-
plete detailed description of the SSH server-only-authentication and the mutual-authentication
handshakes appeared in Section 4.4.
Multi-protocol security As described in Section 4.4, users of SSH negotiate different combi-
nations of cryptographic algorithms (in TLS terminology, these are referred to as ciphersuites) for
both the handshake phase and the authenticated-encryption channel. SSH’s possible negotiated
algorithms are noted in Section 4.4. In this sense, SSH is less a single protocol, but instead
a collection of ciphersuites; and in this work we wish to capture the security of the collection
of ciphersuites, hence “multi-ciphersuite security”. This differs from previous work analysing
authenticated key-exchange protocols, and in particular works using the ACCE model to analyse
TLS, which all focus on a single ciphersuite [30, 48, 56]. From this we highlight a particular
aspect: long-term key generation is assumed to be independent in individual ciphersuites, which
is an unrealistic assumption in practice, as a user may send the same digital certificate (and
thus use the same long-term key) in multiple distinct ciphersuites.
This re-use of long-term keys across ciphersuites or protocols can have an impact on security.
This was noted by Wagner and Schneier [70] when analysing SSL 3.0, which they referred to as a
key-exchange algorithm rollback. Servers send in the ServerKeyExchange a set of key-exchange
parameters and a signature over the set. Since the signature does not contain identifying
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the SSH protocol flow.
† denotes messages omitted for server-only/password authentication
information about the protocol or ciphersuite that the parameters are intended to be used in,
an active adversary could use the ServerKeyExchange message in another ciphersuite. If the
key exchange parameters could be interpreted as a weak set of parameters for another key
exchange mechanism, attackers could feasibly perform ciphersuite rollback attack and recover
the premaster secret, and thus be able to impersonate the server to clients. However, in SSL 3.0,
the only key exchange algorithms that were in use were finite field Diffie–Hellman and RSA key
exchange, which were not able to be misinterpreted.
Mavrogiannopoulos et al. [71] were able to make use of this observation to describe an attack
using ECDH and DH key-exchange, which they referred to as a cross-protocol attack. With
small probability, it is possible to interpret a set of ECDH parameters as valid DH parameters,
and recover the DH secret key. Cross-protocols attacks have been studied in a variety of contexts
for protocols in the literature [72–74] and in practice [75]; notably, Cremers [74] studied 30 AKE
protocols from the literature and found cross-protocol attacks on 23 of them. In these lines of
work, attacks arose from a common fundamental principle: messages signed or decrypted using
long-term keys did not have sufficiently different structure to prevent misuse in other protocols.
There have been several works considering the joint security of protocols with shared or re-
used keys, sometimes called key agility. In their original paper on chosen protocol attacks,
Kelsey et al. [76] were among the first to identify the potential insecurity in long-term key reuse,
and discussed countermeasures that were intended to prevent similar attacks; Canetti et al. [77]
similarly discuss requirements for security in multi-protocol environments. A recent work by
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Bhargavan et al. [58] provides a modular proof for the verified reference implementation miTLS,
and formalises agile notions of cryptographic primitives.
Contributions Our main contribution in this chapter is a provable security analysis of the SSH
protocol. In particular, we show that signed-Diffie–Hellman ciphersuites in SSH are ACCE-secure,
under standard assumptions on the underlying cryptographic primitives. We also show, using a
newly created framework for analysing the security of multi-ciphersuite protocols, that SSH is
secure even when these ciphersuites share the same long-term key.
1. Provable security of signed-Diffie–Hellman SSH ciphersuites in isolation. We provide the
first proof that SSH is ACCE-secure in both server-only and mutual authentication modes. In
particular, we show that the signed-Diffie–Hellman ciphersuites in SSH are ACCE-secure, under
reasonable assumptions on the cryptographic primitives used. We describe in Section 5.4.1 a
series of challenges that we overcame during the process of our proof.2
Our analysis captures authentication via public-key cryptography, and does not consider the
security of password-based authentication. In SSH password-based authentication [9, §8], the
user simply sends their username and password over the authenticated-encryption channel, and
we consider this in our model as server-only authentication mode.
2. Framework for analyzing multi-ciphersuite protocols. We adapt the ACCE framework which
we covered in Section 3.4 into a multi-ciphersuite setting, and define a multi-ciphersuite ACCE
protocol. In order to do so, we separate ACCE protocols into two distinct phases: a negotiation
phase common to all ciphersuite executions that agrees on one of several ciphersuites, which is
then used in the subsequent sub-protocol phase and symmetric-encryption scheme.
We describe in Section 5.3 a generic approach for proving multi-ciphersuite security from single
ciphersuite security. It will not be possible to prove in general that, if individual ciphersuites are
ACCE-secure in isolation, then the collection is multi-ciphersuite-secure even when long-term
keys are re-used across ciphersuites: the aforementioned attack by Mavrogiannopoulos et al. [71]
on the signed-DH and signed-ECDH ciphersuites in TLS serves as a counterexample to such a
theorem.
We achieve a composition theorem as follows:
2Although RSA-key-transport-based ciphersuites have been standardized for SSH [78], OpenSSH, the most
prominent implementation of SSH, does not support them as of this writing, so we omit them.
See http://www.openbsd.org/cgi-bin/cvsweb/src/usr.bin/ssh/kex.h?rev=1.81
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1. Define a variant of ACCE in which the adversary has access to an auxiliary oracle3 that
does operations using the long-term secret key, as long as queries to that oracle do not
violate a certain condition.
2. Suppose for each ciphersuite SPi there exists an auxiliary algorithm Auxi(sk , ·) and condition
Φi such that:
(a) SPi is secure even if an adversary makes queries to Auxi(sk , ·), provided the queries
do not violate Φi (i.e., in the sense of item 1 above); and
(b) if SPj shares long-term keys with SPi, then SPj can be simulated using Auxi without
violating Φi.
3. Then the collection of ciphersuites is secure, even when long-term keys are re-used across
ciphersuites.
Item 1 can be viewed as “opening up” the ACCE definition a little bit, providing access to
the secret key to perform secret-key computations that “don’t affect security”. With carefully
chosen auxiliary algorithms and conditions, items 2(a) and 2(b) work together to bypass the
aforementioned challenge in proving a composition theorem using a simulation argument. This
approach seems to provide substantial compositional power without making proofs much harder
in practice.
Our multi-ciphersuite ACCE approach contrasts with the key agility methodology of Bhar-
gavan et al. [58] for analyzing TLS. As noted above, TLS is not multi-ciphersuite secure in
general due to the cross-ciphersuite attack [71], so Bhargavan et al. develop a more “fine-grained”
approach to key agility in TLS: they explicitly model TLS as a protocol with multiple signature,
KEM, and PRF algorithms, and then prove the joint security of key-agile TLS under reasonable
assumptions on the individual building blocks. Our approach is more “coarse-grained”: we
can compose several whole ACCE-secure ciphersuites in a nearly black-box manner, and the
ciphersuites to be composed need not be as “cleanly” related to each other as in Bhargavan et al.
In fact, one could conceivably prove that key re-use in entirely unrelated protocols e.g., the same
signing key in SSH and (a revised form of) TLS) is secure using our framework.
3. Multi-ciphersuite security of SSH. We use our composition theorem and show the multi-
ciphersuite ACCE security of signed-Diffie–Hellman ciphersuites in SSH, even when long-term
signing keys are re-used across ciphersuites. To do so, we describe how to instantiate the auxiliary
oracle Auxi and predicate Φi in a way that maintains security in condition 2(a) above, yet still
allows cross-protocol simulation as per condition 2(b) above. The composition theorem then
immediately yields multi-ciphersuite security.
3This is related to key-dependent input attacks, as studied by Halevi and Krawczyk [79]. In particular, they
define functional queries that provide the adversary oracle access to some function of the secret key. In contrast,
our analysis considers the public-key setting and restricts the functions to signatures over all strings that do not
self-identify the ciphersuite.
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5.2 Multi-Ciphersuite ACCE Protocols
In the original ACCE formulation, an ACCE protocol is defined implicitly by the way in which
the experiment responds to the Send queries.
In the multi-ciphersuite setting, there are many different ciphersuite algorithms to consider, so
we begin by more formally defining a multi-ciphersuite protocol in several portions. There will
be a negotiation protocol, which is common to all ciphersuites, and which is typically used to
negotiate which ciphersuite is used. Each party then proceeds with the negotiated one of several
sub-protocols, each of which represents a different ciphersuite. Each execution of the protocol
is called a session and will maintain and update a collection of per-session variables. In the
multi-ciphersuite setting, the collection of per-session variables maintained by a session has one
additional element:
• c ∈ {1, . . . , nSP,⊥}: the identifier of the sub-protocol negotiated by this session, or ⊥.
We previously defined a single-ciphersuite ACCE protocol in Section 3.4, and we now turn to
the multi-ciphersuite setting.
Definition 5.1 (Multi-ciphersuite protocol). A multi-ciphersuite ACCE protocol NP‖ # –SP is the
protocol obtained by first running a negotiation protocol NP, which outputs per-session variables
pi and a ciphersuite choice c, then running subprotocol SPc ∈ # –SP. A negotiation protocol NP is a
tuple of algorithms, denoted either NP.AlgI` or NP.AlgR` for initiator or responder algorithms,
respectively, for ` = 0, 1, . . . . All algorithms take as input an incoming message m, update
per-session variables pi, and output an outgoing message m′. The first algorithms for both the
initiator and responder also take as input a vector #–sp of ciphersuite preferences that the party
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protocol message m, and outputs updated per-session variables pi′ and an outgoing message
m′. Note that this algorithm sets the value of the chosen sub-protocol, pi′.c.
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Each sub-protocol SPc is a tuple of algorithms corresponding to an ACCE protocol as in Defi-
nition 3.10, namely SPc.KeyGen, SPc.AlgI`, SPc.AlgR`, SPc.Enc, SPc.Dec. Note that the execution
of the negotiation protocol and the chosen subprotocol may be slightly interleaved, in that the
responder may send the last negotiation message and the first sub-protocol message together.
It should be clear that, when the number of subprotocols nSP = | # –SP| = 1, the definitions of
a multi-ciphersuite ACCE protocol and an ACCE protocol are equivalent, up to a change of
notation.
5.2.1 Execution Environment
The security experiment for a multi-ciphersuite ACCE protocol is similar to that of individual
ACCE protocols [30] (see Section 3.4), but with the following exceptions:
• parties initially establish multiple long-term keys
• the adversary can activate parties with an ordered list of sub-protocols # –SP
• the adversary can direct parties to reuse long-term keys across multiple sub-protocols,
• the Encrypt, Decrypt oracles used in the channel security game are defined to capture
notions of buffered stateful authenticated encryption
Let NP‖ # –SP be a multi-ciphersuite ACCE protocol, with | # –SP| = nSP.
Parties and long-term key generation The execution environment consists of nP parties,
P1, . . . , PnP , each of whom is a potential protocol participant. At the beginning of the experiment,
the variable δi,{c,d} is set to 1 or 0 and represents whether party Pi re-uses the same long-term
key for SPc and SPd; note that δi,{c,d} must be 0 if SPc.KeyGen 6= SPd.KeyGen, namely if there
exists at least one input on which the two algorithms differ (for the same randomness). Observe
that δi,{c,d} is symmetric in c and d. Each party Pi generates long-term private key / public
key pairs (sk i,c, pk i,c) for each sub-protocol SPc using SPc.KeyGen(), but, for all d > c such that
δi,{c,d} = 1, sets (sk i,d, pk i,d) = (sk i,c, pk i,c). We say that there is no key re-use if all δi,{c,d} = 0.
Sessions Each party can execute multiple sessions of the protocol, either concurrently or
subsequently. We will denote the sth session of a protocol at party Pi by pi
s
i , where s ∈ {1, . . . , nS}.
We overload the notation so that pisi also denotes the per-session variables pi for this session.
Each session within a party has read access to the party’s long-term keys. The per-session
variables pisi .(c, pid, α, k, sid) are initialized to (⊥,⊥, in-progress,⊥,⊥). For the purposes of
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defining ciphertext indistinguishability and integrity, each session upon initialization chooses a
uniform random bit pisi .b
$← {0, 1}. Each session also maintains additional variables for stateful
encryption/decryption as required in Figure 3.1.
Adversary interaction The adversary controls all communications between parties: it directs
parties to initiate sessions, delivers messages to parties, and can reorder, alter, delete, and create
messages. The adversary can also compromise certain long-term and per-session values of
parties. The set of adversarial queries are virtually verbatim from the ACCE formulation that
we described in Section 3.4.1, so we omit a full description. The difference between adversary
queries in the ACCE mode and the multi-ciphersuite model is restricted to the Enc and Dec
functions defined in the Encrypt and Decrypt queries. In particular, Enc and Dec are defined
by the subprotocol SPc for a ciphersuite c. We can now move to defining security notions for
multi-ciphersuite ACCE protocols.
5.2.2 Security Definitions
Security of ACCE protocols is defined by requiring that (i) the protocol is a secure authentication
protocol, and (ii) the encrypted channel provides authenticated and confidential communication
in the sense of buffered stateful authenticated encryption (see Definition 2.7 in Section 2.2.5). In
the multi-ciphersuite setting, security is further augmented by requiring that the parties agree
on the sub-protocol used.
Multi-ciphersuite ACCE security experiment The security experiment is played between
an adversary A and a challenger who implements all parties according to the multi-ciphersuite
ACCE execution environment. The adversary sets the values of the long-term key re-use variables
δi,{c,d}. After the challenger initializes long-term keys based on δi,{c,d}, the adversary receives the
long-term public keys of all parties, then interacts with the challenger using Send, Reveal, Corrupt,
Encrypt, and Decrypt queries. Finally, the adversary outputs a triple (i, s, b′) and terminates.
We begin by defining when sessions match. This matching definition is similar to standard
notions of partnering based on session identifiers, in particular following trends set by Bellare,
Pointcheval and Rogaway in BPR00 [37] (see Section 3.1). The difference between matching
session definitions in the single-ciphersuite and multi-ciphersuite ACCE setting is the second
condition: matching sessions must now agree on the choice of sub-protocol.
Definition 5.2 (Matching sessions). We say that session pitj matches pi
s
i if
• pisi .ρ 6= pitj .ρ;
• pisi .c = pitj .c; and
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• pisi .sid prefix-matches pitj .sid , meaning that (i) if pisi sent the last message in pisi .sid , then
pitj .sid is a prefix of pi
s
i .sid , or (ii) if pi
t
j sent the last message in pi
s
i .sid , then pi
s
i .sid = pi
t
j .sid .
Note that for SSH, session identifiers consist of a single value and thus not only prefix-match,
but must be identical: pisi .sid = pi
t
j .sid . Thus the “matching” relation is symmetric and thus
easier to handle.
Next we give mutual and server-only authentication definitions, based on the existence of
matching sessions. For server-only authentication, we are only concerned about clients accepting
without a matching server session. Multi-ciphersuite authentication differs from the original
ACCE definition in several ways. The second and third condition are new additions in order to
capture key re-use across multiple sub-protocols. In particular, we require that the adversary
has not issued a Corrupt query to the matching session in the sub-protocol that the session has
chosen, or any subprotocol that shares the long-term key. Also, the SSH protocol does not
authenticate partner sessions using the established session key. Thus, an adversary that queries
Reveal to a session will not get any additional advantage in breaking the authentication security
of that session. To reflect this, Reveal queries are no longer forbidden in the authentication
security game.
Definition 5.3 (Multi-ciphersuite ACCE Authentication). Let pisi be a session. We say that pi
s
i
accepts maliciously for sub-protocol c∗ if
• pisi .α = accept;
• pisi .c = c∗; and
• pisi .pid = j 6= ⊥, where no Corrupt(j, c∗) query was issued before pisi accepted, nor
Corrupt(j, d) for any d such that δj,{c∗,d} = 1,




NP‖ #–SP,c∗ (A) as the probability that, when A terminates in the multi-ciphersuite
ACCE experiment for NP‖ # –SP, there exists a session that has accepted maliciously for sub-protocol
c∗.
Define Advmcs-acce-so-auth
NP‖ #–SP,c∗ (A) as the probability that, when A terminates in the multi-ciphersuite
ACCE experiment for NP‖ # –SP, there exists an initiator session (i.e., with pisi .ρ = init) that has
accepted maliciously for sub-protocol c∗.
The only difference between multi-ciphersuite channel security and the single-ciphersuite setting
is the additional check in the Corrupt conditions, to ensure that the adversary has not issued a
Corrupt query to a subprotocol sharing the long-term secret key with the chosen subprotocol of
the session pisi , or its partner session pi
t
j .
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Definition 5.4 (Channel security). Suppose A outputs (i, s, b′) in the multi-ciphersuite ACCE
experiment. We say that A answers the encryption challenge correctly for subprotocol c∗ if
• pisi .α = accept;
• pisi .c = c∗;
• no Corrupt(i, c∗) query was ever issued, nor Corrupt(i, d) for any d such that δi,{c∗,d} = 1;
• no Corrupt(j, c∗) query was ever issued for any j such that pitj matches pisi , nor Corrupt(j, d)
for any d such that δj,{c∗,d} = 1;
• no Reveal(i, s) query was issued;
• no Reveal(j, t) query was issued for any pitj that matches pisi ; and
• pisi .b = b′.
Define Advmcs-acce-aenc
NP‖ #–SP,c∗ (A) as |2p− 1|, where p is the probability that A answers the encryption
challenge correctly for subprotocol c∗.
Define Advmcs-acce-so-aenc
NP‖ #–SP,c∗ (A) as |2p− 1|, where p is the probability that A answers the encryption
challenge correctly for subprotocol c∗ and either pisi .ρ = init or both pi
s
i .ρ = resp and there
exists a session that matches pisi .
Definition 5.5 (Multi-ciphersuite-ACCE-secure). A multi-ciphersuite protocol NP‖ # –SP is #– -multi-
ciphersuite-ACCE-secure against an adversary A if, for all c∗, we have that Advmcs-acce-auth
NP‖ #–SP,c∗ (A) ≤
c∗ and Adv
mcs-acce-aenc
NP‖ #–SP,c∗ (A) ≤ c∗ . We define an analogous notion for server-only authentication.
When nSP = 1, the multi-ciphersuite ACCE protocol and security definitions are equivalent to
the original ACCE definitions (albeit with different notation), except for the change to buffered
stateful authenticated encryption. See Section 3.4 for further details.
For simplicity, we explicitly give those definitions:
Definition 5.6 (Mutual authentication ACCE-secure). A (single-ciphersuite) protocol P = NP‖SP
is -ACCE-secure (with mutual authentication) against an adversary A if Advacce-authNP‖SP (A) ≤ 
and Advacce-aencNP‖SP (A) ≤ .
Definition 5.7 (Server-only-ACCE-secure). A (single-ciphersuite) protocol P = NP‖SP is -
server-only-ACCE-secure against adversary A if Advacce-so-authNP‖SP (A) ≤  and Advacce-so-aencNP‖SP (A) ≤ .
5.3 Multi-Ciphersuite Composition Theorem
As noted in Section 5.1, if two ciphersuites with the same long-term key generation algorithm
have been proven individually secure (i.e., if SP1.KeyGen = SP2.KeyGen, NP‖SP1 is ACCE-secure,
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and NP‖SP2 is ACCE-secure), it does not necessarily follow that they are collectively secure when
parties use the same long-term secret key in both ciphersuites.
We still hope however to be able to prove some security properties of individual ciphersuites
separately and then compose them together using some generic theorem, rather than having to
directly prove security of the whole multi-ciphersuite combination all at once.
Intuitively, if a user supports two distinct ciphersuites A and B that share a long-term key
pair and digital signature scheme, it follows that if the ciphersuite will only sign objects that
contain the name of the ciphersuite (for instance, all signatures contain A or B at the beginning
of the message), then any signature produced in a protocol execution in ciphersuite A will be
rejected if injected in a protocol execution running ciphersuite B. Thus even with long-term key
reuse, sessions can negotiate either ciphersuite without any signed output from one affecting the
security of the other.
This idea allows us to demonstrate that an adversary that queries a signing oracle with access to
the long-term key is secure as long as the oracle does not sign objects for the ciphersuite A.
Suppose then that we consider the following simulation argument: Imagine we are playing the
multi-ciphersuite game against an adversary, and have a single-ciphersuite ACCE challenger for
ciphersuite A, with the signing oracle described above. We wish to simulate a multi-ciphersuite
challenger to the adversary for ciphersuites B, C, . . . Z, and thus must appear to have access
to the long-term signing key for each of the ciphersuites A,B, . . . , Z. Recall that the adversary
may direct us to share long-term keys with ciphersuite challenger A.
For all ciphersuites not sharing the long-term key with A, the simulator can simply generate
the long-term keys themselves, and proceed normally with protocol executions. Otherwise, any
time we require signatures for ciphersuites sharing long-term keys with A, we query the signing
oracle. If the adversary asks for a protocol execution using ciphersuite A, we simply forward all
queries directly to the single-ciphersuite challenger.
This is how we approach the multi-ciphersuite composition theorem.
Comparison of Multi-ciphersuite composition with other cryptographic notions of
composability. Readers familiar with the Universal Composability security framework (in-
troduced by Canetti [80]) might wonder how this multi-ciphersuite composition theorem differs
from the Universal Composability (UC) approach. UC is a security framework that attempts
to address certain challenges that occur when trying to prove a cryptographic object secure, in
particular:
• How can one develop a security framework broad enough to capture all potential adversarial
behaviours and other protocol interactions?
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• How can one use these cryptographic objects as modular building blocks when creating a
larger composed protocol and ensure the security properties are preserved?
The UC approach is to analyse the protocol run in isolation, and if it can achieve output
indistinguishability from a defined ideal process when used in a black-box fashion, then security
properties are preserved in composition with an arbitrary environment.
Similarly, multi-ciphersuite security is about preserving certain security properties when composed
with other protocol instances. However, it is specifically focused on the interactions with other
protocol sintances that share ssecret information, as opposed to interactions as a black-box
cryptographic object.
This necessarily means that the composition theorem is quite a lot more restrictive about what
kinds of protocols it can be safely composed with in this manner (i.e sharing long-term secret
information). In particular, there are restrictions on the structures that the secret information
is used to compute over, which we mentioned above. On the other hand, this also means that
the multi-ciphersuite composition theorem is less restrictive about how black-box and isolated
the cryptographic object must be, as protocols and primitives examined in the UC framework
cannot allow a similar sharing of secret information in other protocol instances.
5.3.1 Single Ciphersuite Security with Auxiliary Oracle
We begin by formalising our notions of the signing oracle. As shown in Definition 5.8 below, we
extend the ACCE security experiment to allow the adversary access to an auxiliary oracle that
runs a specified private key operation Aux(sk , ·) (in the case of signed-DH SSH, a signing oracle
that signs arbitrary messages). If the adversary breaks the original ACCE security goals without
asking a query x to Aux that violates the constraint or predicate Φ, then the adversary wins.
For example, if we are considering the security of ciphersuite A, then the predicate Φ(x) would
test if x starts with A. If the predicate Φ is never violated, then no outputs from the signing
oracle can be used to break the single-ciphersuite security.
Definition 5.8 (ACCE-secure w/auxiliary oracle). Let P be an ACCE protocol. Let Aux :
(sk , x) 7→ y be an algorithm. Augment the ACCE experiment giving the adversary access to
an additional oracle Aux(i, x) which outputs Aux(sk i, x). Let Φ(x) be an efficiently-computable
deterministic predicate on a value x.
Define Advacce-auth-auxP,Aux,Φ (A) as the probability that, when A terminates in the above augmented
ACCE experiment for P with auxiliary oracle, there exists a session that has accepted maliciously,
with the additional constraint that, for all x such that A queried Aux(pisi .pid, x), Φ(x) = 0.
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Similarly, define Advacce-aenc-auxP,Aux,Φ (A) as |2p− 1|, where p is the probability that A answers the
encryption challenge correctly in the above augmented ACCE experiment for P with auxiliary
oracle, again with the additional constraint that, for all x such that A queried Aux(pisi .pid, x),
Φ(x) = 0.
We define analogous notions for server-only authentication.
5.3.2 Multi-Ciphersuite Composition
Once we have that each ciphersuite is individually secure, we want to use a composition theorem
to show that the composition of all ciphersuites is secure, even when the long-term keys are
shared across ciphersuites. For ciphersuites that do not re-use long-term keys, the security of the
composition is trivial. For ciphersuites that do re-use long-term keys, we require a simulation
argument to reduce the event of the adversary causing a break in security in the multi-ciphersuite
setting to the event of the adversary causing a break in security in the single-ciphersuite setting.
We can do so using the above auxiliary signing oracle, as long as we do not violate the predicate.
This simulatability condition is captured in Definitions 5.9 and 5.10. Our composition theorem
(Theorem 5.11) is then shown using such a simulation argument.
Definition 5.9 (Simulatable). Let (pk , sk) be a public-key/secret-key pair, pi a collection of
per-session variables and m a message from a key-exchange protocol. We say a sub-protocol
SP is simulatable using auxiliary algorithm Aux and helper algorithms {HI`,HR`} if, for all `,
the distribution of outputs of algorithms HI
Aux(sk ,·)
` (pk , pi,m) and SP.AlgI`(sk , pk , pi,m) are equal
(and similarly for HR
Aux(sk ,·)
` (pk , pi,m) and SP.AlgR`(sk , pk , pi,m).
Definition 5.10 (Freshly simulatable). We say that auxiliary algorithm Aux and helper algo-
rithms {HI`,HR`} provide a fresh simulation of SP under condition Φ if Definition 5.9 is satisfied
and, for all A ∈ {HI`,HR`}, there exist no inputs to A that cause A to make a call Aux(·, x) such
that Φ(x) = 1.
Theorem 5.11 (Multi-ciphersuite composition). Let NP‖ # –SP be a multi-ciphersuite ACCE protocol.
Let
#    –
Aux be a vector of auxiliary algorithms and let
#–
Φ be a vector of conditions. Suppose that:
1. for all c, d ∈ {1, . . . , nSP}, d 6= c, there exist helper algorithms {HId,c` ,HRd,c` } such that Auxc
and these helper algorithms provide a fresh simulation of SPd under Φc; and
2. after observing the messages output by the negotiation protocol, one can efficiently recon-
struct the complete per-session variables updated by those algorithms.
Then the algorithm B explicitly given in the proof of the theorem is such that, for all algorithms
A and for all c,
Advmcs-acce-auth
NP‖ #–SP,c (A) ≤ nSPAdvacce-auth-auxNP‖SPc,Auxc,Φc(BA) (5.1)
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NP‖ #–SP,c (A) ≤ nSPAdvacce-aenc-auxNP‖SPc,Auxc,Φc(BA) (5.2)
for all c, even under key re-use across ciphersuites.
Moreover, analogous versions of the theorem apply for server-only authentication.
Proof. We will specify an algorithm B that uses A. Whenever A breaks authentication or channel
security for ciphersuite c∗ in the multi-ciphersuite ACCE experiment for multi-ciphersuite ACCE
protocol NP‖ # –SP, the algorithm BA will, with probability 1/| # –SP|, break authentication or channel
security in the ACCE with auxiliary oracle experiment for the ACCE protocol NP‖SPc∗ .
Let A be an adversary in the multi-ciphersuite ACCE experiment. Recall that A starts the
experiment by setting key re-use variables δi,{c,d}, which is 1 if party Pi is to re-use long-term keys
between SPc and SPd, namely if SPc.KeyGen = SPd.KeyGen and party Pi is to set sk i,c = sk i,d;
δi,{c,d} = 0 otherwise.
Algorithm B simulates an multi-ciphersuite ACCE experiment for NP‖ # –SP as follows. First, B
chooses cˆ
$← {1, . . . , nSP}. B interacts with a challenger for the ACCE experiment for NP‖SPcˆ
with auxiliary oracle Auxcˆ.
B obtains the parties’ public keys for sub-protocol c from the NP‖SPcˆ experiment. For each party
Pi and each sub-protocol d, if δi,{c,d} = 1 then B sets party Pi’s public key for sub-protocol d
equal to its public key in sub-protocol c, otherwise it generates a fresh key pair using SPd.KeyGen.
B gives all of these public keys to A.
B now runs A. A can make any Send, Corrupt, Reveal, Encrypt, or Decrypt queries specified in
the multi-ciphersuite ACCE experiment. B needs to answer all of these. The basic idea of B’s
simulation is as follows.
B will start off every session by relaying it on to the challenger for the ACCE-security of NP‖SPcˆ
with auxiliary oracle. If a session ends up negotiating sub-protocol c, then B continues relaying
all queries for that session to the NP‖SPcˆ challenger.
If a session ends up negotiating a sub-protocol d other than cˆ, B needs to simulate it. It can do
so as follows. By pre-condition 2 of the theorem, it can reconstruct the per-session variables used
by the negotiation protocol in the challenger, so it can construct its own per-session variables
from the output of the negotiation protocol. If the query is directed towards a party Pi such
that Pi is using the same key for sub-protocols cˆ and d (i.e., if δi,{cˆ,d} = 1), then B simulates the
session for party Pi using the helper algorithms {HId,cˆ` ,HRd,cˆ` } for SPd using the auxiliary oracle
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Aux of the challenger; by pre-condition 1 of the theorem, this provides a correct simulation of
NP‖SPd. If δi,{cˆ,d} = 0, then B can simulate the session for party Pi itself since it generated Pi’s
secret key for this sub-protocol.
For parties and sessions where B relayed the complete session to the challenger, B also relays the
Corrupt, Reveal, Encrypt, and Decrypt queries to the challenger; otherwise B answers them itself.
B’s simulation of the multi-ciphersuite ACCE experiment for NP‖ # –SP to A is perfect.
Suppose A breaks authentication in NP‖ # –SP. In particular, there exists in the multi-ciphersuite
ACCE experiment some c∗ ∈ {1, . . . , nSP} and some session pisi that has accepted maliciously for
sub-protocol c∗ with peer identifier j, but there is no unique session pitj (in the multi-ciphersuite
ACCE experiment) with which pisi has a matching session. With probability 1/nSP, cˆ = c
∗. In
this case, there correspondingly exists in the ACCE-aux challenger a session pisi that has accepted
with peer identifier j but there is no unique session pitj (in the ACCE-aux challenger) with which
pisi has had a matching session. Note in particular that B has not violated the condition Φc∗
for NP‖SPc∗ because SPd is freshly simulatable under Φc∗ due to pre-condition 1 of the theorem.
Thus B has caused a session in the ACCE-aux challenger to accept maliciously, and thus has
broken authentication in NP‖SPc∗ . Hence,
Advmcs-acce-auth
NP‖ #–SP,c∗ (A) ≤ nSPAdvacce-auth-auxNP‖SPc∗ ,Auxc∗ ,Φc∗ (B
A) . (5.3)
Similarly, if A breaks channel security of NP‖ # –SP by answering the encryption challenge correctly,
then with probability 1/nSP B can answer its encryption challenge correctly and break the
channel security of NP‖SPc∗ . Note that B has not made any prohibited queries in the channel
security definition: Reveal queries that would have made the ACCE challenger unfresh also would
have made the multi-ciphersuite ACCE experiment unfresh; and similarly to the authentication
case above, B has not violated the condition Φc∗ . Hence,
Advmcs-acce-aenc
NP‖ #–SP,c∗ (A) ≤ nSPAdvacce-aenc-auxNP‖SPc∗ ,Auxc∗ ,Φc∗ (B
A) . (5.4)
This yields the result. Note that the same reasoning yields the results for server-only authentica-
tion.
Remark 5.12. The concrete bounds in the proof of the composition theorem preserve (up to
a small factor of nSP) the security levels of the various ciphersuites. For example, suppose we
have two signed-Diffie–Hellman ciphersuites, both of which use digital signatures with 256-bit
security, but one of which uses a DH group with 128-bit security and the other of which uses a
DH group with 256-bit security. As we can see above, the security level of authentication in the
multi-ciphersuite protocol remains effectively 256-bit.
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5.4 ACCE Security of SSH
In this section, we analyze the security of single signed-DH SSH ciphersuites, in isolation. We
first note a few challenges we faced in the proofs, then show authentication and channel security
in the server-only and mutual authentication modes.
5.4.1 Challenges with Security Proofs for SSH
Non-Leaking Collision-Resistant Hash Function If we refer back to Section 4.4, we
can see that the signature contained in the KEXDH REPLY message is over a hash value H =
Hash(VC‖VS‖KEXINIT‖KEXREPLY‖pkpi.c‖e‖f‖K). Note that the Diffie–Hellman key K is directly
included in this hash computation. This poses a non-standard problem with the definition
of collision-free hash functions. Consider the following example hash function, using a secure
collision-resistant hash function Hash:
Hash∗(m||k) := Hash(m||k)||k . (5.5)
Hash∗ also is a hash function with constant output length |Hash()| + |k|, and since Hash is
collision-resistant, so too is Hash∗. However, this counter-intuitive, but definition-conforming
collision-free hash function may compromise the security of the protocol: If the signature scheme
used in the KEXDH REPLY has message recovery (for instance, “textbook” RSA signatures), a
(passive) adversary may learn the secret Diffie-Hellman key by verifying the signature. This
problem was first identified by Williams [64] in the analysis of truncated SSH. This is addressed
in our consideration of the SSH-PRF construction.
The SSH-PRF Construction As discussed in Section 4.4.2, the PRF construction that
derives the IVs, symmetric-encryption keys and MAC keys for the bidirectional channel is a
non-standard PRF. At the time, we made mention that it was structurally similar to HMAC,
and continued our description of the SSH protocol. However, for our security analysis, we require
a little more work. In particular, we require that SSH-PRF satisfies the security properties of a
secure PRF.4 To begin, we restate the SSH-PRF construction:
SSH-PRF(K,m) := Hash(K‖Hash(m‖K)‖labeli‖Hash(m‖K))
To remind ourselves on the design of HMAC, we give a description of it below:
HMAC(K,m) := Hash((K ⊕ opad)‖Hash((K ′ ⊕ ipad)||m))
4Refer to Section 2.2.2 for the definition of secure PRFs
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There are a number of problems with trying to prove that the SSH-PRF is secure. As mentioned
before, we require stronger notions than just collision-resistance for the hash function. In addition,
while SSH-PRF resembles HMAC, the SSH-PRF is not the same, and the proof of HMAC would
not apply without significant changes. We sidestep this problem instead: if one considers the
hash function Hash used in the SSH-PRF construction in the context of the random oracle model,
it is easy to see that the construction in SSH is a PRF. This has implications for the perception
of our proof, the rest of which is entirely standard model. Future analysis showing that the
SSH-PRF construction is a provably secure PRF in the standard model would lift our results,
and seems an interesting research direction.
Remark 5.13. Note that when the hash function in SSH has output length µ bits, we define the
construction SSH-PRF to have output length 6µ bits.
The PRF-ODH Assumption Readers may wonder why we do not need the PRF-Oracle-
Diffie–Hellman (PRF-ODH) (See Section 2.12) assumption used in the analysis of TLS-DHE
and TLS-DH in TLS [30, 48]. This is a property of authentication mechanisms used in SSH,
where acceptance of the session keys (and their use in the secure channel) depends entirely on
signature verification.
5.4.2 Server-Only-Authentication
In this section we consider only the single-ciphersuite setting: SSH denotes a single ciphersuite
of the signed-Diffie–Hellman SSH protocol described in Section 4.4, with signature scheme SIG,
Diffie–Hellman group of prime order q generated by g, and hash function Hash, and the BSAE
scheme BSAE.
The following theorem shows that, if the hash function Hash is collision-resistant, the signature
scheme SIG is euf-cma-secure, the DDH problem for (g, q) is hard, the SSH-PRF is a secure PRF,
and the symmetric encryption is a secure BSAE scheme, then the signed-Diffie–Hellman SSH
protocol is a secure server-only ACCE protocol.
Theorem 5.14 (SSH is server-only-ACCE-secure). Let µ be the length of the nonces in KEXINIT
and KEXREPLY (µ = 128), nP the number of participating parties and nS the maximum number
of sessions per party. The algorithms B1, . . . , B5 given in the proof of the theorem are such that,





+ AdvcollHash(BA1 ) + nPAdveuf-cmaSIG (BA2 ) (5.6)
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and
Advacce-so-aencSSH (A) ≤ Advacce-so-authSSH (A)
+ nPnS
(
Advddhg,q (BA3 ) + AdvprfSSH-PRF(BA4 ) + AdvbsaeBSAE(BA5 )
)
and BA1 , . . . , BA5 have approximately the same running time as A.
In order to prove the theorem, we will proceed as follows. In Lemma 5.15 we show that the SSH
protocol is secure according to the single ciphersuite version of Definition 5.3 (i.e. there exists no
client session that accepts maliciously except with some small probability). Lemma 5.16 then
proves that the single ciphersuite version of Definition 5.4 is also fulfilled (i.e. there exists no
adversary that is able to answer the encryption/integrity-challenge correctly, except with small
advantage).
Lemma 5.15 (Server-only auth.). The algorithms B1 and B2 explicitly given in the proof of the





+ AdvcollHash(BA1 ) + nPAdveuf-cmaSIG (BA2 ) , (5.7)
where nP , nS, and µ are as in the statement of Theorem 5.14, and BA1 and BA2 have approximately
the same running time as A.
Proof. The essence of the proof is the observation that acceptance of a client session is the result
of a successful signature verification. To be able to use this fact, we have to make sure that all
session IDs are different (by aborting if a nonce is chosen twice or if a collision occurs in the
hash computation of the session ID).
To begin, we give an overview of the structure of the proof in Table 5.1, highlighting the changes
between games as well as the difference in A’s probability of success introduced by the change.
Game Changes to the game Assumption used Probability difference
0 Initial ACCE − −
authentication game
1 Abort when nonces collide Birthday paradox ((nPnS)
2)/(2µ) · (
2 Abort when hash Collision-resistant AdvcollHash(B1)+
collisions occur hash functions
3 Abort if receiving euf-cma-secure
a signature forgery signatures and number of nP ·Adveuf-cmaSIG (B2)
)
for a guessed party parties in experiment
Table 5.1: A concise description of the proof of acce-so-aenc for the SSH protocol.
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Let break
(0)
δ be the event that occurs when a client session accepts maliciously in Game δ in the
sense of Definition 5.3.
Game 0. The game equals the ACCE security experiment described in Section 6.3.3. Thus,
Advacce-so-authSSH (A) = Pr(break(0)0 ) . (5.8)
Game 1. In this game we add an abort rule for non-unique nonces ri. Specifically the challenger
collects a list L of all cookies ri sampled by the challenger during the simulation. If one cookie
appears twice, we abort the simulation. Thus
Pr(break
(0)





Game 2. In this game we exclude hash collisions. Note that in this game we can compute
all session keys and session identifiers honestly, and we maintain a list Coll, where all the
input/output pairs of all executions of the hash function Hash are recorded. We abort if at any
time a pair (in,Hash(in)) is added to Coll such that there already exists an entry (in′,Hash(in′))
in Coll with Hash(in) = Hash(in′) but in 6= in′. Now we construct BA1 as follows: B1 simulates
the SSH protocol and interacts with A. Whenever A wins the acce-so-auth game, B1 inspects
the recorded simulation to see if a hash collision occured. If it did, B1 outputs this collision.
Since B1 finds a collision, we have that
Pr(break
(0)
1 ) ≤ Pr(break(0)2 ) + AdvcollHash(BA1 ) . (5.10)
Game 3. In this game we exclude signature forgeries. We abort the simulation if some session
pis
∗
i∗ accepts after it receives a signature which was never output from a session with a matching
session identifier. Note that we have excluded nonce and hash collisions, so from now on all
values to be signed are different. Thus any abort event is related to a signature forgery.
Technically, we construct an algorithm BA2 which simulates the SSH protocol as in Game 2.
B2 interacts with A. B2 receives a public key pk from an euf-cma signature challenger for SIG,
guesses which public key pkj∗ the session will use to verify the signature (which costs us a factor
nP in the reduction) and sets pkj∗ = pk. Since the signing key has to be uncorrupted it is no
problem for the reduction that the secret signing key is unknown. If B2 needs to sign a message
on behalf of party Pj∗ , it makes a signing query to the euf-cma challenger. If the session pi
s∗
i∗
maliciously accepts in the sense of Definition 5.3 in Game 3, we know from the discussion above
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that the maliciously accepting session has verified a signature σ′ over a session ID H where there
is no session pitj∗ with the same session ID, thus this signature was not generated with a call to
the signature challenger. Thus B2 has found (H,σ′) as a signature forgery, so
Pr(break
(0)
2 ) ≤ Pr(break(0)3 ) + nPAdveuf-cmaSIG (BA2 ) . (5.11)
Final analysis. Now all signatures are computed by legitimate parties only, and are all




3 ) = 0 . (5.12)
Lemma 5.16 (Channel security, server-only auth. mode). The algorithms B3, B4, and B5,
explicitly given in the proof of the lemma, are such that, for all algorithms A,
Advacce-so-aencSSH (A) ≤ Advacce-so-authSSH (A)+nPnS(Advddhg,q (BA3 )+AdvprfSSH-PRF(BA4 )+AdvbsaeBSAE(BA5 ))
(5.13)
where nP , nS, and µ are as in the statement of Theorem 5.14, and BA3 , BA4 , BA5 have approximately
the same running time as A.
Proof. Let break
(1)
δ be the event that occurs when A answers the encryption challenge correctly
in Game δ in the sense of Definition 5.4.
To begin, we give an overview of the structure of the proof in Table 5.2, highlighting the changes
between games as well as the difference in A’s probability of success introduced by the change.
Game 0. This game equals the ACCE security experiment described in Section 6.3.3.
Game 1. This game is identical to Game 3 of Lemma 5.15 and we abort if some session accepts
maliciously. With the previous sequence of games we ensured unique nonces, excluded hash
collisions and signature forgeries. Thus, in this game any session that accepts non-maliciously in




0 ) ≤ Pr(break(1)1 ) + Advacce-so-authSSH (A) . (5.14)
From now on, we always have a matching session for the session pis
∗
i∗ where the adversary tries to
guess the random bit: for server sessions through Definition 5.3, and for client sessions through
this game.
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Game Changes to the game Assumption used Probability difference
0 Initial ACCE − −
channel security game
1 Abort if A breaks acce-so-auth security Advacce-so-authSSH (A) +
ACCE authentication of the SSH protocol
2 Abort if Test Size of the set of
query not issued to parties and sessions nPnS ·
(
guessed session.
3 Replace DH secret Decisional
with random element Diffie–Hellman Advddhg,q (B3) +
from the same group Problem
4 Replace outputs of PRF security of
SSH-PRF with random the SSH-PRF AdvprfSSH-PRF(B4) +
output from the range
5 Replace responses to BSAE security of
Encrypt/Decrypt queries with the authenticated AdvbsaeBSAE(B5)
)
bsae challenger outputs encryption scheme
Table 5.2: A concise description of the proof of acce-so-aenc for the SSH protocol.
Game 2. In this game, we guess the session for which the adversary outputs the bit b′. We guess
two indices (i∗, s∗) ∈ [nP ]× [nS ] and abort if the adversary outputs (i, s, b′) with (i∗, s∗) 6= (i, s).
This happens with probability 1nPnS . We then exploit that no client session maliciously accepts
due to Game 1, so we have that there exists a unique partner session pit
∗
j∗ which can be easily
determined by the simulator. Thus we have:
Pr(break
(1)
1 ) ≤ nPnS · Pr(break(1)2 ) . (5.15)




j∗ with a random
value K∗. Since we have excluded maliciously accepting sessions, and since pis∗i∗ fulfills all
conditions from Definition 5.4, the adversary cannot influence these values. Any adversary A
that can distinguish this game from the previous game can directly be used to construct an
adversary BA3 that can break the DDH assumption: let (g, gu, gv, gw) be the DDH challenge. We
set gx := gu and gy := gv, and K∗ := gw. If w = uv, then we have K∗ = K, and we are in
Game 2, otherwise we are in Game 3. Thus
Pr(break
(1)
2 ) ≤ Pr(break(1)3 ) + Advddhg,q (BA3 ) . (5.16)





SSH-PRF(K∗, sid) with random values H∗, k∗1, ..., k∗6. Any adversary A that can distinguish
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this game from the previous game can directly be used to construct an adversary BA4 that
can break the PRF assumption: let S = H||k1||...||k6 be the output of SSH-PRF, and let
S∗ = H∗||k∗1||...||k∗6 be a random string of the same length. For S we are in Game 3, and for S∗
in Game 4. Thus
Pr(break
(1)
3 ) ≤ Pr(break(1)4 ) + AdvprfSSH-PRF(BA4 ) . (5.17)
Final analysis. We now have that the keys k∗1, ..., k∗6 are information-theoretically independent
from the key exchange messages. Thus any adversary A that can guess (i∗, s∗, b′) correctly can
directly be used to construct an adversary BA5 that breaks the BSAE scheme. Technically we
exploit the fact that all keys for the encryption scheme are independent from the handshake and




4 ) ≤ AdvbsaeBSAE(BA5 ) . (5.18)
Combining the probability bounds from Lemma 5.15 and Lemma 5.16 yields Theorem 5.14.
Remark 5.17. Forward secrecy. The ACCE definition of Jager et al. [30] can be extended to
include forward secrecy, meaning that the adversary in the channel security definition is allowed
to corrupt the long-term key of the owner of the target session or its peer after the target session
has accepted. We have omitted forward secrecy from this paper for simplicity, but Definition 5.4
can be easily extended to cover the case of forward secrecy, and the proof of Lemma 5.16 can be
readily adapted using the techniques from the original work on ACCE protocols [30].
5.4.3 Mutual Authentication
Similarly, we show that signed-Diffie–Hellman SSH protocol is a secure ACCE protocol with
mutual authentication.
Theorem 5.18 (SSH is mutual-auth.-ACCE-secure). Let µ be the length of the nonces in
KEXINIT and KEXREPLY, nP the number of participating parties and nS the maximum number of
sessions per party. The algorithms B1, . . . , B5, explicitly given in the proof of the theorem, are





+ AdvcollHash(BA1 ) + nPAdveuf-cmaSIG (BA2 ) (5.19)
and
Advacce-aencSSH (A) ≤ Advacce-authSSH (A) + nPnS
(
Advddhg,q (BA3 ) + AdvprfSSH-PRF(BA4 ) + AdvbsaeBSAE(BA5 )
)
(5.20)
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and BA1 , . . . , BA5 have approximately the same running time as A.
Lemma 5.19 (SSH has secure mutual authentication). There exist algorithms B1 and B2,





+ AdvcollHash(BA1 ) + nPAdveuf-cmaSIG (BA2 ),
where nP , nS, and µ are as in the statement of Theorem 5.18, and BA1 and BA2 have approximately
the same running time as A.
Proof. Again, for both client and server sessions, acceptance is the result of a successful signature
verification. Thus with exactly the same sequence of games as in Lemma 5.15, we get the
same bound. Since the proof has the same sequence of games with the same probabilities as in
Lemma 5.15, we do not give a table of the proof, which we omit for conciseness.
Lemma 5.20 (SSH has channel security in mutual authentication mode). The algorithms B3,
B4, and B5, explicitly given in the proof of the lemma, are such that, for all algorithms A,






Advddhg,q (BA3 ) + AdvprfSSH-PRF(BA4 ) + AdvbsaeBSAE(BA5 )
)
.
where nP , nS, and µ are as in the statement of Theorem 5.18, and BA3 , BA4 , BA5 have approximately
the same running time as A.
Proof. Again, the proof is very similar to the proof of Lemma 5.16, with the same sequence
of games and the same bound. Since the proof has the same sequence of games with the
same probabilities as in Lemma 5.16, we do not give a table of the proof, which we omit for
conciseness.
5.5 Multi-Ciphersuite Security of SSH
In order to use the composition theorem to show that signed-Diffie–Hellman SSH ciphersuites are
multi-ciphersuite secure, even with re-use of long-term keys across ciphersuites, we need to define
the auxiliary algorithm Aux and the condition Φ, show that the preconditions of Theorem 5.11
are satisfied, and show that individual ciphersuites are ACCE-secure with Aux.
Let SSHc denote a ciphersuite of SSH, using signature scheme SIGc. Recall from Section 4.4.3 that
both the initiator and responder use the long-term signing key as follows. First, they compute
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the session ID as a hash of a session identification string and the shared secret:
pi.sid ← Hashc(VC‖VS‖KEXINIT‖KEXREPLY‖pkd‖e‖f‖K) . (5.21)
Finally, they compute a signature σ ← SIGc.Sign(sk , pi.sid). (If Sign is a hash-then-sign scheme,
this means that the session identification string is hashed twice.) Recall further that KEXINIT and
KEXREPLY contain the initiator and responder’s respective preference-ordered list of ciphersuites.
(These are actually separate lists for key exchange, compression, signature, MAC, and symmetric
encryption algorithms, but from these we can infer a ciphersuite.)
We define the auxiliary algorithm Auxc(sk , x) as computing SIGc.Sign(sk ,Hashc(x)). For a
ciphersuite c, we define Φc(x) = 1 if, when x is parsed as in (5.21) and the ordered ciphersuite
preferences #–spC and
#–spS are parsed from KEXINIT and KEXREPLY, c = neg(
#–spC ,
#–spS); in other
words, if c is the ciphersuite that is mutually most preferred by the initiator and responder.
5.5.1 Proof of Precondition 2
We wish to show that after viewing the outputs of the negotiation algorithms {NP.AlgIl, NP.AlgRl}
(for all l), any party can efficiently reconstruct the per-session variables output by those algorithms.
In Section 4.4 we see that Init→ Resp : KEXINIT outputs the message KEXINIT and updates the
per-session variables pi.α and pi.ρ. pi.ρ and pi.α are always updated with init and in-progress
respectively. By observing KEXINIT any party can thus construct the updated per-session
variables pi.α← in-progress and pi.ρ← init.
The second negotiation algorithm Resp → Init : KEXREPLY outputs the message KEXREPLY and
updates the per-session variables pi.α and pi.ρ with in-progress and resp respectively, and
pi.c with the particular sub-protocol SPc that has been negotiated. Since pi.α and pi.ρ are
always updated with in-progress and resp, and pi.c is updated with neg( #–spC ,
#–spS) (where
#–spC ← KEXINIT and #–spS ← KEXREPLY), any party can construct these updated per-session
variables with knowledge of KEXINIT and KEXREPLY.
The third and final negotiation algorithm for SSH is Resp : ∅ (where ∅ indicates no public
output) which updates pi.c from KEXINIT and KEXREPLY, which is the same set of key-exchange,
compression, signature, MAC and symmetric encryption algorithms computed above. As we
saw before, any party with knowledge of KEXINIT and KEXREPLY can reconstruct the per-session
variable pi.c via neg( #–spC ,
#–spS) and thus can reconstruct all updated per-session variables, which
serves as proof of Precondition 2 of Theorem 5.11.
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5.5.2 Proof of Precondition 1
We wish to show that for all c, d ∈ {1, . . . , nSP}, d 6= c, that there exists ‘helper algorithms’
{HId,cl ,HRd,cl } such that Auxc and these helper algorithms provide a fresh simulation of SPd under
Φc. These helper algorithms are almost identical to the sub-protocol algorithms {SPd.AlgIl, SPd.AlgRl}
described in Section 4.4.3. From the proof of Precondition 2 above we know that after the
negotiation phase of the protocol, we can reconstruct all relevant per-session variables, and wish
to simulate the rest of the protocol run.
Without loss of generality, let us say that the negotiated ciphersuite is pi′.c = d. The first
helper algorithm HRd,c1 is identical to the respective sub-protocol algorithm SPd.AlgI1(skd, pkd, pi)
→ (pi′, KEXDH INIT) and outputs the message KEXDH INIT. Then HId,c1 = SPd.AlgI1(skd, pkd, pi)→
(pi′, KEXDH INIT).
The second helper algorithm HRd,c1 is one of the two algorithms that differ from the re-
spective sub-protocol algorithm SPd.AlgR1(skd, pkd, pi, KEXDH INIT) → (pi′, KEXDH REPLY). In-
stead, the signature step is replaced with a call to the auxiliary oracle Auxc over inputs
(pisi .pid, VC‖VS‖KEXINIT‖KEXREPLY‖pkpi.c‖e‖f‖pi.k) where pisi .pid ← pi′.pid, and KEXINIT and
KEXREPLY are the observed negotiation messages:
HRd,c1 (skd, pkd, pi, KEXDH INIT)→ (pi′, KEXDH REPLY)
1. y
$← Zqpi.c
2. f ← gypi.c
3. K ← ey
4. (pi.sid , pi.k)← SSH-PRFpi.c(K,VC‖VS‖KEXINIT‖KEXREPLY‖pkpi.c‖e‖f)
5. σS ← Auxc(pisi .pid, VC‖VS‖KEXINIT‖KEXREPLY‖pkpi.c‖e‖f‖pi.k)
6. KEXDH REPLY← (f, pkS,pi.c , σS)
The third helper algorithm HId,c2 is exactly identical to the respective sub-protocol algorithm
SPd.AlgI2(skd, pkd, pi, KEXDH REPLY) → (pi′, AUTHREQUEST), which computes the shared session
key, as well as authenticating the server by verifying the server’s digital signature, and out-
puts the message AUTHREQUEST, which requests the mode of authentication. Thus HId,c2 =
SPd.AlgI2(skd, pkd, pi, KEXDH REPLY)→ (pi′, AUTHREQUEST).
The fourth helper algorithm (omitted in server-only authentication) HRd,c2 is identical to the
sub-protocol algorithm SPd.AlgR2(skd, pkd, pi, AUTHREQUEST) → (pi′, AUTHOK or AUTHFAILURE),
which confirms to the server that mutual authentication has been selected, and verifies the
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choice to the client by replying with the algorithm name and public-key. Thus HRd,c2 =
SPd.AlgR2(skd, pkd, pi, AUTHREQUEST)→ (pi′, AUTHOK or AUTHFAILURE).
The fifth helper algorithm (also omitted in server-only authentication) HId,c3 is the second of
the two algorithms that differ from the sub-protocol algorithm SPd.AlgI3(skd, pkd, pi, AUTHOK
or AUTHFAILURE) → (pi′, AUTHREPLY). Instead, the signature step is replaced with a call to
the auxiliary oracle Auxc over inputs (pi
t
j .pid, VC‖VS‖KEXINIT‖KEXREPLY‖pkpi.c‖e‖f‖A) where
pitj .pid← pi′.pkd and A is as calculated below:
HRd,c3 (skd, pkd, pi, AUTHOK or AUTHFAILURE)→ (pi′, AUTHREPLY)
1. A← username‖service‖public-key‖1‖alg‖pkC,pi.c
2. σC ← Auxc(pitj .pid, VC‖VS‖KEXINIT‖KEXREPLY‖pkpi.c‖e‖f‖pi.k,A)
3. AUTHREPLY← A‖σC
Note again that since neg( #–spC ,
#–spS) 6= c (where #–spC ← KEXINIT #–spS ← KEXREPLY),
Φc(VC‖VS‖KEXINIT‖KEXREPLY‖pkpi.c‖e‖f‖pi.k,A) = 0
and the freshness condition is not violated.
The sixth helper algorithm HRd,c3 is identical to the respective sub-protocol algorithm SPd.AlgR3
(skd, pkd, pi, AUTHREPLY)→ (pi′, AUTHSUCCESS or AUTHFAILURE) (in server-only auth., the helper al-
gorithm is identical to SPd.AlgR2(skd, pkd, pi, AUTHREQUEST)→ (pi′, AUTHSUCCESS or AUTHFAILURE)),
which verifies that authentication was successful and responds with the message AUTHSUCCESS, or
AUTHFAILURE otherwise. Thus HRd,c3 = SPd.AlgR3(skd, pkd, pi, AUTHREPLY)→ (pi′, AUTHSUCCESS or
AUTHFAILURE), or in server-only authentication HRd,c3 = SPd.AlgR2(skd, pkd, pi, AUTHREQUEST)→
(pi′, AUTHSUCCESS or AUTHFAILURE).
The seventh and final helper algorithm HId,c4 is identical to the respective sub-protocol algorithm
SPd.AlgI4(skd, pkd, pi, AUTHSUCCESS or AUTHFAILURE)→ (pi′) (in server-only authentication, the
helper algorithm is identical to SPd.AlgI3(skd, pkd, pi, AUTHSUCCESS or AUTHFAILURE) → (pi′).
This algorithm verifies the AUTHSUCCESS message, and accepts the handshake. Thus HId,c4 =
SPd.AlgI4(skd, pkd, pi, AUTHSUCCESSAUTHFAILURE) → (pi) or in server-only authentication mode
HRd,c3 = SPd.AlgI3(skd, pkd, pi, AUTHSUCCESS or AUTHFAILURE)→ (pi′).
The outputs and updated per-session variables for these helper algorithms are indistinguishable
from the outputs from the ‘real’ sub-protocol algorithms for SSH and together with the auxiliary
oracle Aux provide a fresh simulation of a sub-protocol run SPd under Φc.
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5.5.3 Security of SSH with Auxiliary Oracle
Theorem 5.21 (SSH is secure w/aux. oracle). Let SSHc be a signed-DH SSH ciphersuite with
signature scheme SIGc, hash function Hashc; define Auxc and Φc as above. Let µ be the length of
the nonces in KEXINIT and KEXREPLY (µ = 128), nP the number of participating parties and nS
the maximum number of sessions per party. The algorithms B1, . . . ,B5 given in the proof of the





+ AdvcollHashc(BA1 ) + nPAdveuf-cmaSIGc (BA2 ) , (5.22)
and
Advacce-so-aenc-auxSSHc,Auxc,Φc (A) ≤ Advacce-so-auth-auxSSHc,Auxc,Φc (A)
+ nPnS
(
Advddhgc,qc(BA3 ) + AdvprfSSH-PRFc(BA4 ) + AdvbsaeBSAEc(BA5 )
)
,
and BA1 , . . . ,BA5 have approximately the same running time as A.
In order to prove the theorem, we first obtain a bound on the server-only authentication advantage
in Lemma 5.22, then on the channel security advantage in Lemma 5.23.
Lemma 5.22 (Authentication w/auxiliary oracle). Let SSHc be a signed-DH SSH ciphersuite
with signature scheme SIGc, hash function Hashc, Diffie–Hellman group (gc, qc), and BSAE
scheme BSAEc, and define Auxc and Φc as above. The algorithms B1 and B2 given in the proof





+ AdvcollHashc(BA1 ) + nPAdveuf-cmaSIGc (BA2 ) ,
where nP , nS, and µ are as in the statement of Theorem 5.14, and BA1 and BA2 have approximately
the same running time as A.
Proof. The proof of authentication with adversarial access to the auxiliary oracle Auxc proceeds
identically to the proof of the bound on Advacce-so-authSSH (A) in Section 5.4.2 (Lemma 5.15) with
one major change: Game 3, which involves signature forgeries now considers signatures output
by Auxc. Specifically, we note that any queries x made to Auxc either do not help the session to
accept maliciously, or the predicate Φ(x) = 1 for x and thus Auxc will not output a signature.
This is because any query x that helps the session to accept maliciously will include a transcript
of the negotiation phase, and thus uniquely identifies the ciphersuite, satisfying the predicate.
Games 0, 1, and 2 proceed exactly as in the proof of Lemma 5.15. Since the proof has the same
sequence of games with the same probabilities as in Lemma 5.15, we do not give a table of the
proof, which we omit for conciseness.
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Game 0. The game equals the multi-ciphersuite ACCE security experiment described in
Section 6.3.3.
Game 1. In this game we proceed identically to Game 1 in the proof of Lemma 5.15, adding
an abort rule for non-unique nonces, and get the same result.
Game 2. In the next two games we will exclude adversarial modifications of all messages
(KEXINIT to KEXDH INIT) by using a successful adversary to either output a hash collision (in
this game) or a signature forgery (next game). In this game we proceed exactly as Game 2 in
the proof of Lemma 5.15, adding an abort rule for hash collisions, and get the same result.
Game 3. In this game we ensure an adversary cannot use signature forgery to make some
session accept maliciously. If the session pis
∗
i∗ maliciously accepts in the sense of Definition 5.3,
we know from the discussion in the proof of Lemma 5.15 that A has modified at least one of the
key exchange messages and computed a valid signature σ′ over the hash of the correspondingly
modified session string. In order to do this, either A has computed a valid signature itself, or A
has utilised the auxiliary signing algorithm (for the negotiated ciphersuite c) Auxc to compute a
hash and signature on the modified session string. In order for the ACCE-with-auxiliary-oracle
experiment to remain fresh, for all x that A queries to Auxc, we must have that Φc(x) = 0;
in particular, when x is parsed as a session string as given in equation (5.21), the negotiated
ciphersuite neg( #–spC ,
#–spS) 6= c. But all sessions that accept have negotiated ciphersuite equal to
c, and thus no query to the auxiliary oracle helps make any session accept maliciously. We now
embed a euf-cma signature challenger, receive a public key pk, guess the public-key pk j∗ that
the oracle will use for signature verification (again costing our reduction by a factor of nP ) and
replace pk with pkj∗. We know any maliciously accepting oracle has verified a signature σ′ over
a session string where there exists no other oracle pit
∗
j∗ with the same session string. Thus σ
′ was
generated by the adversary, and we can forward (sid′,σ′) as a signature forgery to the euf-cma
signature challenger, and we get:
Pr(break(0)) ≤ Pr(break(0)3 ) + nPAdveuf-cmaSIGc (BA2 ) . (5.23)
Final analysis. After Game 3, all of the server’s relevant key-exchange messages are authen-




3 ) = 0 . (5.24)
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Lemma 5.23 (Channel security w/auxiliary oracle). Let SSHc be a signed-DH SSH ciphersuite
with signature scheme SIGc, hash function Hashc, Diffie–Hellman group (gc, qc), and BSAE
scheme BSAEc, and define Auxc and Φc as above. The algorithms B3, B4, B5, given in the proof
of the lemma, are such that, for all algorithms A,
Advacce-so-aenc-auxSSHc,Auxc,Φc (A) ≤ Advacce-so-auth-auxSSHc,Auxc,Φc (A)
+ nPnS
(
Advddhgc,qc(BA3 ) + AdvprfSSH-PRFc(BA4 ) + AdvbsaeBSAEc(BA5 )
)
.
where nP , nS, and µ are as in the statement of Theorem 5.14, and BA3 , BA4 , BA5 have approximately
the same running time as A.
The proof proceeds identically to the proof of Lemma 5.16 and yields the same result.
5.5.4 Final Result: Multi-Ciphersuite SSH
Combining Lemmas 5.22 and 5.23 from the previous subsection with the composition theorem
(Theorem 5.11) immediately yields that the SSH protocol is multi-ciphersuite secure, even with
key re-use across ciphersuites.
Corollary 5.24 (SSH is multi-ciphersuite secure). Let
#    –
SSH be the multi-ciphersuite SSH protocol
with each of the nSP ciphersuites SSHc being a signed-Diffie–Hellman ciphersuite as in Section 4.4.3.
The algorithms B1, . . . , B5 inferred from the proof are such that, for all algorithms A:







+ AdvcollHashc(BA1 ) + nPAdveuf-cmaSIGc (BA2 )
)
and
Advmcs-acce-so-aenc#   –
SSH,c





Advddhgc,qq(BA3 ) + AdvprfSSH-PRFc(BA4 ) + AdvbsaeBSAEc(BA5 )
)
and BA1 , . . . , BA5 have approximately the same running time as A. Moreover, analogous versions
of the theorem apply for mutual authentication.
5.6 Multi-Ciphersuite Security of TLS 1.2
As described in Section 5.1, the TLS protocol is in general not multi-ciphersuite secure. In
particular, in a cross-ciphersuite attack, identified by Mavrogiannopoulos et al. [71], signed
elliptic curve ephemeral Diffie–Hellman parameters can be interpreted as valid signed finite
field ephemeral DH parameters. However, other combinations of ciphersuites do not suffer

































Figure 5.2: Data structures for signed-Diffie–Hellman ciphersuites in TLS 1.2.
from the attack. In this section, we review this attack, place it in context of our definition
of multi-ciphersuite security, explain why our composition theorem cannot apply to those
ciphersuites.
5.6.1 The Attack of Mavrogiannopoulos et al.
In TLS signed-DH ciphersuites (both finite field and elliptic curve), the ServerKeyExchange
message [3, §7.4.3] contains a data structure with the Diffie–Hellman parameters and server’s
ephemeral public key, as well as the server’s signature on these values. The signature is meant
to provide server-to-client authentication. Figure 5.2 shows the ServerKeyExchange message
and sub-structures for finite field and elliptic curve signed-Diffie–Hellman ciphersuites.
Putting aside the finite-field versus ephemeral Diffie–Hellman case, some multi-ciphersuite use
of TLS is likely to be secure, for example signed finite-field Diffie–Hellman with different hash
algorithms or bulk ciphers. Bhargavan et al. [58] investigate the multi-ciphersuite security of the
TLS handshake, and show that certain combinations of signature schemes, hashes, PRFs, and
key establishment can be proven to be a secure AKE protocol even with key re-use. In the rest
of this section, we examine solely the case of finite-field versus elliptic curve Diffie–Hellman to
illustrate the cross-protocol attack in our model and framework.
In the ServerKeyExchange data structure on the left of Figure 5.2, for both (finite field) DH
and ECDH the digitally-signedstruct signed params is the signature over the client and
server random values and the Diffie–Hellman parameters structure. However, the inputs to the
signature do not contain an indicator distinguishing ServerDHParams or ServerECDHParams:
the fields from the relevant sub-structure are simply concatenated without a prefix. Since the
signature itself does not explicitly indicate whether the thing that is signed is a ServerDHParams
or a ServerECDHParams structure, we are at risk of a cross-ciphersuite attack.
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Mavrogiannopoulos et al. show that there is enough flexibility in the ServerECDHParams
structure to construct something that is valid in both finite field and elliptic curve settings. The
ServerECDHParams structure actually supports several curve type values: explicit prime,
explicit char2, and named curve. The attack works by using an explicit prime curve (which is
why we only show the explicit prime fields in Figure 5.2).5 In particular, if the explicit curve
is actually the secp384r1 standardized curve and the server’s ephemeral private key is selected
randomly, then the ServerECDHParams data structure will also be a well-formed ServerDHParams
structure for a group of around 2048 bits with probability around 2−27.6. Moreover, the resulting
finite field DH group will be smooth with reasonable probability, allowing the attacker to compute
the ephemeral private key, for a total attack success probability of around 2−40.
The recommended fix by Mavrogiannopoulos et al. is to explicitly include the name of the peer,
the handshake transcript, and the chosen key exchange algorithm in the digitally-signed data
structure. An alternative approach to stop the ephemeral private key recovery attack would be
to have the server check whether the DH group is a “good group”, but that may not rule out
other cross-ciphersuite attacks.
5.6.2 The Attack in Our Framework
The above attack demonstrates that TLS signed-Diffie–Hellman ciphersuites are not multi-
ciphersuite secure in the sense of Section 5.2, since an attacker can take a ServerKeyExchange
message from a signed-ECDH ciphersuite and use that message to impersonate that server in
a finite field DH ciphersuite with probability around 2-40, causing a client to accept without
a matching session. Note that this attack relies in some sense on the agreed-upon finite field
Diffie–Hellman group being “weak”. Previous analyses of Diffie–Hellman ciphersuites in TLS
have explicitly assumed that secure DH groups are used, so in a sense this type of attack is
excluded from the security analysis. But in fact the TLS specification gives no mechanism to
check the strength of the proposed finite field DH parameters.
To gain further intuition on the composition theorem of Section 5.3, we will also examine why it
cannot be applied to TLS signed-DH ciphersuites. At a high level, the problem is that we cannot
simultaneously satisfy pre-condition 1 of Theorem 5.11 and have ACCE security with auxiliary
oracle: there is no auxiliary algorithm Aux and predicate Φ such that we have both ACCE
security of signed-DH with auxiliary algorithm Aux under condition Φ and fresh simulatability
of signed-ECDH using the same Aux and Φ.
Suppose we wanted to prove signed-DH and signed-ECDH simultaneously secure using the
composition theorem. For each ciphersuite, we would need to pick an auxiliary algorithm
5Most popular implementations of elliptic curve cryptography in TLS only implement the named curve type,
but the standard does allow explicit curves.
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Aux that would allow us to simulate one ciphersuite using the other. However, as noted above,
some well-formed ServerECDHParams structures are also well-formed ServerDHParams structures.
Thus, there is no predicate Φ that can distinguish ServerECDHParams and ServerDHParams
structures. This means that we cannot prove that signed-DH is ACCE-secure with that Aux and
Φ. We could of course try a different Aux or a more restrictive Φ that excludes some well-formed
but undesirable ServerECDHParams. However, then we would not be able to fully simulate the
ciphersuite (pre-condition 1 of Theorem 5.11). Thus, as we should expect, our composition
theorem cannot be applied to the signed-DH and signed-ECDH ciphersuites in TLS.
5.7 Conclusion
In this chapter we identified a gap in the existing analysis of authenticated key exchange protocols.
The Secure Shell protocol is a widely used internet security protocol without significant provable
security analysis. We utilise the Authenticated and Confidental Channel Establishment protocol
to analyse the Secure Shell protocol’s signed-Diffie–Hellman ciphersuites in both server-only-
authentication and mutual-authentication modes, whereas the ACCE framework was previously
used to analyse another widespread internet protocol - the TLS protocol. We prove that the
main SSH ciphersuites are individually ACCE-secure.
We also identify gaps in existing analysis when capturing the security of protocols that allow
negotiation of ciphersuites, and in particular how to consider the security of the composition
of ciphersuites. We expand the ACCE security model to capture multi-ciphersuite security,
and develop a generic theorem to prove the composition of individually-secure ACCE protocols.
This is done via a simulation argument, and we show that if all digitally-signed objects in SSH
contain identifiers for the ciphersuite that signed it, then one can use a signing oracle to simulate
long-term key re-use across protocols without affecting the individual ACCE security of the
ciphersuite. We then prove that SSH achieves these notions of multi-ciphersuite security.
In the following chapter (Chapter 6), we also use the ACCE provable security framework
presented in Chapter 3: in particular, using ideas presented in this chapter, we consider the
negotiation-ACCE security of the TLS 1.2 protocol described in Section 4.2 by modifying the
multi-ciphersuite-ACCE framework. We continue by showing that some variants of negotiation
in TLS 1.2 are negotiation-ACCE secure.
Chapter 6
Negotiation Security and the TLS
1.2 Protocol
6.1 Introduction
This chapter aims to give a formal treatment of other complex functionality associated with
widespread protocols such as TLS, namely the negotiation of cryptographic parameters such as
ciphersuites and version. We noted in Chapter 4 that the security of negotiation in protocols
such as TLS can have a significant effect on the security of the protocol. This observation was
the main motivation for our investigation. Much of the following has been reproduced from our
work Modelling ciphersuite and version negotiation in the TLS protocol, published
in Proceedings of the 20th Australasian Conference on Information Security and Privacy [81]
(ACISP 2015).
Negotiation of cryptographic options is essential for real-world protocols. The reasons for use
of negotiation are based in both practicality and security. Protocols with many cryptographic
components such as TLS and SSH have been in use for years and updated, e.g. as new attacks
have been discovered on old ciphers [49] and key-exchange mechanisms [52], and replacements
implemented. However, consider a server communicating with a client on legacy software (i.e. the
client hasn’t been updated for a while and still supports older ciphers). The prevailing logic is to
allow the client to use older versions or ciphersuites, and the server supports a range of options
in order to service all clients. Negotiation is the mechanism for choosing which options will be
supported in the communication between the server and the client. We examine two particular
types of negotiation in the TLS protocol: ciphersuite negotiation and version negotiation.
We do so by introducing an extension to the ACCE security model that generically captures
negotiation of “sub-protocols”. In particular, using ideas from the multi-ciphersuite ACCE
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security experiment in Chapter 5, we extend the ACCE security experiment to include “sub-
protocols”: a single protocol (such as TLS) consists of a negotiation protocol NP and a collection
of subprotocols SP1, SP2, · · · ∈ # –SP (such as different ciphersuites or different versions), and in
each session the parties use the negotiation protocol to identify which sub-protocol they will
use for that session. We define secure negotiation for a negotiable protocol, and use this to
derive a negotiation-authentication theorem which allows us to relate the security of sub-protocol
negotiation to ACCE authentication under certain conditions. Intuitively, if each sub-protocol
individually is a secure ACCE protocol with an independent long-term key, and if the transcript
of all of the messages in the negotiation protocol is authenticated by the sub-protocol, then
the authentication detects any attempt by an attacker to carry out a downgrade attack1. It is
important to note that the aforementioned cross-ciphersuite attack breaks ACCE authentication
security under long-term key reuse setting; thus, in order to obtain results on multi-ciphersuite
TLS, our framework assumes that long-term keys are independent for each sub-protocol. Existing
analyses of TLS [30, 48, 56, 57] show that authentication security of TLS holds under independent
long-term key assumptions.
Having established the secure negotiation framework and tools we proceed to study version
and ciphersuite negotiation in TLS in several forms:
1. Ciphersuite negotiation within a single version: For a fixed version of TLS, by application
of the negotiation-authentication theorem we show that TLS provides secure ciphersuite
negotiation.
2. Version negotiation, no fallback: For clients and servers that support multiple versions
of TLS but do not attempt to fall back to earlier versions upon handshake failure, we
show that TLS also provides secure version negotiation via the negotiation-authentication
theorem.
3. Version negotiation, with fallback: For clients and servers that support multiple versions of
TLS and where the client will fallback to earlier versions if the handshake fails, we see that
secure negotiation is not provided, demonstrating that our secure negotiation definition
does detect this undesired behaviour.
4. Version negotiation, with fallback using signalling ciphersuite value (SCSV): A recent
RFC [50] proposes the use of a special flag, called a “signalling ciphersuite value” (SCSV)
in the ordered list of ciphersuite preferences
#             –
csuite in the ClientHello message. We
show that this SCSV does provide TLS with a secure version negotiation mechanism even
when fallbacks are used.
1see Section 4.1.2 for a detailed discussion of downgrade-style attacks
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6.2 Negotiation in the TLS Protocol
In this section, we give the details for ciphersuite negotiation and three variants of version
negotiation in the TLS protocol. The following is a description of the two messages most relevant
to TLS ciphersuite and version negotiation: the ClientHello and ServerHello messages;
descriptions of the subsequent messages can be found in Section 4.2.3.
• ClientHello: Sent by the client to begin the TLS handshake. Consists of: the highest
version that the client supports v; a random nonce rc; the optional identifier of a previous
session (that has negotiated the use of session resumption) that the client wishes to resume;
a list of client ciphersuite preferences #–c ; and an optional list of extensions extensions
describing additional options or functionality.
• ServerHello: Sent by the server in response to ClientHello. Consists of: the negotiated
choice of version v∗; a random nonce rs; a session identifier; the negotiated choice of
ciphersuite c∗; and an optional list of extensions.
For ciphersuite negotiation in TLS, the client sends in its first handshake message a list of its
supported ciphersuites in order of preference, and the server responds with one of those that it
also supports. With respect to version negotiation, most browsers and servers support multiple
versions of TLS, with over 95% of HTTPS-enabled servers supporting TLSv1.0 and nearly 80%
of HTTPS-enabled servers supporting TLSv1.1 and TLSv1.2 [82].
The differences between versions can significantly affect security: TLSv1.1 and TLSv1.2 are
less vulnerable to certain weaknesses in record layer encryption in some ciphersuites due to
additional protections; SSLv3 does not support extensions in the ClientHello and ServerHello
negotiation messages; and some extensions such as the Renegotiation Information Extension [83]
are essential to prevent certain types of attacks; and some ciphersuites with newer, more efficient
and secure algorithms are only supported in TLSv1.2.
The TLS protocol standards support a limited version negotiation mechanism at present: the
client sends the highest version it supports, and the server responds with the highest version
it supports that is less than or equal to the client’s version, and that is the version the parties
continue to use. However, some server implementations do not correctly respond to ClientHello
messages containing higher versions, and instead of returning their highest supported version
in the ServerHello message will instead fail and return an error. Thus, in practice a more
complex version negotiation mechanism is often employed by web browsers, sometimes called the
“downgrade dance”. The client’s browser will try to negotiate the highest version it supports
(say, TLSv1.2); if the handshake fails, then the browser will retry with each lower enabled
version (TLSv1.1, TLSv1.0, SSLv3) until it succeeds. This improved compatibility with incorrect
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server implementation comes at the cost of decreased efficiency and more importantly decreased
security: the client and server have no way of detecting whether the negotiated version is actually
the highest version they both support or a lower version due to an attacker maliciously injecting
failure messages. In light of this potential downgrade attack, a recent standard by Mo¨ller and
Langley has proposed a new backwards-compatible mechanism for detecting such attacks [50], a
Signaling Cipher Suite Value (SCSV). The fallback-SCSV is proposed to work as follows: If the
client is falling back to an earlier version due to a handshake failure, the client includes the SCSV
value in the ordered list of ciphersuites in the ClientHello indicating that it has implemented
fallback, and the version indicated by the ClientHello is not the client’s highest supported
version; if the server observes the fallback SCSV but supports a higher version than the client
requests, the server returns an error indicating that inappropriate fallback has been detected.
We begin by describing ciphersuite negotiation in detail in TLS 1.2. After, we describe the three
different variants of version negotiation:
• Standards-defined version negotiation [3], which we call no-fallback version negotiation
• Downgrade-dance version negotiation, which we call fallback version negotiation
• Fallback version negotiation with the additional SCSV, which we call fallback-SCSV
6.2.1 Ciphersuite Negotiation in TLS
Client session pi Server session pˆi
ClientHello.CipherSuite← pi. #–c
pi.sid ← pi.sid‖ClientHello
#–c ′ ← ClientHello.CipherSuite
c∗ = ci where i = min{j : pˆi.cj ∈ #–c ′}






Figure 6.1: NPcs: Ciphersuite negotiation protocol in TLS 1.2.
As indicated above, in TLS the client sends in ClientHello. #–c a list of supported ciphersuites,
ordered from most preferred to least preferred. If the ordering of these list conflicts between
users due to implementation difference, the server will impose their ordering preference on the
ciphersuite list, potentially outputting the non-optimal ciphersuite. We do not capture this
behaviour in our analysis, however, and assume all parties adhere to the same ordering structure.
The server also has a list of supported ciphersuites ordered by preference, and selects its most
preferred ciphersuite that the client also supports. In our formalism, the adversary activates
each party with the vector #–c of their ordered ciphersuite preferences for that session. This
ciphersuite negotiation protocol NPcs is described algorithmically in Figure 6.1.
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6.2.2 Version Negotiation in TLS
As indicated in the standards, in TLS the client sends in ClientHello.v the highest version
of TLS that it supports, and the server responds in its ServerHello message with the chosen
version. In practice, buggy TLS server implementations sometimes reject unrecognised versions
rather than negotiating a lower version, so some TLS clients will carry out fallback, where they
try again with a lower supported version. We identify three variants of TLS version negotiation as
follows. In our formalism, the adversary activates each party with a vector #–v of their supported
versions for that session.
No-fallback version negotiation, denoted NPv: Version negotiation as defined by the TLS standards
(Figure 6.2).
Client session pi Server session pˆi
ClientHello.client version← max{pi. #–v }
pi.sid ← pi.sid‖ClientHello
v′ ← ClientHello.client version
v∗ = max{v ∈ pˆi. #–v : v ≤ v′}




pi.v ← ServerHello.server version
pi.sid ← pi.sid‖ServerHello
if pi.v 6∈ pi. #–v , then pi.α← reject
Figure 6.2: NPv: No-fallback version negotiation protocol in TLS 1.2.
Fallback version negotiation (the “downgrade dance”), denoted NPv-fb: Version negotiation as
defined by the TLS standards, but allowing version fallback (Figure 6.3).
Client session pi Server session pˆi
(∗) ClientHello.client version← max{pi. #–v }
pi.sid ← pi.sid‖ClientHello
v′ ← ClientHello.client version
if ⊥ = max{v ∈ pˆi. #–v : v ≤ v′}
reply with fatal handshake error
else server responds as in Figure 6.2
if fatal handshake error
pi.sid ← ∅
go to (∗) and try with next highest version†
else pi.v ← ServerHello.server version
pi.sid ← pi.sid‖ServerHello
if pi.v 6∈ pi. #–v , then pi.α← reject
ClientHello
fatal handshake error or ServerHello
Figure 6.3: NPv-fb: Fallback version negotiation in TLS 1.2 (the “downgrade dance”).
† Note that the “go to (∗)” step in the client execution means that execution remains in the
same session for the client; however, the server, receiving a new ClientHello, will start a new
session.
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Fallback version negotiation with SCSV, denoted NPv-fb-scsv: The client proceeds as in fallback
version negotiation, but when falling back to a lower version, the client also includes in its
ciphersuite list a fallback signalling ciphersuite value (SCSV) to indicate that it has fallen back;
this ciphersuite cannot be negotiated, and instead simply serves as a flag. If the server sees
that it would negotiate a version lower than its highest version and the client has included the
fallback SCSV, the server aborts and responds with inappropriate fallback (Figure 6.4).
Client session pi Server session pˆi
(∗) ClientHello.client version← max{pi. #–v }
pi.sid ← pi.sid‖ClientHello
ClientHello
if FALLBACK SCSV ∈ ClientHello.Cipher Suite
and pˆi.v0 > ClientHello.client version,
then reply with inappropriate fallback and abort
else server responds as in Figure 6.3
fatal handshake error or inappropriate fallback or ServerHello
if inappropriate fallback then pi.α← reject and abort
if fatal handshake error
pi.sid ← ∅
ClientHello.Cipher Suite← pi. #–c ‖FALLBACK SCSV
go to (∗) and try with next highest version
else pi.v ← ServerHello.server version
pi.sid ← pi.sid‖ServerHello
if pi.v 6∈ pi. #–v , then pi.α← reject
Figure 6.4: NPv-fb-scsv: Fallback negotiation in TLS 1.2 with signalling ciphersuite value.
Note that in version fallback only the last handshake is authenticated, and specifically does
not include the initial ClientHello and fatal handshake error messages. We capture this
in our formalism as the transcript (pi.sid) resetting in fallback version negotiation: matching
conversations are based solely on the last handshake, rather than all handshakes that may have
fallen back.
6.3 Security of Negotiation in ACCE Protocols
In this section we formalise our notions of negotiation in cryptographic protocols. Given that our
focus case is TLS, we do so by modifying existing notions of security for key exchange protocols
- specifically the Authenticated Confidential Channel Establishment introduced by Jager et al.
[30] and use the modified notions to consider multi-ciphersuite security in Section 5.2.
Here, we extend the definition of Authenticated Confidential Channel Establishment protocols to
cover protocols which negotiate a sub-protocol, and then define the secure negotiation property.
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6.3.1 Negotiable ACCE protocols
In this section we define formally a negotiable ACCE protocol and the corresponding security
notions. We do so by explaining the differences between ACCE protocols (see Section 3.4) and
a negotiable ACCE protocol. We formalize these notions by replicating the multi-ciphersuite
ACCE setting and highlighting our modifications. The basis of our definition is thus the multi-
ciphersuite ACCE definition of Bergsma et al. [68] (for further details, see Section 3.4). We then
define the secure negotiation property.
A negotiable ACCE protocol is composed of a negotiation protocol NP and a collection of sub-
protocols
# –
SP; we use the notation NP‖ # –SP to denote the combined protocol. For example:
• In TLS with multiple ciphersuites, the negotiation protocol NPcs consists of the sending
and receiving of the ClientHello and ServerHello messages as shown in Figure 6.1, and
each sub-protocol SPi corresponds to the remaining handshake messages in ciphersuite i,
and record layer encryption scheme.
• For TLS with multiple versions, each sub-protocol SPi corresponds to a different version of
TLS; the description of the negotiation protocol depends on whether and how fallback is
handled, and is described in Section 6.2.
6.3.2 Execution Environment
The security experiment for a negotiable ACCE protocol is similar to that of multi-ciphersuite
ACCE protocols, but we consider a negotiation security game as opposed to authentication and
channel security games. Let NP‖ # –SP be a multi-ciphersuite ACCE protocol, with | # –SP| = nSP.
Parties and Long-Term Key Generation The execution environment consists of nP parties,
P1, . . . , PnP , each of whom is a potential protocol participant. Each party Pi generates long-term
private key / public key pairs (sk i,n, pk i,n) independently for each sub-protocol SPn ∈ # –SP using
SPn.KeyGen(). We stress again that we do not consider long-term key reuse as in multi-ciphersuite
security, as the security results we intend to use to prove negotiation security in TLS (i.e. the
Jager et al. analysis of TLS DHE ciphersuites [30] and the Krawczyk, Paterson and Wee analysis
of TLS RSA based ciphersuites [48]) also do not consider such cases. In the multi-ciphersuite
ACCE setting, there is a variable δi,{n,m} ← {0, 1} that represents whether party Pi re-uses the
same long-term key for SPn and SPm; since our analysis does not consider long-term key reuse,
we do not use this variable in our formalism.
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Sessions Each party can execute multiple sessions of the protocol, either concurrently or
consecutively. We denote the s-th intialised session of a protocol at party Pi by pi
s
i , where
s ∈ {1, . . . , nS}. We overload the notation so that pisi also denotes the per-session variables pi for
this session. We denote with nSP the size of the set of sub-protocols | # –SP|. We describe below the
collection of per-session variables:
• #–n - the ordered list of sub-protocol negotiation preferences for this session.
• n ∈ {0, nSP} - the index of the negotiated sub-protocol in the ordered list of sub-protocol
negotiation preferences #–n
• ρ ∈ {init, resp} - the role of the session.
• pid ∈ {0, . . . , nP } - the identity of the intended communication peer, defined as the index
j that points to a public-key pk j,n, set after the completion of the negotiation phase.
• α ∈ {in-progress, accept, reject} - the current status of the session
• k ∈ {K,⊥} - the session key
• sid ∈ {0, 1}∗ - the session identifier defined by the protocol specification
• st ∈ {0, 1}∗ - some additional temporary state, potentially the transcript or ephemeral
values.
The per-session variables pisi .(
#–n, n, ρ, pid, α, k, sid , st) are initialized to (
# –
n∗,⊥, ρ∗,⊥, in-progress,
⊥,⊥,⊥), where # –n∗ is the adversary-specified list of ordered sub-protocol preferences, and ρ∗ the
adversary-specified role of the session. In the execution of NP‖ # –SP, the protocol begins by running
the negotiation protocol NP(pisi ,m)→ (pisi ′,m′) which takes as input the collection of per-session
variables pisi and a (potentially empty, if pi
s
i .ρ = init) message m, outputs the updated per-
session variables pisi
′ (and in particular will update the index pisi .n of the negotiated sub-protocol)
a (potentially empty) message m′. Note that the negotiation protocol may be run multiple times
before it completes, and we consider the series of input/output messages m0, . . .mk to be the
negotiation transcript. Once the negotiation protocol completes, the sub-protocol SPn is run and
pid is set, sharing the same set of per-session variables.
Adversary Interaction As in the original ACCE model, the adversary controls all commu-
nications between parties, it directs parties to initiate sessions, delivers messages to parties,
and can reorder, inject, modify, and drop messages at will. The adversary can also compromise
certain long-term and per-session values of parties. The adversary interacts with parties using
the following queries.
The first query models the communication of parties during session establishment.
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• Send(i, s,m) $→ m′: The adversary sends message m to session pisi . Party Pi processes
message m according to the protocol specification and its per-session state pisi , updates its
per-session state, and optionally outputs an outgoing message m′.
There is a distinguished initialization message which allows the adversary to activate the
session with certain information. In particular, the initialization message consists of: the
role ρ the party is meant to play in this session; the ordered list #–n of sub-protocols the
party should support in this session; and optionally the identity pid of the intended partner
of this session.
We note that including the ordered list #–n of sub-protocol preferences in the distinguished
initialisation message allows the adversary to direct a party to prefer certain ciphersuites
in ciphersuite negotiation. For version negotiation in TLS, the order of the list must be
descending and contiguous (i.e. if TLSv1.2 and TLSv1.0 are listed as supported, TLSv1.1
must be listed between them).
This query may return error symbol ⊥ if the session has entered state α = accept and no
more protocol messages are transmitted over the unencrypted channel.
The next two queries as usual model adversarial compromise of long-term and per-session secrets.
• Reveal(i, s)→ k: Returns session key pisi .k.
• Corrupt(i, n)→ sk: Returns party Pi’s long-term secret key sk i,n for sub-protocol n. Note
the adversary does not take control of the corrupted party, but can impersonate Pi in later
sessions of sub-protocol n (i.e. the adversary can still ask Send queries to sessions held by
Pi).
The final two queries model communication over the encrypted channel. The adversary can cause
plaintexts to be encrypted as outgoing ciphertexts, and can cause ciphertexts to be delivered
and decrypted as incoming plaintexts. These are described exactly as in Section 3.4.1, but with
the following exception: since we are returning to the TLS protocol, we require our Encrypt
and Decrypt queries to capture stateful length-hiding authenticated-encryption properties. We
also modify the Encrypt and Decrypt oracles to capture the multi-ciphersuite setting, i.e. that
the underlying encryption and decryption algorithms Enc and Dec are defined by the choice of
subprotocol SPc. We describe the Encrypt and Decrypt oracles in Figure 6.5
6.3.3 Security Definitions
Security of ACCE protocols is defined by requiring that (i) the protocol is a secure authentication
protocol, and (ii) the encrypted channel provides authenticated and confidential communication












Decrypt(i, s, C) :
(j, t)← pisi .pid, v ← v + 1
(m, std)← SPc.Dec(kd, C, std)
if (b = 0)
return⊥
if (v > pitj .u) ∨ (C 6= pitj .C[v])
phase← 1
else
if phase = 1
return m
return ⊥
Figure 6.5: The Encrypt and Decrypt queries in the negotiable ACCE security experiment.
Note that b, c, C[], kd, ke, std, ste, u, v denote the values stored in the per-session variables pi
s
i . Although pi
s
i .pid only
contains the party identifier j, once pisi has accepted every session pi
s
i has a unique matching session pi
t
j known to the
challenger. We revert to the original ACCE’s stateful length-hiding definition [30, 48].
in the sense of stateful length-hiding authenticated encryption. In the multi-ciphersuite setting,
security is further augmented by requiring that the parties agree on the sub-protocol used. In
the negotiation setting, security is captured by requiring certain conditions of the negotiation
phase and authentication of the sub-protocol phase. Later in this chapter, we relate negotiation
and authentication concepts in the ACCE security model. ACCE protocols are divided into two
distinct phases:
• a pre-accept phase, where sessions negotiate cryptographic options, establish secret session
keys and potentially authenticate the communication partner, and
• a post-accept phase, where pairs of sessions use the shared session key in an authenticated-
encryption game.
Since our focus is negotiation, and its relation to authentication, for conciseness we omit details
of the negotiation ACCE model that relate to the secure channel.
Negotiable ACCE security experiment The security experiment is played between an
adversary A and a challenger who implements all parties according to the negotiable ACCE
execution environment. After the challenger initializes long-term keys with SPn.KeyGen(), the
adversary receives the long-term public keys of all parties, then interacts with the challenger
using Send, Reveal, Corrupt, Encrypt, and Decrypt queries, and finally terminates. We begin by
defining when sessions match.
Definition 6.1 (Matching sessions). We say that session pitj matches pi
s
i if
• pisi .ρ 6= pitj .ρ;
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• pisi .n = pitj .n; and
• pisi .sid prefix-matches pitj .sid , meaning that
1. if pisi sent the last message in pi
s
i .sid , then pi
t
j .sid is a prefix of pi
s
i .sid , or
2. if pitj sent the last message in pi
s
i .sid , then pi
s
i .sid = pi
t
j .sid .
We also give the ACCE authentication definition which will be useful for showing security in
negotiable ACCE protocols. We give the formal definitions for both mutual and server-only
authentication in the negotiable ACCE setting, in particular making explicit the choice of
subprotocol for the session pisi .
Definition 6.2 (Negotiable-ACCE Authentication). Let pisi be a session. We say that pi
s
i accepts
maliciously for sub-protocol n∗ if
• pisi .α = accept;
• pisi .n = n∗; and
• pisi .pid = j 6= ⊥, where no Corrupt(j) query was issued before pisi accepted
but there is no unique session pitj which matches pi
s
i .
We define Advacce-authNP‖SPn∗ (A) as the probability that, when A terminates in the ACCE experiment
for NP‖SPn∗ , there exists a session that has accepted maliciously for sub-protocol n∗.
We define Advacce-so-authNP‖SPn∗ (A) as the probability that, when A terminates in the ACCE experiment
for NP‖SPn∗ , there exists an initiator session (i.e., with pisi .ρ = init) that has accepted maliciously
for sub-protocol n∗.
Secure Negotiation Intuitively, a negotiable protocol has secure negotiation if the adversary
cannot cause the parties to successfully negotiate a “worse” sub-protocol than the best (read:
most preferred) sub-protocol they both support. We formalise this via an optimality function,
which will be different for each protocol (for example, the optimality function for TLS ciphersuite
negotiation is different from that of TLS version negotiation).
Definition 6.3 (Optimal negotiation). Let ω( #–x , #–y ) → z be a function taking as input two
ordered lists and outputting an index of an element in one of the lists or ⊥. We say that two
sessions pisi and pi
t
j have optimal negotiation with respect to ω when
pisi .n = pi
t
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For TLS ciphersuite negotiation, since the server negotiates the ciphersuite and does not send
its own list of ciphersuite preferences, the optimality function will be an arbitrary function the
server chooses to implement. We consider the case where the server chooses the first ciphersuite
in the server’s ordered list of preferences also supported by the client, but we also note that
swapping the input values ( #–x , #–y ) will yield the case where the server chooses the first ciphersuite
in the client’s ordered list of preferences supported by the server. We consider the following
optimality function, where #–x is the client list of supported ciphersuites, and #–y the server list of
supported ciphersuites.
ωcs(
#–x , #–y ) = i, where i = min{j : yj ∈ #–x} . (6.2)
For all implementations of TLS version negotiation, the optimality function yields the highest
version that is supported by both the client and the server:
ωvers(
#–x , #–y ) = max{ #–x ∩ #–y } . (6.3)
For TLS version negotiation, we impose the following order of preferences as defined in the RFCs
of TLS 1.2, 1.1, 1.0. In comparison to our original publication, we remove SSL 3.0 and SSL 2.0
from the list of potentially supported TLS versions. This is for two reasons:
• Recent SSL Pulse surveys show that less than 7% of surveyed sites supported SSL 2.0, and
less than 20% of surveyed sites supported SSL 3.0 [82], and
• Both SSL 2.0 and SSL 3.0 have been offically deprecated [51, 84].
TLSv1.2 > TLSv1.1 > TLSv1.0 . (6.4)
We can now define what it means for a protocol to have secure negotiation, either of a particular
sub-protocol or over all sub-protocols. We do so by defining a modification to the ACCE
protocol experiment. Specifically, we formalise the notion that any two sessions have negotiated
a non-optimal sub-protocol if it is not the output of the function ω taking pisi .
#–n and pitj .
#–n and
that they have not broken authentication in the sense of Definition 6.2.
Definition 6.4 (Secure negotiation of a sub-protocol). We say that a session pisi has negotiated
a sub-protocol n∗ insecurely with respect to ω if
• pisi .α = accept;
• pisi .n = n∗;
• pisi has accepted maliciously (in the sense of Definition 6.2); or
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• pisi and pitj do not have optimal negotiation with respect to ω, where pitj is the unique session
that matches pisi .
We define Advneg,ω
NP‖ #–SP,n∗(A) as the probability that, when A terminates in the negotiable-ACCE
experiment for NP‖ # –SP, there exists a session that has negotiated sub-protocol n∗ insecurely with
respect to ω.
Remark 6.5 (Secure negotiation vs. authentication). Secure negotiation, as defined is a stronger
property than authentication: the third condition of Definition 6.4 effectively incorporates the
authentication security definition.
6.3.4 Negotiation-Authentication Theorem
We now present our negotiation-authentication theorem, which allows us under certain conditions
to relate the probability of an adversary forcing a user to insecurely negotiate to NP‖SPn to the
probability of an adversary breaking authentication in NP‖SPn. At first glance, this seems obvious:
if all of the messages in a protocol are securely authenticated and negotiation is correct in the
absence of an active adversary, then it should be impossible for an active adversary to trick the
parties into negotiating a non-optimal sub-protocol. There is a reason why the application of the
theorem is not trivial: In practice, not all protocols authenticate all messages in the handshake.
As we saw in Section 6.2.2, version fallback in TLS results in some parts of negotiation not
being authenticated and we noted earlier in Chapter 4 that ciphersuite downgrade attacks were
possible in SSLv2 as the negotiation phase was not entirely authenticated.
To apply this theorem, the protocol P has to satisfy certain conditions shown in the theorem
statement below. Precondition 1 allows us to reduce negotiation security to ACCE authentication
security, as it captures protocols where all negotiation messages in the handshake protocol are
later authenticated. Precondition 2 is essentially a negotiation correctness definition: in the
presence of an passive adversary, parties negotiate sub-protocols correctly (i.e. same as the
optimal output using both client and server ordered preference lists).
Theorem 6.6. Let NP‖ # –SP be a negotiable ACCE protocol and let ω be an optimality function.
Suppose that:
1. for a session pisi with negotiation transcript m0, . . . ,mk, when pi
s
i .α← accept, the negotia-
tion transcript is a substring of pisi .sid; and
2. in the absence of an active adversary, negotiation is always optimal with respect to ω,
then for all algorithms A and for all sub-protocols SPn,
Advneg,ω
NP‖ #–SP,n(A) = Advacce-authNP‖SPn (A) . (6.5)
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Proof. [⇒] Show that Advneg,ω
NP‖ #–SP,n(A) ≥ Advacce-authNP‖SPn (A).
We wish to show that if NP‖ # –SP has secure negotiation of n, then NP‖SPn has secure authentication.
By Definition 6.4, every session pi where the user has negotiated to NP‖SPn and accepted
maliciously is also a session where pi has insecurely negotiated NP‖SPn (i.e. by our definition,
authentication is a sub-condition of negotiation). Thus Advacce-authNP‖SPn (A) ≤ Adv
neg,ω
NP‖ #–SP,n(A).
[⇐] Show that Advneg,ω
NP‖ #–SP,n(A) ≤ Advacce-authNP‖SPn (A).
We wish to show that if a session pi has secure authentication, then pi has secure negotiation.
Consider a session pi that has accepted, but not maliciously with regards to Definition 6.2.
Since NP‖SPn has secure authentication, then by Definition 6.2 there exists another session pi∗
such that pi.sid prefix-matches pi∗.sid. By Precondition 1 we know that for all messages m,m′
sent and received by the session pi such that NP(pi,m)→ (pi′,m′) (i.e. used by the negotiation
protocol NP) are substrings of pi.sid so it follows that A was passive in the negotiation phase of
the session pi. Then pi and its partner pi∗ negotiated in the absence of a active adversary. By
Precondition 2, we know that negotiation is always optimal with respect to ω in the absence of
an active adversary. We know that pi negotiated optimally to the sub-protocol NP‖SPn, and thus
Advneg,ω
NP‖ #–SP,n(A) ≤ Advacce-authNP‖SPn (A).
Combining these equations allow us to state
Advneg,ω
NP‖ #–SP,n(A) = Advacce-authNP‖SPn (A)
6.4 Analysis of Ciphersuite Negotiation in TLS 1.2
Using our negotiation-authentication theorem from Section 6.3.4, we can show that TLS is
ciphersuite-negotiation secure. We do this by showing that ciphersuite negotiation in TLS
satisfies the two preconditions outlined in our negotiation-authentication theorem, and hence
secure negotiation of ciphersuites is guaranteed by security of authentication.
Corollary 6.7. For the TLS protocol NPcs‖ # –SP with ciphersuite negotiation NPcs as described in
Figure 6.1 and the collection of TLS ciphersuites
# –
SP, an adversary A who can force a user to
negotiate insecurely to NP‖SPn with respect to the TLS ciphersuite optimality function ωcs from
equation (6.2) can also break authentication of that ciphersuite:
Advneg,ωcs
NPcs‖ #–SP,n(A) = Adv
acce-auth
NPcs‖SPn (A) . (6.6)
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Proof. To show that TLS ciphersuite negotiation (NPcs in Figure 6.1) is secure, we apply the
negotiation-authentication theorem. To do so, we must show that the protocol satisfies the two
Preconditions of Theorem 6.6.
Precondition 1. Here we must show that all outputs of the ciphersuite negotiation protocol NPcs
are included in the session identifier sid used to determine matching sessions. The ClientHello
and ServerHello messages are the only two outputs of the ciphersuite negotiation protocol
NPcs. Both are included in the session identifier sid in the per-session variables as we can see
in Figure 6.1, and thus all outputs of the ciphersuite negotiation phase are included in the
session identifier, so Precondition 1 of the negotiation-authentication theorem is satisfied by TLS
ciphersuite negotiation.
Precondition 2. Now we must show that ciphersuite negotiation protocol NPcs is always optimal in
the presence of a passive adversary. Recall that for ciphersuite negotiation in TLS, the optimality
function is ωcs(pi.
#–c , pˆi. #–c ) = min{i : pˆi.ci ∈ pi. #–c } (equation (6.2)). As seen in Figure 6.1, in the
presence of a passive adversary, the client ciphersuite list ClientHello.CipherSuite received by
the server is identical to the client’s pi. #–c . Hence, an honest server computes the optimal ciphersuite
pˆi.ci where i = min{i : pˆi.ci ∈ ClientHello.CipherSuite} = min{i : pˆi.ci ∈ pi. #–c }. Furthermore,
in the presence of a passive adversary, the server-selected ServerHello.ciphersuite received
by the client is identical to pˆi.ci, and thus
pi.c = pˆi.ci = min{i : pˆi.ci ∈ pi. #–c } = ωcs(pi. #–c , pˆi. #–c ) ,
so Precondition 2 of the negotiation-authentication theorem is satisfied by TLS ciphersuite
negotiation.
6.5 Analysis of Version Negotiation in TLS 1.2
In this section, we consider the three variants of TLS version negotiation identified in Section 6.2.2.
The no-fallback version negotiation mechanism specified by the TLS standard can easily be
seen to be secure using our negotiation-authentication mechanism. When version fallback is
permitted, version negotiation is no longer secure, as we demonstrate with a counterexample,
and thus our model successfully captures this weakness of fallback. Finally, when the signaling
ciphersuite value (SCSV) version fallback detection mechanism is used, we can show that TLS
becomes version-negotiable secure.
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6.5.1 TLS 1.2 No-Fallback Version Negotiation is Secure
It is straightforward to apply our negotiation-authentication theorem to show that TLS with
no-fallback version negotiation (NPv described in Figure 6.2), provides secure version negotiation.
Here the session identifier consists of the entire transcript, which includes the client and server’s
version information, so Precondition 1 of Theorem 6.6 is satisfied. It is clear that TLS provides
optimal version negotiation in the presence of a passive adversary, so Precondition 2 is satisfied.
Thus the negotiation-authentication theorem yields Corollary 6.8.
Corollary 6.8. For the TLS protocol with no-fallback version negotiation NPv as described in
Figure 6.2 and TLS versions
# –
SP, an adversary A who can force a user to negotiate insecurely to
version SPn with respect to the TLS version optimality function ωvers from equation (6.3) can
also break authentication of that version:
Advneg,ωvers
NPv‖ #–SP,n (A) = Adv
acce-auth
NPv‖SPn (A) . (6.7)
Proof. To show that TLS version negotiation without fallback (NPv in Figure 6.2) is secure, we
apply the negotiation-authentication theorem. To do so, we must show that the protocol satisfies
the two preconditions of Theorem 6.6.
Precondition 1. First we must show that all outputs of the no-fallback version negotiation
protocol NPv are included in the session identifier sid used to determine matching sessions. This
is very straightforward: the ClientHello and ServerHello messages are the only two outputs
of the version negotiation protocol NPv. Both are included in the session-identifier sid in the
per-session variables as we can see in Figure 6.2, and thus all outputs of the version negotiation
phase are included in the session identifier, so Precondition 1 of the negotiation-authentication
theorem is satisfied by no-fallback version negotiation.
Precondition 2. Now we must show that the no-fallback version negotiation protocol NPv
is always optimal in the presence of a passive adversary. Recall that for version negotia-
tion in TLS, the optimality function is ωvers(pi.
#–v , pˆi. #–v ) = max{pi. #–v ∩ pˆi. #–v } (equation (6.3)).
As seen in Figure 6.2, in the presence of a passive adversary, the nominated client version
ClientHello.client version is identical to the client’s max{pi. #–v } Hence, an honest server
computes the optimal version pˆi.v = max{v ∈ pˆi. #–v : v ≤ client version} = max{v ∈ pˆi. #–v :
v ≤ max{pi. #–v }} = max{pi. #–v ∩ pˆi. #–v }. Furthermore, in the presence of a passive adversary, the
server-selected ServerHello.server version received by the client is identical to pˆi.v, and thus,
pi.v = pˆi.v = max{pi. #–v ∩ pˆi. #–v } = ωvers(pi. #–v , pˆi. #–v ) ,
so Precondition 2 of the negotiation-authentication theorem is satisfied by no-fallback version
negotiation.
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6.5.2 TLS 1.2 Fallback Version Negotiation is Not Secure
When examining version negotiation in TLS with fallback (NPv-fb from Figure 6.3), notice that
many different ClientHello messages may be sent by the client before the handshake is accepted
by the server. An active adversary may force this behaviour: instead of delivering the first
few ClientHello attempts at handshake messages to the server, the adversary responds with
fatal handshake error, until the client sends a ClientHello which has a sufficiently low
version that the adversary is satisfied. In practice, this may mean a client and a server both
supporting TLSv1.2 may be downgraded to TLSv1.0 by an adversary returning a handshake
error until the client attempts a TLSv1.0 ClientHello with a successful response. In this
scenario, the session clearly has sub-optimal version-negotiation—the client and server both
support TLSv1.2, but the adversary has caused a version 1.0 negotiation—and this provides a
example that TLS with fallback is not version-negotiable secure.
In terms of our negotiation-authentication theorem, it fails to apply here because not every output
of the negotiation phase is authenticated by the sub-protocol: only the successful ClientHello
message is included in the transcript and is considered for matching sessions. Much like the
ciphersuite-downgrade vulnerability in SSLv2, this allows an active adversary to modify and
delete any of the previous exchanges between the server and client.
6.5.3 TLS 1.2 Fallback Version Negotiation with Version-Fallback SCSV is
Secure
Similar to TLS fallback version negotiation, TLS fallback version negotiation with SCSV
(NPv-fb-scsv as described in Figure 6.4) does not acknowledge or authenticate any messages
previous to the fatal handshake message in the session identifier, and as such does not satisfy
Precondition 1 of Theorem 6.6. Thus, we cannot use the negotiation-authentication theorem to
show generically that that fallback version negotiation with SCSV securely negotiates version.
Instead, we provide a direct argument to show that fallback version negotiation with SCSV is
secure provided that no-fallback TLS version negotiation is secure.
Theorem 6.9. For the TLS protocol with fallback version negotiation with SCSV NPv-fb-scsv as
described in Figure 6.4 and TLS versions
# –
SP, an adversary who can force a user to negotiate inse-
curely to version SPn with respect to the TLS version optimality function ωvers from equation 6.3
can also break authentication of that version:
Advneg,ωvers
NPv-fb-scsv‖ #–SP,n(A) ≤ Adv
acce-auth
NPv-fb-scsv‖SPn(B) . (6.8)
Proof. The security argument proceeds by showing that an adversary who is successful in
breaking fallback version negotiation with SCSV is also successful in breaking authentication
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of the underlying ACCE protocol. We give a high-level description of the simulator behaviour
below.
The simulator B in our argument recreates the SCSV mechanisms described in Figure 6.4 and
the SCSV [50] by using a version negotiation TLS challenger C for TLS with no-fallback version
negotiation; more precisely, B simulates the negotiable ACCE experiment for NPv-fb-scsv‖ # –SP using
a challenger for NPv‖ # –SP.
B initially forwards all adversarial queries to the challenger C for each session. After receiving the
ClientHello message for a session pi from the adversary A, the simulator is able to determine
whether the version in the ClientHello would cause a handshake error. This is because the
protocol behaviour is known to B, including fallback behaviour. Since A initialised all sessions
with the list of supported subprotocols #–n , (which B forwarded to the NPv‖ # –SP challenger), B can
determine if a handshake between sessions should result in a fallback error. If the error would
occur, B replies to A directly with fatal handshake error. If the error would not occur, B
faithfully forwards all queries for that session between A and C.
Upon receiving a fatal handshake error from A intended for a session pi, the simulator uses a
Send query to activate a new session pi′ that is activated identically to pi except FALLBACK SCSV
is also included in the list of supported ciphersuites and the list of supported versions for pi′ is
modified to no longer include the highest supported version v of the session pi. B also adds pi to
a fallback list FL to determine which sessions have performed version-fallback.
Note that from A’s point-of-view, pi′ and pi are the same continuous session, and B now directs
all queries sent to pi to pi′ instead.
As well, B, upon receiving a ClientHello from A that contains FALLBACK SCSV in the list of
supported ciphersuites, determines if the server’s highest supported version is higher than the
client’s indicated version in the ClientHello. If so, B replies with an inappropriate fallback
error message. Note that the alert is fatal, so the simulator B will disregard all further Send
queries directed to the server’s session. If not, B forwards the ClientHello to C and continues
to forward all messages for these sessions between A and C.
This describes the simulator’s behaviour during the experiment. Suppose at some point A breaks
the negotiable security of a session pi∗. There are two cases:
1. pi∗ appears on B’s fallback list FL.
2. pi∗ does not appear on FL.
Let eventFL be the event that a A has broken the negotiable security of a session pi∗ that appears
on the fallback list FL, and event¬FL the event that A has broken the negotiable security of
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a session pi∗ that does not appear on the fallback list FL. Let AdvFL(A) be the advantage of
A in causing eventFL to occur, and Adv¬FL(A) the advantage of A in causing event¬FL. It
follows then that Advneg,ωvers
NPv-fb-scsv‖ #–SP,n(A) is bounded by max{AdvFL(A),Adv¬FL(A)}. We bound
each case below:
1. If pi∗ does appear on B’s fallback list FL, then the simulator will have rejected any
non-optimal handshakes containing the SCSV. It follows then that the session must have
accepted maliciously (either by A impersonating the server party or by modifying the
handshake of the fallback session pi∗′). Thus an insecure fallback to version SPn in B’s
simulation of NPv-fb-scsv‖ # –SP directly translates to an authentication break in SPn. Hence,
AdvFL(A) ≤ Advacce-authNPv-fb-scsv‖SPn(B).
2. If pi∗ does not appear on B’s fallback list FL, then all messages were forwarded faith-
fully between A and C. An insecure version fallback to version SPn in B’s simulation
of NPv-fb-scsv‖ # –SP thus directly translates to insecure version negotiation to version SPn
in C’s execution of NPv‖ # –SP. Hence, Adv¬FL(A) ≤ Advneg,ωversNPv‖ #–SP,n (A). By Corollary 6.8,
Adv¬FL(A) ≤ Advacce-authNPv-fb-scsv‖SPn(B).
Since in both cases we derive the same bound, we can say that:
Advneg,ωvers
NPv-fb-scsv‖ #–SP,n(A) ≤ Adv
acce-auth
NPv-fb-scsv‖SPn(B)
6.5.4 Need for Contiguous Support of TLS Versions for Fallback with SCSV
As shown above, SCSV does give additional protection against version downgrade attacks in TLS
implementations that support version fallback. However, we observe that there is a drawback to
the SCSV proposal as it stands: Non-contiguous support of versions in TLS implementations (a
viable scenario in practise) can hamper interoperability between systems supporting checking for
insecure fallback using SCSV.
In some implementations of TLS,2 users can select a non-contiguous subset of TLS versions (for
instance, enabling TLSv1.2 and TLSv1.0, but not TLSv1.1).
In relation to the SCSV, this can result in a connection attempt that could fail to accept without
adversarial interaction. Consider the following scenario: suppose a client user selects TLSv1.2
2The current version of Microsoft Internet Explorer (11) and previous versions allow users to configure which
subset of SSL/TLS versions are enabled (Internet options → Advanced → Security); Mozilla Firefox up to version
22 did as well. On the server side, Apache mod ssl, Microsoft IIS, and nginx all allow the server administrator to
select which subset of SSL/TLS versions to enable.
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and TLSv1.0 to support, and attempts to connect to a server that only supports TLSv1.1 and
TLSv1.0, and will therefore return a fatal handshake error for TLSv1.2. The client sends a
ClientHello with TLSv1.2. After the server fails to parse the TLSv1.2 handshake correctly, it
reply with a fatal handshake error message. The client falls back, sending a new ClientHello
message with its next highest supported version, TLSv1.0, and includes FALLBACK SCSV in the
ciphersuite list to indicate it is falling back. The server notes the SCSV and rejects the handshake
with inappropriate fallback, as recommended in the SCSV proposal because the server’s
highest supported version (TLSv1.1) is higher than the client’s indicated version (TLSv1.0),
despite the fact that the optimal negotiated version would be TLSv1.0.
An alternative mechanism for secure version fallback would be to include a signalling ciphersuite
value for each version the client supports; this would allow the parties to detect insecure fallback
while allowing non-contiguous version support.
Ciphersuite and Version Negotiation in TLS 1.3 In recent drafts of TLS 1.3 [85], there
have been new extensions to help address the problems with version negotiation in TLS. TLS 1.3
now has a new ClientHello message extension, called the Supported Versions extension, which
now resembles ciphersuite negotiation in TLS 1.2. In particular, the supported versions
extension contains all versions of TLS that the client is able to support. The server will only
attempt TLS handshakes that the client has offered to support. If version fallback behaviour
continues to occur, the negotation-authentication theorem still won’t be able to prove version
fallback in a generic way, but support for the Supported Versions extension should allow us to
prove version fallback in TLS 1.3 secure in a similar manner to Section 6.5.3. This extension
will also address the contiguous support problem that we discussed earlier, as the client is able
to indicate the exact subset of versions that they support.
6.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we have identified gaps in existing security analysis of internet protocols such
as TLS. In particular, we draw attention to the mechanism of negotiation of a cryptographic
sub-protocol that is used in modern channel establishment protocols that support a range of
ciphersuite, version and extension options. We modified the definition of multi-ciphersuite ACCE
protocols to account for and capture the security of this negotiation. We show that the security
of the negotiation mechanism can relate to authentication security under certain conditions.
We analyse TLS ciphersuite and version negotiation (in several flavours) utilising previous
comprehensive ACCE proofs of TLS ciphersuites. We develop a negotiation-authentication
theorem and show that ciphersuite negotiation in TLS is secure, under certain conditions about
long-term key reuse. We follow by showing that the version negotiation in standards-defined
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TLS and the TLS implementation with the SCSV is also secure, but demonstrate that TLS
implementations that utilise browser-based version fallback mechanisms are not version-negotiable
secure. This analysis holds for TLS configurations that exclude sharing long-term keys across
multiple versions. In practice, our analysis requires that TLS configurations (in order to have
ciphersuite negotiation security) must use independent long-term keys and thus distinct digital
certificates for each ciphersuite; this is currently a necessary cost in order to prevent cross-
ciphersuite-like attacks from breaking authentication in TLS. To the best of our knowledge,
no web server software currently permits configuring different certificates for different TLS
ciphersuites with the same signing/key transport algorithm, nor different certificates for different
TLS versions.
Continuing our trend of analysing the TLS protocol, in the following chapter (Chapter 7)
we analyse several drafts of the TLS 1.3 protocol, in particular draft-05 session resumption,
draft-10 PSK-based ciphersuites and the full draft-16 EC(DHE) handshake as well as PSK-
based ciphersuites. We do so by using the Multi-Stage Key Exchange framework described in
Section 3.3, and modifying it to capture preshared secret key exchange. Using similar techniques
to Chapter 5, we prove that each of these handshakes is secure in their respective frameworks.
Chapter 7
Multi-Stage Security and the TLS
1.3 Protocol
7.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces a series of analyses of TLS 1.3 drafts 05, 10 and 16, focusing primarily
on the preshared key ciphersuites and session resumption mechanisms. We formalise notions of
preshared symmetric secrets in the multi-stage key exchange model, and prove various TLS 1.3
handshakes secure, with comments on the overall design process. Much of the following has been
reproduced from our works A cryptographic analysis of the TLS 1.3 handshake protocol
candidates, published in the Proceedings of the 22nd ACM SIGSAC Conference on Computer
and Communication Security, and A cryptographic analysis of the TLS draft-10 full and
pre-shared key handshake protocol, presented at the TLS 1.3 Ready or Not Workshop at
the Network and Distributed System Security Symposium 2016.
7.1.1 Why Do We Need a New Version of TLS?
In recent years many attacks have targeted aspects of the TLS protocol. Downgrade attacks
have targeted negotiation of Secure Sockets Layer version 2, which has been deprecated [54].
Version fallback (discussed in Chapter 6) in certain TLS implementations has been used to
downgrade users to Secure Sockets Layer version 3, in order to exploit vulnerable cryptography
[7]. Key-reuse and how digital signatures are computed in (EC)DHE handshakes in all version
of TLS have been exploited to break the key-exchange mechanisms in such handshakes [71].
Support of RC4 has been exploited (in particular the biases in RC4) to decrypt payload data
[49]. Padding oracle attacks allowed weaknesses in CBC-mode encryption to be exploited for
plaintext recovery attacks [86]. As a response to this and the increasing amounts of payload
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data that are being continually sent over HTTPS [82], 2014 saw the beginnings of a discussion
of a new version of TLS — TLS 1.3 — that intended to simplify and make efficient the TLS
handshake as well as its security analysis.
In order to achieve these goals, the new handshake protocol of TLS 1.3 is substantially different
from previous versions of TLS, but the success of simplifying the protocol logic is dubious at
best. Such changes include: encrypting parts of the handshake to ensure identity confidentiality
and unlinkability; removal of RSA key-exchange in response to repeated attacks on padded
RSA encryption; extensions that allow users to send groups of Diffie–Hellman key exchange
parameters for increased compatability and efficiency; improved ciphersuite and version negotia-
tion mechanisms, (in particular TLS 1.3 ciphersuites simply define the AEAD cipher and hash
function, signature algorithms have been given a separate extension, and version negotiation
now closely resembles ciphersuite negotiation via supported version extensions); drastic changes
to the key-schedule; replacement of TLS key derivation functions with HKDF; replacement of
TLS Finished message computation with HMAC; changes to session resumption later merged
with PreSharedKey (PSK) ciphersuites; the introduction of PSK-based 0RTT handshakes in the
form of early data extensions.
7.1.2 Are The Changes Sound?
As a result of the TLS handshake has grown in complexity, and considering the saturation of the
TLS protocol throughout the internet, it is important that we as cryptographers have properly
scrutinised the new protocol. We present a series of works examining the security of TLS 1.3,
providing commentary on recent drafts and particularly draft-16, arguing about the security
of the (EC)DHE, PSK and PSK(EC)DHE handshakes. Our provable security analysis is done
in the multi-stage key exchange model, a Bellare–Rogaway-based authenticated key exchange
(MSKE) model that is based on composability notions introduced by Brzuska et al. [42] and was
formalised by Fischlin and Gu¨nther [22], see Chapter 3 for more details. We extend and modify
the MSKE model to capture preshared key authentication and key-exchange, which we denote
the multi-stage preshared key exchange (MS-PSKE) model. This has been an ongoing effort to
verify the theoretical security of TLS 1.3 before standardisation and widespread implementation
makes patching of security vulnerabilities a difficult process.
Early work analysing TLS 1.3 was generally positive. In addition to our own analysis in the
MSKE and MS-PSKE frameworks, Li et al. [46] extended the MSKE model and analysed TLS 1.3
draft-10. In particular, they capture sequential executions of handshake explicitly, as opposed
to our composability approach of Brzuska et al. that requires a public session matching algorithm
to be proven to exist, and then treating sequential PSK and PSK(EC)DHE handshakes as
symmetric-key protocols. Krawczyk and Wee [87] provide a provable security analysis of OPTLS
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and its collection of handshakes including (EC)DHE, PSK and PSK(EC)DHE modes, as well as
a semi-static (EC)DHE ciphersuite for 0RTT (EC)DHE handshakes. This semi-static (EC)DHE
handshake was included in several drafts of TLS 1.3 (from drafts 07 to 12), but has since been
removed. This analysis was done in the Canetti-Krawczyk security model, with justification for
how the security analysis applied to TLS 1.3, which shares a cryptographic core.
Kohlweiss et al. provide an analysis of a modified variant of TLS 1.3 draft-05 [88] (in particular,
their variant does not capture privacy of the server certificate, as it is unencrypted) in the
constructive cryptography framework which allows modular proving of cryptographic subprotocols
that are composed together and retain security guarantees. Badertscher et al. also utilise
the constructive cryptographic framework and define augmented secure channels, capturing
an abstracted AEAD-secured channel as used in TLS 1.3, where messages are divided into
two segments: one has guarantees only of authenticity, while the other captures privacy and
authenticity. They also suggest formal definitions for the TLS 1.3 record layer, and describe
modifications to TLS 1.3 in order to acheive these security notions.
Not all the research has been positive, however. Jager, Schwenk and Somorovsky [53] show that
RSA key re-use is not secure in TLS 1.3 if the key is also used in a server that can be used as a
Bleichenbacher signing oracle allowing impersonation attacks, though as TLS 1.3 signs ephemeral
values, they concede that the attack is not practical as it is currently described. Cremers et al. [89]
use the Tamarin prover [90] — which performs symbolic analysis of key exchange protocols by
proof search — to analyse TLS 1.3 draft-10. Their work is largely positive of draft-10, where
they cover interactions between (EC)DHE, PSK and PSK(EC)DHE handshakes. However, their
analysis uncovered an attack on the (at the time) proposed post-handshake client authentication
mechanism, which allowed impersonation attacks on PSK resumption handshakes; this was
addressed in later drafts describing post-handshake authentication. On a similar note, Krawczyk
proposes compilers for the purpose of transforming a unilateral-authentication protocol into a
mutual-authentication protocol [91], capturing post-handshake client authentication in TLS 1.3
and proving that the post-handshake authentication achieves the properties necessary to generate
such a compiler.
7.1.3 Security Model
Since TLS 1.3 derives multiple secrets for use in keyed security protocols (i.e. the handshake
traffic key, the application traffic key, the exporter master secret and the resumption master
secret) it is appropriate to analyse using the Multi-Stage Key Exchange model, introduced by
Fischlin and Gu¨nther [22] to analyse Google’s QUIC protocol. In particular, the MSKE model
is a BR-style key-exchange model (i.e. the threat model and adversary queries are identical)
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that has been modified to analyse protocols where many keys are derived. Each time a key is
computed, this signals the transition of the session into the next stage.
However, there are substantial differences between the MSKE model introduced in the QUIC
paper, and the MSKE model that we use to analyse TLS 1.3. For instance, TLS has various
authentication levels across different stages of the protocol: handshake keys are only authenticated
later in the protocol, so their initial use is unauthenticated, implying that the first stage of TLS
is always unauthenticated. This is in addition to the inclusion of both unilateral (i.e. server-only)
and mutual authentication (i.e. both client and server). We also note that the identity of the
session partner is negotiated during the protocol run by accepting a digital certificate, and as
such allows identities to be post-specified (i.e. potentially unknown at the start of a session and
set once during the protocol run).
In order to prove a composition result (such that we can reason about the security of derived
session keys used in future symmetric-key protocols such as authenticated encryption schemes)
we also introduced the notion of contributive identifiers (as described in Section 3.3.2) which
allow us to Test sessions with an honest partner (i.e such that previous messages received have
been sent by the intended partner) even if the final message has been sent. This can be seen as
analogous to prefix-matching in matching conversation definitions in ACCE-style models, where
the adversary is allowed to issue Test queries to sessions even if the last message sent by the
queried session has not been received by the matching partner.
7.1.4 Contributions
As stated above, we modify and extend previous work on the MSKE model. We also provide an
extensive description of draft-16, which was the most recent draft at the time of writing but
has since been succeeded by further drafts. This can be found in Section 4.3.1.
While (EC)DHE handshakes can be proven secure in the MSKE model, session resumption,
PSK-based, and 0RTT handshakes cannot, due to how the handshakes are authenticated: in
standard MSKE, authentication is assumed to be done via public-key cryptography, made
explicit in the Corrupt query available to the adversary. We introduce the Multi-Stage Pre-Shared
Key-Exchange (MS-PSKE) model for analysing the security of preshared secret key-exchange
protocols, and define an adversary that is capable of leaking the long-term pairwise secret
pss and (if they do so) can easily break the security for all sessions deriving keys with that
same long-term preshared secret. To account for forward-secret PSK-based handshakes (that
negotiate both an (EC)DHE group and a preshared secret), we also consider the security of such
handshakes against adversaries which can corrupt the long-term preshared secrets of sessions
after the establishment of the secret key.
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We then use the MSKE and MS-PSKE models to analyse draft-16 of TLS 1.3, as an unpublished
contribution. The analysis follows very similarly to previous works, where the differences are
limited to changes arising from the differences in the key-schedule. In particular, we examine the
draft-16-(EC)DHE handshake using authentication via digital signatures, as well as preshared key
cipersuites draft-16-PSK and draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE. We describe the proofs of these handshakes
in full detail, but limit the presentation of our analysis of draft-05 session resumption and
draft-10 PSK-based handshakes to stating the relevant theorems. These results are only of use
to the reader interested in the history of our analysis, and we refer such readers to the original
papers for further details [43], [44].
Our co-authors provided a study of the (EC)DHE handshakes of draft-05 and draft-10 in
the MSKE model, and we present an analysis of session resumption and preshared secret
functionalities in draft-05 and draft-10. Session resumption is a mechanism for two TLS
sessions that have previously completed a handshake and computed a pairwise shared secret to
reestablish an authenticated and confidential channel without having to perform full (EC)DHE
key-exchange or signature authentication. By draft-10 session resumption had been merged with
preshared key ciphersuites. Now sessions use the derived resumption master secret value RMS
in order to generate PSKs for use in later handshakes. By draft-16, these PSKs had been used
as the basis of 0RTT and PSK-based handshakes.
We also examine a flaw in our previous analysis with regards to the Decisional Diffie-Hellman
assumption as its used in our proof of draft-10-PSK(EC)DHE. In particular, we note that due to
subtleties in our models, it is possible for an adversary to force detectable changes in challenger
behaviour before and after DDH substitutions in our previous proof. As a result, the arguments
from our previous works are not valid and the proof incorrect. We instead show that the
pseudorandom-oracle Diffie–Hellman assumption corrects this flaw, at the cost of a “more” non-
standard (but not implausible) assumption, namely, the PRF-ODH assumption. However, the
cryptographic analysis of signed-Diffie–Hellman ciphersuites in TLS 1.2 also required the PRF-
ODH assumption [30, 48], and as such we argue that our use of PRF-ODH is not controversial.
7.1.5 Limitations of our Analysis
We note that TLSv1.3 is still in progress (and indeed was updated as recently as November
2016) and as such our analysis is limited to the TLS 1.3 drafts at the time of writing. This will
almost certainly differ from the actual TLS 1.3 protocol upon release, though working group
editors assure the TLS Mailing List that it is approaching its final draft. However, we note
that security analysis and feedback was essential to the process of standardisation, and our
comments and work was distributed to the TLS mailing list. Krawcyzk and Wee’s OPTLS [87]
work was the main source of influence for the drastic changes between draft-05 and draft-10,
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and Cremers et. al [89] discovery of a flaw in the 0RTT handshake forced the draft authors
to redesign authentication mechanisms in TLS draft 10. We note that constructing proofs of
security highlight protocol design decisions and the inability to argue about the security of design
choices can lead to the discovery of weaknesses.
One of the intended design goals of TLS 1.3 is to support the possibility for zero round-trip time
(0-RTT) for the handshake protocol, which would enable transmission of application data from
the client to the server on the first message flow, saving latency. This unfortunately comes with
inherent problems, namely, lack of forward secrecy and the possibility of replay attacks. We note
that draft-05 did not contain sufficient specification on this point to allow analysis. draft-16
contains significant specification on 0RTT keys and authentication mechanisms, but we do not
analyse such handshakes in our work. We do however, infer the security of such handshakes
based on our previous analysis of PSK-based handshakes.
As noted above, our compositional approach allows for the separate analysis of the full handshake,
the record layer, and the session resumption handshake, and then composition shows that the
various keys output from the handshake can be safely used with the record layer encryption and
session resumption. This suggests the following approach to prove the full TLS protocol suite to
be secure: show that session resumption itself constitutes a secure key exchange protocol (with a
pre-shared symmetric key which comes from the handshake protocol here), compose it securely
with the record layer protocol, and then “cascade” this composed symmetric-key protocol with
the handshake protocol. Unfortunately, one limitation of the current composition frameworks
is that composition is only supported between a key exchange protocol with forward secrecy
and an arbitrary symmetric key protocol. This holds here for the main handshake protocol
and allows us to immediately argue secure composition with session resumption or with the
record layer. However, unlike PSK(EC)DHE, session resumption and PSK ciphersuites do not
provide forward secrecy (with respect to corruption of the resumption (pre-)master secrets),
so we cannot automatically conclude safe use of the session keys output by session resumption
or PSK ciphersuites in the record layer. Extending the composition framework to support
multi-stage key exchange protocols without forward secrecy is left for future work.
7.2 Multi-Stage PreShared-Secret Key Exchange Model
We present in this section the multi-stage preshared-secret key exchange model (MS-PSKE),
a security model that captures the use of long-term symmetric secrets to authenticate users
running a multi-stage key exchange protocol. We modify the MSKE model to capture aspects
of adversarial interactions that have changed from the asymmetric setting. We note that
the MS-PSKE model is virtually verbatim from Section 3.3 with differences limited to how
the experiment generates and distributes multiple preshared secrets #        –pss i,j established between
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protocol participants Pi, Pj , associated with public preshared secret identifiers psid . The
adversary is given control to the establishment of these preshared secrets, via access to a query
NewSecret, that establishes a preshared secret between parties Pi, Pj , with preshared secret
identifier psid . Modifications to the restrictions on A to ensure that A cannot win the MS-PSKE
game trivially.
7.2.1 Preliminaries
Identically to the MSKE model, we denote with U the collection of identities of protocol
participants P1, . . . , PnP , identified by some i ∈ U . Each protocol participant can concurrently
run multiple instances of a MS-PSKE protocol, which is referred to as a session. Sessions are
identified with a tuple label ∈ U × U × N, where a session with label label = (i, j, s) is the s-th
instance of the protocol executed between protocol participants Pi, Pj .
The challenger generates pss values when prompted by the adversary, maintaining two lists of
(nP ) · (nP − 1) vectors of:
• preshared secrets between distinct protocol participants, denoted #        –pss i,j , and
• preshared secret identifiers of the preshared secrets between distinct protocol participants,
denoted
#           –
psid i,j .
Each session is initialised with a key index κ of the preshared secret pss used in the protocol
execution. Each pss is uniquely identified via a public preshared secret identifier psid , chosen by
the adversary. Note that the κ-th entry in #        –pss i,j corresponds to the κ-th secret shared between
parties Pi and Pj , and the κ-th entry in
#           –
psid i,j corresponds to its preshared secret identifier.
We follow MSKE in Section 3.3 in defining authentication types unauth and stage-j mutual
authentication. Our secret compromise paradigm also follows MSKE, modelling the leakage
of long-term preshared secrets and session keys, while not capturing the leakage of short-lived
ephemeral secrects and internal protocol state.
For each session, the collection of per-session variables is maintained as an entry in the session
list ListS. We denote with [ ] the initial value set by a session if the adversary does not specify
otherwise.
• label ∈ LABELS: the (administrative) session label
• i ∈ U : the session owner
• j ∈ (U ∪ {∗}): the intended communication partner, potentially post-specified.
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• ρ ∈ {init, resp}: the session owner’s role in this session
• auth ∈ AUTH ⊆ {unauth, mutual}M: the intended authentication type of each stage t ∈
{1, . . . , M} from the set of supported properties AUTH. Note that M is the maximum stage
(where M can be arbitrarily large) and autht the authentication level in stage t.
• κ ∈ N: the index of the preshared secret established between Pi, and Pj
• pss ∈ ({0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥}): the preshared secret [⊥] to be used in the session
• psid ∈ ({0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥}): the preshared secret identifier [⊥] of the preshared secret to be
used in the session
• α ∈ {in-progress, accepted, rejected}: the current status [in-progresst] of the session
in stage t.
• stage ∈ {0, . . . , M}: the current stage [0], where M is the maximum stage and stage is
incremented to t when α reaches acceptedt or rejectedt
• sid ∈ ({0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥})M: sid t [⊥] indicates the session identifier in stage t > 0
• cid ∈ ({0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥})M: cid t [⊥] indicates the contributive identifier in stage t > 0
• k ∈ ({0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥})M: kt [⊥] indicates the established session key in stage t > 0
• stk ∈ {fresh, revealed}M: stk ,t [fresh] indicates the state of the session key kt
• tested ∈ {true, false}M: test indicator tested t [false], where true indicates that the
adversary has issued a Test query to the session in stage t.
As before, if we add a partially specified tuple (label, i, j, ρ, auth, pss, psid) to ListS, then
the other entries are set to their default value. As labels are unique, we write as a shorthand,
e.g., label.sid for the element sid in the tuple with label label in ListS, and analogously for
other entries. We often refer to the set of ordered preshared secrets #        –pss i,j and preshared secret
identifiers
#           –
psid i,j , and use
#        –pss i,j [l],
#           –
psid i,j [l] to refer to the l-th entry of these sets.
7.2.2 Adversary Model
While the Send, Test and Reveal queries are almost verbatim from the original model in Section
3.3, inheriting the key independence treatment, and forward-secrecy notions. Corrupt has been
replaced with CorruptPSK to capture the leakage of long-term symmetric secrets shared between
two distinct parties. Finally, the new query NewSecret allows the adversary to establish new
preshared secrets between parties. The adversary can interact with the protocol via the following
queries:
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• NewSecret(i, j, κ, psid): The challenger first checks that the entry #        –pss i,j [κ] is empty, re-
turning ⊥ if #        –pss i,j [κ] 6= ⊥. The challenger also confirms that psid does not already exist
in the experiment as a psid for any pss, returning ⊥ to the adversary if so. This ensures
global uniqueness of the psid value. The challenger creates a new preshared secret sampled
uniformly at random and independently of each other from the preshared secret space
and stores it in #        –pss i,j [κ] and
#        –pssj,i[κ]. Also stores the adversary-provided psid value in
#           –
psid i,j [κ] and
#           –
psid j,i[κ].
• NewSession(i, j, κ, ρ, auth): Creates a new session for participant identity j with role ρ
and aiming at achieving authentication type auth. If the entry #        –pss i,j [κ] is empty, return
⊥. Otherwise the challenger generates a unique new label label and adds the entry
(label, i, j, κ, ρ, auth) to ListS. The challenger sets the per-session variable label.psid to
the κ-th entry of
#           –
psid i,j , and the per-session variable label.pss to the κ-th entry of
#        –pss i,j .
• CorruptPSK(i, j, κ): Returns #        –pss i,j [κ] to the adversary. No other queries are allowed to
sessions with labels label such that label.psid =
#           –
psid i,j [κ]. In the non-forward secret case,
for each session with label′ such that label′.psid = label.psid , set label′.stk ,t (for all i) to
revealed. All keys output by sessions with the same preshared secret are considered
disclosed. In the case of stage-j forward secrecy, for each session with label′ such that
label′.psid = label.psid , set label′.stk ,t to revealed only if t < j or t > stage. This captures
the notion that previous stage keys that are forward-secret are not considered disclosed.
Reveal queries issued to sessions as a result of key-dependent security are processed as in
the CorruptPSK query definition of the MSKE model.
• Send(label,m): Sends a message m to the session with label label. If there is no tuple
(label, i, j, ρ, auth, k, pss, psid , α, stage, sid , cid , k , stk , tested) in ListS, return
⊥. Otherwise, run the protocol on behalf of i on message m and return the response
and the updated state of execution α. As before, if ρ = init and m = init, the
protocol is initiated. If during protocol execution, the status of the session α changes to
acceptedt for some t, the protocol execution halts and acceptedt is returned as result to
the adversary, that can later trigger the resumption of the protocol execution by issuing
a special Send(label,Continue) query. This is to allow the adversary to test a session
key before use in algorithms in future stages prevents it. If the status of the session α
changes to α = acceptedt for some t and there is a tuple with label label
′ in ListS with
label.sid t = label
′.sid t and label′.stk ,t = revealed, then, for key-independence, label.stk ,t
is set to revealed as well, whereas for key-dependent security, all label.stk ,t′ for k
′ ≥ t are
set to revealed. If the status of the session changes to α = acceptedt for some t and there
is a tuple with label label′ in ListS with label.sid t = label′.sid t and label′.tested t = true,
then set label.kt ← label′.kt and label.tested t ← true. If the status of the session changes
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to α = acceptedt for some t and the intended communication partner j is corrupted, then
set stk ,t ← revealed.
• Reveal(label, t): Reveals label.kt, the session key of stage t in the session with label label.
If there is no tuple (label, i, j, ρ, auth, k, pss, psid , α, stage, sid , cid , k , stk , tested)
in ListS, or t > label.stage, or label.tested t = true, then return ⊥. Otherwise, set
label.stk ,t to revealed and provide the adversary with label.kt. If there is a tuple with
label label′ in ListS such that label.sid t = label′.sid t and label′.stage ≥ t, then label′.stk ,t
is set to revealed to ensure that partnered session keys are also considered revealed.
If t = label.stage, set label.stk ,j = revealed for all j > t, as they may depend on the
revealed key. If a partnered session label′ with label.sid t = label′.sid t has label′.stage = t,
then set label′.stk ,j = revealed for all j > t. Note that if however label′.stage > t, then
keys label′.kj for j > t derived in the partnered session are not considered to be revealed
by this query since they have been accepted previously, i.e., prior to label.kt being revealed
in this query.
• Test(label, t): Tests the session key of stage t in the session with label label. This oracle
is given a uniformly random test bit btest as state which is fixed throughout the game. If
there is no tuple (label, i, j, ρ, auth, k, pss, psid , α, stage, sid , cid , k , stk , tested) in
ListS or if label.α 6= acceptedt, return ⊥.
If a tuple with label label′ is in ListS with label.sid t = label′.sid t, but label′.α 6= acceptedt,
set the ‘lost’ flag to lost← true. This ensures that keys can only be tested if they have
just been accepted but not used yet in both the session and partnered session (if it
exists). If label.autht = unauth, but there is no tuple with label label
′ (for label 6= label′)
in ListS with label.cid t = label
′.cid t, then set lost ← true. This ensures that having
an honest contributive partner is a prerequisite for testing sessions in unauthenticated
stages.1 If label.tested t = true, return label.kt, ensuring that repeated queries will be
answered consistently. Otherwise, set label.tested t to true. If the test bit btest is 0, sample
label.kt
$← K at random from the session key distribution K. This means that we substitute
the session key by a random and independent key which is also used for future deployments
within the key exchange protocol. Moreover, if there is a tuple with label label′ in ListS
with label.sid t = label
′.sid t, also set label′.kt ← label.kt and label′.tested t ← true to ensure
consistency in the special case that both label and label′ are in state acceptedt and, hence,
either of them can be tested first.
Return label.kt.
1Note that ListS entries are only created for honest sessions, i.e., sessions generated by NewSession queries.
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7.2.3 Security of Multi-Stage Preshared Key Exchange Protocols
We adapt the notions for matching and multi-stage key secrecy to the preshared secret setting,
essentially replacing long-term secret compromise with preshared secret compromise.
7.2.3.1 Match Security
As previously, Match security for preshared-secret key exchange protocols ensures that session
identifiers effectively match the partnered sessions which must share the same view on their
interaction. Note that the following conditions for Match security are identical to Match security
conditions for MSKE models with the exception of condition 4, which was modified to account
for agreement upon preshared secret key index.
1. sessions with the same session identifier for some stage hold the same key at that stage,
2. sessions with the same session identifier for some stage agree on that stage’s authentication
level,
3. sessions with the same session identifier for some stage share the same contributive identifier
at that stage,
4. sessions are partnered with the intended (authenticated) participant, and for mutual
authentication share the same key index,
5. session identifiers do not match across different stages, and
6. at most two sessions have the same session identifier at any stage.
The security game GMatchΠ (A) is as follows.
Definition 7.1 (Match security). Let Π be a key exchange protocol with security parameter
λ and A a PPT adversary interacting with Π via the queries defined in Section 7.2.2 in the
following game GMatchΠ (A):
Query. The adversary A has access to the queries NewSecret, NewSession, Send, Reveal, and
CorruptPSK.
Stop. At some point, the adversary stops with no output.
We say that A wins the game, denoted by GMatchΠ (A) = 1, if at least one of the following
conditions hold:
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1. There exist two distinct labels label, label′ such that label.sid t = label′.sid t 6= ⊥ for some
stage t ∈ {1, . . . , M}, label.α 6= rejectedt, label′.α 6= rejectedt, but label.kt 6= label′.kt.
(Different session keys in the same stage of partnered sessions.)
2. There exist two distinct labels label, label′ such that label.sid t = label′.sid t 6= ⊥ for some
stage t ∈ {1, . . . , M} but label.autht 6= label′.autht (Different authentication types in some
stage of partnered sessions.)
3. There exist two distinct labels label, label′ such that label.sid t = label′.sid t 6= ⊥ for some
stage t ∈ {t, . . . , M}, but label.cid t 6= label′.cid t or label.cid t = label′.cid t = ⊥. (Different
or unset contributive identifiers in some stage of partnered sessions.)
4. There exist two distinct labels label, label′ such that label.sid t = label′.sid t 6= ⊥ for some
stage t ∈ {1, . . . , M}, label.autht = label′.autht ∈ {unilateral, mutual}, label.ρ = init,
and label′.ρ = resp, but label.j 6= label′.i or (only if label.autht = mutual) label.i 6= label′.j
or (only if label.autht = mutual) label.κ 6= label′.κ.
5. There exist two (not necessarily distinct) labels label, label′ such that label.sid t = label′.sid t′ 6=
⊥ for some stages t, t′ ∈ {1, . . . , M} with t 6= t′. (Different stages share the same session
identifier.)
6. There exist three distinct labels label, label′, label′′ such that label.sid t = label′.sid t =
label′′.sid t 6= ⊥ for some stage t ∈ {1, . . . , M}. (More than two sessions share the same
session identifier.)
We say Π is Match-secure if for all adversaries A the following advantage is negligible in the
security parameter λ:
AdvMatchΠ (A) := Pr
[




The Multi-Stage security game GMulti-Stage,KΠ (A) similarly defines Bellare–Rogaway-like key secrecy
in the multi-stage setting with pre-shared keys as follows.
Definition 7.2 (Multi-Stage security). Let Π be a preshared key exchange protocol with (session)
key distribution K and security parameter λ and A a PPT adversary interacting with Π via the
queries defined in Section 7.2.2 in the following game GMulti-Stage,KΠ (A):
Setup. Choose the test bit btest
$← {0, 1} at random, and set lost← false.
Query. The adversary has access to the queries NewSecret, NewSession, Send, Reveal, CorruptPSK,
and Test. Note that some queries may set lost to true.
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Guess. At some point, A stops and outputs a guess b.
Finalize. The challenger sets the ‘lost’ flag to lost← true if there exist two (not necessarily
distinct) labels label, label′ and some stage t ∈ {1, . . . , M} such that label.sid t = label′.sid t,
label.stk ,t = revealed, and label
′.tested t = true. (Adversary has tested and revealed the
key in a single session or in two partnered sessions.)
We say that A wins the game, denoted by GMulti-Stage,KΠ (A) = 1, if b = btest and lost = false. We
say Π is Multi-Stage-secure in a (key-dependent, key-independent) and (non-forward-secret, stage-
j forward-secret) manner with concurrent authentication properties AUTH if Π is Match-secure
and for all PPT adversaries A the following advantage is negligible in the security parameter λ:
AdvMulti-Stage,KΠ (A) := |2 Pr
[
GMulti-Stage,KΠ (A) = 1
]
− 1| . (7.2)
7.3 Security of TLS 1.3 draft-16 Handshakes
In draft-16 of TLS 1.3 [85], there are four handshake variants that a client and server can
negotiate. In particular, there is a 0RTT draft-16-early handshake which we do not analyze,
and the draft-16-(EC)DHE, draft-16-PSK and draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE handshakes, resembling
analysis of draft-10 handshakes in [44].
We use the MSKE model as defined by our co-authors to analyse the security of the draft-16-(EC)DHE
handshake, and use our introduced MS-PSKE security model to analyse the security of the
draft-16-PSK and draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE as both a non-forward secret and forward-secret multi-
stage key-exchange protocol using long-term secrets as authentication mechanisms. We begin
with our analysis of draft-16-(EC)DHE.
Note that in the sections that follow we will often use Ext and Exp as shorthand for the
HKDF.Extract and HKDF.Expand functions respectively.
Difficulties with proving draft-16 secure In our proof that follows, we must replace both
the values HTS (the handshake traffic secret) and MS (the master secret) with random values
(similar to proof jumps in Chapter 5), as we require that both values are indistinguishable
from random as a step towards showing that tkhs and tkapp (among other keys) are themselves
indistinguishable from randomly sampled keys.
However, this presents a problem: if one recalls the draft-16 key-schedule from Section 4.3.1,
the reader will notice that both HTS and MS are derived from the extracted HS secret value
directly, but are done separately using HKDF.Expand and HKDF.Extract respectively.
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If we try and prove our key-schedule secure in a naive fashion, (i.e replacing HTS with a PRF
hop that assumes HKDF.Expand is a secure PRF, then MS with a PRF hop that assumes
HKDF.Extract is a secure PRF) then after we replace HTS we can no longer compute MS
concretely, as the value HS is now internal to the HTS PRF game.
In order to overcome this problem, we instead assume that HMAC (the underlying primitive that
composes both HKDF.Expand and HKDF.Extract) is a secure PRF. Now we can replace both
HTS and MS in a single game hop that uses HS as an internal value, and our proof can proceed
normally.
However, this is an inelegant solution, but one that is necessary due to the construction of the
draft-16 TLS 1.3 key-schedule.
7.3.1 Security of the draft-16-(EC)DHE Handshake
We begin by defining the session identifiers and thus contributive identifiers for each stage.
We define the session and contributive identifiers for all stages (where stage 1 derives the
handshake traffic keys tkhs, stage 2 the application traffic keys tkapp, stage 3 derives the
exporter master secret and stage 4 derives the resumption master secret) to include all messages
as well as the distinguishing label used in the derivation of the appropriate secret. Note
that handshake-key-expansion, application-key-expansion, exporter-master-secret, and
resumption-master-secret are labels distinguishing each of the stages. We choose them by the
label that is included as the salt input of the HKDF.Extract call that computes the tkhs, tkapp, EMS
and RMS secrets respectively. CH, . . . , CF are the messages ClientHello, . . . ClientFinished
sent during protocol execution.
sid1 = cid1 = (CH, SH, handshake-key-expansion) and
sid2 = cid2 = (CH, SH, EE, CR, SCRT, SCV, SF, application-key-expansion) and
sid3 = cid3 = (CH, SH, EE, CR, SCRT, SCV, SF, CCRT, CCV, CF, exporter-master-secret) and
sid4 = cid4 = (CH, SH, EE, CR, SCRT, SCV, SF, CCRT, CCV, CF, resumption-master-secret)
Theorem 7.3 (Match security of draft-16-(EC)DHE). The draft-16-(EC)DHE handshake is
Match-secure: for any efficient adversary A we have
AdvMatchdraft-16-(EC)DHE(A) ≤ n2S · 1/q · 2−|nonce| , (7.3)
where nS is the maximum number of sessions, q is the group order, and |nonce| = 128 is the
bit-length of the nonces.
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Proof. We need to show the six properties of MSKE Match security. The proof for each of the
six properties is almost verbatim from proof of MSKE Match security of draft-10-(EC)DHE. The
exception is the first property (Sessions with the same session identifier for some stage hold the
same session key), which is expanded upon as the key-schedule makes the claim non-trivial to
verify. We give the full details for each proof (for clarity).
1. Sessions with the same session identifier for some stage hold the same session key. We
note that there are 4 keys computed in draft-16-(EC)DHE.
• tkhs - the handshake traffic key
• tkapp - the application traffic key
• RMS - the resumption master secret
• EMS - the exporter master secret.
We restate the computation for each, and show that equal session identifiers means equal
session keys.
tkhs = Exp(Exp(Ext(Ext(0
HLen, 0HLen), gxy), label5‖H2‖Hash(0HLen)), label6) (7.4)
where label6 =“handshake key expansion”, label5 = “handshake traffic secret” and H2 =
Hash(CH‖SH). Since gx, gy ∈ CH, SH respectively and for a stage 1 key CH, SH ∈ sid1, sessions
with the same session identifier have the same handshake traffic key tkhs.
We recall that tkapp is derived via:
MS = Ext(Ext(Ext(0, 0), gxy), 0) (7.5)
tkapp = Exp(Exp(MS, label7‖H5‖Hash(0)), label10) (7.6)
where label10 = “application key expansion”, label7 = “application traffic secret”, and
H5 = Hash(CH‖ . . . ‖SF). Again, at the time of derivation of tkapp, CH, . . . , SH ∈ sid2, and
sessions with matching session identifiers will compute identical keys.
For stage 3, (EMS), the key is computed as:
Exp(MS, label8‖H8‖Hash(0)) (7.7)
where label8 =“exporter master secret” and H8 = Hash(CH‖ . . . ‖CF).
At the time of EMS derivation for both session CH, . . . , CF ∈ sid3 and thus sessions with
matching session identifiers will compute identical keys.
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For stage 4, (RMS), the key is computed as:
Exp(MS, label9‖H8‖Hash(0)) (7.8)
where label9 =“resumption master secret” and H8 = Hash(CH‖ . . . ‖CF).
At the time of RMS derivation for both session CH, . . . , CF ∈ sid4 and thus sessions with
matching session identifiers will compute identical keys.
2. Sessions with the same session identifier for some stage agree on the authenticity of the
stage.
As in previous drafts, the tkhs key is always unauthenticated in (EC)DHE handshakes,
and so all sessions agree on the authenticity of stage 1. In stage 2 (tkapp), we note that
sessions that agree on the session identifier will also agree on whether a CR, CCRT and CCV
messages were sent. If the session identifiers of the two sessions only includes CH, SH, EE
and SF, then both sessions agree the authentication level of the stage 2 (and 3 and 4) keys
is unauth. Respectively, the same argument holds for sessions where CH, . . . CR, . . . CCRT,
CCV, CF are included in the session identifier signifying mutual authentication as well as
CH, SH, EE, SCRT, SCV, SF, and CF signifying unilateral authentication mode.
3. Sessions with the same session identifier for some stage share the same contributive
identifier.
Since for each stage the contributive identifier is a possibly complete subset of the session
identifier, we can see that this holds for all stages.
4. Sessions are partnered with the intended partner.
We begin by restricting ourselves to stages such that at least one of the sessions is
authenticated (and thus identified), so our focus is on stage 2, stage 3 and stage 4 as stage
1 is always unauthenticated. Since for all modes identity information is sent in the SCRT,
CCRT messages, agreement on session identifiers implies agreement on identities.
5. Session identifiers are distinct for different stages.
We not that as before sid1 is strictly shorter than sid2, sid3 and sid4 and thus is always
distinct from these stages. In addition, in draft-16-(EC)DHE sid2 (tkhs) is also strictly
shorter than sid3, sid4 and is also distinct from these stages. Finally, we note that our
definitions for sid3 and sid4 contain unique identifying labels and are thus distinct.
6. At most two sessions have the same session identifier at any stage.
Both client and server nonces and gx, gy are included in all stages’ session identifiers (as
they are sent in the CH, SH messages), and thus the probability of three-fold colliding
session identifiers is bounded by the probability of both nonce collision and group element
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collision and thus: n2S · 1/q · 2−|nonce| where nS is the maximum number of sessions, q is
the group order, and |nonce| = 128 is the nonces’ bit-length.
For Multi-Stage security of draft-16-(EC)DHE there are three distinct cases where an adversary
can issue a Test query:
• Session with label label.ρ = init without an honest contributive partner in the first
stage. Specifically, for label.cid1, there exists no session with (distinct) label
′ such that
label.cid1 6= label′.cid1. (Test Client Without Stage-1 Peer)
• Session with label label.ρ = resp without an honest contributive partner in the first
stage. Specifically, for label.cid1, there exists no session with (distinct) label
′ such that
label.cid1 6= label′.cid1. (Test Server Without Stage-1 Peer)
• Session with label such that there exists a session with label label′ such that label.sid1 =
label′.sid1. (Test Session With Stage-1 Peer)
Recall from Section 7.3.1 that cid1 = (CH, SH, handshake-key-expansion), and that sessions
without honest contributive identifiers in the first stages imply that there exists no session with
matching CH, SH messages. Since the first stage in draft-16-(EC)DHE is always unauthenticated,
by the fail conditions defined in the Test query2 A cannot issue a Test(label, 1) query as it would
set lost← true. Instead, we consider stages two, three and four deriving tkapp, EMS and RMS
where the server is authenticated (i.e. sessions with label.auth2 = auth3 = auth4 = mutual or
unilateral). Since accepting these keys is dependent on signature verification, we reduce the
event that sessions accept in stages two, three and four without honest contributive identifiers in
stage one to the event that sessions accept forged signatures, and thus the probability of the
adversary winning the Multi-Stage security game is negligible. This covers the first two cases.
In order to show the third case, we show that if the keyshares sent in the CH and SH messages are
honest (which, by the definition of the case, is true) then the probability of the adversary winning
the Multi-Stage game by the real-or-random session key distinguishability game is negligible for
any of the stages (under standard assumptions).
Theorem 7.4 (Multi-Stage security of draft-16-(EC)DHE). The draft-16-(EC)DHE handshake is
Multi-Stage-secure in a key-independent and forward-secret manner with authentication properties
unauthenticated, stage-2 unilateral and stage-2 mutual authentication. Formally, for any efficient
adversary A against the Multi-Stage security game there exist efficient algorithms B1, . . . , B10
2Specifically the following: If label.autht = unauth, but there is no tuple
(label′, j, i, ρ′, auth ′, α′, stage ′, sid ′, cid ′, k ′, st ′k , tested
′) (for label 6= label′) in ListS with cid t = cid ′t, then
set lost← true. This ensures that having an honest contributive partner is a prerequisite for testing sessions in
unauthenticated stages.
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such that
AdvMulti-Stage,K
draft-16-(EC)DHE(A) ≤ 4nS ·
(









+ AdvprfHMAC(B6) + AdvprfHKDF.Expand(B7) + AdvprfHKDF.Expand(B8)
+ AdvprfHKDF.Expand(B9)
)
where nS is the maximum number of sessions, and nP the maximum number of users.
Proof. We restrict the adversary A to make only a single Test query, reducing its advantage by
a factor at most 1/(4nS) via a hybrid argument presented by our co-authors in previous work
[43]; this also fixes the label of the tested session label and the stage t that the Test query was
issued in. To begin, we give an overview of the structure of the proof in Table 7.2, highlighting
the changes between games as well as the difference in A’s probability of success introduced by
the change.
Game Changes to the game Assumption used Probability difference
0 Initial MSKE − −
Multi-Stage game
0.5 Reduce to single
Test query, fix Test Hybrid argument 4nS ·
(
session label
1 Abort when hash Collision-resistant AdvcollHash(B1) +
collisions occur hash functions
2 Abort if receiving euf-cma-secure
a signature forgery signatures and number of nP ·Adveuf-cmaSIG (B2)
)
for a guessed party parties in experiment
Table 7.1: A concise description of the proof of draft-16-(EC)DHE Case A and Case B
(Client/Server Test Session without Stage 1 Partner).
Case A. Client Test Session Without Stage 1 Partner
Game 0. This initial game equals the Multi-Stage game with a single Test query, and thus:
AdvG0
draft-16-(EC)DHE(A) = Adv1-Multi-Stagedraft-16-(EC)DHE(A).
Game 1. In this game, the challenger aborts if any two honest sessions compute the same hash
value for different inputs in any evaluation of the hash function Hash. We can break the collision
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resistance of Hash in case of this event by letting a reduction B1 output the two distinct input
values to Hash in the following way: We denote with eventhash the event that the challenger
aborts due to a hash collision. We can bound the probability Pr(eventhash) occurring by the
advantage of AdvcollHash(B1) of an adversary B1 against the collision-resistance security of the hash
function Hash. To this extent B1 acts a challenger in the collision-resistance security game by
using the Hash function to compute all hash values in the experiment honestly, and running A
as a subroutine.
If the event eventhash occurs, B1 outputs the two distinct input values to the collision-resistance
security game. Note that B1 perfectly emulates A until eventhash occurs. Since B wins if
eventhash occurs, we can bound the probability of eventhash with the advantage of A against
the collision-resistance of the negotiation hash function Hash and thus:
AdvG0
draft-16-(EC)DHE(A) ≤ AdvG1draft-16-(EC)DHE(A) + AdvcollHash(B1).
Game 2. In this game, we abort if the tested session receives a valid signature σ′ in SCV (such
that SIG.Vfy(pk j , σ
′,Hash(CH‖SH)‖Hash(0)) = 1) and σ′ has not been computed by an honest
server session. We denote with eventsig the event that the challenger aborts due to signature
forgery. We bound the probability Pr(eventsig) by the advantage Adv
euf-cma
SIG (B2) of an adversary
B2 against the euf-cma-security of the negotiated signature scheme SIG. In this game, B2 begins
the Multi-Stage game by initialising a euf-cma security game, then guessing a user j ∈ U in
the Multi-Stage security game and initialising the public-key pk j as the challenge public-key
output by euf-cma, but generates all other public-keys as in the Multi-Stage game and returns
the collection of public-keys to A. B2 now acts as in Game 1, except when party Pj has to use
the private-key sk j for signatures — here B2 queries the signing oracle in the euf-cma game. We
note that by the definition of this case, all other sessions do not have matching session identifiers
for stage one. Thus, since the session identifier sid1 of the test session consists of CH‖SH, the
verified signature σ′ is over Hash(CH‖SH), and by the previous game, in which we abort if there
are any hash collisions, we know that no honest contributive session would have output the
signature σ′. Thus σ′ represents a signature forgery, and was never queried to the euf-cma game.
B2 wins if eventsig occurs and has guessed the correct user j such that the forged signature is
over public-key pk j . Thus we have:
AdvG1
draft-16-(EC)DHE(A) ≤ nP ·
(
AdvG2
draft-16-(EC)DHE(A) + Adveuf-cmaSIG (B2)
)
.
We note that since B2 now aborts if the signature σ′ received by the tested session was a forgery,
and by the definition of the case no honest session would create a signature σ′, it follows that
the tested session will never accept signature verification and thus will never output keys tkhs,
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EMS or RMS. It follows then that the adversary cannot Test the session in stages two, three
and four and will get no information about the test bit btest. Thus:
AdvG2
draft-16-(EC)DHE(A) = 0
Case B. Server Test Session Without Stage 1 Partner
To begin, we note that the proof jumps and probabilities are identical to Case A, and as such
refer readers to Table 7.2 for an overview of the structure of the proof.
Game 0. This initial game equals the Multi-Stage game with a single Test query, and thus:
AdvG0
draft-16-(EC)DHE(A) = Adv1-Multi-Stagedraft-16-(EC)DHE(A).
Game 1. In this game, the challenger aborts the game if any two honest sessions compute the
same hash value for different inputs in any evaluation of the hash function Hash. The argument
follows from Game 1 in Case A in constructing a adversary B3 against the collision-resistance of
the hash function and thus:
AdvG0
draft-16-(EC)DHE(A) ≤ AdvG1draft-16-(EC)DHE(A) + AdvcollHash(B3).
Game 2. In this game, we abort if the tested session receives a valid signature σ′ in CCV
(such that SIG.Vfy(pk j , σ
′,Hash(CH‖ . . . SCV)‖Hash(0)) = 1) and σ′ has not been computed by
an honest client session. We denote with eventsig the event that the challenger aborts due to
signature forgery. We bound the probability Pr(eventsig) by the advantage Adv
euf-cma
SIG (B4) of
an adversary B4 against the euf-cma-security of the negotiated signature scheme SIG. In this
game, B4 begins the Multi-Stage game by initialising a euf-cma security game, then guessing a
user j ∈ U in the Multi-Stage security game and initialising the public-key pk j as the challenge
public-key output by euf-cma, but generates all other public-keys as in the Multi-Stage game
and returns the collection of public-keys to A. B4 now acts as in Game 1, except when party Pj
has to use the private-key sk j for signatures — here B4 queries the signing oracle in the euf-cma
game. We note that by the definition of this case, all other sessions do not have matching session
identifiers for stage one. Thus, since the session identifier sid1 of the test session consists of
CH‖SH, the verified signature σ′ is over Hash(CH‖ . . . SCV), and by the previous game, in which
we abort if there are any hash collisions, we know that no honest contributive session would
have output the signature σ′. Thus σ′ represents a signature forgery, and was never queried to
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the euf-cma game. B4 wins if eventsig occurs and has guessed the correct user j such that the
forged signature is over public-key pk j . Thus we have:
AdvG1
draft-16-(EC)DHE(A) ≤ nP ·
(
AdvG2
draft-16-(EC)DHE(A) + Adveuf-cmaSIG (B4)
)
We note that since B4 now aborts if the signature σ′ received by the tested session was a forgery,
and by the definition of the case no honest session would create a signature σ′, it follows that
the tested session will never accept signature verification and thus will never output keys tkhs,
EMS or RMS. It follows then that the adversary cannot Test the session in stages two, three
and four and will get no information about the test bit btest. Thus:
AdvG2
draft-16-(EC)DHE(A) = 0
Case C. Test with Partner
We now address the final case that the tested session (which may be client or server) accepts
with an honest contributive partner in the first stage. Since the honest partner exists in the first
unauthenticated stage (and indeed, all stages in this case may be unauthenticated) we consider
all stages. To begin, we give an overview of the structure of the proof in Table ??, highlighting
the changes between games as well as the difference in A’s probability of success introduced by
the change.
Game 0. This initial game equals the Multi-Stage game with a single Test query, and thus:
AdvG0
draft-16-(EC)DHE(A) = Adv1-Multi-Stagedraft-16-(EC)DHE(A).
Game 1. In this game we guess the session with label′ (from at most nS in the game) such
that the guessed session is the honest contributive partner of the tested session in the first stage,




Game 2. In this game we replace the handshake secret HS derived in both the tested session
and, if one exists, its contributive partner session by a uniformly random value H˜S
$← {0, 1}λ.
We can turn any adversary A able to distinguish this change with non-negligble probability into
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Game Changes to the game Assumption used Probability difference
0 Initial MSKE − −
Multi-Stage game
1 Guess honest contributive Number of sessions nS ·
(
partner of the Test session
2 Replace HS computations with
uniformly-random values, in PRF-ODH assumption Advprf-odhG,q,HKDF.Ext(B5) +
both Test and partner session
3 Replace HTS and MS with PRF security of
uniformly-random values, in HMAC AdvprfHMAC(B6) +
both Test and partner session
4 Replace tkhs with PRF security of
uniformly-random values, in HKDF.Expand AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B7) +
both Test and partner session
5 Replace ATS,EMS,RMS with PRF security of
uniformly-random values, in HKDF.Expand AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B8) +
both Test and partner session
6 Replace tkapp with PRF security of
uniformly-random values, in HKDF.Expand AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B9)
)
both Test and partner session
Table 7.2: A concise description of the proof of draft-16-(EC)DHE Case A and Case B
(Client/Server Test Session without Stage 1 Partner).
an adversary B5 against the prf-odh assumption for dual-PRF3 HKDF.Extract in the group G
when keyed with secret keying material in the salt input. In Game 2 B5 begins the MSKE game
by initialising the prf-odh assumption with the label HKDF.Extract(0, 0), and receives values gu,
gv and W where either W = PRF(guv,HKDF.Extract(0, 0)) or W
$← {0, 1}λ. In simulating the
MSKE game for A, B5 uses the challenge values gu, gv sent by the test session and its predicted
partner session in the ClientHello and ServerHello messages — where gv must be the DH
keyshare sent in the CH message and gu must be the DH keyshare sent in the SH message — and
replaces HS in both sessions with the challenge value W . When A terminates and outputs a bit
b′, B5 outputs b′ to the prf-odh game and terminates.
We note that if A issues a Test query to the test session, then the tested session (at that point) has
an honest contributive partner and the adversary cannot have modified the transcript between
the test session and its partner. However, if A issues the Test query to the server session, then A
could replace the DH keyshare from the server with gv
′
when delivering SH to the (at that point)
honest contributive client session. In order to compute HS honestly for the client in this case,
B5 queries the tuple (gv′ ,HKDF.Extract(0, 0)) to the prf-odh oracle P, that returns the value
PRF((gv
′
)v,HKDF.Extract(0, 0)), allowing B to answer Reveal queries correctly.
3We discuss the necessity of this assumption below






Figure 7.1: Overview of the computation of the handshake secret HS for draft-16-(EC)DHE.
Note that this uses draft-16-(EC)DHE-specific inputs used for deriving the Finished messages,
handshake traffic keys, application traffic keys, exporter master secret and resumption master
secret. For full details see Figure 4.4.
Note that when W = PRF(guv,HKDF.Extract(0, 0)), then we are in Game 1, and if W
$← {0, 1}λ,
then we are in Game 2. Therefore, we can bound the difference in the advantage of A between
the two cases as
AdvG1
draft-16-(EC)DHE(A) ≤ AdvG2draft-16-(EC)DHE(A) + Advprf-odhG,q,HKDF.Ext(B5)
We note that the guv value is used as the label in the HKDF Extract computation of the
handshake secret HS, where the keying material is a constant public value (HKDF.Extract(0, 0)).
This small change from draft-10 has a curious effect on the assumptions necessary in proving the
handshake secure. In effect, we require the HKDF Extract function to be a dual-PRF, i.e. it is
necessary that Extract is indistinguishable from a PRF function when either the keying material
input or the label is used as the secret key. While HKDF is argued to be such a dual-PRF [92],
we wonder whether the TLS draft would be better served using the ES value as the keying
material in the PSK handshake, and using the gxy as the keying material in (EC)DHE-based
handshakes. This would complicate the key-schedule for the potential state-machine analysis of
TLS, but would simplify the assumptions necessary in our security analysis.
Game 3. In this game, we replace the handshake traffic secret HTS and the master secret MS
with uniformly random and independent values H˜TS, M˜S
$← {0, 1}λ in the tested session and
(if one exists) the honest contributive partner session. We can turn any adversary A able to
distinguish this change with non-negligible probability into an adversary B6 against the security
of the HMAC function which our analysis captures as a pseudorandom function for keys chosen
uniformly at random from {0, 1}λ. B6 acts as in Game 2, with the following exception:
When B6 is required to compute HTS = HKDF.Expand(H˜S, label5‖H5) (where label5 and H5
are described in Section 4.3.1) and MS = HKDF.Extract(H˜S, 0) for the tested (and potentially
its contributive partner) session, B6 instead initialises the PRF game and queries the oracle
with inputs label5‖H5, and 0, and uses the outputs from the PRF function H˜TS, M˜S in future
computations using HTS and MS.
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Note that when the random bit b sampled by the PRF game is 0, then B6 acts as in Game 2, else
B6 acts as in Game 3. This replacement is sound as the value H˜S used as the key for computing
HTS and MS is a uniformly random value from {0, 1}λ sampled independently of all other values
in the game.
The advantage of B6 in the PRF security game therefore bounds the difference in advantage of
A between Game 2 and Game 3 as follows:
AdvG2
draft-16-(EC)DHE(A) ≤ AdvG3draft-16-(EC)DHE(A) + AdvprfHMAC(B6)
Game 4. In this game we replace the derivation of the handshake traffic key tkhs in both the
tested session and its honest contributive partner (if one exists) with a uniformly random and
independent value t˜khs
$← {0, 1}λ. We can turn any adversary A able to distinguish this change
with non-negligible probability into an adversary B7 against the security of the HKDF.Expand
function, similar to the argument in Game 3, by initialising a prf game and querying the PRF
oracle on label6 for evaluations of HKDF.Expand under the key H˜TS. As before, this replacement
is sound as the value H˜TS used as the key for computing tkhs is a uniformly random value from
{0, 1}λ sampled independently of all other values in the game. Thus, the advantage of B7 in the
PRF security game bounds the difference in advantage of A between Game 3 and Game 4 as
follows:
AdvG3
draft-16-(EC)DHE(A) ≤ AdvG4draft-16-(EC)DHE(A) + AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B7)
We note that from this game onwards t˜khs is a uniformly random and independent value in both
the tested and partner session, and that the response to the Test query for stage one is now
independent of the test bit btest sampled by the MSKE game.
Game 5. In this game we replace the derivation of the application traffic secret ATS, the
exporter master secret EMS and the resumption master secret RMS in both the tested session
and its honest contributive partner (if one exists) with uniformly random and independent
values A˜TS, E˜MS, R˜MS
$← {0, 1}λ. We can turn any adversary A able to distinguish this change
with non-negligible probability into an adversary B8 against the security of the HKDF.Expand
function, similar to the argument in Game 4, by initialising a prf game and querying the PRF
oracle on salts label7‖H5, label8‖H8 and label8‖H8 for evaluations of HKDF.Expand under the
key M˜S. As before, this replacement is sound as the value M˜S used as the key for computing
ATS, EMS and RMS is a uniformly random value from {0, 1}λ sampled independently of all
other values in the game. Thus, the advantage of B8 in the PRF security game bounds the
difference in advantage of A between Game 4 and Game 5 as follows:
AdvG4
draft-16-(EC)DHE(A) ≤ AdvG5draft-16-(EC)DHE(A) + AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B8)
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We note that from this game onwards that E˜MS and R˜MS are uniformly random and independent
values in both the tested and partner session, and that the response to the Test query for stages
two and three is now independent of the test bit btest sampled by the MSKE game.
Game 6. In this game we replace the derivation of the application traffic key tkapp in both the
tested session and its honest contributive partner (if one exists) with a uniformly random and
independent value t˜kapp
$← {0, 1}λ. We can turn any adversary A able to distinguish this change
with non-negligible probability into an adversary B9 against the security of the HKDF.Expand
function, similar to the argument in Game 4, by initialising a prf game and querying the PRF
oracle on salt input label10 for evaluations of HKDF.Expand under the key A˜TS. As before, this
replacement is sound as the value A˜TS used as the key for computing tkapp is a uniformly random
value from {0, 1}λ sampled independently of all other values in the game. The advantage of B9
in the PRF security game bounds the difference in advantage of A between Game 5 and Game 6
as follows:
AdvG5
draft-16-(EC)DHE(A) ≤ AdvG6draft-16-(EC)DHE(A) + AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B9)
In Game 6 the session keys tkhs, tkapp as well as the exporter master secret EMS and resumption
master secret RMS are now all chosen independently and uniformly at random. As the response
to the Test query is now independent of the test bit btest for all stages t, the adversary cannot issue
a Test query and distinguish whether the response is the real session key or another uniformly
random and independent value, and thus we have:
AdvG6
draft-16-(EC)DHE(A) = 0
Summing the probabilities for Case A Games 0 to 2, Case B Games 0 to 2, and Case C Games 0
to 6 yields the statement in Theorem 7.4.
7.3.2 Security of the draft-16-PSK Handshake
We begin by reiterating the major differences between the draft-16-(EC)DHE handshake and the
draft-16-PSK handshake. draft-16-PSK does not compute another resumption master secret
RMS or the exporter master secret EMS, and as such we consider two fewer stages. In addition,
authentication is provided by the Finished messages, and Certificate messages from either
party are not sent. One point of comparison between the security analysis of the draft-16-PSK
handshake and the draft-16-(EC)DHE handshake is that the draft-16-PSK does not require an
assumption that HKDF.Extract is a dual-PRF, as we will elaborate on further soon. As noted
before we use the MS-PSKE model for analysing the draft-16-PSK handshake, and also note
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that, as in draft-05-SR session resumption and draft-10-PSK, draft-16-PSK offers no forward
security, and thus does not compose generically via the composition theorem.
In addition, the preshared key PSK and previous handshake context values CTX are com-
puted from a previous draft-16-(EC)DHE handshake value RMS, which in our analysis that
follows (given the proof of draft-16-(EC)DHE above) we assume is a uniformly random and
independent value from {0, 1}λ. Recall from Section 4.3.1 that PSK is derived as PSK =
HKDF.Expand(RMS, label11) and CTX is derived as CTX = HKDF.Expand(RMS, label12).
The biggest difference between the proof of draft-16-(EC)DHE and draft-16-PSK is that the
traffic keys are only dependent on the secrecy of the preshared secret RMS. As a result, we do
not need to split the proof into three cases, as RMS isn’t used to authenticate Diffie–Hellman key
shares. Instead, we treat the only case where a session has been issued a Test query, and prove
the key-indistinguishability of the handshake traffic keys and application traffic keys assuming
the long-term preshared secret RMS has not been leaked.
We also assume a globally-unique psk id (captured in our model as psid) that identifies the
resumption master secret RMS (captured in our model as pss). In draft-16, this psk id is a
opaque label that “MAY either be a database lookup key or a self-encrypted and self-authenticated
value” [85]. This psk id is sent via the NewSessionTicket message as a post-handshake message,
with additional information including:
• ke modes - an ordered list of key exchange modes that the server is willing to use the RMS
in. For instance, this could be the tuple (PSK, PSK DHE).
• auth modes - an ordered list of authenticated modes that the server is willing to use the
RMS in. At the time of writing, the only authentication mode specified is psk auth, but
draft-16 indicates that a digital signature authentication mode will be added.
• TicketExtensions - a set of extensions that the server may want to use RMS with.
draft-16 only specifies the EarlyData extension, for use in 0RTT handshakes.
draft-16 does not specify a mechanism for creating psk id values. The psk id is designed to
create a public binding between the draft-16-(EC)DHE handshake that generated the RMS and
the RMS value itself, while also ensuring privacy with respect to both RMS and the identities of
the client and server that were (potentially) exchanged in the previous handshake. We thus do
not analyse any particular mechanism here, but only require that the psk id is globally unique
and maps to the RMS.
We define the session and contributive identifiers for all stages (where stage 1 derives the
handshake traffic keys tkhs, and stage 2 the application traffic keys tkapp) to include all messages
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as well as the distinguishing labels handshake-key-expansion and application-key-expansion
used in the derivation of the appropriate secret.
sid1 = cid1 = (CH, SH, handshake-key-expansion) and
sid2 = cid2 = (CH, SH, EE, SF, application-key-expansion)
Theorem 7.5 (Match security of draft-16-PSK). The draft-16-PSK handshake is Match-secure:
for any efficient adversary A we have
AdvMatchdraft-16-PSK(A) ≤ n2S · 2−|nonce| , (7.9)
where nS is the maximum number of sessions, q is the group order, and |nonce| = 128 is the
bit-length of the nonces.
Proof. We need to show the six properties of MS-PSKE Match security. Note that the only
condition that is changed between Multi-Stage Key Exchange (MSKE) model and Multi-Stage
Pre-Shared Key Exchange (MS-PSKE) is the fourth, which now also requires agreement on the
preshared-secret identifier psid . In our proof that follows, there are minor changes to account for
the preshared secret, as well as the fact that EMS and RMS are not output in the draft-16-PSK
handshake. One important point is the requirement that the mapping from psk id to RMS
is globally unique, otherwise the adversary could simply register psk id to two different RMS
values, and cause two sessions with the same psk id (but different RMS) values to compute
different keys for the same session identifier. The majority of the proof is the same as our
previous work on analysing draft-10-PSK, which we largely repeat here in order to state our
proof in full for clarity.
1. Sessions with the same session identifier for some stage hold the same session key. We
note that there are 2 keys computed in draft-16-PSK.
• tkhs - the handshake traffic key
• tkapp - the application traffic key
We restate the computation for each, and show that equal session identifiers means equal
session keys.
tkhs = Exp(Exp(Ext(Ext(PSK, 0), 0), label5‖H2‖Hash(CTX)), label6) (7.10)
where label6 =“handshake key expansion”, label5 = “handshake traffic secret” and
H2 = Hash(CH‖SH). We also note that PSK = HKDF.Expand(RMS, label11) and CTX =
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HKDF.Expand(RMS, label12) where RMS is the preshared secret computed in a previous
handshake. Since the preshared key identifier negotiated by the client and server are in the
CH, SH messages and there exists a unique mapping between the psk id value and the RMS
used to compute the CTX and PSK values, then for a stage one key CH and SH ∈ sid1,
sessions with the same session identifier have the same handshake traffic key tkhs.
We note that tkapp is derived via:
MS = Ext(Ext(Ext(PSK, 0), 0), 0) (7.11)
tkapp = Exp(Exp(MS, label7‖H5‖Hash(CTX)), label10) (7.12)
where label10 = “application key expansion”, label7 = “application traffic secret”, and
H5 = Hash(CH‖ . . . ‖SF). Again, at the time of derivation of tkapp, CH, . . . , SH ∈ sid2, and
sessions with matching session identifiers will compute identical keys.
2. Sessions with the same session identifier for some stage agree on the authenticity of the
stage.
As in previous drafts, the tkhs key is always unauthenticated in draft-16-PSK, and so all
sessions agree on the authenticity of stage one. As in draft-10-PSK, draft-16-PSK stage
two is always mutually authenticated and thus all sessions agree on the authenticity of all
stages.
3. Sessions with the same session identifier for some stage share the same contributive
identifier.
Since for each stage the contributive identifier is a possibly complete subset of the session
identifier, we can see that this holds for all stages.
4. Sessions are partnered with the intended partner.
We begin by restricting ourselves to stages such that the sessions are authenticated (and
thus identified), so our focus is on stage two as stage one is always unauthenticated. Honest
sessions are assured of a peer’s identity and key index as the preshared secret identifier
psk id is sent in the ClientHello message and replayed in the ServerHello message,
which are included in both sid1 and sid2. Since each session knows the mapping of key
index κ and psid , a session can determine peer identity via this mapping, and agreement
on sid2 implies agreement on partner identity.
5. Session identifiers are distinct for different stages.
As before sid1 is strictly shorter than sid2 and thus is always distinct.
6. At most two sessions have the same session identifier at any stage.
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Both client and server nonces are included in both stages’ session identifiers (as they
are sent in the CH, SH messages), and thus the probability of three-fold colliding session
identifiers is bounded by the probability of nonce collision and thus: n2S · 2−|nonce| where
nS is the maximum number of sessions and |nonce| = 128 is the nonces’ bit-length.
Theorem 7.6 (Multi-Stage security of draft-16-PSK). The draft-16-PSK handshake is Multi-Stage-
secure in a key-independent and non-forward-secret manner with stage-2 mutual authentication.
Formally, for any efficient adversary A against the Multi-Stage security there exist efficient
algorithms B10, . . . , B16 such that
Adv1-Multi-Stagedraft-16-PSK (A) ≤ nS ·
(
AdvprfHKDF.Expand(B10) + AdvprfHKDF.Extract(B11)
+ AdvprfHKDF.Extract(B12) + AdvprfHMAC(B13) + AdvprfHKDF.Expand(B14)
+ AdvprfHKDF.Expand(B15) + AdvprfHKDF.Expand(B16)
)
Proof. We note that in draft-16-PSK, the computed traffic keys are authenticated with respect
to the RMS value. Since PSK handshakes do not offer forward secrecy with respect to the RMS
preshared secret, our model does not allow the adversary to CorruptPSK the preshared secret of
a session that has been issued a Test query, or any session that also has RMS as the preshared
secret. In addition, the secrecy of the traffic secret is provided by the preshared secret RMS.
Thus, we only need consider the following case: that a session has been issued a Test query. We
treat the case where a session with label label has been issued a Test query.
To begin, we give an overview of the structure of the proof in Table 7.3, highlighting the changes
between games as well as the difference in A’s probability of success introduced by the change.
Game 0. This initial game equals the Multi-Stage game with a single Test query issued for a
session. Thus,
AdvG0draft-16-PSK(A) = Adv1-Multi-Stagedraft-16-PSK(A).
Game 1. In this game we guess the preshared secret pss that the tested session will use, and
let the challenger abort the game if that guess was incorrect. We note that the adversary may use
NewSecret to establish any number of preshared secrets established between the tested session
and a partner session. We assume that the number of preshared secrets established between two
identities is bounded by the maximum number of potential sessions established in our security
experiment. In particular, we construct a simulator that guesses an index l ∈ {1, nS}, and aborts
the game if the session uses the l∗-th secret established between the tested session owner Pi and
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Game Changes to the game Assumption used Probability difference
0 Initial MS-PSKE − −
Multi-Stage game
0.5 Reduce to single
Test query, fix Test Hybrid argument 2nS ·
session label
1 Guess preshared secret
used by the Test session, Number of sessions nS ·
(
abort if wrong
2 Replace PSK,RMS with PRF security of
uniformly-random values, in HKDF.Expand AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B10) +
both Test and partner session
3 Replace ES with PRF security of
uniformly-random values, in HKDF.Extract AdvprfHKDF.Ext(B11) +
both Test and partner session
4 Replace HS with PRF security of
uniformly-random values, in HKDF.Expand AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B12) +
both Test and partner session
5 Replace HTS and MS with PRF security of
uniformly-random values, in HMAC AdvprfHMAC(B13) +
both Test and partner session
6 Replace tkhs with PRF security of
uniformly-random values, in HKDF.Expand AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B14) +
both Test and partner session
7 Replace ATS with PRF security of
uniformly-random values, in HKDF.Expand AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B15) +
both Test and partner session
8 Replace tkapp with PRF security of
uniformly-random values, in HKDF.Expand AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B16)
)
both Test and partner session
Table 7.3: A concise description of the proof of draft-16-PSK.
the potential partner session owner Pj such that l 6= l∗. We can bound the reduction in the
probability of success of an adversary between G0 and G1 as:
AdvG0draft-16-PSK(A) ≤ nS ·AdvG1draft-16-PSK(A).
Game 2. In this game, we replace the preshared key PSK and preshared key context CTX
with uniformly random and independent values P˜SK, C˜TX
$← {0, 1}λ in the tested session and
(if one exists) the honest contributive partner session. We can turn any adversary A able to
distinguish this change with non-negligible probability into an adversary B10 against the security
of the HKDF.Expand function, which our analysis captures as a pseudorandom function for keys
chosen uniformly at random from {0, 1}λ. B10 acts as in Game 1, with the following exception:
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When B10 is required to compute the preshared key PSK = HKDF.Expand(RMS, label11) and
the preshared key context CTX = HKDF.Expand(RMS, label12) — where label11 and label12 are
described in Section 4.3.1 — for the tested (and potentially its contributive partner) session, B10
instead initialises the PRF game and queries the oracle with inputs label11, label12, and uses the
output from the PRF function P˜SK, C˜TX in future computations using PSK, CTX.
Note that when the random bit b sampled by the PRF game is 0, then B10 acts as in Game 1,
else B10 acts as in Game 2. This replacement is sound as the value RMS used as the key for
computing PSK and CTX is a uniformly random value from {0, 1}λ (by the definition of the
NewSecret, and that any successful adversary cannot invoke CorruptPSK on the RMS = pss i,j,l)
sampled independently of all other values in the game.
The advantage of B10 in the PRF security game bounds the difference in advantage of A between
Game 1 and Game 2 as follows:
AdvG1draft-16-PSK(A) ≤ AdvG2draft-16-PSK(A) + AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B10).
Game 3. In this game we replace the derivation of the early secret ES in both the tested session
and its honest contributive partner (if one exists) with a uniformly random and independent value
E˜S
$← {0, 1}λ. We can turn any adversary A able to distinguish this change with non-negligible
probability into an adversary B11 against the security of the HKDF.Extract function, similar to
the argument in Game 2, by initialising a prf game and querying the PRF oracle on (0) for
evaluations of HKDF.Extract under the key P˜SK. As before, this replacement is sound as the
value P˜SK used as the key for computing ES is a uniformly random value from {0, 1}λ sampled
independently of all other values in the game (by the result of Game 2). The advantage of B11
in the PRF security game therefore bounds the difference in advantage of A between Game 2
and Game 3 as follows:
AdvG2draft-16-PSK(A) ≤ AdvG3draft-16-PSK(A) + AdvprfHKDF.Ext(B11)
Game 4. In this game we replace the derivation of the handshake secret HS in both the
tested session and its honest contributive partner (if one exists) with a uniformly random and
independent value H˜S
$← {0, 1}λ. We can turn any adversary A able to distinguish this change
with non-negligible probability into an adversary B12 against the security of the HKDF.Extract
function, similar to the argument in Game 2, by initialising a prf game and querying the PRF
oracle on (0) for evaluations of HKDF.Extract under the key E˜S. As before, this replacement
is sound as the value E˜S used as the key for computing HS is a uniformly random value from
{0, 1}λ sampled independently of all other values in the game (by the result of Game 3). The






Figure 7.2: Overview of the computation of the handshake secret HS in draft-16-PSK.
Note that this uses draft-16-PSK-specific inputs used for deriving the Finished messages,
handshake traffic keys, and application traffic keys. For full details see Figure 4.4.
advantage of B12 in the PRF security game bounds the difference in advantage of A between
Game 3 and Game 4 as follows:
AdvG3draft-16-PSK(A) ≤ AdvG4draft-16-PSK(A) + AdvprfHKDF.Ext(B12)
Unlike the replacement of HS in draft-16-(EC)DHE, here we do not require the HKDF.Extract
function to be a dual-PRF. If we refer to Figure 7.2, we can see that the secret keying material
in the draft-16-PSK is the early secret ES, and is used in the appropriate input. However, when
we turn to draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE, we rely on the Diffie–Hellman secret gxy in order to achieve
forward secrecy notions4, and thus require again the dual-PRF assumption on HKDF.Extract.
Game 5. In this game we replace the derivation of the handshake traffic secret HTS and the
master secret MS in both the tested session and its honest contributive partner (if one exists)
with uniformly random and independent values H˜TS, M˜S
$← {0, 1}λ. We can turn any adversary
A able to distinguish this change with non-negligible probability into an adversary B13 against
the security of the HMAC function, similar to the argument in Game 2, by initialising a prf
game and querying the PRF oracle on (label5‖H2) and 0 for evaluations of HKDF.Expand and
HKDF.Extract under the key H˜S. As before, this replacement is sound as the value H˜S used as
the key for computing both HTS and MS is a uniformly random value from {0, 1}λ sampled
independently of all other values in the game (by the result of Game 4). The advantage of B13
in the PRF security game bounds the difference in advantage of A between Game 4 and Game 5
as follows:
AdvG4draft-16-PSK(A) ≤ AdvG5draft-16-PSK(A) + Advprf-secHMAC(B13).
Game 6. In this game we replace the derivation of the handshake traffic key tkhs in both the
tested session and its honest contributive partner (if one exists) with a uniformly random and
4As a small aside, it is interesting to consider the security implications of forward secrecy vs dual-PRF on
the security of TLS established channels, but they are not quantitatively comparable concepts, and as such we
relegate this to idle thought.
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independent value t˜khs
$← {0, 1}λ. We can turn any adversary A able to distinguish this change
with non-negligible probability into an adversary B14 against the security of the HKDF.Expand
function, similar to the argument in Game 2, by initialising a prf game and querying the PRF
oracle on label6 for evaluations of HKDF.Expand under the key H˜TS. As before, this replacement
is sound as the value H˜TS used as the key for computing tkhs is a uniformly random value from
{0, 1}λ sampled independently of all other values in the game. The advantage of B14 in the PRF
security game bounds the difference in advantage of A between Game 5 and Game 6 as follows:
AdvG5draft-16-PSK(A) ≤ AdvG6draft-16-PSK(A) + AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B14)
Game 7. In this game we replace the derivation of the application traffic secret ATS in both
the tested session and its honest contributive partner (if one exists) with a uniformly random and
independent value A˜TS
$← {0, 1}λ. We can turn any adversary A able to distinguish this change
with non-negligible probability into an adversary B15 against the security of the HKDF.Expand
function, similar to the argument in Game 2, by initialising a prf game and querying the PRF
oracle on salt label7‖H5 for evaluations of HKDF.Expand under the key M˜S. As before, this
replacement is sound as the value M˜S used as the key for computing ATS is a uniformly random
value from {0, 1}λ sampled independently of all other values in the game. The advantage of B15
in the PRF security game bounds the difference in advantage of A between Game 6 and Game 7
as follows:
AdvG6draft-16-PSK(A) ≤ AdvG7draft-16-PSK(A) + AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B15)
Game 8. In this game we replace the derivation of the application traffic key tkapp in both the
tested session and its honest contributive partner (if one exists) with a uniformly random and
independent value t˜kapp
$← {0, 1}λ. We can turn any adversary A able to distinguish this change
with non-negligible probability into an adversary B16 against the security of the HKDF.Expand
function, similar to the argument in Game 2, by initialising a prf game and querying the PRF
oracle on salt input label10 for evaluations of HKDF.Expand under the key A˜TS. As before, this
replacement is sound as the value A˜TS used as the key for computing tkapp is a uniformly random
value from {0, 1}λ sampled independently of all other values in the game. The advantage of B16
in the PRF security game bounds the difference in advantage of A between Game 7 and Game 8
as follows:
AdvG7draft-16-PSK(A) ≤ AdvG8draft-16-PSK(A) + AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B16)
In Game 8 the handshake traffic keys tkhs and application traffic keys tkapp are now all chosen
independently and uniformly at random. As the response to the Test query is now independent
of the test bit btest for all stages t, the adversary cannot issue a Test query and distinguish
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whether the response is the real session key or another uniformly random and independent value,
and thus we have:
AdvG8
draft-16-(EC)DHE(A) = 0
Summing the probabilities yields the statement in Theorem 7.6.
7.3.3 Security of the draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE Handshake
Finally, we end our analysis of TLS 1.3 draft-16 with the proof of security in the MS-PSKE of
the draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE handshake. The proof for draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE is structurally very
similar to the proof of draft-10-PSK(EC)DHE, with additional game hops. Again we require
that the HKDF.Extract function is a dual-PRF as in analysis of draft-16-(EC)DHE. The biggest
differences between draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE and the previous handshakes is that in order to capture
forward secrecy notions, we require authentication of the Diffie–Hellman keyshares, which is done
via the Finished messages and the non-leakage of the preshared secret RMS, as opposed to
signature verification in draft-16-(EC)DHE. We begin as before by proving the Match security of
draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE. We define the session identifiers and contributive identifiers for each stage.
We note that for draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE handshakes the only keys derived are tkhs and tkapp as the
exporter master secret and resumption master secret are not computed. The major differences
between the published proof of draft-10-PSK(EC)DHE and the proof of draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE are:
• the addition of the prf-odh assumption, as discussed in Section 7.7,
• the addition of a discussion on the necessity of the dual-PRF assumption, and its comparison
with the necessity of the dual-PRF assumption in draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE, and
• additional PRF steps in the computation of the Finished messages and traffic keys.
• capturing the security of the derivation of HTS and MS values as an application of the
PRF security of HMAC, instead of HKDF.Expand and HKDF.Extract, respectively.
Stage one represents the derivation of the handshake traffic key tkhs and stage two represents
the derivation of the application traffic key tkapp.
We begin by defining the contributive and session identifiers for each stage.
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sid1 = cid1 = (CH, SH, handshake-key-expansion) and
sid2 = cid2 = (CH, SH, EE, SF, application-key-expansion)
Theorem 7.7 (Match security of draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE). The draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE handshake
is Match-secure: for any efficient adversary A we have
AdvMatchdraft-16-PSK(EC)DHE(A) ≤ n2S · 1/q · 2−|nonce| , (7.13)
where nS is the maximum number of sessions, q is the group order, and |nonce| = 128 is the
bit-length of the nonces.
Proof. We need to show the six properties of Match security.
1. Sessions with the same session identifier for some stage hold the same session key.
We note that there are two stages for the draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE handshake:
• tkhs - the handshake traffic key
• tkapp - the application traffic key
We restate the computation for each and show equal session identifiers implies equal session
keys.
tkhs = Exp(Exp(Ext(Ext(PSK, 0), g
xy), label5‖H2‖Hash(CTX)), label6) (7.14)
where as before label6 =“handshake key expansion”, label5 = “handshake traffic secret”
and H2 = Hash(CH‖SH). We note that RMS has been derived from a previous handshake
and
PSK = HKDF.Expand(RMS, label11) (7.15)
CTX = HKDF.Expand(RMS, label12) (7.16)
where label11 =“resumption psk”, and label12 =“resumption context”.
The preshared-key identifier psk id negotiated by the client and server is sent (by both
client and server) in the PreSharedKeyExtension message, included in the ClientHello
and ServerHello messages. Thus there is a unique mapping between the psk id value
and the RMS value used to compute the PSK and CTX (where RMS is captured in our
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model as the preshared secret pss and psk id is captured by psid). It is thus easy to see
that for honest parties, agreement upon the session identifiers sid1 and sid2 (which contain
ClientHello and ServerHello) implies agreement on the resumption master secret value.
The Diffie–Hellman keyshares gx, gy agreed upon by the server and client are also in CH,
SH. All other values in the computation of tkhs are either labels (and thus public and static
values) or Hash(CH‖SH), and thus agreement on the session identifiers implies agreement
on the session key.
We note that tkapp is derived via:
MS = Ext(Ext(Ext(PSK, 0), gxy), 0) (7.17)
tkapp = Exp(Exp(MS, label7‖H5‖Hash(CTX)), label10) (7.18)
where label10 = “application key expansion”, label7 = “application traffic secret”, and
H5 = Hash(CH‖ . . . ‖SF). We note that at the time of derivation of tkapp, CH, . . . , SF ∈ sid2,
and similarly to before we can see that sessions with matching session identifiers will
compute identical keys.
2. Sessions with the same session identifier for some stage agree on the authenticity of the
stage.
Since draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE only specifies (unauth, mutual), this is trivially true as all
honest sessions will agree on the authenticity of the stage.
3. Sessions with the same session identifier for some stage share the same contributive
identifier.
This holds again since the contributive identifier values cid1, and cid2 are final and equal
to the respective session identifiers once the session identifiers sid1, and sid2 are set.
4. Sessions are partnered with the intended partner.
For draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE handshakes the identity information is kept implicit: in particular,
the sessions agree upon a preshared key identifier value psk id which provides a mapping for
sessions between the negotiated psk id and the previous handshakes partner identity. Since
psk id is sent and replayed in the ClientHello and ServerHello messages respectively,
in both stages agreement on the session identifiers for honest sessions implies agreement
on session identities and thus intended partners.
5. Session identifiers are distinct for different stages.
As before sid1 is strictly shorter than sid2 (as sid2 contains all messages included in sid1
as well as EncryptedExtensions and ServerFinished), and as such session identifiers
are distinct for different stages.
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6. At most two sessions have the same session identifier at any stage.
Both client and server provide nonces and Diffie–Hellman keyshares in the ClientHello
and ServerHello messages respectively. As such the nonces rc and rs as well as the
keyshare values gx, gy are included in both stages’ session identifiers sid1, sid2. Thus
the probability of three-fold colliding session identifiers is bounded by the probability of
both nonce collisions and group element collision, thus: n2S · 1/q · 2−|nonce| where nS is
the maximum number of sessions, q is the group order, and |nonce| = 128 is the nonces’
bit-length.
Theorem 7.8 (Multi-Stage security of draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE). The draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE hand-
shake is Multi-Stage-secure in a key-independent and stage-1-forward-secret manner with stage-2
mutual authentication. Formally, for any efficient adversary A against the Multi-Stage security
there exist efficient algorithms B19, . . . , B32 such that
AdvMulti-Stage,K
draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE(A) ≤ 2nS ·
(
AdvcollHash(B17) + n2S ·
(
AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B18) + AdvprfHKDF.Ext(B19)
+ AdvprfHKDF.Ext(B20) + AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B21) + AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B22)
+ Adveuf-cmaHMAC (B23)
)
+ AdvcollHash(B24) + nS ·
(
Advprf-odhG,q,HKDF.Ext(B25)




where nS is the maximum number of sessions.
Proof. We note that for Multi-Stage security of draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE there are two distinct cases
where an adversary can issue a Test query:
• Session with label label without an honest contributive partner in the first stage. Specifically,
for label.cid1, there exists no session with (distinct) label
′ such that label.cid1 6= label′.cid1.
(Test Session Without Stage-1 Peer)
• Session with label such that there exists a session with label label′ such that label.sid1 =
label′.sid1. (Test Session With Stage-1 Peer)
Recall from earlier that cid1 = (CH, SH, handshake-key-expansion), and that sessions without
honest contributive identifiers in the first stages imply that there exists no session with matching
CH, SH messages. Since the first stage in draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE is always unauthenticated, by the
fail conditions defined in the Test query5 A cannot issue a Test(label, 1) query as it would set
5Specifically the following: If label.autht = unauth, but there is no tuple
(label′, j, i, ρ′, auth ′, k, psid , pss, α′, stage ′, sid ′, cid ′, k ′, st ′k , tested
′) (for label 6= label′) in ListS
with cid t = cid
′
t, then set lost← true. This ensures that having an honest contributive partner is a prerequisite
for testing sessions in unauthenticated stages.
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lost ← true. Instead, we consider stage two deriving tkapp where the server is authenticated
(i.e. sessions with label.auth2 = mutual). Since accepting these keys is dependent on MAC
verification, we reduce the event that sessions accept in stage two without honest contributive
identifiers in stage one to the event that sessions accept forged MACs, and thus the probability
of the adversary winning the Multi-Stage security game is negligible. This covers the first case.
As in our previous proofs, we consider the case that the adversary A makes a single Test query,
reducing the advantage of A by a factor of 1/2nS by the hybrid argument in [43] (as RMS and
EMS are not computed in PSK(EC)DHE ciphersuites of draft-16). Additionally, we now know
the session with label label that is to be tested in stage i.
Case A. Test Session without Partner
We first consider the case that the tested session is without honest contributive partner in the first
stage. Since for draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE the first stage is always unauthenticated, the adversary
cannot test a session in the first stage without an honest contributive partner, this restricts our
focus to Test queries issued to sessions in stage two. We proceed in the following sequence of
game hops, where each game iteratively changes the original Multi-Stage game and bounds the
advantage difference of adversary A between any two games by complexity-theoretic assumptions.
To begin, we give an overview of the structure of the proof in Table 7.4, highlighting the changes
between games as well as the difference in A’s probability of success introduced by the change.
Game A.0. This initial game equals the Multi-Stage game with a single Test query issued for
a stage two session without honest contributive partner in stage one. Thus,
AdvGA.0
draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE(A) = Adv1-Multi-Stage,session without partnerdraft-16-PSK(EC)DHE (A).
Game A.1. In this game, the challenger aborts if any two honest sessions compute the same
hash value for different inputs in any evaluation of the hash function Hash. We can break
the collision resistance of Hash in case of this event by letting a reduction B17 output the two
distinct input values to Hash in the following way: We denote with eventhash the event that the
challenger aborts due to a hash collision. We can bound the probability Pr(eventhash) occurring
by the advantage of AdvcollHash(B17) of an adversary B against the collision-resistance security of
the hash function Hash. To this extent B17 acts a challenger in the collision-resistance security
game by using the Hash function to compute all hash values in the experiment honestly, and
running A as a subroutine.
If the event eventhash occurs, B17 outputs the two distinct input values to the collision-resistance
security game. Note that B17 perfectly emulates A until eventhash occurs. Since B wins if
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Game Changes to the game Assumption used Probability difference
0 Initial MS-PSKE − −
Multi-Stage game
0.5 Reduce to single
Test query, fix Test Hybrid argument 2nS ·
(
session label
1 Abort when hash Collision-resistant AdvcollHash(B17) +
collisions occur hash functions
2 Abort if Test session
accepted without honest abort event Pr[eventaccept]
contributive partner
3 Abort if guessed session number of
is not the first session sessions nS ·
to do so due to Game 2
4 Guess preshared secret
used by the Test session, Number of sessions nS ·
(
abort if wrong
5 Replace PSK,RMS with PRF security of
uniformly-random values, in HKDF.Expand AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B18) +
both Test and partner session
6 Replace ES with PRF security of
uniformly-random values, in HKDF.Extract AdvprfHKDF.Ext(B19) +
both Test and partner session
7 Replace HS with PRF security of
uniformly-random values, in HKDF.Expand AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B20) +
both Test and partner session
8 Replace HTS with PRF security of
uniformly-random values, in HKDF.Expand AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B21) +
both Test and partner session
9 Replace FS with PRF security of
uniformly-random values, in HKDF.Expand AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B22) +
both Test and partner session
10 Abort if Test session euf-cma security of
received a HMAC forgery HMAC Adveuf-cmaHMAC (B23)
))
using FS as key
Table 7.4: A concise description of the proof of draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE Case A (Test Session
without Stage 1 Partner).
eventhash occurs, we can bound the probability of eventhash with the advantage of A against
the collision-resistance of the negotiation hash function Hash and thus:
AdvGA.0
draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE(A) ≤ AdvGA.1draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE(A) + AdvcollHash(B17).
Game A.2. In this game, the challenger aborts immediately if a session accepts in the second
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stage without an honest contributive partner in stage 1. Let eventGA.2,Aaccept denote this event. We
note that since the first stage is unauthenticated, Test queries can only be issued to stage two
sessions, since in this game, we abort if a Test query is issued to the second stage to a session
without an honest contributive partner in the first stage. Then∣∣∣AdvGA.1draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE(A)−AdvGA.2draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE(A)∣∣∣ ≤ Pr[eventGA.2,Aaccept ].
We can immediately bound AdvGA.2
draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE(A). Since A can only issue Test queries to
sessions that have already accepted, and the challenger aborts GA.2 when the first such session
accepts (in stage two), there is after all no moment in that game where a successful adversary
could issue a Test query. Hence,
AdvGA.2
draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE(A) = 0.
We note that the following sequence of games is aimed at bounding the probability of Pr[eventGA.2,Aaccept ].
Game A.3. In this game, the challenger guesses a session (noting that there are at most nS
sessions in the game) and aborts if the guessed session is not the first session which accepts in
the second stage without an honest contributive partner in stage 1. If the challenger guesses
correctly (which happens with probability at least 1/nS), then this game aborts at exactly the
same time as the previous game. We note that this reduces an adversary’s probability of success
by at most a factor of nS . Thus:
Pr[eventGA.2,Aaccept ] ≤ nS · Pr[eventGA.3,Aaccept ].
We note that in this game the guessed session (the first session that accepts without an honest
contributive partner in the first stage) could not have been issued any CorruptPSK query, nor
could a CorruptPSK query have been issued to any other session sharing the same pre-shared
secret. This is because sessions using that pre-shared secret do not continue execution once the
preshared secret is leaked via CorruptPSK, and this session has accepted, so no CorruptPSK could
have been issued before the guessed session accepted in stage two. Since the game terminates
once the guessed session has accepted in stage two, no CorruptPSK query could have been issued
after, either.
This allows us, in the following games, to replace the preshared secret pss in the guessed and all
other sessions sharing the same pss value without being inconsistent or detectable with regards
to the CorruptPSK query.
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Game A.4. In this game we guess the preshared secret pss i,j,l that will be negotiated by the
tested session, and let the challenger abort the game if that guess was incorrect. We note that the
adversary may use NewSecret to establish any number of preshared secrets established between
the tested session and a partner session. We assume that the number of preshared secrets
established between two identities is bounded by the maximum number of potential sessions
established in our security experiment. In particular, we construct a simulator that guesses
an index l ∈ {1, . . . , nS}, and aborts the game if the session uses the l∗-th secret established
between the tested session owner Pi and the potential partner session owner Pj such that l 6= l∗.
We can bound the reduction in the probability of success of an adversary between GA.3 and GA.4
as:
Pr[eventGA.3,Aaccept ] ≤ nS · Pr[eventGA.4,Aaccept ].
Let pss i,j,l be the guessed pre-shared secret.
Game A.5. In this game, we replace the preshared key PSK and preshared key context CTX
with uniformly random and independent values P˜SK, C˜TX
$← {0, 1}λ in the tested session and
(if one exists) the honest contributive partner session. We can turn any adversary A able to
distinguish this change with non-negligible probability into an adversary B18 against the security
of the HKDF.Expand function which our analysis captures as a pseudorandom function for keys
chosen uniformly at random from {0, 1}λ. B18 acts as in Game A.4, with the following exception:
When B18 is required to compute the preshared key PSK = HKDF.Expand(RMS, label11) and
the preshared key context CTX = HKDF.Expand(RMS, label12) — where label11 and label12 are
described in Section 4.3.1 — for the tested (and potentially its contributive partner) session, B18
instead initialises the PRF game and queries the oracle with inputs label11, label12, and uses the
output from the PRF function P˜SK, C˜TX in future computations using PSK, CTX.
Note that when the random bit b sampled by the PRF game is 0, then B18 acts as in Game A.4,
else B18 acts as in Game A.5. This replacement is sound as the value RMS used as the key for
computing PSK and CTX is a uniformly random value from {0, 1}λ (by the definition of the
NewSecret, and that any successful adversary cannot invoke CorruptPSK on the RMS = pss i,j,l)
sampled independently of all other values in the game.
The advantage of B18 in the PRF security game bounds the difference in advantage of A between
Game A.4 and Game A.5 as follows:
Pr[eventGA.4,Aaccept ] ≤ Pr[eventGA.5,Aaccept ] + AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B18).
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Game A.6. In this game we replace the derivation of the early secret ES in both the tested
session and its honest contributive partner (if one exists) with a uniformly random and inde-
pendent value E˜S
$← {0, 1}λ. We can turn any adversary A able to distinguish this change
with non-negligible probability into an adversary B19 against the security of the HKDF.Extract
function, similar to the argument in Game A.5, by initialising a prf game and querying the PRF
oracle on (0) for evaluations of HKDF.Extract under the key P˜SK. As before, this replacement is
sound as the value P˜SK used as the key for computing ES is a uniformly random value from
{0, 1}λ sampled independently of all other values in the game (by the result of Game A.5). The
advantage of B19 in the PRF security game bounds the difference in advantage of A between
Game A.5 and Game A.6 as follows:
Pr[eventGA.5,Aaccept ] ≤ Pr[eventGA.6,Aaccept ] + AdvprfHKDF.Ext(B19).
Game A.7. In this game we replace the derivation of the handshake secret HS in both the
tested session and its honest contributive partner (if one exists) with a uniformly random and
independent value H˜S
$← {0, 1}λ. We can turn any adversary A able to distinguish this change
with non-negligible probability into an adversary B20 against the security of the HKDF.Extract
function, similar to the argument in Game A.5, by initialising a prf game and querying the PRF
oracle on (gxy) for evaluations of HKDF.Extract under the key E˜S. As before, this replacement
is sound as the value E˜S used as the key for computing HS is a uniformly random value from
{0, 1}λ sampled independently of all other values in the advantage of B20 in the PRF security
game bounds the difference in advantage of A between Game A.6 and Game A.7 as follows:
Pr[eventGA.6,Aaccept ] ≤ Pr[eventGA.7,Aaccept ] + AdvprfHKDF.Ext(B20).
Note that we do not require the dual-PRF security of the HKDF.Extract function here, as the
secrecy of the value H˜S depends (in Case A) on E˜S being used as the keying material. This
will be different in Case B, where we are trying to retain the forward secrecy properties of the
Diffie–Hellman key with respect to the derivation of the handshake traffic key and the application
traffic key.
Game A.8. In this game we replace the derivation of the handshake secret HTS in both the
tested session and its honest contributive partner (if one exists) with a uniformly random and
independent value H˜TS
$← {0, 1}λ. We can turn any adversary A able to distinguish this change
with non-negligible probability into an adversary B21 against the security of the HKDF.Expand
function, similar to the argument in Game A.5, by initialising a prf game and querying the
PRF oracle on (label5‖H2) for evaluations of HKDF.Expand under the key H˜S. As before, this
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replacement is sound as the value H˜S used as the key for computing HTS is a uniformly random
value from {0, 1}λ sampled independently of all other values in the game (by the result of Game
A.7). The advantage of B21 in the PRF security game bounds the difference in advantage of A
between Game A.7 and Game A.8 as follows:
Pr[eventGA.7,Aaccept ] ≤ Pr[eventGA.8,Aaccept ] + AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B21).
Game A.9. In this game we replace the derivation of the finished secret FS in both the
tested session and its honest contributive partner (if one exists) with a uniformly random and
independent value F˜S
$← {0, 1}λ. We can turn any adversary A able to distinguish this change
with non-negligible probability into an adversary B22 against the security of the HKDF.Expand
function, similar to the argument in Game A.5, by initialising a prf game and querying the
PRF oracle on (label2) for evaluations of HKDF.Expand under the key H˜TS. As before, this
replacement is sound as the value H˜TS used as the key for computing FS is a uniformly random
value from {0, 1}λ sampled independently of all other values in the game (by the result of Game
A.8). The advantage of B22 in the PRF security game bounds the difference in advantage of A
between Game A.8 and Game A.9 as follows:
Pr[eventGA.8,Aaccept ] ≤ Pr[eventGA.9,Aaccept ] + AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B22).
Game A.10. Finally, we show how any adversary that manages to make the eventGA.9,Aaccept
event happen can be transformed into an adversary B23 that breaks the euf-cma-security of the
HMAC scheme.
To this extent, let B23 simulate Game A.9 for A as specified, but when the guessed session or
partner session requires a MAC computation using F˜S, B23 invokes its MAC oracle to generate
that value. Since F˜S is uniformly random and independent of all other values in the game, this
simulation is sound.
Assume now A triggers eventGA.9,Aaccept . In this case, the accepting session must have received a SF
if the role of the accepting session with label label is init (i.e. label.ρ = init). If the role of the
tested session with label label is resp then the accepting session must have received a CF message.
This SF (respectively CF) message is a valid MAC tag over the session hash Hash(CH, ..., EE).
Since every other honest session holds a different session identifier (as there exists no honest
contributive partner in the first stage of the accepting session), no honest party will have issued
a MAC tag on that session hash. Moreover, there exist no hash collisions by Game A.1, so the
MAC input is distinct to any other MAC input for any honest party. Therefore, this message
was never queried to the MAC oracle and hence constitutes a MAC forgery. This allows us to
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conclusively bound the probability for aborting due to a stage two accepting session without
stage one contributive identifier by
Pr[eventGA.9,Aaccept ] ≤ Adveuf-cmaHMAC (B23).
Case B. Test Session with Partner
We now come to the case where the tested session has an honest contributive partner in the first
stage. To begin, we give an overview of the structure of the proof in Table 7.5, highlighting the
changes between games as well as the difference in A’s probability of success introduced by the
change.
Game Changes to the game Assumption used Probability difference
0 Initial MS-PSKE − −
Multi-Stage game
0.5 Reduce to single
Test query, fix Test Hybrid argument 2nS ·
(
session label
1 Abort when hash Collision-resistant AdvcollHash(B24) +
collisions occur hash functions
2 Guess honest contributive
partner of the Test session, Number of sessions nS ·
(
abort if wrong
3 Replace HS with
uniformly-random values, in PRF-ODH Assumption Advprf-odhG,q,HKDF.Ext(B25) +
both Test and partner session
4 Replace HTS and MS with PRF security of
uniformly-random values, in HMAC AdvprfHMAC(B26) +
both Test and partner session
5 Replace tkhs with PRF security of
uniformly-random values, in HKDF.Expand AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B27) +
both Test and partner session
6 Replace ATS with PRF security of
uniformly-random values, in HKDF.Expand AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B28) +
both Test and partner session
7 Replace tkapp with PRF security of
uniformly-random values, in HKDF.Expand AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B29)
))
both Test and partner session
Table 7.5: A concise description of the proof of draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE Case B (Test session
with honest contributive partner).
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Game B.0. This initial game equals the Multi-Stage game with a single Test query issued for
a session with an honest contributive partner in stage 1. Thus,
AdvGB.0
draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE(A) = Adv1-Multi-Stage,session with partnerdraft-16-PSK(EC)DHE (A).
Game B.1. In this game, the challenger aborts if any two honest sessions compute the same
hash value for different inputs in any evaluation of the hash function Hash. We can break
the collision resistance of Hash in case of this event by letting a reduction B24 output the two
distinct input values to Hash in the following way: We denote with eventhash the event that the
challenger aborts due to a hash collision. We can bound the probability Pr(eventhash) occurring
by the advantage of AdvcollHash(B24) of an adversary B against the collision-resistance security of
the hash function Hash. To this extent B24 acts a challenger in the collision-resistance security
game by using the Hash function to compute all hash values in the experiment honestly, and
running A as a subroutine.
If the event eventhash occurs, B24 outputs the two distinct input values to the collision-resistance
security game. Note that B24 perfectly emulates A until eventhash occurs. Since B wins if
eventhash occurs, we can bound the probability of eventhash with the advantage of A against
the collision-resistance of the negotiation hash function Hash and thus:
AdvGB.0
draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE(A) ≤ AdvGB.1draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE(A) + AdvcollHash(B24).
Game B.2. In this game, the challenger guesses a session (noting that there are at most nS
sessions in the game) and aborts if the guessed session is not the honest contributive partner of
the tested session in stage 1. If the challenger guesses correctly (which happens with probability
at least 1/nS), then this game aborts at exactly the same time as the previous game. We note
that this reduces an adversary’s probability of success by at most a factor of nS . Thus:
AdvGB.1
draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE(A) ≤ nS ·AdvGB.2draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE(A)
Game B.3. In this game we replace the handshake secret HS derived in both the tested session
and, if one exists, its contributive partner session by a uniformly random value H˜S
$← {0, 1}λ.
We can turn any adversary A able to distinguish this change with non-negligble probability into
an adversary B25 against the prf-odh assumption for dual-PRF6 HKDF.Extract in the group G
when keyed with secret keying material in the salt input. In Game 2.
6We omit the full discussion of why dual-PRF is necessary here, refer to Game 2 in Case C for further details.
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B25 begins the MS-PSKE game by initialising the prf-odh assumption with the label
HKDF.Extract(PSK, 0) (where PSK = HKDF.Expand(RMS, label11), and receives values g
u, gv
and W where either W = PRF(guv,HKDF.Extract(PSK, 0)) or W
$← {0, 1}λ. In simulating the
MS-PSKE game for A, B25 uses the challenge values gu, gv sent by the test session and its
predicted partner session in the ClientHello and ServerHello messages — where gv must be
the DH keyshare sent in the CH message and gu must be the DH keyshare sent in the SH message
— and replaces HS in both sessions with the challenge value W . When A terminates and outputs
a bit b′, B25 outputs b′ to the prf-odh game and terminates.
We note that for an adversary A who issues a Test query to the test session, then the tested
session (at that point) has an honest contributive partner and the adversary cannot have modified
the transcript between the test session and its partner. However, if A issues the Test query to the
server session, then A could replace the DH keyshare from the server with gv′ when delivering
SH to the (at that point) honest contributive client session. In order to compute HS honestly for
the client in this case, B25 queries the tuple (gv′ ,HKDF.Extract(PSK, 0)) to the prf-odh oracle P ,
which returns the value PRF((gv
′
)v,HKDF.Extract(PSK, 0)), allowing B to answer Reveal queries
correctly.
Note that when W = PRF(guv,HKDF.Extract(PSK, 0)), then we are in Game B.2, and if
W
$← {0, 1}λ, then we are in Game B.3. Therefore, we can bound the difference in the advantage
of A between the two cases as:
AdvGB.2
draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE(A) ≤ AdvGB.3draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE(A) + Advprf-odhG,q,HKDF.Ext(B25)
Game B.4. In this game we replace the derivation of the handshake secret HTS and the
master secret MS in both the tested session and its honest contributive partner (if one exists)
with uniformly random and independent values H˜TS, M˜S
$← {0, 1}λ. We can turn any adversary
A able to distinguish this change with non-negligible probability into an adversary B26 against
the security of the HMAC function, similar to the argument in Game A.5, by initialising a
prf game and querying the PRF oracle on (label5‖H2) and 0 for evaluations of HKDF.Expand
and HKDF.Extract respectively under the key H˜S. As before, this replacement is sound as the
value H˜S used as the key for computing HTS is a uniformly random value from {0, 1}λ sampled
independently of all other values in the game (by the result of Game B.3). The advantage of
B26 in the PRF security game bounds the difference in advantage of A between Game B.3 and
Game B.4 as follows:
AdvGB.3
draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE(A) ≤ AdvGB.4draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE(A) + AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B26)
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Game B.5. In this game we replace the derivation of the handshake traffic key tkhs in both
the tested session and its honest contributive partner (if one exists) with a uniformly random and
independent value t˜khs
$← {0, 1}λ. We can turn any adversary A able to distinguish this change
with non-negligible probability into an adversary B27 against the security of the HKDF.Expand
function, similar to the argument in Game B.4, by initialising a prf game and querying the PRF
oracle on label6 for evaluations of HKDF.Expand under the key H˜TS. As before, this replacement
is sound as the value H˜TS used as the key for computing tkhs is a uniformly random value from
{0, 1}λ sampled independently of all other values in the game. The advantage of B27 in the PRF
security game bounds the difference in advantage of A between Game B.4 and Game B.5 as
follows:
AdvGB.4
draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE(A) ≤ AdvGB.5draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE(A) + AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B27)
We note that from this game onwards t˜khs is a uniformly random and independent value in
both the tested and partner session, and that the response to the Test query in stage one is now
independent of the test bit btest sampled by the MS-PSKE game.
Game B.6. In this game we replace the derivation of the application traffic secret ATS in both
the tested session and its honest contributive partner (if one exists) with a uniformly random and
independent value A˜TS
$← {0, 1}λ. We can turn any adversary A able to distinguish this change
with non-negligible probability into an adversary B28 against the security of the HKDF.Expand
function, similar to the argument in Game B.4, by initialising a prf game and querying the PRF
oracle on salt label7‖H5 for evaluations of HKDF.Expand under the key M˜S. As before, this
replacement is sound as the value M˜S used as the key for computing ATS is a uniformly random
value from {0, 1}λ sampled independently of all other values in the game. The advantage of B28
in the PRF security game bounds the difference in advantage of A between Game B.5 and Game
B.6 as follows:
AdvGB.5
draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE(A) ≤ AdvGB.6draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE(A) + AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B28)
Game B.7. In this game we replace the derivation of the application traffic key tkapp in both
the tested session and its honest contributive partner (if one exists) with a uniformly random and
independent value t˜kapp
$← {0, 1}λ. We can turn any adversary A able to distinguish this change
with non-negligible probability into an adversary B29 against the security of the HKDF.Expand
function, similar to the argument in Game B.4, by initialising a prf game and querying the
PRF oracle on salt input label10 for evaluations of HKDF.Expand under the key A˜TS. As before,
this replacement is sound as the value A˜TS used as the key for computing tkapp is a uniformly
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random value from {0, 1}λ sampled independently of all other values in the game. The advantage
of B29 in the PRF security game bounds the difference in advantage of A between Game B.6
and Game B.7 as follows:
AdvGB.6
draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE(A) ≤ AdvGB.7draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE(A) + AdvprfHKDF.Exp(B29)
In Game B.7 the handshake traffic keys tkhs and application traffic keys tkapp are now both chosen
independently and uniformly at random. As the response to the Test query is now independent
of the test bit btest for all stages t, the adversary cannot issue a Test query and distinguish
whether the response is the real session key or another uniformly random and independent value,
and thus we have:
AdvGB.7
draft-16-(EC)DHE(A) = 0
Summing the probabilities yields the statement in Theorem 7.6.
7.4 Security of the TLS 1.3 draft-10 Handshakes
TLS 1.3 draft-10 preshared key (PSK) handshake modes merged session resumption functional-
ities with earlier standardised preshared key ciphersuites [93]. TLS 1.3 draft-10 contains two
PSK handshake variants: one solely based on pre-shared keys (PSK) as in draft-16-PSK and
one that combines pre-shared keys with an (EC)DHE key exchange as in draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE.
As in the draft-10 full handshake, the PSK handshake modes are divided into a negotiation
phase and an authentication phase. The negotiation phase now offers negotiation of a pre-shared
key identifier where the client offers a set of pre-shared key identities previously established with
the server (either in an out-of-band manner or as the resumption master secret derived in an
earlier full handshake). In contrast to previously analyzed draft-05 session resumption, the
PSK-(EC)DHE handshake variant moreover offers the ability for a client and server sharing a
pre-shared key to also negotiate forward-secret keys by including ephemeral (EC)DHE shares
as in the full handshake. Key derivation is done as in the full handshake (cf. Figure 4.5),
where, for PSK-(EC)DHE, the static secret SS is the pre-shared secret and the ephemeral
secret ES is computed via the unauthenticated key shares. The PSK handshake does not
have ClientKeyShare/ServerKeyShare messages, so it sets both ES and SS to the pre-shared
secret. Much like draft-16, authentication in PSK-based ciphersuites is not done via digital
signatures, but instead, both parties implicitly authenticate each other via the key derivation
using the pre-shared secret (as in draft-16-PSK), and using the MAC tag contained in the
ClientFinished/ServerFinished messages (as in draft-16-PSK(EC)DHE).
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We analyzed the security of draft-10-PSK and draft-10-PSK(EC)DHE handshake modes using the
Multi-Stage Preshared-Secret Key Exchange model.
We begin by defining the session identifiers for the two stages (note that RMS and EMS are
not computed in the PSK or PSK-(EC)DHE handshakes), deriving the handshake traffic key
tkhs and the application traffic key tkapp to be (as in draft-ietf-tls-tls13-10 analysis) the
unencrypted messages sent and received excluding the finished message:
sid1 = (ClientHello, ClientKeyShare, ClientPreSharedKey,
ServerHello, ServerKeyShare†, ServerPreSharedKey)
sid2 = (ClientHello, ClientKeyShare, ClientPreSharedKey,
ServerHello, ServerKeyShare†, ServerPreSharedKey, EncryptedExtensions, “tkapp”)
sid3 = (sid2, “EMS”).
Note that † indicates messages only included in the PSK-(EC)DHE handshake mode.
We add flags to the session identifiers to ensure session identifiers for each stage are distinct.
The contributive identifiers are incrementally set with each flow of messages sent and received
by each party. So cid1 = (ClientHello, ClientKeyShare, ClientPreSharedKey) extended
to cid1 = sid1 and cid2 = sid2, cid3 = sid3, similarly to how draft-ietf-tls-tls13-10
incrementally sets cid1, cid2, and cid3.
7.4.1 Security of the PSK-(EC)DHE Handshake
The changes between our analysis of draft-05 session resumption in the following section and
draft-10-PSK(EC)DHE in Match security are small, limited to modifications necessary to reflect
the additional (EC)DHE shares included in the handshake. For Multi-Stage security, the proof
however is markedly different, primarily to deal with the addition of forward secrecy. The
previous analysis did not have to be concerned with CorruptPSK, as the tested session could not
be targeted with such queries, and neither could any session sharing the same pss value. The
first case must now contend with the scenario where multiple sessions share pre-shared secrets
which can be compromised post-acceptance and still expect key secrecy and authentication
properties. This introduces the need for extra care in the security analysis in order to replace the
affected pre-shared secret across multiple protocol participants in a consistent fashion, leading
to an correspondingly increased number of proof steps. The other major change is an additional
reduction step to HKDF’s security as a pseudorandom function in line with the changes to the
key schedule. We provide the theorems and probability statements below but do not describe
the full proof as it uses similar techniques and game hops to Section 7.3.3. Thus we direct the
reader to our previous work to see the full proof of draft 10 PSK-based handshakes [44].
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Theorem 7.9 (Match security of draft-10-PSK(EC)DHE). The draft-10-PSK(EC)DHE handshake
is Match-secure: for any efficient adversary A we have
AdvMatchdraft-10-PSK(EC)DHE(A) ≤ n2S · 1/q · 2−|nonce| , (7.19)
where nS is the maximum number of sessions, q is the group order, and |nonce| = 128 is the
bit-length of the nonces.
Theorem 7.10 (Multi-Stage security of draft-10-PSK(EC)DHE). The draft-10-PSK(EC)DHE hand-
shake is Multi-Stage-secure in a key-independent and stage-1-forward-secret manner with stage-2
mutual authentication. Formally, for any efficient adversary A against the Multi-Stage security
there exist efficient algorithms B1, . . . , B10 such that
AdvMulti-Stage,K
draft-10-PSK(EC)DHE(A) ≤ 3nS ·
(





+ AdvcollHash(B5) + nS ·
(
Advprf-odhG,q,HKDF.Extract(B6)
+ Advprf-secHKDF.Expand(B8) + AdvcollHash(B5)
+ nS ·
(
+ Advprf-secHKDF.Extract(B9) + Advprf-secHKDF.Expand(B10)
))
,
where nS is the maximum number of sessions.
7.4.2 Security of the PSK Handshake
The security of the PSK handshake follows closely from the security analysis of session resumption
in our previous work [43]. The only noticeable change is an additional PRF step in the key
schedule. As the techniques, cryptographic assumptions and overall structure of the proof is very
similar for both draft 10 and draft 16, we simply reiterate the theorem and proof probabilities.
Match security follows nearly verbatim as for draft-10-PSK(EC)DHE. We provide the theorems
and probability statements below but do not describe the full proof as it uses similar techniques
and game hops to Section 7.3.2. Thus we direct the reader to our previous work to see the full
proof of draft 10 PSK-based handshakes [44].
Theorem 7.11 (Match security of draft-10-PSK). The draft-10-PSK handshake is Match-secure:
for any efficient adversary A we have
AdvMatchdraft-10-PSK(A) ≤ n2S · 2−|nonce| , (7.20)
where nS is the maximum number of sessions, and |nonce| = 128 is the bit-length of the nonces.
Theorem 7.12 (Multi-Stage security of draft-10-PSK). The draft-10-PSK handshake is Multi-Stage-
secure in a key-independent and non-forward-secret manner with stage-1 mutual authentication.
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Formally, for any efficient adversary A against the Multi-Stage security there exist efficient
algorithms B1, . . . , B5 such that
AdvMulti-Stage,Kdraft-10-PSK (A) ≤ 3nS ·
(
AdvcollHash(B1) + nS ·
(
Advprf-secHKDF.Extract(B2) + Advprf-secHKDF.Expand(B3)
+ Advprf-secHKDF.Extract(B4) + Advprf-secHKDF.Expand(B5)
))
,
where nS is the maximum number of sessions.
7.5 Security of the draft-05-SR Handshake
We now turn towards session resumption and analyze the resumption handshake as specified in
the draft-ietf-tls-tls13-05 draft, denoted as d05-SR.
We define the session and contributive identifiers for stage 1, which derives tkhs, and stage 2,
which derives tkapp, to both include the exchanged ClientHello and ServerHello messages as
well as a distinguishing label:
sid1 = cid1 = (ClientHello, ServerHello, handshake-key-expansion) and
sid2 = cid2 = (ClientHello, ServerHello, application-key-expansion).
By using the preshared-secret in deriving the session keys, both stages achieve mutual (implicit)
authentication.
In TLS session resumption, ClientHello contains the field session id, which serves as our
preshared-secret identifier psid . This value was previously chosen by the server (the TLS
standard does not specify how) and sent to the client in the ServerHello message in the
original handshake. We assume that the session id values are globally unique in TLS, for
example, chosen at random from a sufficiently large space to make collisions unlikely, or of the
form “server-name ‖ counter”. We also assume each party Pi knows the mapping between
preshared-secret identifiers psid i,j,κ and the peer identifier j and key index κ for all its pre-shared
secrets.
While this represents a contribution to the provable security analysis of internet protocols,
analysis of d05-SR is stale enough that we do not give full details for our proof. Instead, we
merely give the theorem statements for Theorem 7.13 and Theorem 7.14, and direct the reader
to [43] for further details if interested.
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Theorem 7.13 (Match security of d05-SR). The TLS 1.3 draft-05 session resumption hand-
shake d05-SR is Match-secure: for any efficient adversary A we have
AdvMatchd05-SR(A) ≤ n2S · 2−|nonce| , (7.21)
where |nonce| = 128 is the bitlength of the nonces.
Theorem 7.14 (Multi-Stage security of d05-SR). The TLS 1.3 draft-05 session resumption
handshake d05-SR is Multi-Stage-secure in a key-independent non-forward-secret manner with
concurrent authentication types AUTH = {(mutual, mutual)}: for any efficient adversary A
against the Multi-Stage security there exist efficient algorithms B1, . . . ,B4 such that
AdvMulti-Stage,Kd05-SR (A) ≤ 2nS ·
(
AdvcollHash(B1) + nS ·
(
Advprf-secPRF (B2)
+ Advprf-secPRF (B3) + Advprf-secPRF (B4)
))
,
where nS is the maximum number of sessions.
7.6 Conjectures on Negotiation Security in TLS 1.3
We also do not consider multi-ciphersuite security or negotiation security in as much depth as
in Chapters 5 and 6, but we can conjecture on what such an analysis may find. Since TLS 1.3
has changed cryptographic negotiation of many elements of the ciphersuite, it is non-trivial to
speculate on the security of all potential combinations and we stress the following is merely
conjecture.
In draft-16, negotiation of many different cryptographic properties has been separated, which
we detail below:
• Ciphersuites now only detail the AEAD encryption algorithm used by the tkhs and tkapp
keys and the hash algorithm to be used in the key schedule. Examples of this include
TLS AES 128 GCM SHA256 and TLS CHACHA20 POLY1305 SHA256.
• Digital signatures are now negotiated via extensions sent in the ClientHello and ServerHello
messages.
• Diffie–Hellman groups and keyshares are only exchanged in the ClientHello and ServerHello
messages.
• Preshared Keys are identified in the ClientHello and ServerHello messages
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• Version negotiation is identical to TLS 1.2 and below, but now includes a SupprtedVersion
extension in the ClientHello message which lists all supported client versions, to frustrate
version fallback attacks.
We recall from Theorem 6.6 in Chapter 6 that to prove negotiation security, one must first prove
two preconditions.
1. Precondition 1: All negotiation messages authenticated
2. Precondition 2: Sub-protocol must be ACCE-authentication secure
Precondition 1 is fairly trivial to confirm. All negotiation messages are included in the
ClientHello and ServerHello messages as in TLSv1.2, and these messages are authenticated
by CertificateVerify or Finished messages, and thus a similar argument will apply.
Precondition 2 is a little trickier, as no current analysis of TLS 1.3 exists in the ACCE model.
However, we note that in Jager et al. introduction of the ACCE security model [30] ACCE
protocols can be constructed by composing an AKE protocol and a symmetric-key encryption
protocol. By defining the record layer as an AEAD cipher (with appropriate security games,
potentially using results from [94]), and leveraging our proofs from above, it should be straight-
forward to construct TLS 1.3 as an ACCE protocol, and thus achieve negotiation security
for ciphersuite, signature, Diffie–Hellman parameters, preshared key identifiers, and version
negotiation.
7.7 Conclusions
In this chapter we analysed the provable security of arguably the most important cryptographic
internet protocol, the TLS protocol, while it is in the standardisation process. We extend
previous provable security models, specifically the multi-stage key exchange model, to capture
novel aspects of TLS 1.3, and prove security of the main handshake variants of TLS 1.3 draft-16,
including (EC)DHE, PSK and PSK(EC)DHE ciphersuites. We highlight flaws in our previous
analysis, and suggest fixes that capture more accurately the security of the TLS 1.3 protocol using
previously introduced assumptions made necessary by changes in the key schedule (specifically,
we require dual-PRF properties of HKDF and PRFODH security of HKDF and Diffie–Hellman
key exchange groups). We also speculate on the negotiation security of TLS 1.3, suggesting that
TLS 1.3 can easily be captured as an ACCE protocol by composing AEAD ciphers and utilising
our AKE-based proofs to show negotiable security. This emphasizes both the utility of previous
security models (including ACCE and nACCE in Chapter 6) and our introduced analysis of
TLS 1.3.
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Error in Previous Work The biggest change with previous proofs of draft-05-(EC)DHE [43],
draft-10-(EC)DHE [44] and the proof of draft-16 presented in this thesis, is where we replace
the two separate game-hops of ddh and PRF assumptions with a single prf-odh assumption.7
In particular, the adversary may decide to distinguish the replacement of the Diffie–Hellman
keyshares in the ddh game without breaking the MSKE game as follows: If the adversary decides
to issue a Test query to the server session after it computes the tkhs key, then by the restrictions
on Test queries the server must have a honest contributive partner session. The reduction B
against A has used the ddh challenge values gu and gv to replace the Diffie–Hellman keyshares
output by the client in the ClientHello message and the server in the ServerHello message.
The adversary receives a real-or-random session key as a response from the Test query, and has
not lost the MSKE game as an honest contributive client partner exists.
However, when transmitting ServerHello back to the client, A replaces the DDH challenge
value with a DH keyshare gv
′
value of its own. When A delivers the modified ServerHello
message to the client, and B halts the protocol execution, the client no longer has a matching
session identifier sid1 with the tested session, and cannot compute the DH secret g
uv′ (as the
secret value u is internal to the ddh game, and v′ is known only to the adversary). The adversary
can then force this behaviour to be distinguishable by issuing a Reveal query to the client. Again
note that this does not lose the adversary the MSKE game — as the lost flag is only set to true
if the session identifier sid1 of the client matches the session identifier sid
′
1 of the test server
session, and since the adversary replaced the DH keyshare in SH this is not the case. As a result,
the B simulator cannot answer the Reveal query, (or answers it with a value other than guv′)
and A can compute guv′ (as it knows v′), this is distinguishing behaviour. Hence, we require a
stronger prf-odh assumption as in analysis of TLS 1.2 [30, 48, 56].
This problem in our analysis was identified as a result of discussions with Markulf Kohlweiss.
Limitations One of the biggest limitations in our analysis of PSK-based handshakes in Draft
16 is the NewSessionTicket message, which is sent after the full handshake is completed, and
establishes a PSK and CTX value for use in future PSK-based handshakes. Currently, our
analysis omits this, as it causes problems within our model. Specifically, the NewSessionTicket
is a handshake message that is sent encrypted under the tkapp key, which means we would not
be able to compose a PSK-handshake generically using only the stage 4 (RMS) key derived in a
full-handshake, but would also require the tkapp key as well. However, as we mentioned earlier a
recent work by Krawczyk [91] addresses the issues in post-handshake security, and shows that
TLS 1.3 achieves the properties required of a unilateral-authenticated to mutual-authentication
compiler, and it does not affect key-secrecy of the session key
7Please refer to Section 7.3.1 for more details.
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Another major limitation is that our analysis considers handshake security in isolation, i.e. not in
a security game where a session may negotiate (EC)DHE, PSK and PSK(EC)DHE handshakes.
This prevents us from considering the security of a setting where parties reuse PSK values
in both PSK and PSK(EC)DHE handshakes and what implications it entails. A simulation
argument that covers operations which use the symmetric secret on ciphersuite identifiers similar
to simulation arguments made in Chapter 5 may lead to a solution, which we leave to future
work.
Our analysis does not cover the 0RTT handshake presented in Draft 16, but we conjecture that
one might prove it as a preshared secret key-exchange protocol in a modified MS-PSKE model
where the forward-secrecy of different stage keys may vary (presumably monotonically). We may
then consider the security of a 0RTT handshake as the first stage of a longer 1RTT handshake
that includes tkhs and tkapp and (potentially) EMS, RMS. One could then prove it secure using
similar techniques as described above with an additional two PRF security game hops, assuming
the design of TLSv1.3 remains stable.
The final contribution of our thesis focuses on assumptions underlying the security of the TLS
protocol, in particular time-synchronisation between communicating parties. In our earlier
discussions, we mentioned that an attacker able to desynchronise time between two parties
using TLS to communicate could potentially be used to break the security of the connection.
In the following chapter (Chapter 8) we address the problem of secure time-synchronisation
with respect to the Network Time Protocol by developing a construction that can be used to
ensure the accuracy and authentication of time-synchronisation attempts. We develop a provable
security framework based on the Bellare-Rogaway model presented in Chapter 3, and prove that
our construction is secure in this new framework.
Chapter 8
Time Synchronisation Security and
the Authenticated Network Time
Protocol
8.1 Introduction
This chapter aims to introduce the Authenticated Network Time Protocol — ANTP — a secure
authenticated time-synchronisation protocol that is scalable and suitable for widespread deploy-
ment. We formalise notions of secure time-synchronisation, and prove our construction secure in
our security model. We also implement ANTP in OpenNTPD, and verify that our construction
does not place unreasonable load on time-synchronisation servers. Much of the following has
been reproduced from our work Authenticated Network Time Synchronization, published
in Proceedings of the 50th USENIX Security Symposium [95].
The importance of accurate time for security. There are many examples of security
mechanisms which (often implicitly) rely on having an accurate clock:
• Certificate validation in TLS and other protocols. Validating a public key certificate requires
confirming that the current time is within the certificate’s validity period. Performing
validation with a slow or inaccurate clock may cause expired certificates to be accepted as
valid. A revoked certificate may also validate if the clock is slow, since the relying party
will not check for updated revocation information.
• Ticket verification in Kerberos. In Kerberos, authentication tickets have a validity period,
and proper verification requires an accurate clock to prevent authentication with an expired
ticket.
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• HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS) policy duration. HSTS [96] allows website
administrators to protect against downgrade attacks from HTTPS to HTTP by sending a
header to browsers indicating that HTTPS must be used instead of HTTP. HSTS policies
specify the duration of time that HTTPS must be used. If the browser’s clock jumps ahead,
the policy may expire re-allowing downgrade attacks. A related mechanism, HTTP Public
Key Pinning [97] also relies on accurate client time for security.
For clients who set their clocks using NTP, these security mechanisms (and others) can be
attacked by a network-level attacker who can intercept and modify NTP traffic, such as a
malicious wireless access point or an insider at an ISP. In practice, most NTP servers do not
authenticate themselves to clients, so a network attacker can intercept responses and set the
timestamps arbitrarily. Even if the client sends requests to multiple servers, these may all be
intercepted by an upstream network device and modified to present a consistently incorrect
time to a victim. Such an attack on HSTS was demonstrated by Selvi [19], who provided a
tool to advance the clock of victims in order to expire HSTS policies. Malhotra et al. [98]
presents a variety of attacks that rely on NTP being unauthenticated, further emphasizing the
need for authenticated time synchronization. (Confidentiality, however, is not a requirement
for time synchronization, since all time synchronization is public. Similarly, client-to-server
authentication is not a goal.)
Most NTP servers do not support NTP authentication, and NTP clients in desktop and laptop
operating systems will set their clocks based on unauthenticated NTP responses. On Linux and
OS X, by default the client either polls a server periodically, or creates an NTP request when the
network interface is established. In both cases the system clock will be set to any time specified
by the NTP response. On Windows, by default clients will synchronize their clock every nine
hours (using time.microsoft.com), and ignore responses that would change the clock by more
than 15 hours. These two defaults reduce the opportunity for a man-in-the-middle (MITM)
attacker to change a victim clock and the amount by which it may be changed, but cumulative
small-scale time changes can build in the long-term to large-scale time inaccuracies. In Windows
domains (a network of computers, often in an enterprise), the domain controller provides the
time with an authenticated variant of NTPv3 [99].
Contributions We present the ANTP protocol for authenticated network time synchronization,
along with results on its performance and security. ANTP protocol messages are transported in
the extension fields of NTP messages. ANTP allows a server to authenticate itself to a client
using public key certificates and public key exchange, and provides cryptographic assurance
using symmetric cryptography that no modification of the packets has occurred in transit. Like
other authenticated time synchronization protocols using public keys [67] we assume an initial
out-of-band mechanism for certificate validation exists, as certificate validation requires an
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Phase Throughput Latency at 50% load Latency at 90% load
ANTP – Negotiation – RSA 58 240 186 ± 26 202 ± 43
ANTP – Negotiation – ECDH 146 808 172 ± 35 233 ± 133
ANTP – Key Exchange – RSA 1 754 891 ± 121 997 ± 346
ANTP – Key Exchange – ECDH 13 210 197 ± 56 344 ± 142
ANTP – Time Synchronization 175 644 168 ± 35 230 ± 158
ANTP – All 3 phases – RSA – 2 255 ± 587 2 646 ± 345
ANTP – All 3 phases – ECDH – 1 325 ± 499 2 252 ± 1 172
NTP 291 926 147 ± 34 181 ± 136
Table 8.1: Performance results for the Authenticated Network Time Protocol.
Note that this captures: each phase of ANTP (top), a complete 3-phase execution of ANTP (middle),
and NTP (bottom). Throughput: mean completed phases per second. Latency: mean and standard
deviation of the latency in microseconds of server responses at either 50% or 90% server load. All are
computed over 5 trials, top and bottom over 100 seconds each; see Section 8.4.2 for details.
accurate clock. Future certificate verification attempts after an initial time synchronisation using
ANTP however can be performed in the standard way. We follow the direction set by the IETF
Informational document “Security Requirements of Time Protocols in Packet-Switched Networks”
(RFC 7384) [100] to determine what cryptographic, computational, and storage properties ANTP
should achieve.
ANTP has three phases. In the negotiation phase, the client and server agree on which crypto-
graphic algorithms to use; this phase would be carried out quite infrequently, on the order of
monthly or less. In the key exchange phase, the client and server use public key cryptography
to establish a symmetric key that the server will use to authenticate later time synchroniza-
tion responses; this phase would also be carried out infrequently, say monthly. In the time
synchronization phase, the client sends a time synchronization request, and the server replies
with an NTP response that is symmetrically authenticated using the key established in the key
exchange phase; this may be done frequently, perhaps daily or more often. Notably, the server
need not keep per-client state: the server oﬄoads any such state to the client by encrypting and
authenticating it under a long-term symmetric key, and the client sends that ciphertext back to
the server with each subsequent request.
The time synchronization phase of ANTP can be run in a “no-cryptographic-latency” mode: here,
the server sends two response packets, the first being the unauthenticated NTP packet, and the
second being the same NTP packet (with unchanged timestamps) along with the ANTP extensions
providing authentication. The client measures the roundtrip time based on the unauthenticated
response, but does not update its clock until authenticating the response. In this way, no time
synchronization inaccuracy is added by the time required to compute the authentication tag
over the outgoing timestamp. Since the latency of ANTP’s time synchronization phase is nearly
as fast as unauthenticated simple NTP time synchronization (only 21 microseconds slower at
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50% load in our implementation as reported below), we make this mode optional since ANTP’s
default mode may be sufficiently accurate for general use.
ANTP performance. Performance constraints on time synchronization protocols are driven
by the fact that time servers are heavily loaded, and must provide responses promptly. ANTP’s
design allows it to achieve high performance while maintaining high security. The frequently
performed time synchronization phase uses only symmetric cryptography, making it only slightly
more expensive than simple NTP time synchronization. Since the session key established in the
key exchange phase is reused across many time synchronization phases, expensive public key
operations are amortized, and can be separately load-balanced. And, as noted above, ANTP
oﬄoads state to clients, leaving the server stateless.
We implemented ANTP in OpenNTPD’s [101] implementation of NTP, using OpenSSL [102]
for cryptographic computations. Table 8.1 reports the performance of our implementation,
compared with unauthenticated simple NTP. ANTP does decrease throughput and increase
latency, but the impact is quite reasonable. On a single core of a server, ANTP can support
175k authenticated time synchronization phase connections per second, a factor of 1.6 fewer than
the 291k unauthenticated simple NTP connections per second. Latency for time synchronization
(over a 1 gigabit per second local area network) at 50% load increases from 147 microseconds
for unauthenticated simple NTP to 168 microseconds for ANTP’s time synchronization phase.
The other two phases, negotiation and key exchange, will be performed far less frequently on
average by clients. Throughput of negotiation phases is bandwidth-, not CPU-, limited. For
exchange, we implemented two methods: 2048-bit RSA key transport and static-ephemeral
elliptic curve Diffie–Hellman key exchange using the NIST P-256 curve; as expected, both of
these are substantially more expensive than time synchronization phases, but are also performed
far less frequently. Details of our implementation and testing methodology, as well as more
results, appear in Section 8.4.
ANTP compares well with other authentication methods for NTP, as seen in Table 8.2. ANTP
uses fewer amortized public key operations compared to NTPv4 Autokey and NTS and has fewer
rounds. NTPv3 using symmetric key operations is more lightweight, but is highly restricted in
that it only supports symmetric authentication via pre-established symmetric keys, making it
unsuitable for deployment with billions of devices.
Because ANTP is designed-for-purpose, it is also more efficient than applying general purpose
security protocols to NTP. For example, one might consider simply applying TLS or DTLS
to NTP packets to obtain authentication. Unfortunately, this results in substantial overhead
compared to ANTP. For an indicative comparison, we measured the performance of Apache
httpd [104] serving single small pages using OpenSSL on the same server as our ANTP results
in Table 8.1. (Since OpenNTPD is single-threaded, we divided the number of connections per
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Protocol Auth. Security Asymptotic Round
type analysis trips
NTPv0–v2 — — — 1
NTPv3 sym. key no proof 1 hash 1
sym. key
NTPv4 pub. key flaws 2n pub. key, 4
Autokey ([103]) 1n + 1 sym. key
NTS [67] pub. key no proof 3n pub. key, 4
2
n + 2 sym. key
ANTP pub. key proof 1n pub. key, 3
(Fig. 8.1) (Sec. 8.6) 6n + 2 sym. key
Table 8.2: Comparison of time synchronization protocols.
Note that an + b denotes a operations that can be amortized over n time synchronizations plus b
operations per time sync.
second supported by Apache/OpenSSL by the number of cores to provide a fair comparison.) For
2048-bit RSA key transport, Apache/OpenSSL could serve 633 connections/second/core, just
over one-third of the ANTP RSA key exchange phases; and for ECDHE/ECDSA key exchange,
Apache/OpenSSL could serve only 1156 connections/second/core, less than a tenth of ANTP
ECDH key exchange phases.
ANTP security. ANTP’s design is supported by a thorough analysis of its cryptographic
security using the provable security paradigm. To do so, we extend existing frameworks for key
exchange and secure channels [30, 105] to develop a novel framework that handles protocols
where time plays a central role. The adversary in our security analysis is a network attacker
capable of deleting, reordering, editing, and creating messages between parties. Since our model
is about time synchronization, parties in our model have local clocks, and the adversary is given
complete control over the initialization of all clocks, as well as the ability to increment the time
of parties not involved in a protocol run. This allows us to model the ability of an adversary to
delay packet transmission: this is particularly important in the case of NTP, where delaying
packets asymmetrically can cause the client to synchronize to an inaccurate time.
We then show that ANTP achieves secure time synchronization as defined by our model,
under standard assumptions on the security of the cryptographic primitives (key encapsulation
mechanism, hash function, authenticated encryption, message authentication code, and key
derivation function) used to construct the protocol.
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8.2 NTP Security and Related Work
In terms of security, early versions of NTP (NTP to NTPv2) had no standardized authentication
method. NTPv3 introduced symmetric-key authentication mechanisms to produce a crypto-
graphic checksum. NTPv4 introduced the Autokey protocol, an authenticated key exchange
protocol designed to use public-key infrastructure in order to establish a shared secret key
between the client and the server, which is then used with NTPv3 authentication mechanisms.
The Network Time Security protocol is another authenticated key exchange protocol that is
intended to establish shared secret keys between a client and a time-server for use in a MAC
scheme for authentication of time-synchronisation responses.
NTPv3 symmetric-key authentication. NTPv3 presented a method for authenticating
time synchronization using preshared key symmetric cryptography. NTPv3 added additional
extension fields to the NTP packet, consisting of a 32-bit key identifier, and a 64-bit cryptographic
checksum. The specification of NTPv3 describes the checksum as the encryption of the NTP
packet with DES, but notes that other algorithms could be negotiated. The distribution of keys
and negotiation of algorithms was considered to be outside the scope of NTP.
NTPv4 Autokey public key authentication. NTPv4 introduced a method for using public-
key cryptography for authentication, known as the Autokey protocol. Autokey is designed to
prevent inaccurate time synchronization by authenticating the server to the client, and verifying
that no modification of the packet has occurred in transit. Autokey is designed to work over the
top of authenticated NTPv3. Autokey uses MD5 and a variety of Schnorr-like [106] identification
schemes to prevent malicious attacks, but as an analysis by Ro¨ttger shows [107], there are
multiple weaknesses inherent in the Autokey protocol, including use of small seed values (32
bits) and allowing insecure identification schemes to be negotiated. The size of the seed allows a
MITM adversary with sufficient computational power to generate all possible seed values and
use the cookie to authenticate adversarial-chosen NTP packets. This weakness alone allows an
attacker in control of the network to break authentication of time synchronization, thus NTP
with the Autokey protocol is not a secure time synchronization protocol. Mills describes his
experiments on demonstrating reliability and accuracy of network time synchronization using
NTPv2 implementations [108], but does not offer a formal security analysis of NTP. Mills does
show that honest deployment of NTP in networks can offer time synchronization accuracy to
within a few tens of milliseconds after only a few synchronizations. ANTP was originally intended
as a means to address the vulnerabilities in the Autokey protocol, but with many changes to
minimize public-key and symmetric-key operations, message bandwidth. While the inspiration
for ANTP is the Autokey protocol, the design diverged significantly enough to consider it a
separate protocol design.
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Network Time Security. The Network Time Security protocol (NTS) [67] is an IETF
Internet-Draft that uses public-key infrastructure in order to secure time synchronization
protocols such as NTP and the Precision Time Protocol (PTP) [109]. However, NTS is costly
in terms of server-side public-key operations, is a four round-trip protocol, requires clients to
manage public/private key pairs and digital certificates, and does not have an equivalent to
ANTP’s no-cryptographic-latency feature.
NTS has inherited many design choices from the Autokey protocol, in particular protocol flow,
and key derivation strategy using secret server seeds. Similarly to the Autokey protocol, NTS
servers reuse the randomness server seed used to generate a shared secret key (referred to as
a cookie) for each client by cookie = HMAC(server seed,Hash(client public-key certificate)),
encrypting this value and a client-chosen nonce with the client public-key, authenticating the
server by digitally signing the cookie with the server private key. Note that the client public-key
certificate in NTS serves to protect the confidentiality and ensures uniqueness of the cookie for
each client using a different public-key certificate. It does not serve to authenticate the client to
the server. In ANTP clients do not need a certificate, only the server.
In addition, in the association (or negotiation) phase NTS requires the server to digitally sign
the server assoc message, which includes the client’s selection of hash and key encapsulation
algorithms as well as a client nonce. The server must compute costly public-key operations over
these values for each association phase. As a result, a NTS server requires three public-key
operations per client to establish a shared secret cookie.
NTS is a work-in-progress and a future revision may be updated to address some of these issues.
We previously discovered a flaw in the association phase which would allow MITM adversaries
to perform negotiation downgrade attacks (draft version -06) and communicated our findings to
the authors. This has since been fixed and we reviewed draft version -12 for this thesis.
8.3 Authenticated NTP
In this section we present the Authenticated Network Time Protocol (ANTP): a new variant of
NTP designed to allow a SNTP client to authenticate a single NTP server and output a time
counter within some accuracy margin of the server time counter. Our new protocol ANTP allows
an ANTP server to authenticate itself to an ANTP client, as well as to provide cryptographic
assurances that no modification of the packets has occurred in transit. ANTP messages, much
like Autokey and NTS, are included in the extension fields of NTP messages. We summarize the
novel features of ANTP below:
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• The client is capable of authenticating the server, and all messages from the server. Replay
attacks are explicitly prevented for the client.
• The server does not need to keep state for each client.
• The server does only one public-key operation per client in order to generate a shared
secret key.
• The shared secret key can be used for multiple time synchronization attempts by the same
client.
• The client has a “no-cryptographic-latency” option to avoid additional error in the approx-
imation of the propagation delay due to cryptographic operations.
8.3.1 Protocol Description
ANTP is divided into four separate phases. A detailed protocol flow can be found in Figure 8.1.
• Setup: The server chooses a long term key s for the authenticated encryption algorithm.
This is used to encrypt and authenticate oﬄoaded server state between phases.
• Negotiation Phase: The client and server communicate supported algorithms; the server
sends its certificate and state C1, an authenticated encryption (using s) of the hash of the
message flow. The value C1 will be later used to authenticate negotiation.
• Key Exchange Phase: The client uses a key encapsulation mechanism (KEM) based on the
server’s public key from its certificate to establish a shared key with the server. The client
sends the KEM ciphertext and encrypted state C1 to the server. The server derives the
shared key k, then encrypts it (using s) to compute C2. The server replies with a MAC
(for key confirmation) and oﬄoaded state C2 (for use in the next phase).
• Time Synchronization Phase: The client sends a time synchronization request and includes
oﬄoaded server state C2. The server recovers k from C2 and uses it to derive a fresh
key to authenticate the response, which the client verifies. The client can also request
“no-cryptographic-latency” time synchronization, where the server will immediately reply
without authentication, and then send a second message with authentication.
8.3.2 Design Rationale and Discussion
Of the security properties discussed in RFC 7384 [100], ANTP achieves the following: protection
against manipulation, spoofing, replay and delay attacks; authentication of the server (if ANTP
is applied in a chain, implicit authentication of primary server); key freshness; avoids degradation













m1 ← #  –algC‖nc m1−→ (KDF,Hash,KEM,MAC)← negotiate( #  –algC , #  –algS)
h← Hash(m1‖ #  –algS‖certS)
C1 ← AE.AuthEncs(01‖h‖KDF‖Hash‖KEM‖MAC)
Verify certS
m2←− m2 ← #  –algS‖certS‖C1
pkS ← parse(cert)
Key exchange phase
(KDF,Hash,KEM,MAC)← negotiate( #  –algC , #  –algS)
h← Hash(m1‖ #  –algS‖certS)
(e, pms)← KEM.Encap(pks)
m3 ← C1‖e m3−→ b‖h‖KDF‖Hash‖KEM‖MAC← AE.AuthDecs(C1)
If b 6= 01, then α← reject and abort
pms← KEM.Decap(skS , e)
k ← KDF(pms) k ← KDF(pms)
C2 ← AE.AuthEncs(02‖k‖KDF‖Hash‖KEM‖MAC)
τ1 ← MAC(k, h‖m3‖C2)
Verify τ1 = MAC(k, h‖m3‖C2) m4←− m4 ← C2‖τ1
If verify fails, then α← reject and abort





m5 ← t1‖nc2‖C2 m5−→ t2 ← Now()
b‖k‖KDF‖Hash‖KEM‖MAC← AE.AuthDecs(s, C2)






t4 ← Now() m6←− m6 ← t1‖t2‖t3‖τ2
RTT ← (t4 − t1)− (t3 − t2)
If RTT > E , then α← reject and abort
Verify τ2 = MAC(k,m5‖t1‖t2‖t3)
If verify fails, then α← reject and abort
offset = 12 (t3 + t2 − t1 − t4)
timep ← Now() + offset
α← acceptp
If p = n, then terminate
Figure 8.1: Overview of the Authenticated Network Time Protocol (ANTP).
Note that we refer to this as (ANTPE ), where E is a fixed upper bound on the desired accuracy. The
pre-determined negotiation function negotiate takes as input two ordered lists of algorithms and returns a
single algorithm. n denotes the maximum number of synchronization phases, and p denotes the current
synchronization phase. [m∗6] indicates an optional message sent based on a “no-cryptographic-latency”
flag present in m5, omitted in this figure. Note that if KEM.Decap or AuthDec fails for any ANTP server,
the server simply stops processing the message, aborts, and allows the client to time-out. If certificate
validation fails, the client aborts the protocol run.
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time synchronization; minimizes computational load; minimizes per-client storage requirements
of the server. The following properties from [100] are only partly addressed by ANTP, which
we explain in further detail below: resistance against the rogue master, cryptographic DoS and
time-protocol DoS attacks.
Stateless server. While storage costs are generally not an issue, synchronizing state between
multiple servers implementing a high-volume network endpoint like time.windows.com is still
expensive and complicated to deploy. For reliability and performance these servers are often in
multiple data centers, spread across multiple geographic regions. In ANTP the server regenerates
per-client state as needed. Our construction uses authenticated encryption (AE) in a similar
manner to TLS Session Tickets [110] for session resumption, where the server authenticates and
encrypts its per-client state using a long-term symmetric key, then sends the ciphertext to the
client for storage. The client responds with the ciphertext in order for the server to decrypt and
recover state. The server periodically refreshes the long-term secret key for the AE scheme (the
intervals are dependent on the security requirements of the AE scheme).
No-cryptographic-latency mode. In SNTP, the accuracy is bounded by the total roundtrip
time of the time synchronization phase. If we build a secure authentication protocol over SNTP,
then the total accuracy of the new authenticated protocol is also bounded by the total round-trip
time of the time synchronization phase.
Since cryptographic computations over the synchronization messages adds asymmetrically
to propagation time, it introduces error in the approximation of propagation time θ˜3, so
authentication operations degrade the accuracy of the transmit timestamp in the resp. As noted
above, ANTP includes a “no-cryptographic-latency” mode to reduce error due to authentication:
during the Time Synchronization Phase, at the client’s option, the server will immediately
process a resp as in Figure 4.11 and sends it to the client, without authentication. The server
subsequently creates an ANTP ServerResp message, and sends the resp with ServerResp in
the NTP extension fields of the saved resp. A client can then use the time when receiving the
initial resp to set its clock, but only after verifying authentication with the ANTP ServerResp,
aborting if authentication fails, if either message wasn’t received, or if messages were received in
incorrect order. When this mechanism is used, cryptographic processing time does not introduce
asymmetric propagation time. (The TESLA broadcast authentication protocol of Perrig et
al. [111] delays authentication as well, but to improve efficiency rather than accuracy as in
ANTP.)
Efficient cryptography. Public-key operations are computationally expensive, especially in
the case of a server servicing a large pool of NTP clients. ANTP only requires a single public-key
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operation per-client to ensure authentication and confidentiality of the premaster secret key
material. The client can reuse the shared secret key on multiple subsequent time synchronization
requests with that server. ANTP uses a key encapsulation mechanism for establishing the shared
secret key. We allow either static-ephemeral elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman key exchange or key
transport using RSA public key encryption. While one might ordinarily avoid using RSA or
static-ephemeral DH for key exchange since they do not provide forward secrecy, this is not a
concern for ANTP since we do not need confidentiality as the contents of the messages (time
synchronization data) are public.
Key freshness and reuse. ANTP allows multiple time synchronization phases for each
session using the same shared secret key k but with a new nonce in each Time Synchronization
Phase to prevent replay attacks and ensure uniqueness of the protocol flow. This reuse can
continue until either the client restarts the negotiation phase or the server rotates public keys or
authenticated encryption keys.
Denial of service attacks. Against a man-in-the-middle, some types of denial-of-service
(DoS) attacks are unavoidable, as the adversary may always drop messages.
Amplification attacks can be of concern. Unauthenticated SNTP has a roughly 1:1 ratio of
attacker work to server work, in that one attack packet causes one packet in response, and a
small computational effort is required by the server. In ANTP, the cryptographic operations do
allow some amplification of work. Based on the experimental results in Table 8.1, the negotiation
and time synchronization phases have less than a 1:2 ratio of attacker work to server work. As
for the key exchange phase, the server performs a public key operation while a malicious client
may not. However, a server under attack can temporarily stop responding to key exchange
requests while still responding to time synchronization requests, and since most honest clients
will perform key exchange infrequently, their service will not be denied.
Another amplification can be caused by the no-cryptographic-latency feature, since two response
packets are sent for each request. This mode can be turned off during attack, the server indicating
with a flag that it does not (currently) support this feature.
Finally, in the negotiation phase the server’s response is also considerably larger than the client
request (because it includes a certificate), but, like the key exchange phase, the negotiation phase
may be temporarily disabled without denying service to clients who already have established a
premaster secret. Another option is to replace the server certificate chain with a URL where
the client can download it. Depending on the size of the certificate(s) this could reduce the
bandwidth amplification considerably. This last mitigation requires detailed analysis, which we
leave to future work.
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Certificate validation. When using digital certificates to authenticate public keys, the syn-
chronization of the issuer and the relying party is an underlying assumption. This serves to
highlight a significant problem – how do you securely authenticate time using public-key infras-
tructure without previously having time synchronization with the issuer? For our construction this
must be done once, and we assume that the client has some out-of-band method for establishing
the trustworthiness of public-keys, perhaps using OCSP [112] with nonces to ensure freshness of
responses, by the user manually setting the time for first certificate validation, or shipping a
trusted certificate with the operating system. Since certificate validity periods typically range
from months to years, if the user is assured that time synchronization with the issuer is within
the range of hours or days and that range sits comfortably within the certificate validation
period, this is a viable solution.
ANTP to NTP downgrade. ANTP servers are also NTP servers, since ANTP is implemented
as an NTP extension. This eases deployment; older clients may continue using NTP, while newer
clients can use ANTP. Note that a network adversary can drop the ANTP extension from the
request, and the server will respond with NTP (having interpreted the request as NTP). For
this reason, clients that send an ANTP request must only update their clock based on a valid
ANTP response, and ignore NTP responses. For similar reasons, clients which fall back from
ANTP to NTP are not recommended.
8.4 Implementation and Performance
Here we describe our instantiation of ANTP in terms of cryptographic primitives used as well as
its implementation and performance testing.
8.4.1 Instantiation and Implementation
We instantiate ANTP using the following cryptographic algorithms. We use AES128-GCM as
the symmetric encryption algorithm for the server to encrypt and decrypt state, SHA-256 as
the hash algorithm, and HMAC-SHA256 and HKDF-SHA256 as the MAC and key derivation
functions respectively. We support two key encapsulation mechanisms, RSA key transport and
static-ephemeral elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman:
• RSA key transport: In KeyGen, the public key and secret key are a 2048-bit RSA key pair.
Encap is defined by selecting a key k
$← {0, 1}128 and encrypting k using the RSA public
key with RSA-PKCS#1.5 encryption; Decap performs decryption with the corresponding
RSA secret key.
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• Static-ephemeral elliptic curve Diffie–Hellman: Let P be the generator (base point) of the
NIST-P256 elliptic curve group of prime order q. In KeyGen, the secret key is sk
$← Zq
and the public key is pk = sk · P , where · denotes scalar-point multiplication. In Encap,
select r
$← Zq and compute c ← r · P and k ← KDF(c‖X(r · pk)). In Decap, compute
KDF(c‖X(sk · c)). KDF is HMAC-SHA256 and X(Q) gives the x-coordinate of elliptic curve
point Q. This is the ECIES-KEM [113] which is IND-CCA secure under the elliptic curve
discrete logarithm assumption in the random oracle model [114].
We implemented ANTP by extending OpenNTPD version 1.92 [101]. Our implementation relies
on OpenSSL version 1.0.2f [102] for its cryptographic components; notably, this version included
a recent high-speed assembly implementation of the NIST P-256 curve.
8.4.2 Performance
Methodology. We collected performance measurements for each of the negotiation, key
exchange, and time synchronization phases. We wanted to know the maximum number of
connections per second that could be supported in each phase, as well as the latency a client
would experience for a typical server. For comparison we also collected performance measurements
for unauthenticated NTP time synchronization phases.
Our experiments were carried out between two machines acting as clients, and a single server
machine running ANTP. The server had an Intel Core i7-4770 CPU running at 3.40GHz with
15.6 GiB of RAM; we used two similar client machines, which in our experiments were always
sufficient to saturate the server. The clients and server were connected over an isolated 1 gigabit
local area network. The server was running Linux Mint 17.2 with no other software installed.
It is important to note that OpenNTPD is not multi-threaded, so the OpenNTPD server process
runs on a single core, regardless of the number of cores on the machine. As the key exchange phase
is CPU bounded, we expect key exchange phase throughput in a threaded server implementation
to increase linearly with the number of CPU cores until bandwidth is saturated.
For testing throughput (connections/second), we used our own multi-threaded UDP flooding
benchmarking tool that sends static packets and collects the number of responses, the average
latency of those responses, and the number of dropped packets. We tuned the number of queries
per second to ensure that the server’s (single) core had around 95% utilization, and that more
client packets were sent than being processed, but not so many more that performance became
degraded (i.e., the server dropped less than 1% of packets being received per second).
For testing individual phase latency, we again used our UDP benchmarking tool, this time
measuring latency of a subset of connections while maintaining a particular background ANTP
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load at the server (either 50% or 90% of supported throughput), to measure the latency a client
would experience at an unloaded or loaded server.
For testing total protocol runtime, we instrumented the OpenNTPD client to report the runtime
of a single complete (all three phases) ANTP synchronization, again with background ANTP
load as above.
Results – individual phases. Table 8.1 shows the results of each phase. Results reported
are the average of 5 trials. For throughput and individual phase latency, each trial was run for
100 seconds. For throughput, Table 8.1 reports the number of response packets received at the
client machine.
Negotiation phases. The lower throughput of RSA and ECDH negotiation messages (compared
to NTP) is due to larger message size of ANTP messages, as network bandwidth was saturated
for this measurement. Latency for ECDH negotiation at 90% load is higher compared to RSA
negotiation at 90% load; at that load level, a much larger number of ECDH packets are being
sent than RSA packets, so CPU load in the ECDH is higher even though they have the same
bandwidth consumption, leading to higher latency for ECDH negotiation.
Key exchange phases. As expected, server key exchange throughput is higher when ECC is used
for public key operations compared to RSA. This difference is explained by the relative costs of
the underlying cryptographic operations: using OpenSSL’s speed command for benchmarking
individual crypto operations, the runtime of ECC NIST P-256 point multiplication is 8.62×
faster than RSA 2048 private key operations, whereas we observe a 7.54× improvement in
throughput for ANTP’s ECDH key exchange over ANTP’s RSA key exchange. Latency for RSA
key exchange is approximately 2.9 times that of ECDH key exchange at 90% load.
Time synchronization phases. While ANTP time synchronization phases are more computationally
intensive than unauthenticated NTP, throughput is reduced by only a factor of approximately
1.6. Since this phase is CPU bounded, we expect a multi-threaded server implementation to
increase ANTP throughput. Latency increase for ANTP at 50% load is only about 14% and at
90% load is about 27%.
Results and extrapolation – all 3 phases. Since each client makes a full 3-phase time
synchronization (negotiation, followed by key exchange, followed by time synchronization)
relatively infrequently, it does not make sense to measure server throughput for complete 3-phase
time synchronizations. We did measure latency of a 3-phase time synchronization to note the
performance that a client would perceive on its initial synchronization. As expected, the total
runtime of a client exceeds the sum of the latencies from each individual phase due to the client
performing its own cryptographic operations.
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It is interesting to note that latency slows as the server approaches load capacity. Future work on
OpenNTPD and other NTP servers could include optimizations to reduce latency and improve
time synchronization accuracy under increasing load.
We can extrapolate from the individual phase results to estimate the size of the client pool that
ANTP could feasibly support running on the same hardware. For example, Windows by default
polls time servers every 9 hours [115]. Assuming this is true for all clients (and that the clients
synchronize uniformly across the period) 175,644 time synchronization requests per second would
correspond to a pool of 5,755,502,592 clients.
ANTP clients would choose how often to restart the negotiation phase and we recommend doing
so periodically to ensure the attack window from exposure of the symmetric key is limited. If
keys are re-exchanged monthly, this is a ratio of 1:1:1440 for expected negotiation, key exchange,
and time synchronization messages, which increases to 1:1:8640 if clients re-exchanged every 6
months. From these or other expected ratios, one could extrapolate the expected performance
impact of using ANTP over NTP.
8.5 Security Framework
In this section we introduce our new time synchronization provable security framework for
analyzing time synchronization protocols such as ANTP, NTP and the Precision Time Protocol. It
builds on both the Bellare–Rogaway BR93 model [105] for authenticated key exchange (see Section
3.1) and the Jager et al. framework for authenticated and confidential channel establishment
[30] (see Section 3.4). Neither of those models however includes time. Schwenk [116] recently
proposed a framework for modelling time in provable security analysis of protocols such as
Kerberos: time is a global parameter and each party may query a time oracle to receive the
time from the global time counter.
Our framework however models time as a counter that each party separately maintains, as the
goal of the protocol is to synchronize these disparate counters. Additionally, the adversary in
our execution environment has the ability to initialize each protocol run with a new time counter
independent of the party’s own counter, and controls when protocol runs can increment their
counter, effectively giving the adversary complete control of both the latency of the network and
the computation time of the parties.
8.5.1 Execution Environment
There are nP parties P1, . . . , PnP , each of whom is a protocol participant. Each party generates
a long-term key-pair (ski, pki), and can run up to nS instances of the protocol which are referred
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to as sessions. We denote the sth session of a party Pi as pi
s
i . Note that each session pi
s
i has
access to the long-term key pair of the party Pi. In addition, we denote with T and Tc the
full transcript and server-session maintained client transcript Tc . We note that in order model
parties can act as both clients and servers, querying time-synchronisation servers and responding
to time-synchronisation requests from clients.
Per-Session Variables. The following variables are maintained by each session:
• ρ ∈ {client, server}: the role of the party.
• id ∈ {1, ..., nP }: the identity of the party.
• pid ∈ {1, . . . , nP }: the believed identity of the partner.
• α ∈ {accept, reject, in-progress}: the session status.
• k ∈ {0, 1}128: the session key.
• Tc ∈ {{0, 1}∗, ∅}: if ρ = server, the transcript of client messages, otherwise Tc = ∅.
• T ∈ {0, 1}∗: the transcript of messages sent and received.
• time ∈ N: a counter maintained by the session.
Adversary Interaction. The adversary schedules and controls all interactions between pro-
tocol participants. The adversary is in complete control of all communication, able to create,
delete, reorder or modify messages at will. The adversary can compromise long-term and session
keys. Additionally, the adversary is able to set the clock of a party to an arbitrary time when
beginning a session and control the rate at which time progresses during the execution of a
session. The following queries model normal execution with adversary control of time:
• Create(i, r, t): The adversary activates a new session with party Pi, initializing it with
pisi .ρ = r and pi
s
i .time = t. Note that if pi
s
i .ρ = client, then pi
s
i responds with the first
message of the protocol run.
• Send(i, s,m, #–∆): The adversary sends a message m to a session pisi . Party Pi processes
the message m and responds according to the protocol specification, updating per-session
variables and outputting some message m∗ if necessary. During message processing, the
party may execute multiple calls to a distinguished Now() procedure, modelling the party
reading its current time from memory; immediately before the `th such call to the Now()
procedure, the session’s pisi .time variable is incremented by ∆`.
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The next queries model compromise of secret data:
• Reveal(i, s): The adversary receives the session key k of the session pisi .
• Corrupt(i): The adversary receives the long-term secret-key ski of the party Pi.
The following query allows additional adversary control of the clock:
• Tick(i, s,∆): The adversary increments the counter pisi .time by ∆.
The vector
#–
∆ in Send is necessary due to subtleties in the security framework: An adversary
cannot issue Tick queries to a session during the processing of a Send query, but a party may
read its clock multiple times while processing a message and thus expect to receive different
clock times. The vector
#–
∆ in the Send query allows adversary control of this clock rate.
Note that our model assumes that during execution of a session, the clocks between two parties
advance at the same rate, otherwise it does not make sense for two parties to try to synchronize
their clocks at all. This implicitly assumes that the parties are in the same reference frame.
Additionally, while computer clocks may progress at different rates, we are assuming that, over
a relatively short period of time, like the few seconds for an execution of the protocol, the
difference in clock rate will be negligible. This will be formalized in Definitions 8.3 and 8.4
with the condition that the adversary advances the time of matching sessions symmetrically: a
Tick(j, t,
∑`




i exists when Send(i, s,m,
#–
∆) is issued.
Security Experiment. The time synchronization security game is played between a chal-
lenger C who implements all nP parties according to the execution environment and protocol
specification, and an adversary A. After the challenger generates the long-term key pairs, the
adversary receives the list of public keys and interacts with the challenger using the queries
described above. Eventually the adversary terminates.
8.5.2 Security Definitions
The goal of the adversary, formalized in this section, is to break time synchronization security by
causing any client session to complete a session with a time counter such that |pisi .time−pitj .time| >
δ, (where pitj is the partner of the session pi
s
i such that pi
t
j .id = pi
s
i .pid, and δ is an accuracy
margin) or by causing a session pisi to accept a protocol run without having a matching session
pitj . The adversary controls the initialization of the party’s clock in each session, and the rate at
which the clock advances during each session, with the restriction that during execution of a
session the adversary must advance the party and its peer at the same rate.
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8.5.2.1 Matching Conversations and Authentication
Authentication is defined similarly to the approach of Bellare and Rogaway (BR93) [105], by
use of matching transcripts (or conversations). We use the variant of matching conversations
employed by Jager et al. [30], and modify the definition to reflect client authentication of stateless
servers.




i .ρ 6= pitj .ρ
and pisi .T prefix-matches pi
t
j .T . For two transcripts T and T
′, we say that T is a prefix of T ′
if |T | 6= 0 and T ′ is identical to T for the first |T | messages in T ′. Two transcripts T and T ′
prefix-match if T is a prefix of T ′, or T ′ is a prefix of T .
Prefix-matching prevents an adversary from trivially winning the game by dropping the last
protocol message after a session has accepted. Note that since our focus is on clients authenticating
stateless servers, we must restrict the adversary from replaying messages to another session from
the same server party in order to easily break the game.
Definition 8.2 (Stateless Server Authentication). We say that a session pisi accepts maliciously
if:
• pisi .α = accept;
• pisi .ρ = client;
• no Reveal(i, s) or Reveal(j, t) queries were issued before pisi .α ← accept and pitj .T prefix-
matches pisi .T ;
• no Reveal(i, s′) queries were issued before pisi .α← accept and pis
′
i .Tc = pi
s
i .Tc
• no Corrupt(j) query was ever issued before pisi .α← accept, where j = pisi .pid;





We define AdvauthT (A) as the probability of A forcing any session pisi to accept maliciously.
The first Reveal condition prevents A from trivially winning the game by accessing the session
key of the Test session. Similarly the Corrupt condition prevents A from trivially winning by
decrypting the premaster secret with the session peer’s public-key. However, the possibility
exists for an adversary to trivially win the game by replaying client messages to a second session
and querying the second session with Reveal. Disallowing Reveal queries in general is clearly too
restrictive, so we prevent this in the second Reveal condition by disallowing Reveal queries to
server sessions sharing client contributions.
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8.5.2.2 Correct and Secure Time Synchronization
The goal of a time synchronization protocol is to ensure that the difference between the two
parties’ clocks is within a specified bound. A protocol is δ-correct if that difference can be
bounded in honest executions of the protocol, and δ-accurate secure if that difference can be
bounded even in the presence of an adversary.
Definition 8.3 (δ-Correctness). A protocol T satisfies δ-correctness if, in the presence of a
passive adversary that faithfully delivers all messages and increments time in each partner session
symmetrically, then the client and server’s clocks are within δ of each other. More precisely, in
the presence of a passive adversary, for all sessions pisi where
• pisi .α = accept;
• pisi .ρ = client;









j), respectively ; and
• wheneverA queries Tick(i, s,∆), or Tick(j, t,∆′), A also queries Tick(j, t,∆) or Tick(j, t,∆′)
(where pisi matches pi
t
j), respectively;
we must also have that |pisi .time − pitj .time| ≤ δ.
Definition 8.4 (δ-Accurate Secure Time Synchronization). We say that an adversary A breaks
the δ-accuracy of a time synchronization protocol if when A terminates, there exists a session pisi
with partner id pisi .pid = j such that:
• pisi .α = accept;
• pisi .ρ = client
• A made no Corrupt(j) query before pisi .α← accept;
• A made no Reveal(i, s) or Reveal(j, t) query before pisi .α← accept and pitj matches pisi ;
• while pisi .α = in-progress and A queried Send(i, s,m,
#–
∆) or Send(j, t,m′,
# –
∆′), then A also
queried Tick(j, t,
∑`









• while pisi .α = in-progress and A queried Tick(i, s,∆), or Tick(j, t,∆′), then A also queried
Tick(j, t,∆) or Tick(j, t,∆′) (where pisi matches pi
t
j), respectively; and
• |pisi .time − pitj .time| > δ.
The probability of an adversary A breaking δ-accuracy of a time synchronization protocol T is
denoted AdvtimeT,δ (A).
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8.5.3 Multi-Phase Protocols
Our construction in Section 8.3 has a single run of the negotiation and key exchange phases,
followed by multiple time synchronization executions reusing the negotiated cryptographic
algorithms and shared secret key. To model the security of such multi-phase time synchronization
protocols, we further extend our framework so that a single session can include multiple time
synchronization phases. The differences from the model described in the previous section are
detailed below.
Per-Session Variables. The following variables are added or changed:
• n ∈ N: the number of time synchronization phases allowed in this session.
• timep, for p ∈ {1, . . . , n}: the time recorded at the conclusion of phase p.
• α ∈ {acceptp, reject, in-progress}, for p ∈ {1, . . . , n}: the status of the session. Note
that, when phase p concludes and α← acceptp is set, the party also sets timep ← time.
Adversary Interaction. The adversary can direct the client to run an additional time
synchronization phase with a new Resync query, and the client will respond according the
protocol specification. The Create query in this setting is also changed:
• Create(i, r, t, n): Proceeds as for Create(i, r, t), and also sets pisi .n← n.
• Resync(i, s, #–∆) - The adversary indicates to a session pisi to begin the next time synchro-
nization phase. Party Pi responds according to protocol specification, updating per-session
variables and outputting some message m∗ if necessary. During message processing, im-
mediately before the `th call to the Now() procedure, the session’s pisi .time variable is
incremented by ∆`.
The goal of the adversary is also slightly different to account for the possibility of breaking time
synchronization of any given time synchronization phase: the adversary’s goal is to cause a client
session to have any phase where its time is desynchronized from the server’s. In particular, for
there to be some client instance pisi and some phase p such that |pisi .timep − pitj .timep| > δ where
pitj is the partner of session pi
s
i . Again the adversary in general controls clock ticks and can tick
parties at different rates, however it must tick clocks at the same rate when phases have switched
back to being in-progress.
Definition 8.5 (δ-Accurate Secure Multi-Phase Time Synchronization). We say that an adver-
sary A breaks the δ-accuracy of a multi-phase time synchronization protocol if when A terminates,
there exists a phase p session pisi with partner id pi
s
i .pid = j such that:
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• pisi .ρ = client
• pisi .α = acceptq for some q ≥ p;
• A did not make a Corrupt(j) query before pisi .α← acceptp was set;
• A did not make a Reveal(i, s) or Reveal(j, t) query before pisi .α← acceptp was set and pitj
matches pisi ;
• while pisi .α = in-progress and A queried Send(i, s,m,
#–
∆) or Send(j, t,m′,
# –
∆′), then A also
queried Tick(j, t,
∑`









• while pisi .α = in-progress and A queried Tick(i, s,∆), or Tick(j, t,∆′), then A also queried
Tick(j, t,∆) or Tick(j, t,∆′) (where pisi matches pi
t
j), respectively; and
• |pisi .timep − pitj .timep| > δ.
The probability of an adversary A breaking δ-accuracy of multi-phase time synchronization
protocol T is denoted Advmulti-timeT,δ (A).
8.6 Correctness and Security of ANTP
In this section we present our correctness and security theorems on ANTP.
8.6.1 Correctness
Theorem 8.6 (Correctness of ANTP). Fix E ∈ N. ANTPE is an E-correct time synchronization
protocol as defined in Definition 8.3.
Proof. When analyzing ANTP in terms of correctness, we can restrict analysis to data that
enters the clock-update procedure as input, as the rest of the protocol is designed to ensure
authentication and does not influence the session’s time counter. This allows us to narrow our
focus to SNTP, which is the time synchronization core of ANTP.
We first focus on a single time synchronization phase. At the beginning of the time synchronization
phase of ANTP, the client will send an NTP request (req) which contains t1, the time the
client sent req. Note that the adversary is restricted to delivering the messages faithfully as a
passive adversary, and also must increment the time of each protocol participant symmetrically.
The adversary otherwise has complete control over the passage of time. Thus θ1, θ2, θ3
are non-negative but otherwise arbitrary values selected by the adversary (where θ1 is the
propagation time from client to server, θ2 is server processing time and θ3 is propagation
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time from server to client). Thus the client computes the round-trip time of the protocol as:




When the client-to-server and server-to-client propagation times are equal (θ1 = θ3) then θ˜3 = θ3,
and the values t3 and t2 allow the client to exactly account for θ2. The time counter is updated
by time+ offset = t3 + θ˜3 − t4, and upon completion the client’s clock is exactly synchronized
with the server’s clock.
When θ1 6= θ3, we have that θ3− θ˜3 = 12(θ3− θ1), so the statistics t1, ..., t4 do not allow the client
to exactly account for client-to-server propagation time θ3; the client’s updated time may be off by
up to 12(θ3−θ1). Fortunately, we can bound this value by E : we know that 12(θ3−θ1) ≤ 12(θ1+θ3),
and furthermore we know that ANTPE will only accept time synchronization when (θ1 +θ3) ≤ E ,
so in sessions that accept (assuming a passive adversary) we have that the client’s clock is at
most 12(θ3 − θ1) < E different from the server’s clock.
Now moving to the multi-phase setting, we note that this analysis of the correctness of ANTP
applies to each separate time synchronization phase: since the client’s (t1, t4) values are only used
to calculate the total round-trip time of the time synchronization phase, thus if the rate-of-time
for both client and server during the phase is the same, each phase is also E -correct in the
presence of a passive adversary, even if the adversary dramatically changes the rate-of-time for
partners between time synchronization phases.
8.6.2 Security
Security of a single 3-phase execution of ANTP in the sense of Definition 8.4 is given by
Theorem 8.7 below. Security of multiple phases in the sense of Definition 8.5 follows with a
straightforward adaptation, given by Theorem 8.8.
Intuitively, the bound on the possible error that an adversary A can introduce without altering
packets is as in Section 8.6.1. It follows then that if all messages are securely authenticated, and
the only inputs to the clock-update procedure are either:
• authenticated via messages, or
• the round trip delay RTT ,
then any attacker can only introduce at most E error into the clock-update procedure (where
E ≥ RTT ).
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Theorem 8.7 (Security of ANTP). Fix E ∈ N and let λ be the length of the nonces in m1
and m5 (λ = 256). Assuming the key encapsulation mechanism KEM (with keyspace KEM.K)
is ind-cca-secure, the message authentication code MAC is euf-cma-secure, the hash function
Hash is collision-resistant, and the key derivation function KDF and authenticated encryption
scheme AE are secure, then ANTPE is a E-accurate secure time synchronization protocol as
in Definition 8.4. In particular, there exist algorithms B3, . . . ,B8, described in the proof of the
theorem, such that, for all adversaries A, we have










+ Advauth-encAE (BA4 ) + Advind-ccaKEM (BA5 )
+ AdvkdfKDF(BA6 ) + AdvAuthEncAE (BA7 )
+ Adveuf-cmaMAC (BA8 )
)
where nP and nS are the number of parties and sessions created by A during the experiment.
The standard definitions for security of the underlying primitives and the corresponding advan-
tages Advauth-encAE (A), Advind-ccaKEM (A), AdvcollHash(A), Adveuf-cmaMAC (A), and AdvkdfKDF(A) are given in
Chapter 2.
Proof. From Theorem 8.6, ANTPE is an E -correct time synchronization protocol in the sense
of Definition 8.3. Thus all passive (or benign) adversaries have probability 0 of breaking E -
accuracy of ANTPE . If we show that the advantage Adv
auth
ANTPE
(A) of any adversary A of breaking
authentication security (i.e., to accept without session matching) of ANTPE is small, then it
follows that the advantage of any active adversary A in breaking E -accuracy of ANTPE is
similarly small. In other words, it immediately is the case that
AdvtimeANTPE ,E (A) ≤ AdvauthANTPE (A) . (8.1)
We now focus on bounding AdvauthANTPE (A). In order to show that an active adversary has
negligible probability in breaking ANTPE authentication, we use a proof structured as a sequence
of games. We let Pr(breaki) denote the probability that the adversary causes some session to
accept maliciously in game i. We iteratively change the security experiment, and demonstrate
that the changes are either failure events with negligible probability of occurring or that if the
changes are distinguishable we can construct an adversary capable of breaking an underlying
cryptographic assumption. If readers jump to Analysis of Game 9 we provide a summary the
changes in each game. Since the client will only accept synchronization if all three phases are
properly authenticated, the advantage of an active adversary is negligible given our cryptographic
assumptions.
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Game 0. This is the original time synchronization game described in § 8.4:
AdvauthANTPE (A) = Pr(break0) . (8.2)
Game 1. In this game, we abort the simulation if any nonce is used in two different sessions
by client instances. There are at most 2nSnP nonces used by client instances, each of λ bits.
The probability that a collision occurs among these values is bounded by (2nSnP )
2/2λ, so:







Game 2. Here, we guess the first client session to accept maliciously, aborting if incorrect.
We select randomly from two indices (i, s)
$← {1, . . . , nP } × {1, . . . , nS} and abort if pisi is not
the first session to accept maliciously. Now the challenger responds to Reveal(i, s) queries (if
pisi .α = accept) by aborting the game, as it follows that the guessed session cannot accept
maliciously. There are at most nPnS client sessions, and we guess the first session to accept
maliciously with probability at least 1/nPnS , so
Pr(break1) ≤ nPnS Pr(break2) . (8.4)
Game 3. Here we guess the partner session to pisi , by selecting from two indices (j, t)
$←
{1, . . . , nP } × {1, . . . , nS} and abort if pitj is not the partner session to pisi . Now, the challenger
answers Corrupt(j) and Reveal(j, t) queries before pisi .α ← accept by aborting the game, as it
follows that the guessed session cannot accept maliciously. There are at most nPnS server
sessions, and we guess the partner of the first session to accept maliciously with probability at
least 1/nPnS , so
Pr(break2) ≤ nPnS Pr(break3) . (8.5)
Game 4. Here we abort if a hash collision occurs, by computing all hash values honestly
and aborting if there exists two evaluations (in,Hash(in)), (iˆn,Hash(iˆn)) such that in 6= iˆn but
Hash(in) = Hash(iˆn). The simulator interacts with a Hash-collision challenger, outputting the
collision if found. Thus:
Pr(break3) ≤ Pr(break4) + AdvcollHash(BA3 ) . (8.6)
Game 5. In this game, we abort if in server session pitj the ciphertext received in m3 is not
equal to the ciphertext sent in m1 but the output of AuthDecs is not ⊥.
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We construct an algorithm BA4 that simulates Game 4 identically, except to interact with an
auth-enc challenger in the following way: When Pj needs to run AE.AuthEnc or AE.AuthDec,
BA4 uses its oracles to compute the required value. In server session pitj , when BA4 receives a
ciphertext in m3 that was not equal to the ciphertext sent in m1 but the output of the Decrypt
oracle is not ⊥, this corresponds to a ciphertext forgery, and thus:
Pr(break4) ≤ Pr(break5) + Advauth-encAE (BA4 ) . (8.7)
Game 6. In this game, sessions pisi and pi
t
j compute the session key k by applying KDF to a
random secret pms′ $← KEM.K, rather than the pms that was encapsulated using KEM.Encap
and transmitted in ciphertext e. Any algorithm used to distinguish Game 5 from Game 6 can
be used to construct an algorithm capable of distinguishing KEM encrypted values via plaintext,
thus breaking IND-CCA security of the key encapsulation mechanism.
We construct a simulator BA5 that interacts with a KEM ind-cca challenger. BA5 activates party
Pj with the public key pk received from the challenger. BA5 responds identically to queries from
A as in Game 5, except as follows:
• BA5 computes the KEM ciphertext e for the session pisi by obtaining a challenge (e, pms)
from its KEM challenger.
• BA5 computes pisi .k ← KDF(pms)
• In any Pj session where m3 contains the challenge ciphertext above, BA5 computes the
session key as k ← KDF(pms).
• In any other Pj session where m3 does not contain the challenge ciphertext above, BA5
queries the ciphertext to its Decap oracle to obtain the premaster secret and uses that as
its input to KDF to compute the session key k.
• BA5 never needs to answer a Corrupt(j) query because of Game 3.
When the random bit b sampled by the KEM ind-cca challenger is 0, pms is an honest decapsu-
lation of the ciphertext e, in which case BA5 perfectly simulates Game 5. When b = 1, pms is
random and independent of e, in which case BA5 perfectly simulates Game 6. Observe that BA5
never asks the challenge ciphertext e to its decapsulation oracle.
An adversary capable of distinguishing Game 5 from Game 6 can therefore be used to break
IND-CCA security of KEM, so
Pr(break5) ≤ Pr(break6) + Advind-ccaKEM (BA5 ) . (8.8)
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Game 7. In this game, we replace the secret key k in sessions pisi and pi
t
j with a uniformly
random value k′ from {0, 1}lKDF where lKDF is the length of the KDF output, instead of being
computed honestly via k ← KDF(pms).
In Game 6, we replaced the premaster secret value pms with a uniformly random value from
KEM.K. Thus, any algorithm that can distinguish Game 6 from Game 7 can distinguish the
output of KDF from random. We explicitly construct such a simulator BA6 that interacts with
a KDF challenger, and proceeds identically to Game 6, except: when computing k for pisi , BA6
queries the KDF challenger with pms; and when computing k for pitj , BA6 sets pitj .k = pisi .k. When
the random bit b sampled by the KDF challenger is 0, k = KDF(pms), and BA6 provides a perfect
simulation of Game 6. When b = 1, k
$← {0, 1}lKDF and BA6 provides a perfect simulation of
Game 7.
An adversary capable of distinguishing Game 6 from Game 7 can therefore distinguish the output
of KDF from random, so
Pr(break6) ≤ Pr(break7) + AdvkdfKDF(BA6 ) . (8.9)
Game 8. In this game, in session pitj we replace the contents of the ciphertext C2 sent in m3
with a random string of the same length, and abort if the ciphertext received in m5 is not equal
to the ciphertext sent in m3 but the output of the AuthDecs algorithm is not ⊥.
We construct an algorithm BA7 that interacts with an AE challenger in the following way: BA7 acts
exactly as in game 7 except for sessions run by party Pj . In session pi
t
j , for the computation of C2,
BA7 picks a uniformly random binary string z′ of length equal to z = k‖KDF‖Hash‖KEM‖MAC
and submits (z, z′) to its AuthEnc oracle. For all other computations that Pj makes involving
AuthEncs or AuthDecs, BA7 submits the query to its respective AuthEnc or AuthDec oracle.
When the random bit b sampled by the AE challenger is 0, C2 contains the encryption of z, so
BA7 provides a perfect simulation of Game 7. When b = 1, C2 contains the encryption of z′,
so BA7 provides a perfect simulation of Game 8. An adversary capable of distinguishing Game
7 from Game 8 can therefore break the confidentiality of AE and guess b. Additionally, if BA7
receives a ciphertext in m5 that was not equal to the ciphertext sent in m3 but the output of
the AuthDec oracle is not ⊥, this corresponds to a ciphertext forgery, and thus BA7 has broken
the integrity of AE. Thus,
Pr(break7) ≤ Pr(break8) + Advauth-encAE (BA7 ) . (8.10)
The effect of Game 8 is that, in the target session and its partner, the key used in the MAC
computations is independent of the values transmitted.
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Game 9. In this game, we abort when the session pisi accepts maliciously. We do this by
constructing a simulator BA8 that interacts with the MAC challenger, but computes Tag1 and
Tag2 for pi
t
j by querying h‖m3‖C2 and m5‖t1‖t2‖t3 to the MAC challenger. BA8 verifies MAC
tags for pis
∗
i∗ by again querying h‖m3‖C2 and m5‖t1‖t2‖t3 to the MAC challenger and ensuring
the MAC challenger’s output is equal to the tag to be verified. Note that now the key k is
substituted for the key maintained by the MAC challenger: k was already uniformly random
and independent of the protocol run, and by Game 2 and Game 3, the simulator already
responds to Reveal queries to pisi and pi
t
j by aborting the security experiment. Thus these changes
to the game are indistinguishable. When pisi .α ← accept, BA8 checks Pj to see if there is a
matching session. Since by Game 1 all protocol flows are unique (by unique nonces), if Pj has
no matching session the adversary must have produced a valid MAC tag ˆTag1 or ˆTag2 such
that MAC(k, h‖m3‖C2) = ˆTag1 or MAC(k,m5‖t1‖t2‖t3) = ˆTag2 and (by Game 8) the key k is
uniformly random. BA8 submits the appropriate pair (h‖m3‖C2, ˆTag1), (m5‖t1‖t2‖t3, ˆTag2) to
the MAC challenger and aborts. Thus,
Pr(break8) ≤ Pr(break9) + Adveuf-cmaMAC (BA8 ) . (8.11)
Analysis of Game 9. We now show that an active adversary has a probability negligibly
close to 0 of forcing a client session pis
∗
i∗ to accept maliciously in Game 9. We briefly summarize
the changes in games.
1. Nonces no longer collide for honest parties. Each transcript pisi .T will have unique honest
matching session pitj .
2. Guess target session; C aborts if Reveal(i, s) query asked.
3. Guess partner session; C aborts if Corrupt(j) or Reveal(j, t) query asked.
4. Hash values no longer collide for honest parties. Note h is now unique for each negotiation
phase, via Game 1.
5. C1 is not forged in session pi
t
j .
6. Replace premaster secret pms in target session pisi with a random value, rather than key
encapsulated in KEM ciphertext e. Note k is unique and computed via shared secret data.
7. Replace k with uniformly random data of same length when computing Tag. Thus
verification of Tag in Time Synchronization and Key Exchange phases is done via a
uniformly random key, independent of the protocol run.
8. C2 is not forged in session pi
t
j and contains random data.
9. MAC tags in session pisi are not forged.
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pisi is a target session where: no Reveal(i, s) or Reveal(j, t) queries were issued before pi
s
i .α ←
accept; no Corrupt(j) query was ever issued before pisi .α← accept, where pisi .pid = j; and pisi
only accepts if Tag1 = MAC(k, h‖m3‖C2) and Tag2 = MAC(k,m5‖t1‖t2‖t3). By unforgeability
these tags cannot be generated by A and by Game 1 the protocol flow of each session is unique.
Tag1 and Tag2 verification will thus only occur if pi
s
i .T = pi
t
j .T , as Tag1 is over all messages in the
negotiation and key exchange phase, and Tag2 is over all messages in the time synchronization
phase and thus pisi will only accept if pi
t
j .T prefix-matches pi
s
i .T . Thus, no client session accepts
maliciously in Game 9:
Pr(break9) ≤ 0 . (8.12)
Summing all of the probabilities yields the desired bound, showing that ANTPE is a E -accurate
secure time synchronization protocol.
8.6.3 ANTP Multi-Phase Security
Multi-phase security of ANTPE can be established in a similar way to single-phase security, with
minor changes to the games in the proof to enable guessing of the first phase session to accept
maliciously.
Theorem 8.8 (Multi-Phase Security of ANTP). Fix E , n ∈ N. Under the same assumptions as
in Theorem 8.7, ANTPE is a E-accurate secure multi-phase time synchronization protocol as
defined in Definition 8.5. In particular, there exist algorithms B3, . . . ,B8 described in the proof
of Theorem 8.7, such that, for all adversaries A, we have that










+ Advauth-encAE (BA4 ) + Advind-ccaKEM (BA5 )
+ AdvkdfKDF(BA6 ) + Advauth-encAE (BA7 )
+ Adveuf-cmaMAC (BA8 )
)
where nP , nS, n are the maximum number of parties, sessions and phases created by A during
the experiment.
Proof. The proof for Theorem 3 is identical to the proof to Theorem 2 except as follows.
A new game is inserted between Game 3 and Game 4 that guesses the first time synchronization
phase p ∈ {1, . . . , n} that the target session pisi will accept maliciously: by Theorem 2, we know
that a session pisi will not accept maliciously for time synchronization phase p = 1, so by this
step we know that pisi matches pi
t
j up to and including phase p− 1.
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We also edit the final game (MAC challenger) so that B aborts if pisi accepts maliciously in phase
p. We do this by editing the final game in the following way: When processing m5 for pi
t
j in the
guessed phase p (we indicate this with m5p) B will also compute Tag2p by querying the MAC
challenger with m5p‖t1p‖t2p‖t3p, and verifies the Tag2p for pisi by querying the MAC challenger
with m5p‖t1p‖t2p‖t3p and accepting only if the output from the MAC challenger matches the Tagp
in m6p. Following the same structure as the proof to Theorem 2, we have that k is a uniformly
random key generated independently from the protocol run and this change is indistinguishable.
Verification of Tag will only occur if pisi .T = pi
t
j .T up to phase p, as Tag1 is over all messages in
the negotiation and key exchange phase, and Tagp is over all messages in phase p.
8.7 Conclusion
In this chapter we introduced a new authenticated time synchronization protocol called ANTP,
designed to securely synchronize the time of a client and server, using public-key infrastructure.
Our design is efficient, allowing a server to perform a single public key operation per client,
and then use only faster symmetric key operations for each subsequent request from that client.
Furthermore, the server need not even store per-client state, instead securely oﬄoading storage of
that state to the client. We implemented ANTP in OpenNTPD using libraries from OpenSSL, in
particular using elliptic-curve cryptography to minimize the expense of server-side computations
and RSA public-key encryption for compatability with existing RSA infrastructure.
Our ANTP protocol is accompanied by a provable security analysis showing that it provides
secure time synchronization within user-specified accuracy bounds. The analysis is carried out in
a new provable security framework. A novel aspect of our new framework, when compared with
the long line of work on authentication definitions, is that our framework models an adversary
with the ability to control the flow of time, meaning the adversary can initialize different parties’
clocks to different times, and even control the rate at which their clocks are advanced. Our new
security framework can be used for the analysis of other time synchronization protocols such as
the Network Time Security (NTS) protocol and the Precision Time Protocol (PTP).
Several interesting open problems in the area of secure time synchronization remain. All existing
time-synchronization protocols that rely on public keys, including ours, need to initially validate
the certificate of the time server, specifically that it is within its validity period. While nonces
can be combined with OCSP responses to check freshness, this cannot completely solve the “first-
boot” problem. A detailed study of denial of service attacks against secure time synchronization
protocols including ANTP would also be worthwhile, giving detailed consideration to both
the cost of cryptographic operations in practice and the bandwidth amplification afforded by
directing protocol responses to a victim.
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This work contributes to our ongoing effort to investigate the provable security of real-world
cryptographic protocols though modification of existing models and development of new security
frameworks. In particular, we capture notions of an adversary that can influence the local clock
of a session: given new research on desynchronisation attacks on NTP [18] even when utilising
the authenticated broadcast mode [117], and the development of tools for this purpose [20],
we argue that this is a realistic adversary. As a result, our security framework helps to fill in
previously un-formalised gaps between theoretical security and the security of cryptographic
protocols in the real world.
Chapter 9
Conclusions
In this final chapter we summarise the contributions of our thesis. We evaluate our success in
capturing new and interesting aspects of practical internet protocols, and suggest other potential
research directions that may benefit from the techniques we used and the models we created.
We also remark upon the limitations of our research, and speculate on how to overcome the
obstacles we faced going forward.
We comment on our multi-ciphersuite ACCE security model from Chapter 5, and highlight
aspects of the SSH protocol that lend themselves well to security analysis, hopefully encouraging
the construction of similarly designed protocols. We begin by discussing our work on modelling
cryptographic negotiation from Chapter 6, and the insights we gained from comparing negotiation
in the TLS 1.2 protocol to other internet protocols that we analysed, as such TLS 1.3 and SSH.
We follow with a broad discussion on the growing complexity of security models, demonstrated
by our work on the multi-stage security model and the TLS 1.3 handshake drafts, from Chapter
7. Next, we take another look at our introduced protocol ANTP, found in Chapter 8, and
suggesting other “hidden” security dependencies in authenticated key-exchange protocols.
9.1 Multi-Ciphersuite Security and the Secure Shell Protocol
In Chapter 5 we presented an extension of the ACCE security model in order to capture multi-
ciphersuite security, or the effects of long-term key reuse across ciphersuites. We provided an
ACCE-security analysis of the mutual-authenticated and server-only-authenticated signed-Diffie–
Hellman ciphersuites. We used the multi-ciphersuite ACCE model to analyse the SSH protocol,
and proved that SSH achieves multi-ciphersuite security.
A recent work by Jager, Schwenk and Somorovsky [53] described an attack on the QUIC and
TLS 1.3 protocols, where the long-term key reuse of RSA keys in other key-exchange protocols
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allows a revival of the Bliechenbacher attack [52]. Using the RSA long-term key-pair as a key-
exchange protocol in TLS 1.2 can be used to transform the protocol into an RSA signing oracle.
The scenario we consider in Chapter 5 centres around long-term key-reuse and this example
highlights the dangers in long-term key reuse, even across different protocols and cryptographic
algorithms. We note the structural similarity of the authentication mechanisms in TLS 1.3, and
speculate that it should be possible to show that TLS 1.3 achieves this multi-ciphersuite security.
Combining aspects of previous chapters would also be a useful research direction. While it does
appear straightforward to analyse the Secure Shell protocol in the negotiable-ACCE framework,
it is still an unproven conjecture, and any difficulties in proving negotiation security in the ACCE
model would bring new insight to negotiation in cryptographic protocols.
In our analysis of the ACCE security of SSH, we required a random oracle assumption: that
the hash function Hash used in the SSH-PRF construction is a random function. Future work
showing that SSH-PRF is a cryptographic PRF in the standard model would improve our proof,
and seems a worthwhile direction to take.
Recent work by Albrecht et al. involved an in-depth analysis of the symmetric-encryption schemes
that are utilised in the SSH protocol [14], providing positive security proofs for some, but a
number of attacks on others. Our analysis of SSH in standard authentication and key-secrecy
properties relies on the security of the symmetric-encryption scheme, but given the work above, it
remains clear that gaps still exist between the theoretical security of internet protocols and their
use in the real-world. Formally-verified reference implementations such as the miTLS project
[58, 62, 118] are a clear step towards bridging this gap, but protocols without the mainstream
popularity of TLS do not receive such attention (such as NTP), despite the impact on end
users. Creating such tools for the automated verification of other internet protocols would be an
engaging and useful series of projects.
9.2 Negotiation security
In Chapter 6 we formalise notions of negotiation in authenticated key exchange protocols in the
negotiable-ACCE framework. We describe in detail two types of negotiation in the TLS protocol,
ciphersuite and version negotiation, and show that (for some variants of version negotiation)
negotiation security in TLS 1.2 can be shown to be equal to the security of ACCE-authentication.
The clearest result from our investigation into negotiation security is that support of weak
cryptographic options is a significant vulnerability in internet protocols. The folklore wisdom of
supporting obsolete cryptography is that “being able to communicate with parties that only
support weak cryptography is better than not being able to use anything at all.” However, our
negotiation-authentication theorem suggests that this is not the case. In particular, Theorem
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6.6 indicates that the advantage of an adversary forcing negotiation to a subprotocol NP‖SPn
from a collection of subprotocols NP‖ # –SP is equal to the advantage of the adversary breaking
authentication for the underlying ACCE protocol NP‖SPn. In a less formal way, the security of
the protocol is only as good as the weakest option that can be negotiated.
Taken to a logical extreme, if SSL 2.0 with ciphersuite TLS RSA EXPORT WITH RC4 40 MD5 is
accidentally supported by a client TLS implementation, it would be trivial for an adversary to force
a user to negotiate to this version. Countermeasures such as the TLS Fallback Signalling Cipher
Suite Value do not help when the authentication mechanism is itself trivial to break. Though
not surprising, it does make the very clear point that supporting weak and legacy cryptographic
primitives and software does not just allow for a wider range of potential communication partners
— it is actively harmful to the overall security of the protocol suite.
While no cryptographer would be shocked by this, the recent high-profile attack DROWN
(Decrypting RSA using Obsolete and Weakened eNcryption) [54] was able to take advantage
of legacy SSLv2 code still in use in email ports, with ZMap scans of the IPv4 address space
showing concerning results: SMTP servers showing almost 30% support for SSL 2.0 and HTTPS
servers showing 17%. This is despite the IETF RFC “Prohibiting Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
Version 2.0” [84] having been published since March 2011. This suggests that the shift from weak
cryptographic protocols to state-of-the-art is not occurring with the urgency that it requires.
On a more positive note, speculating on the negotiation security of ciphersuite and version
negotiation in SSH and TLS 1.3 does lend insight into how AKE protocols might be structured
differently to prevent (or at least frustrate) downgrade-style attacks. Both the TLS 1.3 (EC)DHE
handshake protocol and the SSH handshake protocol sign running hashes of all messages in the
protocol flow. This means that ACCE-authentication security is dependent only on cryptographic
assumptions on the hash function and the signature scheme. This is very different from ACCE-
authentication security in TLS 1.2, which is dependent on the security of the hash function, the
signature scheme, the pseudo-random function, and the stateful length-hiding authenticated-
encryption scheme, and an unstudied PRF-ODH assumption, which is required because the
server in TLS 1.2 only signs the ephemeral Diffie–Hellman parameters.
It seems possible that one could extend our analysis to include TLS configurations where long-
term keys are shared across multiple versions but a single fixed ciphersuite (i.e. that TLS 1.2
and TLS 1.0 can reuse long-term keys in the same ciphersuite configuration). However in order
to do so requires extensive modification of the negotiation framework to more closely resemble
the multi-ciphersuite setting (Chapter 5). This remains a significant practical limitation on
long-term key reuse across ciphersuites.
Proposed revisions to TLS in the current draft of TLS 1.3 [85] seem to make the protocol
resistant to cross-ciphersuite and cross-version attacks. The main change is that, in TLS 1.3, the
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value signed using the long-term secret key now includes (the hash of) all handshake messages,
including the negotiated version and ciphersuite. As a result, our previous work on the multi-
ciphersuite composition framework (See Chapter 5) should be applicable to both multi-version
and multi-ciphersuite configurations of TLS: a signing oracle for a single sub-protocol could be
constructed to avoid signing objects that would be valid in another sub-protocol, defeating the
first step of the cross-ciphersuite attack of Mavrogiannopoulos et al. [71], a counter-example
to proving TLS 1.2 in the multi-ciphersuite ACCE model. This could then imply negotiation-
authentication security of TLS 1.3 with shared long-term keys. A thorough analysis is required
to show this categorically, however.
Our techniques can also be applied to other protocols that negotiate cryptographic parameters
or versions, the Secure Shell (SSH) protocol being a prime candidate. While SSH does have two
versions, they are largely incompatible, and current best-practices include disabling v1 support,
so there is little value in studying SSH version negotiation. However, SSH also supports multiple
cryptographic algorithms, and our framework can easily be applied to SSH algorithm negotiation.
Since the parties authenticate their entire transcript, including both the client’s and server’s
algorithm preferences, our negotiation-authentication theorem readily implies that SSH has
secure ciphersuite negotiation if it has secure authentication, which it does by the results of
Chapter 5.
This work fulfils our primary motivation of investigating the security of implemented internet
protocols by targeting a previously un-investigated aspect of such protocols. In recent years,
downgrade-style attacks have been a realised threat against TLS via several high-profile attacks
such as DROWN [54], Logjam [119], and FREAK [8] and have also been investigated by
subsequent works. Of particular interest is the paper of Bhargarven et al. [120] on downgrade
resilience in key-exchange protocols, which analysed the work presented in this chapter and
expanded it in several ways. They generalize the options that can be negotiated in their security
framework: instead of limiting themselves to ciphersuite and version negotiation, they also include
negotiation of entity identifiers (via digital certificates) and extensions. They note however
that our results are as strong as can be expected for TLS 1.2 given the lack of authentication
via digital signatures. We predict that there will be future investigations into cryptographic
negotiation which our work can serve to influence.
9.3 Multi-Stage Security and TLS 1.3
In Chapter 3, we noted a clear trend: security models for AKE protocols are growing very
complex in comparison to the humble beginnings of BR93. A lot of this is due to the wider range
of properties that modern security models like the multi-stage key exchange model capture: for
instance, defining public session matching algorithms that allow researchers to prove generic
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composability results for AKE protocols and symmetric-key protocols that utilise the derived
session keys.
While the proofs themselves have not increased in complexity, the model itself is cumbersome,
and the notation occasionally obtuse. Designing an AKE model with as much power as the
MSKE model with regards to composability, or key-independence, but with a concise, streamlined
description is a research direction worth investigating.
There are a number of limitations in our analysis of TLS 1.3. Our work does not analyse
the session keys derived in the 0RTT handshake, though we speculate that it would be a
straightforward exercise. It is worth noting, however that the application data sent in the AEAD
channel secured by 0RTT keys do not achieve replay protection, and may prove to be difficult to
model in the MSKE model.
TLS 1.3 also introduced post-handshake authentication mechanisms. This is a bit trickier to deal
with in the MSKE model, as using the application traffic key to encrypt handshake messages
essentially destroys compositional guarantees. While the actual usage of the key is the same (the
AEAD cipher used to encrypt the post-handshake messages is also used to encrypt payload data),
the hybrid argument used to prove the security of the composed AKE:AEAD protocol requires
the session key to be indistinguishable from random. If an adversary can trigger post-handshake
messages, it would allow the adversary to detect the replacement of real with random session
keys in the hybrid argument, and as such cannot be proved in a generic fashion.
In addition, the argument that our co-authors use to show composability requires both forward-
secrecy and key-independence of the session keys. However, session keys derived from PSK
handshakes and 0RTT handshakes do not enjoy forward secrecy. Future research could lie in
showing forward secrecy is a necessary condition of all composability arguments for Bellare–
Rogaway based AKE models, or proving that non-forward-secret keys can be securely composed
with arbitrary symmetric-key protocols, perhaps with additional conditions. We note that outside
the AKE model, in the CK01 framework Krawczyk [91] has shown how to construct compilers
capable of transforming unilateral-authentication protocols into mutual-authentication protocols,
and proved that the TLS 1.3 recent drafts that describe post-handshake authentication achieve
this property.
9.4 Secure Network Time Synchronization
In Chapter 8 we digress from authenticated key-exchange protocols to examine the most
widespread time-synchronisation protocol: the Network Time Protocol. We note that time-
synchronisation has clear security implications on internet protocols such as TLS due to va-
lidity periods in digital certificates. The underlying reliance on public-key infrastructure in
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authenticated key-exchange protocols means that an attacker that is capable of performing
desynchronisation attacks on local time counters can cause denial-of-service attacks or even
convince users to accept digital certificates that have been revoked due to secret-key leakage.
Since 2014, the Network Time Protocol has been demonstrated to be vulnerable to attack, and
can indeed be used to attack other internet protocols and infrastructure. NTP was used in a
series of amplification attacks with a single incident that almost reached 400Gbps [121], and
can be utilised to attack the Transport Layer Security protocol [122]. While most users do not
use NTP in an authenticated way, allowing both on and off-path attackers to desynchronise
user time [18], even using the protocol in authenticated broadcast mode is troublesome: replay
attacks can cause users to remain stuck on a time loop, and off-path attackers can prevent NTP
clients from updating their clocks [117].
We introduced ANTP, an authenticated variant of the NTP that uses widespread public-key
infrastructure to allow users to authenticate remote time servers. We designed ANTP to be
readily deployable in resource-constrained time-synchronisation servers by amortizing public-key
computations over many symmetric-key phases. We evaluated our construction by implementing
ANTP in order to perform a range of benchmarking tests. Results of the benchmarking were
positive, showing minimal additional latency and a throughput reduction factor of only 1.6.
We introduced a novel security framework to capture the security of time-synchronisation
protocols and in particular to model adversarial control of time, with some restrictions on
advancing sessions asymmetrically. Given the increased interest in NTP and its role in the
security of protocols like TLS, this security model could be used in the analysis of other
authenticated time-synchronisation protocols. It would also be interesting to consider the impact
of adversarial control of local time in other cryptographic protocols, and consider the impact of
time-synchronisation on a range of internet protocols outside of authenticated key exchange.
One of the interesting aspects of our work in time-synchronisation protocols was the unification
of authenticated key exchange security model formalism with the analysis of time-synchronisation
security. This thesis leaves us with a broadened understanding of provable security frameworks
at large, and the development of models that are able to capture properties with increasing
complexity and range. One approach for future work would be the development of frameworks
for the analysis of protocols other than authenticated key-exchange, similar to the abstract
framework for games described by Brzuska et al. [42]. However, we envisage a modular “toolbox”
approach of sorts, with unified notation and formal descriptions of a range of threat models,
queries, rules and winning conditions. For instance, the adversary in our time-synchronisation
model has control of local time counters through the use of well-defined queries, and restrictions
on the use of the queries. Generating a “toolbox” of useful and relevant aspects of cryptographic
games could be an interesting future research direction.
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